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Abstract 

Present day world as a global village is marked by what we call the challenges of strategic power 

game, oil politics, economic adventurism, military occupations and invasions in the name of 

‘self-defense’. Global players have national interests and their foreign policy revolves around 

energy security, strategic economic interests and how to access mineral and energy reserves. 

Afghanistan strategic location provides access and proximity to the West Asia, the Middle East, 

South Asia and Central Asia but peace and stability inside Afghanistan is question of the day. 

   Hence the question to be investigated are that What is the importance of a strong and 

independent Afghanistan for major players like Pakistan, China and the US? What are the major 

grounds of convergence and divergence of interests of triangular relations in Afghanistan 

perspective? What are the viable policy options for Pakistan, China and the US for strategic 

reassurance and resolve? For conducting this research sequential mixed method design is used 

with three major phases namely, an initial data gathering stage, a questionnaire survey, and a 

qualitative data gathering phase. The United stated interests in Afghanistan revolves around 

myriad factors as neutralization of the Afghan Taliban threat by military means, training and 

arming the Afghan National Army and the Police, to strengthen the capacity of the Kabul 

government to govern effectively and help in economic reconstruction of Afghanistan. Pakistan 

wants peace and stability inside Afghanistan, to secure economic and defence interests as well to 

access natural resources of Central Asian Republics. While China interests revolves around 

economic and security, and to play role of mediator in Afghanistan peace process because the 

very security of Xinjiang is threatened. All these three players are having convergence on 

fighting against violent extremism, improving of regional relations, regional stability and 

peaceful dispensation in Afghanistan, dialogue with Taliban and Pakistan’s Key Role in 

Afghanistan peace talks. Pakistan and the US have divergences as preferential Treatment of 

India, growing Role of India in Afghanistan, Chinese Ingress in the Area; Challenge to US 

hegemonic design whereas Pakistan and China are having irritants  as security of CPEC and 

resurgence of ETIM. China and US have divergences as role of India in future regional Afghan 

dispensation and Indo-US nuclear deal.  Peaceful Afghanistan can be only through dialogues 

based on pluralism, democracy, constitutionalism and recognition of rights of minorities. 
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 The three players must counter terrorism and restore peace in Afghanistan, neutral policy 

towards Afghanistan and regional economic cooperation.  
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

Present world is marked by what we call the challenges of oil politics, strategic power contest, 

economic venture and military invasion and occupation for self-defense. The cold war strategies 

are still prevailing with un-ending east west rivalry.  The cold war in the post era of world war 

two was operated on Asian soil which faced bitter consequences of power contest by great 

powers which triggered war and stretched to forty years long span (late 1940-1989). Even after 

the Cold War, the region remained of global focuss which is yet witnessing an un-ending West-

East enmity. The very finishing point of cold war was starting of the super power status of the 

US. In strategic parlance, the dominant power will have an incentive to resist and thwart the 

challenger’s rise whereby the latter has no choice but to accommodate itself initially by 

accepting the core pillars of the international order but will challenge the superpower led 

international system if its interests are not served.1Similarly, in the post-Cold War era the 

assertive Russia and China can be nightmarish for the US asin his Grand Chess board Mr. 

Brzezinski (American geo-Strategist) forewarned the US against a geo-strategy which could 

integrate Russia, China and Iran against the US. This could happen when the US would agitate 

Iran and China at the same time. This could easily shape “anti-hegemonic” alliance against the 

world superpower.2 

Since 9/11 (2001) the United States engagement in Afghanistan is continuation of the same 

policy parameters as manifested from the former policy contour whereby apparently her military 

engagement was to defeat, disrupt and dismantle Al-Qaeda. The US objectives in Afghanistan 

can be seen in the context of competition among different world orders in the Asian regions. The 

Western-Liberal world order led by the US wants to establish its influence and dominance in 

Central Asia and limit the Slavic and Sino world orders increasing access in the region. 

Afghanistan’s strategic location providing access and proximity to the West Asia, the Middle 

East, South Asia and the Central Asia enjoys significant position in the US “Pivot to Asia” 

                                                           
1 James Steinberg and Michel O’Hanlon, Strategic Reassurance and Resolve: US-China Relations in the Twenty 

First Century. New York: Princeton University Press. 2014.  pp. 17, 18. 
2 Zbegniew Brzezinski.  The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and its Geostrategic Imperatives, Washington, 

D.C. 2008.  p. 20. 
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policy.3It encompasses several dimensions as curbing the threat of Afghan Taliban militarily, 

equipping the ANDSF with latest arms, making Kabul government capable to govern efficiently 

and assisting Kabul in economic built up.4The under lying contours of US engagement policy 

were, firstly, to watch over Pakistan’s nuclear assets, secondly, to contain China, thirdly, to 

monitor Central Asian Republics.5 Mohmand has illustrated US policy contours in this way; that 

the US wanted to have military presence in Afghanistan, to have access to the Central Asian 

Republics (CARs) in order to exploit natural resources as gas and oil, to encircle China based on 

China Containment Policy; to intimidate Iran into submission; to retain military bases in 

Afghanistan from where Pakistan’s nuclear proliferation could be observed and checked.6 

Their policy has undergone many changes. For the first seven years of the Afghan war, George 

W. Bush followed his one-dimensional neo-con policy in Afghanistan. There were two main 

objectives, firstly, punishment of Taliban regime because of their affiliation with the Al-Qaeda 

and their refusal to hand him over to the US and secondly, to overthrow the Taliban Regime for 

their complicity.7The US policy in Afghanistan is in need of world patronage for economic aid 

and technology to Afghanistan, to prevent the implications of militancy to Pakistan and above all 

in management of border.8 

The operational mode of policy remained in a constant state of flux, curbing both Al-Qaeda and 

later on Taliban. Then Obama Strategy emphasized on reinvigoration of military engagement but 

simultaneously encouraged reconciliation and talks with the Taliban.The one and half long US 

engagement has caused badly to not only Afghanistan but also Afghanistan. Pakistan is having 

fall out in form of increased insurgency from non-state actors as both Taliban and Al-Qaeda.  

The Obama Administration has hinted at plans to further reduce the troop level to 5500 by the 

end of 2016. However, the mandate of US troops as part of NATO is to be expanded to 

combating insurgents outside Kabul in what NATO has described as ‘hub and spoke system’. In 

view of the Taliban successes in southern Afghanistan, change of Taliban leadership and the 

Islamic State challenges, NATO is engaged in outlining its strategy for 2017. This would mean 

                                                           
3 Interview of  writer of the Thesis with Fauzia Nasreen. Ex-Ambassador of Pakistan. Islamabad. 20th June, 2016. 
4 Interview of Writer of the Thesis with Hasan Askari Rizvi, a Defence Analyst,  Lahore. 6thOctober  2013. 
5 Interview of Writer of the Thesis with Brig.(Retd) Syed Ghazanfar Ali, Lahore. 16 August 2013. 
6Interview of Writer of the Thesis with Rustam Shah Mohmand. Ex-Ambassador to Afghanistan.. Islamabad. 2013. 
7Yunas Samad. The Pakistan-US Conundrum: Jihadists, The Military and the People: The Struggle for Control, U.K: 

Columbia/Hurst and co (Publishers) LTD. 2011. p. 31. 
8Interview with Hasan Askari Rizvi.Op. cit. 
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increased pressure on Pakistan and the likelihood of the disruptive elements taking refuge inside 

Pakistan. Border management and the implementation of Pakistan’s plans assume added 

significance. 

Pakistan access to CARs is in need of peaceful and stable Afghanistan whereas the stable 

Afghanistan is a channel for cordial strategic and economic relations with China also. 

Furthermore, Pakistan and Afghanistan bilateral relations can ccrue more benefits through 

cooperation on Durand Line settlement, Pashtunistan issue and Gwadar port. Pak-Afghan 

relations are complex with multiple layers of ties linked to the questions of ethnicity, border 

demarcation, institutional disconnect and dissonance at the people to people level.9 All this is 

complicated by the systemic, state and domestic level influences. 

China’s engagement in Afghanistan is limited to resources exploitation and infrastructure 

development. With its fast growing economy, political stability at home and successful foreign 

policy, China is in much better position to play her role of stability in the region. Geo-

strategically, China is in position to play a decisive role in regional affairs. It has become a solid 

stabilizing power that can materially influence the region.China’s policy contours in Afghanistan 

are mainly 1) to safeguard Xinjiang, 2) to foster economic terms as investment in natural 

resources and 3) to counter Indian and US leverage.Beijing is in need of both Afghanistan and 

Pakistan for its strategic goal in Greater Central Asia.For resource importing states, the 

availability of gas and oil is connected with secured energy supplies. The Central Asia is a 

pivotal strategic region between the two large energy consumption markets of Asia and Europe. 

Beijing has sensed this enormous potential and, hence is striving for strong political, economic 

and strategic ties in the post-Soviet region. China craves for presence in energy rich Central 

Asian states for access to hydrocarbon supplies and to get stability in Uighur autonomous region 

of Xinjiang. Hence, China has active participation in development of gas and oil fields, east 

directed pipeline projects.For China, Afghanistan’s politico-strategic relevance is less significant 

than Central Asia and Pakistan. China would like to see a stable Afghanistan, well integrated in 

the region and free from the extremist and terrorist elements. It would like to secure its western 

region, Xinjiang, from the three evils: Extremism, Terrorism and Separatism.China’s major 

investment in infrastructure are in Pakistan and the Central Asia. 

                                                           
9Interview with Fauzia Nasreen.Op.cit. 
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           In Pakistan, the most important geo-strategic and politico economic area for China is 

Balochistan. Due to its peculiar geographic location major regional and extra regional powers 

have special interests in Balochistan. The interests range from political to socio-economic. If 

China is connected with Gwadar port it render greater advantages because working Gwadar will 

be an outlet for CARs to the world market. Gwadar is of strategic essence to China and Pakistan 

bilateral relations which give pivotal position to Pakistan and is situated over 600 km lengthy 

coastal belt with short distance of 624 nautical km from Strait of Hormuz , a crucial commercial 

route, 460 kilometers from Karachi and 120 kilometers from Iran border.10These grounds are 

strengthening Pakistan’s influence in Indian Ocean from Persian Gulf to Far East and Southeast 

Asia. 

China is interested in Pakistan’s Gwadar Port for its naval base and in its strategy specified for 

the Gulf region and West Asia and how to overcome US and India leverage in this 

region.11Moreover, China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will shorten route between 

Middle East and China. Chinese exports will be prompted to Middle East, African and EU 

markets. 12 

In so far as Afghanistan is concerned, China is treading cautiously ensuring that its overtures 

towards Afghanistan in the political and economic spheres would not further complicate the 

dynamics of Afghanistan, where already the Western-Liberal order and some regional players 

have staked their interests. 

The US is striving forpromoting its economic and strategic interests in the Asian region and to 

protect and assure regional allies. Moreover, limiting Chinese military access to the region, 

dissuading China from exploiting the potential for consolidation of relations with the ASEAN 

countries is also greatly emphasized. 

China has longer presence and investment plans in Afghanistan because Afghanistan has huge 

oil and natural gas reserves in its northern part. Afghanistan has larger deposits of iron ore in 

some parts as between Herat and Panjshir Valley, gold reserves in northern provincesof 

                                                           
10 Muhammad Alamgir. Strategic Importance of Gwadar Port for Pakistan.International Relations. September 16, 

2011. 
11 Vali Nasr. The Dispensable Nation.Op.cit. p. 241. 
12Interview of the Writer of the Thesis with Brig (Retd) Nadir Mir, a Defence Analyst, Lahore, 20th September, 

2013. 
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Badakhshan, Ghazni and Takhar and copper fields in Jawkhar Darband and Aynak13which are 

more alluring to Chinese interests because China has quest for copper and iron ore. Besides, 

China wants an access to the natural gas supply of Central Asia and Afghanistan. 

In the wake of US withdrawal from Afghanistan, China will play pivotal role for the stability and 

reconstruction of Afghanistan in order to safeguard her stakes there.  Furthermore, the US 

strategic terms with India and deepening links with the Central Asia are apprehensive for 

China.In this strategic perspective, Pakistan is pivotal in Chinese policy of Central Asia and 

Afghanistan.14 Pakistan has convergence of economic and strategic interests with China as in 

form of collaboration in Gwadar Port and Pakistan-China Economic Corridor andPakistan as sea 

channel provides link between the Indian Ocean and China15 as a land bridge connect China with 

the Middle East. Pakistan provides a new opening to the Chinese enterprise for becoming global 

due to closeness of Pakistani littoral to the straits of Hormuz and Persian Gulf, it can serve as 

strategic outlet. 

US is apprehensive of defence and security cooperation between Pakistan and China and sees 

development of Gwadar Port by China within the context of its rebalancing policy towards Asia 

Pacific and its vital interests in the Western Pacific and the Indian Ocean.16 

The triangular relations of Pakistan, China and the US have convergence of interests as 

Terrorism emanating from Afghanistan has the potential of inspiring Islamists and spilling over 

extremism into Pakistan’s tribal areas and Chinese western province of Xinjiang being linked to 

Afghanistan. Hence, achieving long term peace and stability in Afghanistan is utmost important 

for the whole region.  Accordingly, there is a strong realization by US, Pakistan and China to 

work in coordination for combating terrorism. 

Pakistan-US-Afghanistan-China quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) was held on January 

11, 2016 for renewal of peace talks between Taliban and Afghan government. All four countries 

conceded with related discussions and meetings. This process aimed  at the accomplishment of 

                                                           
13 Roman Muzalqeky. The Economic Underpinnings of China’s Regional Security Strategy in Afghanistan Eurasia. 

Daily Monitor Vol. 7, Issue75. 
14 Huang Junbao. To Look at Deepen China’s Comprehensive Cooperation with Pakistan from Strategic Perspective 

.Asia Pacific Economy.No. 2 (2008).p. 65. 
15Ni Yunshuo. Corridor of Cooperation.Beijing Review.No. 13. (30 ,March 2006). 
16Interview of the Writer of the Thesis with Fauzia Nasreen.Op.cit. 
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peace by countering all hardships. The presence of key players namely US, China and Pakistan 

impart credence to peace talks and further it needs tolerance and forbearance for this process to 

be successful. Pakistan, US and China would continue their role as facilitator and process should 

be inclusive of all Afghanistan factions, Afghanistan led and Afghanistan owned. 

Fast growing Asian region has dictated the canvas of regional cooperation not only in security 

but also in economic aspects specially energy policies. American security paradigm of military 

overbearing and international enmesh will lead her for more convergence than conflicts with 

China as this trend has been adopted in the adverse consequences of Afghanistan.   

Some theorists argue that American interdependence is basic cause for keeping constructive 

relations with China. Conflicts get vanished by common interests hence win-win situation is the 

best possible option for the US to overcome its weaken capacity by imparting equal role to 

China. Recently, both the US and China are determined to have convergence of interests and 

escape zero-sum game. 

US relative power is waning. The US is main balancing power versus China, but only has limited 

capacity to defuse India- Pakistan tension.17However, the power play diverge their interests 

whereby all the three want their strategic dominance as the assertive power penetration and 

persistent economic growth of China has compelled the US for shifting its strategic assets from 

Euro Atlantic sphere and rebalancing its forces in the Indo-Pacific by amalgamating the Indian 

and Pacific Oceans. China’s assertive economy and strategic capacity to compete in East and 

South China Seas have caught the US focus on her strategy of containment again.18US long term 

strategic and economic plans are threatened by China’s military and economic rise in the region. 

The objective being to counter China by encircling her through local client states and attempt to 

build India as a counter weight.  US and China have rivalry as far as development of China as 

emerging power is concerned. China is also aware of the challenges resulting from the US-led 

uni-polarity or its ‘pivotal’ ascendency in Asian regions. China’s becoming of great power at the 

Asian canvas is of vital significance as she will be able to emphatically seek her interests in Asia. 

The US would prudently grapple to accommodate rather than resist Chinese interests. 

                                                           
17Interview of the Writer of the Thesis with Christopher Donnelly. Director, The Institute for Statecraft, UK.. 21st 

June, 2016. 
18Nick Bisley. ‘Biding and Hiding No Longer A More Assertive China Rattles the Region, Global Asia. Vol. 6, no. 

4. December 2011. 
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2.Statement of the Research Problem 

Afghanistan is pivotal in the region as it provides a land bridge between Greater Central Asia 

northern and southern parts, Middle East and South Asia. Pakistan, China and the US are 

contributing to the stabilization of Afghanistan. Pakistan is not only a neighbor of Afghanistan 

sharing a very long (2250 Km) border but has also been hosting Afghan refugees since Russian 

invasion in 1979. The bond is stronger due to same tribes living on both sides of the border. 

Afghanistan’s land locked nature of geographical location is making Pakistan the easiest route to 

trade with the international market. Both the US and China want an access to the natural 

resources of Afghanistan and Central Asian Republics and to counter each other’s leverage in 

Afghanistan. These realities of the situation are making Afghanistan a very important 

determinant of the US, Pakistan, China foreign policy. Restoring peace in Afghanistan is of high 

importance for international power players like US and China and regional players like Pakistan, 

Iran and India. 

Peace and stability inside Afghanistan needs consensus among major stakeholders and 

diplomacy of the US is better to serve taking neighbors on board. The only success can be 

possible by agreement of all players. The best possible scenario can resulted by a friendly or 

neutral Afghanistan.  

This research will examine the grounds of convergences in trilateral relations of the US, China 

and Pakistan. An analysis of divergences on bilateral and trilateral basis will be carried out 

followed by policy options and dialogue procedures for Afghanistan problem will be described. 

3.Objectives of the Study 

 To find out the strategic importance of Afghanistan for Pakistan, US and China; 

 To examine the interests of power players in Afghanistan; 

 To investigate convergence and divergence of Pakistan, the US and China’s interests in 

Afghanistan; 

 To analyze Triangular Foreign Policy Options for seeking a credible position in the 

region in the context of Afghanistan problem. 

4.  Research Questions 

1.      What is the importance of a strong and independent Afghanistan for major 

players like Pakistan, China and the US? 
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2. What are the major grounds of convergence and divergence of interests of 

triangular relations in Afghanistan perspective? 

3.  What are the viable policy options for Pakistan, China and the US for strategic 

reassurance and resolve? 

5. Significance of the Study 

Afghanistan is an important geo-political entity despite various foreign occupations and turmoil 

whereas it is a playground for powers in order to contain their’ rivals or retain their leverage.This 

research will cover the significance of Afghanistan for the United States, China and Pakistan. 

Recently, global players have their national interests and foreign policy revolve around energy 

security, strategic economic interests and how to access strategic mineral and energy reserves. 

Hence this study will cover conflicts and convergences of these three powers in consideration of 

economic, security and political aspects and will suggest policy options for strategic resolve. 

6. Theoretical Framework 

6.1 Offensive Realism 

Neo-realism with its off-shoot Offensive realism pre4sented by John Mearshiemer illustrated in 

tragedy of great power politics that world system is power based where states pursue chances for 

enhancing their powers by competing others. Offenses are conducted by states for the very 

increase of powers.19 The United States is grappling for becoming global hegemon from regional 

one which is nearly impossible to be attained.20Hence remains continuous power struggle.

 This pursuit of power is strewn with imbroglio, blood-shed and immeasurable 

casualties.According to Mearshiemer,regional hegemon remains alert about all other aspiring 

powers of region and have constant check on them. By buck-passing strategy the regional 

hegemon task local powers to check aspiring power  and at the time of need invade into the same 

region for  overcoming the strength of peer competitor in power perspectives. There is no end in 

achievement of power and Afghanistan has adverse effects on Pakistan tribal areas and Xinjiang 

province of China hence these powers have taken stabilization of Afghanistan issue on exigency. 

Furthermore, the US is apprehensive about rising economy and strong military of China. Hence 

                                                           
19John. J. Mearsheimer. Tragedy of great powers Politics. New York: Norton, 2001.p. 3. 
20 Ibid. pp. 41, 140-141. 
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the containment of China has made the focused in Afghanistan, Central Asian Republics and has 

adopted ‘Rebalancing’ policy also for checking China’s rise in Asia Pacific. 

6.2Theory of National Interests 

           The theory of national interests is of main importance in aspects of foreign policy. 

National interests embodied parlances for illustration of nations foreign policies.”21 National 

interest is a basis for assessing the suitability of foreign policy. There are two basic kinds of 

national interests as objective includes ethnicity, geography, history, population, resources while 

subjective includes preferences of governments and policy makers encompassed  ideology, 

religion and class identity and get change with the change of government.22  Realists have 

contributed to the parameters of national interests. For Morgenthau, national interests are 

justification of foreign policy while for Kenneth Waltz, national interests are existence state 

survival in an vicious world. Anarchy describes the national interests as having no other but 

material orientation. Internal priorities of states are against challenges of anarchy which 

transform national interests.23 In anarchy, the basic national interest is security, to protect 

territorial integrity, safeguard citizen by military means, either by having adequate means to 

launch war or by cooperative defence and security arrangements. 

Pakistan’s foreign policy stands for cordial relations with immediate neighbours, especially 

Afghanistan on the western border, a country which is religiously, culturally and strategically 

connected to Pakistan. Pakistan’s interests in Afghanistan have stretched to political interests, 

where Pakistan not only desires to have a favorable Afghan government but also to have 

peaceful western border, to counter Indian enhanced influence, and to relegate Pashtunistan issue 

to the background. Economically, Pakistan wants to have trade and commercial agreements with 

Afghanistan, whereas Afghanistan is also dependent on Pakistan for transit route to the outside 

world. Through Afghanistan, as channel, Pakistan can access to the Central Asian Republics, 

which are rich in oil and gas. Afghanistan has strategic significance for Pakistan  in terms of 

defense industries and military training. 

                                                           
21 J.N. Rosenaus, National Interests in Sells, D.L. (ed) International Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences, Vol. II, New 

York, 1964, p. 35. 
22 Joseph Frankel, National Interests, London. 1970. p. 28. 
23 Jack Donnelly. Realism and International Relations. Cambridge. 2000. p. 153. 
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When Pakistan and Afghanistan relations are contemplated, one finds national interests of the 

two inter-connected because stability of one is the stability of another. Both are minor states, 

where their main national interests are security, survival and to defend territorial integrity. Their 

foreign policies are to serve the same ideology, religion and culture and to strive against foreign 

threat to their states. As the national interest theorized by neo-realist conceded that international 

order is anarchical and national interests should serve material ends. Considering Pakistan-

Afghanistan terms, it is apparent that despite the host of opportunities, these bilateral relations 

are acrimonious. The US engagement in Afghanistan has instigated a series of mistrust and 

accusations by the two states for the sake of national interests. In this background, across the 

border infiltration has muddled security in Pakistan’s tribal areas and her interests have 

transformed into strategic challenges. The national interests demand that for defense of territory 

and population, a state has to wage war in case of having adequate means, Pakistan had no other 

option but to launch military operation in FATA as the area had turned hubs of militants and 

imminent threat to the state. The use of military force is still continued with ongoing suicide 

blasts and extremism. Moreover, the turmoil in Afghanistan has led to the radicalization of 

Balochistan, where segregation ideology is flourishing with regional and international 

conspiracy. 

6.3. Game Theory 

Game theory describes states choices in their dealing with each-others. It simplifies intricate 

relationship by revealing equillibria among players.24 

1.Game theory is based on rational actor assumption.  

2.In game theory Non-Zero or variable sum game dealt with gains and losses which are not to be 

equal where both sides may gain and hence is referred as positive-sum game. 

In Afghanistan problem the role of three states as Pakistan, US and China is mainly focusing on 

regional peace and stability. The rational choice for trilateral relations is to converge on fighting 

against violent extremism, improving of regional relations and above all enhancing regional 

economic cooperation. This convergence of interests will lead to win-win situation for three 

                                                           
24 Maoz, Zeev. Framing the National Interests: The Manipulation of Foreign Policy Decision in Group 

Setting.World Politics.43 (Oct). pp. 77-110. 
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players. Way towards access and exploitation of natural resources can be possible only through 

stable Afghanistan where economic projects like CPEC, TAPI and CASA-1000 will be feasible.  

The US hegemonic designs against China and Pakistan will take away the equilibria in trilateral 

relations because China as big power and Pakistan which is a small power cannot impede the 

former supremacy in the region. Hence the best possible option is having maximum cooperation 

than contest. 

6.4 Prisoner Dilemma 

Prisoner dilemma theory is coming under game theory which is based on one-shot decision 

making. In this game two suspects are arrested on suspicion of serious crime and are investigated 

separately whereby both have one choice either to accept police offered bargain deal for 

testifying against the other or refuse the deal and to be remained loyal to their partner. In this 

scenario there is no information of the other suspect’s doing because they cannot communicate 

before making decision. Here both suspects take best possible decision. In order to avoid worst 

outcome resulting from other player’s action.25 

Afghanistan’s turmoil is making the scenario of trust deficit and power play whereby bilateral 

relations of Pak-US, US-China and Pak-China having divergences. In case of Pak-US the two 

players have chances of either to cooperate or have conflicts. As in case of US preferential 

treatment of India and giving her enhance role in Afghanistan is mater of trust deficit where 

Pakistan does not know the real intentions of the US and such gap in bilateral relations has 

imparted strategic imbalance in South Asian region. On the other hand the Chinese ingress in the 

region has causes uneasiness to the US because the assertive military and economy is 

apprehensive to US. The US nuclear deal with India is again diverging the span of US relations 

with both Pakistan and China.In this power paradigm the equally cooperation of Pakistan and 

Chinabecomes ground of concern for the US because economic collaboration like CPEC of Pak-

China is capable to provide an access for China to Arabian Sea and Persian Gulf. However, there 

                                                           
25Alex Mints and Karl Derouen. Understanding Foreign Policy Decision Making, New York: Cambridge University 

Press, 2010, p. 64. 
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are some irritants also in Pak-China relations about security of CPEC and resurgence of East 

Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM) which creates a situation of either to cooperate or defect. 

The rational decisions of both states will lead to mutual gains. 

7. Review of Literature 

Lyne(2006) holds the view that since 1945, the US grand strategy was mainly to contain rival 

‘peer competitor’ who can be capable to control Eurasian hub of economic and military powers.  

Buckley (2008) has described that the US strategy was operated during the Cold War against the 

Soviet Union and China after 1945. The US interests comprised security, economy and has 

established an international order accordingly after the World War-II in order to promote mutual 

security and open market. These arrangements have been done mainly due to the apprehension 

about Chinese possible threats to the US interests in free market and security. However the post-

Mao China has tendency of profit than challenging international system. In the post-Cold War 

world, the emerging economies of India, China, South Korea and Indonesia would render it the 

status of world leading economies whereby the US access to the Asian market matters a lot for 

her prosperity. Moreover, China is surrounded by militarily capable countries that can inhibit 

Chinese preponderance in Asia. The US has great powers as Japan, India, Australia and South 

Korea as well as emerging powers like Vietnam and Indonesia on its side for their autonomy and 

to oppose Chinese attempts on security.  

Brizinski(2008) illustrates the theory that regulation of Eurasian resources is vital for worldwide 

domination whereas seizure of the Central Asia is a benchmark for Eurasian ascendency. It is 

believed that the Americans, quite evidently in the light of this presumption, stormed 

Afghanistan to tap Eurasian resources, although, the regional powers extended momentary 

backing to the American invasion of Afghanistan being anti-Taliban rule.  Later, these powers 

along with other stakeholder states in the region resented this war, when US led long-term 

western coalition strategy in Afghanistan was unearthed. 

Abbas (2011) has stated that the US grand policy was mainly to challenge the inspiration of 

regional powers in CARs and thwart the development of energy pipeline routes with a view to 

circumvent Russia, China and Iran from these projects. Resultantly, since the US invasion of 
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Afghanistan in 2001, the western powers have remained unsuccessful in achieving any headway. 

The regional states have developed regional structuralization to fulfill their mutual interests.  

Jones (2009) described Obama’s new strategy for Afghanistan and how to end insurgency there. 

The author has mainly stressed on the US objectives through this new strategy to eliminate Al-

Qaeda operation bases in Pakistan and Afghanistan and to end Taliban insurgency.   

Mughal (2009) has illustrated thatGawadar Port with the initial investment of 248 million US $ 

was built on the unexplored seashores of Pakistan. The Kashgar- Gwadar Economic Corridor 

(KGEC) will revive economic growth in Pakistan and the western region of China. This 

economic corridor can tie not only Pakistan and China but the entire region will get facilitated in 

several developmental aspects such as development of infrastructure, installation of industrial 

units, and decreased distance of transportation route resulting in reduced cost of communication, 

improved time for delivery of goods and reducing inventory cost. 

Donilion (2011) analyzed that the rebalance strategy aimed to balance the American strategic 

environment in some areas and to sort out underinvestment in other spheres. The Asia Pacific be 

fully granted due focus. It was all inclusive strategy embodying not only military aspect but also 

political trade and investment development.  

Khan (2011) highlighted that Gwadar enhances strategic relations of Pakistan and China as it 

imparts regional prominence to Pakistan. These grounds are strengthening Pakistan’s domination 

of the Indian Ocean from Persian Gulf to Southeast Asia and the Far East.  

Khan (2011) has surveyed Afghanistan’s problem from Pakistan’s standpoint with eloquent 

description of ambivalent policy of Pakistan whereby she supports the US but also have 

sympathy for Taliban. He has highlighted the rise of extremism and religious militancy in 

Pakistan which stretched back to turmoil in Afghanistan. He has suggested that Pakistan need to 

resolve intellectual crisis for ensuring prosperous Pakistan. 

Rashid (2012) has critically appraised recent situation in Pakistan with emphasize on various 

issues of Pakistan as military, political and security at world level. Pakistan is termed a fragile 

state, vulnerable to militant violence, economic collapse and political polarization which is near 

to become a failed state. He dealt with questions of that how relations in Pakistan be ameliorated, 

how Pakistan will become self-sufficient. He has highlighted two main issues as firstly role of 

the US in the region by considering foreign assistance, political, military aspects and secondly, 
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Pakistan self-sufficiency and capability to benefit people. However, his viewpoint is that region 

is going towards conflict than peaceful resolution of conflicts. 

Nasr (2013) has critically appraise the US foreign policy pursued under Mr. Obama has 

undermined America’s leadership role at world level. He described that for the US allies their 

constant tactical maneuvers don’t add up to a coherent strategy or a vision of global leadership. 

Prevailing is the image of a superpower tired of the world and in retreat specially from the most 

exhausted area of the Middle East. It has highlighted the heated infighting within the Obama 

administration, particularly between the White House and the State Department on various 

strategies and has particularly discussed various instances of Mr. Holbrooke standpoint regarding 

Afghanistan and Pakistan and differing ideas about how to bring the war in Afghanistan to a 

close. 

Steinberg and Hanlon (2014) have termed the US-China relations in the last forty years after 

president Nixon visit as cooperative with deep economic inter-dependence. However, recently 

Beijing is able to Washington's leadership in the Asia-Pacific region. They argue that due to 

powerful domestic and international factors, especially in the military and security realms the 

realm of relation can face an arms race and conflicts. The only escape can be possible through 

careful policies by both states. The determinants of Chinese and of American strategy, military 

spending and modernization; the nuclear, space and cyber dimensions; and bases, deployments 

and operations have been amply illustrated. 

Small (2015) illustrated that China has supported Pakistan during Indo-Pak wars but not 

militarily however that limited support proved helpful for Pakistan in later course of events. In 

post China-India war (1962) the nuclearization of Delhi compelled Pakistan for nuclear option in 

order to have strategic balance. Uneasiness in Pak-China relations is terrorism because ETIM in 

Xinjiang is causing apprehension regarding Pakistan role in counter-terrorism strategy. Pakistan 

is aligned to the US-China cause of combating ETIM. 

These writers have conducted research on various aspects of the US grand strategy in Asia in 

Cold War era which revolves around containment of China. This piece of research investigate 

the US strategy in post-9/11 whereby Afghanistan problem in triangular relations of Pakistan, 

China and the US is also evaluated.  

 

8. Research Methodology  
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This study has used mixed method approach to answers the research questions 

8.1The Mixed Method Design 

A mixed method design of research is used comprising both quantitative and qualitative methods 

for answering the research questions and achieving the research objectives. This not only 

enhances the strength of the findings but also makes the researcher capable of overcoming the 

weakness of not using either qualitative or quantitative data (Brewer and Hunter, 1989), and 

improving the validity of research through triangulation (Cook and Campbell, 1979). 

The primary focus of the quantitative data was to get an insight into the recent statistics of 

Afghanistan on military and non-military policy options and engagements whereas qualitative 

data will provide details of these engagements. This research uses sequential mixed method 

design with three major phases namely, an initial data gathering stage, a questionnaire survey, 

and a qualitative data gathering phase. The following Sections describe these three stages in 

detail: 

8.2The Initial Data Gathering Stage 

The aim of this data collection is to provide general information on the recent situational analysis 

of Afghanistan and policy options. 

8.3The Survey and Qualitative Data Gathering Phase 

Survey and qualitative data gathering which reinforce each other are the two major data 

collection phases of this study. 
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8.4Hypotheses of the Study and Analysis Techniques 

Serial 

No. 

Hypotheses of 

the Study 

Variable 

type 

Data 

Analysis 

Remarks 

1 Afghanistan is 

significant for 

Pakistan, the 

United States 

and China 

 

Yes or No  Descriptiv

e Statistics 

Frequency distributions and Bar charts showing 

significance of Afghanistan for Pakistan, China and the 

United States 

2 Type of interest 

for Pakistan, 

China and the US 

inside 

Afghanistan is 

same 

 

Ordinal  Chi-

Square 

Test 

Chi square Goodness of fit test will be used for detecting 

homogeneity of interest between and within the interest 

of power players: 

 

 

 

 

 

8.5Data Sources: 

 

This research is based on data collected by both primary and secondary sources. Interviews with 

concerned personalities ( Personnel from foreign office, Retired military officers, Retired interior 

ministers,  Political leaders) was conducted and for secondary source to use qualitative method 

of visiting various libraries, to collect data from various libraries, Institution of Strategic Studies 

Islamabad, Jinnah Institute Islamabad, Behria University Islamabad. This sort of study is 

embodied of books, national and international journals, magazines, surfing websites of foreign 

affairs, NATO, ISAF, The US Department of Defense and Department of State as well as reports 

available on concerned Embassies websites. 
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Chapter 2 

                       The United States Interests in Afghanistan 

The American war in Afghanistan based on toppling Taliban and dismantling al-qaeda started 

immediately after 9/11 incident.26The US goal was to degrade the military capabilities of Taliban 

and building Afghan Army and Local Security Forces for controlling extremists and denying 

them any future sanctuary in Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, international intervention since 2001 

was driven by two forces as firstly the US wants to flourish its strategic power with help of 

military force and secondly Unite Nations efforts emphasized for establishing less violent 

world.27The US short term policy contours in Afghanistan with Operation Enduring Freedom 

were that the US has identified the ‘enemy (as) a radical network of terrorists, and every 

government that supports them’ and emphasized that ‘our war on terror begins with al-Qaeda, 

but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been 

found, stopped and defeated.28The US military accentuated on counter-terrorism for initial 

couple of years and spending resources for dismantling Taliban.29 

The contours of US engagement policy in Afghanistan are described differently by various 

military officers and diplomats. Brig. Ghazanfar, former Director ISI, is of the view that US 

wanted War on Terror for global peace; to weaken Al-Qaeda by dismantling, disrupting and 

destroying its infrastructure and to destroy Al-Qaeda’s alleged safe-haven inside Pakistan.30The 

US interest was to remove al-Qaeda and its accomplices and to give sufficient injuries to al-

Qaeda.31Colonel Zahurul Haq, described it that US wanted to operate militarily in order to 

avenge AL-Qaeda for their attacks on New York and World Trade Centre in 2001 which later on 

became war on terror against Taliban. To Mohmand, this engagement is mainly that US wanted 

to have military presence in Afghanistan. According to Brig. Javed the contour of US 

engagement policy in Afghanistan is aimed at physical occupation; to operate intelligence 

                                                           
26 DUTY: Memoir of a Secretary at War, Robert M. Gates. USA: Alfred A. Knopf, 2014. p. 195. 
27Astri Suhkre, Waging War and Building Peace in Afghanistan.International Peace Keeping Journal, 2012. 
28 George W. Bush, Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the American People (Washington DC: United 

States Capitol, The White House, September 20, 2001.    

http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/20/9/2010920-8.html 
29 Rajiv Chandrasekaran. Little America: The War Within the War for Afghanistan. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 

2012. p. 31. 
30Interview of the Writer of the Thesis with with Brig (retd) Ghazanfar, Op.cit. 
31Interview of Writer of the Thesis with Aziz Khan.Former Foreign Secretary. Islamabad. 14th April 2016. 

http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/20/9/2010920-8.html
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operations; Overall policy has remained consistent and changes have occurred only on 

operational level. 

Brig. Mahmud Shah observed that US engagement comprised political and economic aspects as 

well to build its institutions, to stabilize the society, to enable it’s government to run the State as 

per rule of law, to make it a financially viable, to liberate the people of Afghanistan from an 

authoritative regime of Taliban and War Lords to replace it with a democratic government.32 

1. The Primary US Concern in Afghanistan  

The US engagement policy in Afghanistan revolves around myriad factors as neutralization of 

the Afghan Taliban threat by military means, training and arming the Afghan National Army and 

the Police, strengthen the capacity of the Kabul government to govern effectively and help in 

economic reconstruction of Afghanistan. Furthermore, the US is seeking global support for her 

policy in Afghanistan, economic and technological support for Afghanistan and the management 

of border related issues and spillover of militancy with Pakistan.33 

For the first seven years of the Afghan war, George W. Bush followed his one-dimensional neo-

con policy in Afghanistan. There were two main objectives, firstly, to chastise Taliban for not 

only their affiliation with Al-Qaeda but also for their refusal to hand over Osama Bin Laden to 

the US, secondly, to raze Taliban regime for their complicity.34 The nature of the US engagement 

in Afghanistan embodied the illustration of military, political and economic engagements with 

likely engagements beyond exit and to analyze that how much the US is successful in fulfilling 

the stated policy contours. 

According to Barack Obama the war of Afghanistan was the ‘good war’ and war of necessity for 

dismantling al-Qaeda and discouraging Afghanistan from sheltering militants.35 

            The ultimate strategy of the US was reflected by Obama when he stated that not only 

military but political and economic engagements are also indispensable in order to curb 

militancy and safeguard long term interests in both Pakistan and Afghanistan.36 

                                                           
32Interview of the Writer of the Thesis with Brig. Mahmud Shah, Islamabad. 9th September, 2013. 
33 Hasan Askari Rizvi, A Defence Analyst narrated this in his Interview with Author at Lahore on 6th October, 2013. 
34 Yunas Samad, The Pakistan-US conundrum: Jihadists, the Military and the People: The Struggle for Control. 

United Kingdom: Hurst and Company LTD, 2011, p.  31. 
35 This concept is best elaborated in Richard Haass, War of Necessity, War of Choice:  Memoir of Two Iraq Wars 

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 2009). 
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a. Military Engagement 

           The US military engagement in Afghanistan is cornucopia of numerous strategic 

operations in order to defeat and dismantle AL-Qaeda, which have timely stretched to Taliban 

and warlords as well. The US military engagement in Afghanistan has various dimensions which 

are described as follows; 

    1. Quantum of forces, defence expenditure. 

British troops named Special Boat Squadron- were the first to enter the Afghan soil since third 

Anglo- Afghan War of 1919. Their entry was resented by local Afghans because they had 

abhorrence for any foreign occupation.37 Coalition forces started with ‘light footprint’ strategy 

carved by Rumsfeld and Frank comprised 10,000 men, which was contrary to the ‘overwhelming 

force’ of Powel concept.38 Initially, the US was not utilizing Northern Alliance to the frontline 

and was dependent on aerial bombardment and military operation but later on started to exploit 

Northern Alliance. Albeit both the US and Northern Alliance were not conflated on one 

objective but dismantling Taliban had brought them into cooperation. Northern Alliance was 

ambitious only to seize Kabul either alone or with the US assistance.39 Simultaneously, with the 

capture of Taliban and their regime change, now there occurred divergence of interest as 

Northern Alliance was to build up Post-Taliban settlement, about which the US was quite 

indifferent. The Northern Alliance was not on the same page with the US in punitive measure 

against Taliban that a possible rift it could trigger in the Pashtun.40 

After the installation of new government, international troops numbering 4500 including 

International Security Assistance Forces (ISAF) were sent to Afghanistan in 2003. There were 

intense military operations to curb the stronghold of Taliban and the United States even 

separately launched operations at Bagram Airbase and Kandahar with 18,000 men to eliminate 

the Taliban high command.41 The US strategy was most efficient due to the advanced weaponry 

(air power) which has served the purpose well in comparison of the past two super power’s 

weaponry used in Afghanistan in which comparatively, the Soviet operational devices were 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
36 United States of America Report, Pakistan Afghanistan Stability Strategy ,2012, p. 1. 
37 Kevin Baker. War in Afghanistan: A Short History of 80 Wars and Conflicts in Afghanistan and the North West 

Frontier 1839-2011, Rosenburg Publishing, 2011. p. 210. 
38 John F. Kerry,  Tora Bora Revisited: How we Failed to get Bin Laden and why it matter today, A report to 

member of the committee on foreign relations US Senate ,111th Congress, November, 2009, p. 3. 
39Yunas.The Pakistan-US Conundrum. Op.cit.  p. 33.  
40 Kevin. War in Afghanistan. Op.cit. p.36 
41Ibid. p. 211. 
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advanced than the Britain, wherein the latter airpower was unable even to overcome the tribal 

skirmishes.42 

 In 2002 another operation code named ANACONDA was launched by coalition troops of 

approximately 10,000 to handle the Taliban with iron hands. Australian and the New Zealand 

Special contingents were embodied in this coalition forces but most of the war vigor had been 

shifted away from Afghanistan to Iraq in 2003.  Australian Special Air Service (SAS) troops 

were drawn down from Afghanistan in 2002 which again returned in 2005.43 The Operation 

Mongoose in 2003 had resulted in heavy causalities to Taliban and their weapons were taken into 

the US custody. Amajor operation was launched jointly by the US and Afghan troops in August 

2005 in Dai Chopan which had inflicted torments to the militants. In start of 2005, Helmand was 

under firm grip of Taliban who took control of northern districts of province and were 

threatening for stretching control southward towards Lashkar Gah.44 Bush administration ordered 

NATO deployment for stability of Southern Afghanistan whereby Dutch conceded to move into 

Uruzgan province, Canadian to Kandahar and British to Helmand.45In 2006 there occurred surge 

in troop’s level into Southern Afghanistan to clamp down escalated militancy. This surge was 

comprised of 3000 British, 2000 Canadian, 1500 Dutch, 300 Australian, who were deployed to 

different areas. These troops launched operation Mountain Thrust in May 2006 and operation 

Medusa in July. The other two Operations Mountain Fury and Summit were carried out in later 

half of the same year.46 The British troops conducted Operation Volcano in 2007 and operation 

Achillese in March.47 
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                                                          Operation Conducted by NATO 

 

In January and May of 2008, the US reinvigorated troop’s level in Afghanistan to 48,000 

American service personnel with active operations.48 It comprised British troops of nearly 8,000 

personnel. Meanwhile, insurgency had escalated with horrendous events in one of which assault 

was organized on prison Sarposa to release fellow captives numbering 1200 by Taliban.  

Consequently, ISAF launched major Operation Code named Eagle Summit in Helmand province 

where heavy casualties were faced by ISAF.49 There was uprising of local militants in the same 

year due to their ire against foreign occupation. They used Improvised Explosive Device (IED) 

as an effective weapon in this regard and instigated suicidal bombing. Moreover, compared to 

past when the Taliban were recruited by local patronage but now in 2008 approximately twenty 

percent of Taliban recruitment had been done from foreign countries who were more skilled and 

die hard. Resultantly, the US was in need to enhance the troops because at the end of 2008 

NATO and Allied troops were around 85,000 men, unable to serve the cause.  President Obama 

summoned for surge in troops level 17,000 to Afghanistan.50 
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                                          Coalition Special Forces 

In Afghanistan the fighting was transformed into extreme insurgency in 2008. The United 

Nations used security maps for aid workers having green marked areas as safe, yellow for areas  

ridden with security problem and red for dangerous areas whereby in 2008 major areas were 

marked red. Afghanistan was in great turmoil having intricate ethnic composition, jealous tribal 

structure, twisted society and arduous geography. According to the US estimate the Taliban 

number in 2009 was approximately 35,000 where 2,000 were hard core and 5,000-10,000 were 

fighting in reaction of corrupt government or the US aerial bombings and attacks and 20,000 

were mercenaries.51In Afghanistan, there happened more than 180 suicide bomb attacks in 

2009.52 

Obama in his presidential address of 2009 stated that in comparison of 160,000 troops deployed 

in Iraq, these 32,000 US troops in Afghanistan are inadequate to accomplish the policy end, and 

therefore additional 30,000 troops would be deployed with specific timeline.53 He ordered 

transition of security to Afghan integral forces because the US would start withdrawal from 

2011. Furthermore, Obama outstretched the war zone to  Pakistan through his ‘Af-Pak strategy’ 

termed Pakistan as ‘center of gravity’ for terrorism which needed to be dealt militarily because  
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both these countries are capable to perpetrate the future terrorist attack of 9/11 type against the 

US.  

Right after Obama’s address there came comments from high profile US official that Obama 

settled timeline for exit was not altogether for all troops but it indicated transition of security task 

to integral Afghan forces according to their capability and with prevalent context. Meanwhile, 

the US will drawdown and Afghanistan will manage its security and administration according to 

their own policies and strategies. 

The US was head on about rising militancy, the surge in troops was taken at exigency. For 

instance,  in Helmand ISAF expanded operation to two Brigades in 2009 and in June, 4000 US 

Marines launched Operation Khanjar (Sword Strike) there. 

By contemplating the outcome, Obama administration’s strategy of troops surge in 2009 was 

termed futile by security experts because it had failed not only to achieve the set objectives but 

had also turned Afghanistan more corrupt, hostile and client to the outside world. To cap it all, 

the counterinsurgency motive of “clear, hold, build” had not been fulfilled. This surge was only 

able to clear few districts, it had worked on the clear and hold objectives but “build” option was 

far away to be practiced. 

           At the time of General Stanely Mccrystal the momentum of Taliban was enhanced with 

their expansion to the north and west of Afghanistan. General McCrystal emphasized on political 

means besides military because the intricate nature of Afghanistan turmoil where three main 

Taliban groups namely Quetta Shura Taliban, Haqqani Network and Hizbi Gulbaddin existence 

could not be settled by one phased engagement only.54  Accordingly, Obama ordered for 

additional forces of 30,000 in 2010 for limited time period to be drawdown in 2011. Keeping 

statecraft in consideration, Obama appointed Richard Holbrook as envoy to Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. The president asked Bruce Reidal (Clinton white house focal man for Pakistan) for 

prompt strategic review. Reidel gathered team comprised Patreaus, Lute and Michele Flourney, 

Richard Holbrooke, Hillary Rodham Clinton who all gave consent on US policy to be directed 

for defeating al-Qaeda and preventing their coming back to Afghanistan from sanctuaries in 

Pakistan.55 His report known as ‘Riedel Report’ suggested for more American troops in 

Afghanistan, to resource counterinsurgency operation and adamant stance for Pakistan. 
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Holbrooke who was serving Riedel’s Commission differed with the idea of US more engagement 

in Pakistan or resourcing counterinsurgency and contemplated it futile.56However the 

suggestions of Bruce Riedel and General Mccrysatl were adopted for tackling the Afghanistan 

situation where the Taliban were reintegrating and Afghan government was weak enough to 

overcome the turmoil. Obama was pushed for signing a military solution of Afghanistan conflict. 

However Holbrook had sensed its failure because in this attempt, the US would double the 

military commitment and consequent will strategic defeat as happened in Vietnam case.57 

 In 2010 major operation, code named Operation Mushtarak (Combined) comprised of 15,000 

American British Afghan troops was launched to curb insurgency.58The coalition launched 

Operation Hamkari in 2010 which was fruitful in securing central government control in 

Kandahar. Counter-insurgency (COIN) was unable to ensure safety and security to the people of 

Afghanistan rather they were with more casualties. According to Pentagon and White House 

officials, COIN would turn around Afghan war.59The strategy of COIN could succeed only if 

accompanied by nation-building, good governance and to guarantee social services in order to 

take the people away from foes.60The Holbrooke (Foreign Office) stance was of reconciliation 

with Taliban while the commander (military) stated that they needed two more fighting seasons 

for softening Taliban.61The military commanders were against the stance of Holbrook and 

advocated fight first and talk later as fighting facilitate reconciliation. The CIA termed 

reconciliation as conspiracy by Pakistan in order to retard the US offensive in Afghanistan and 

consequent diminishing the US pressure on Pakistan.62However, the reconciliation became the 

ultimate policy of the US after the alternatives yielded nothing to White House. 63According to 

Holbrook, at least one key player as Pakistan or Iran is must for peaceful settlement of 

Afghanistan.64 
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The US military engagement can be operated further only if it is really fulfilling the policy ends 

by hitting targets and if it is otherwise then better to replace the David Patreaus strategy of 

counter-insurgency with counter terrorism because the former has infuriated Afghanis and 

consequently rise in anti-American sentiments.65Currently the US is facing the same ignominious 

turn of events as was in Vietnam but is not admitting the futility of her military venture in 

Afghanistan. The economy of the US is in shambles, its credits are in downward spiral and there 

are constraints to the US Dollar in global financial market. Majority of countries are 

transforming foreign exchange reserves to gold as standard from the US Dollar so consequently 

the value of gold is rising and the US Dollar is devaluating. Considerably, the US as a last resort 

is with utter changed strategy of drawdown from Afghanistan. Obama administration shifted his 

strategy in Afghanistan by trimming the military budget announced on January 5, 2012 to shift 

its focus from Afghanistan to East Asia and the Pacific, where the higher technology, lighter 

manpower with blue services will replace green services of boots on ground.66 

 

 

Sources: ISAF/NATO websites, War in Afghanistan books, Small War Journals, Counterinsurgency book, Afghan 

media. 
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2. Thinning out of allies- members of ISAF. 

The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) was established on 20th December 2001 

while the United Nations Security Council legitimized it as an organ for collaboration of 

international patronage and aid related activities. ISAF was included into the working wing of 

NATO. Small sized teams known as Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT) were distributed to 

every nook and corner of Afghanistan. From 2003 onwards aid and foreign donations were flown 

to Afghanistan to rebuild and reconstruct country by PRT.67Originally ISAF was tasked to target 

Al-Qaeda but later on Taliban were also included in its ambit. The working of ISAF got on 

fluctuating with shifted US strategies as when Taliban became nightmarish and more resistant to 

the US then ISAF was assigned to clamp down, consequently, Al-Qaeda was side lined.68  The 

Taliban proved invincible and the US remained unable to degrade their momentum. In order to 

subdue escalating insurgency, the US administration, coalition forces especially European allies, 

and senior military commanders in Afghanistan conceded on new strategy known as 

Counterinsurgency (COIN) for ISAF.69  The Afghan government and NATO have projected 

Intequal, transition plan in Kabul International Conference in July 2010, where Kabul 

government would take hold of security, governance and development. Hamid Karzai in March 

2011 had initiated this transition with three provinces- Bamiyan, Panjshir and Kabul (with 

exception of Surobi districts) five districts ( Mehtar Lam in Laghman, Lashkar Gah in Helmand, 

Mazar-e-Sharif in Balkh province and Herat city in Herat) were handed over to Afghanistan 

administration’s hold in July.70 

This strategy comprised amalgamation of military and political ends as encompassed nation 

building, to take people in favor and causing fissure in Taliban. Its pivotal provision was security 

transition from ISAF to Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), comprised both army and 

police and to use “kinetic operations” (The term “kinetic” usually indicates lethal military 

operations targeting the enemy) for combating militancy. ISAF escalated raids in 2010 had killed 

1,200 insurgents including 300 were high command. Resultantly, in September 2011, there had 

occurred 7% of insurgents assaults in Kabul. However, in Eastern Afghanistan, ISAF had not 
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been successful in spite of surge carried out for curbing militancy.71 In 2011, these militants were 

headstrong in their tactics as IED and civilian casualties. Their strategic aims are; to oust ISAF 

forces, to topple Karzai government and restore Salafist Islamic regime.72 These militants have 

overwhelmed local population by taking them as source of income and recruit. Moreover, 

assassination and intimidation are their tactics. They have envisaged their victory till 2015. In 

Kandahar they have assassinated provincial governors, mayor, junior and mid ranking officials 

and provincial police chief of Kandahar Shura. They have assassinated Jan Muhammad Khan 

Orakzai special advisor, Ahmad Wali, half-brother of Karzai. Burhannudin Rabbani’s 

assassination in October 2011 has been a manifestation of nefarious and fissiparous intentions of 

insurgents.73ISAF are in need of ANSF assistance for intelligence in order to overcome menace 

of militancy and to have grip on Afghanistan dynamics. ISAF are thinning out due of transition 

of security to ANSF, an integral Afghan force, on whom they rely for narrow to broader 

objectives because they know better about their geography and people than foreign occupants. It 

will override all internal tactics and politics of Taliban, while hidden enemies would be 

vanquished by covert information.   

No doubt the transition is stepping stone in military settlement but it is worth to be pondered that 

at this stage ANSF are not well trained for an independent headway. so if Afghan government 

limited foreign forces role to just ‘night raids’ then it would be detrimental security.74 Although 

there have been hopeful outcome as well as in 2010 training to integral Afghan forces borne fruit 

when ANA reached to 134,000.75 Non-Commissioned officers (NCOs) were escalated from 

1,950 in November 2009 to 16,000 in March 2011.76  Afghan Integral forces as ANA and ANP 

are faced with myriad challenges, as upper desertion ratio, sleaze in supply and pay, Taliban 

inclusion in one or other shape, all these factors have hampered both Afghan army and Police 

flourishing. With foreign forces withdrawal there will further repercussion on their training and 

morale.77Desertion has occurred due to absence of proper structured system which can keep 
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Afghan troops move around operational areas.78The other reason is Afghan soldiers visits to 

homes immediately on payment, hence they have remained absent without leave. In order to 

overcome this ISAF has flourished an air service to facilitate soldiers visits on leave.79 

NATO’s Resolute Support Mission (RSM) is legacy of ISAF and is main carrier of coalition 

forces in Afghanistan. It is basically assigned the task of advising, training and helping senior 

leaders and Headquarters in Afghanistan National Defence and Security Forces (ANDSF) and 

the ministers of defence and interior.80 It is actually emphasizing armed forces maintenance and 

sustenance. The US forces in Afghanistan are working under the umbrella of Operation 

Freedom’s Sentinel (OFS) majority of which is operating in patronage of RSM. US and coalition 

forces have operated TAA (Train, Advise and Assist) strategy at the level of ANA corpse level, 

the equivalent level of ANP along Afghanistan security ministries to ameliorate their capability 

of patronage of combat force AAF and special operations units (currently ten Kandak forces in 

total which are mostly in coalition with ANP). They are used and called when needed as was in 

special cases as Kunduz and Marjah. These allied units have done remarkably.  

3.Policy shift: more reliance on covert rather than overt means that is drones 

etc. 

In Afghanistan the drone or covert initial campaign was started with the MQ-1 Predator drone, 

which was invented by California’s General Atomic Aeronautical. The Predator UAV was 

flourished in connection with a DARPA (The defense Advanced Research Project Agency) team, 

which was headed by former chief designer of the Israeli Air Force named Abraham Karem.81 In 

June 1994 an unarmed surveillance type of drone was introduced and used in bombing against 

Republika Srbskaforces in 1995 in Bosnia and in 1999 against Serbia.  

The US in the era 2008-13 has launched various military operations in Afghanistan while 

remained physically present in order to achieve policy ends. The US has used air bases to strikes 

drones on Taliban high commands and other militants. Another tactic of pouring money among 

Afghanis has been carried out whereby to use them as spy for collecting information and to 
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disjoin them from Taliban. Moreover, other covert activities can be stretched from more than 400 

operating bases to dozen of prisons in all parts of the country. The US officials investigate and 

persecute the suspected criminals in these prisons in such callous ways that cannot be validated 

either by Afghan or International law.82Beyond exit only the covert activities will be operated. 

As the US is to withdraw but they would leave minimum forces there, drones, some aircraft and 

ground troops to protect their people.83 The US military will keep sizeable container, air force, 

CIA operatives, helicopters in Afghanistan to make subservient government so that no Afghan 

government could emerge who can ask them for leaving Afghanistan.84 According to Afghan 

foreign office they are negotiating on two difficult things with the US, one is issue of prisoners 

and prisons in Afghanistan, for which they have signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU),  

and second is the ‘night raid’ and the US special forces issue. The ‘night raid’ should be 

Afghanized according to Afghan constitution because the foreign forces in night raid is utter 

violation of constitutional provisions and is counter-productive. The ANSF are capable to carry 

out this task.85 

4. Raising and training of integral Afghan security forces, composition- 

training- equipment- defence expenditure- capabilities. 

General Stanley McChrystal’s introduced security transition related reforms has been fruitful 

now because integral Afghan forces are not only recruited and aptly trained but they are very 

cooperative towards NATO’s cause of eliminating militancy from Afghanistan.86This strategy 

was to build ANSF capability through ‘embedded partnering’ that is to fuse two military forces 

in a single team, to utilize ISAF’s combat power and technology and to render situational 

alertness to ANSF so that they can tackle the sensitive security in more efficient way. For 

combatting militancy the equipment in Afghanistan mostly comprised of the the Russian 

Klashinkov, American weaponry and French made weapons because Ahmad Shah Massoud, 

who was Panjshir or Tajik closely allied to the French. 

The ANSF, particularly the ANA and the Afghan National Police (ANP), are battle-tested and 

have military experience. In Afghanistan, most areas have been handed to ANSF to carry out 
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security provision. The Afghan National Army has operated independently for many security 

operations.87ISAF are only called when some grave security situation arises. Out of five tranches 

in security transition, two have been completed and third is in process. There is rapid increase in 

the level of ANSF as it is apparent from their number in five southeast provinces including 

Kandahar which has been more than 50,000 in comparison to the 20,000 personnel of NATO. 

Nearly 85 percent of operations are conducted by ANSF. ISAF now advise and remain at the 

back of ANSF.88US forces are now greatly replaced by Afghan forces in active military 

operation, and they just assist and guide these integral forces in tactics–American brigade combat 

teams and Marine regiments’ have been converted to  security force assistance brigades which 

observe, support and catalyze task of individual small unit security force assistance teams who 

collaborate  with individual Afghan units.89 

                                                

ANSF is taking training under ISAF. 
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         Gen Allen, in his testimony before the Congress estimated the flourishing of ANSF to 

352,000 had by 2012  and their level maintenance would be till 2017. ANA formation units are 

patronized by integrated NATO Operational Mentoring and Laison Teams (OMLTs). ANA 

Brigade comprised of OMLTs at brigade, battalion and Company Head Quarters. They help 

Afghan commanders with operational planning, to control NATO combat support embodied 

artillery, Helicopters and air strikes. Similar teams connected to ANP were also increased to 300 

Police Operational  Mentoring and Liaison teams had deployed, of which 90 % were provided by 

the US military police battalions. ANA is composed of infantry for curbing insurgency.90  It 

consists 6 Corps Head Quarters and a capital division Head Quarters with 20 infantry brigades 

besides special operational forces. ANA air corps is almost 5,000 strong, equipped 59 aircraft; 

mixture of Mi-17 support helicopters, Mi-35 attack helicopters and C-27 transport aircraft.91 The 

Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP) is major security force. Various initiatives have been taken in 

this regard by the British-led Helmand Police Training Centre. The Afghan National Civil Order 

Police (ANCOP), a paramilitary arm is assessed as reliable and efficient and has been utilized in 

NATO’s raids.92 ANP comprised of 96,000 uniformed police who operate core civil policing, a 

12,000-strong civil order force specified for combating insurgency and to assist ANA 25,000 

border police and 2,200 police special forces.93 There is total three lac strength of ANSF but 

there are reservations about quality as recently thirty percent desertion in Afghan National army 

and police is continued.94 ISAF is striving to strengthen security arrangements and filling the 

space on rural level by Afghan Local Police (ALP), irregular self-defense forces. ALP was 

nearly 16,000 in August, 2012 which slated to generate 30,000 recruits.95 ALP comprised of 

4,000 citizen trained for tackling security in village to maintain self-defence forces. They curb 

Taliban with little help provided by ISAF or ANSF. It had succeeded in instigating revolts 

against Taliban in some villages as, for instance, Gizab district in Uruzgan province.96 Their 

tactics have been described by General Daid Patraeus as a ‘ community watch with AK47s’ 

which is the cheap way to handle insurgency with iron hands. It had remained active in 44 out of 
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77 places in September 2011.97 The ALP control has been successful against Taliban in 

Aghandab, this arrangement is under the Ministry of Interior (MOI) supervision, which is 

considered infamous for sleaze and favoritism. Moreover, District Police Chief has authority 

over ALP who is also complicit for corruption.  

Nonetheless, the auspicious growth of Afghan integral forces, there has been apprehension 

because of sumptuous expenditure on their maintenance. Currently, their yearly salaries and 

packages costs of $7-8 billion. On the other hand, it appears that Ambassador Grossman had 

difficulties in securing firm commitments from European allies for a contribution to the $4.1bn 

annually, post 2014, to support a reduced ANSF force of 230,000.98 Even if the $4bn target is 

met who will plug the gap for the three years that the ANSF will remain at its present level. It 

seems a tough challenge to train and facilitate pay and privileges to Afghan forces of round about 

400,000 especially after the withdrawal.99 

Meanwhile, the annual cost of maintaining the Afghan forces is estimated at $10 billion, whereas 

Afghan tax revenue totals $2 billion, which leaves a huge gap to be filled by the American 

taxpayer. The ground reality is that the US is spending an amount of $ 10.5 billion a month on 

the conflict; 20 percent is the rate of attrition of the Afghan national army.100Senator John Kerry 

was ignited over military monthly expenditure of US troops in Afghanistan as $10 billion which 

is a great strain on economy and there seems no positive outcome of such military 

engagement.101The US economy has adversely affected by these colossal expenses in 

Afghanistan. 

While keeping these sensibilities in view the US resultant strategy is of withdrawal, which is 

making the situation more intricate because the only way feasible would be to cut the size of 

ANSF relative to Afghan capacity to hold them. Afghan government is facilitated by 

international assistance due to its turmoil but once the imbroglio get settled then political and 

military settlement and expenses  will be carried out by Afghan own budget and revenue. There 

will be no inflow of foreign aid to the ANSF whereas Afghan government is unable to cross to 

bear on the eve of exit. Resultantly, in droves approximately 13,000 military and police force 
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will lose their jobs which can cause great despair among population because recently in 

unemployment only salary is alluring to youth. Things will go awry with desertion of many 

capable trained persons which can gone burton to their morale. To cap it all, this socio-economic 

deprivation can lead to rebellion as well.  Hitherto there is no planning that how these weaponed 

personnel who are cordoning Afghan roads and areas will be terminated from their duties. These 

are horrendous challenges ahead, that if international security forces rush out of Afghanistan 

leaving behind rudimentary integral security forces, then security situation will be exacerbated, 

resulting in restive society strewn with more radical elements.102 It will be harder for 

international community to grasp the nettle of grave security. When bulk of troops will leave 

Afghanistan which is recently 62 % under Taliban and 38% government controlled, the ANSF 

would be unable to control security. Army would begin to disintegrate from desertion as it 

cannot control and attack Ghazni, Lugar and Jalalabad and ultimately people would lose faith in 

army.103 

It is foreboding that Afghanistan’s security and stability is an obligation of the Afghan national 

security forces but the dilemma is that these forces are not capable to grapple security. The onus 

connected with both Afghan National Army and Afghan National Police is that  they are unable 

to subdue perpetrators which has resulted in insecurity about lives of common people. Like 

Afghanistan’s political set up Afghan national army is also corruption ridden and some of 

deserving and distinguished Kandark (a battalion in the ANA) are berefted of promotion because 

they have no access to the upper echelon and to grease the palm of officials for their promotions. 

These types of battalion are always posted to hard areas. Afghan National Police is infamous for 

both sleaze and ethnic strife. There is no counter crime capability in ANP and only nominal 

training towards this capacity build up has been taken. Moreover, no workable 

counterinsurgency forces have come into focus at yet, worst of all, there are increased killing, 

unfair use of force, robberies which have become matters of routine. ANP is complicitly 

involved in extortion cases wherever it finds opportunity. ANP is complicit in equipment theft 

and besides all the logistical problems are also ahead to them.104 
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As regard the performance, the capability of ANSF is going to flourish but still  there are some 

hard areas like Lashkar Gah and some parts of Helmand province where contesting groups 

namely, Tajiks, Hazaras, Ghilzai Pashtuns, Uzbeks, Durrani Pashtuns and their subgroups are not 

pliant on the issue of powerhold.105 These areas have remained under Taliban influence but now 

ANSF is striving to exonerate these areas from Taliban clutches. As Afghan government is 

incapable to handle criminals with iron hands so Taliban have taken advantage of this space by 

fostering their own trial and punishment systems which will render another feather in their cap. 

ISAF had found in June 2011 that one of ANA’S corps HQ and 17 out of 20 brigades were able 

to execute operations and providing security with the help of ISAF. Two out of total 158 Kandak 

(battalions) were able to perform independently, 55 became capable by advisors, 56 were 

assisted while the remaining were still in developing stage.106 Third tranche is acid test for their 

capability on the eve of foreign forces exit.  Albeit Afghan National Army (ANA) has become 

enlarged in size as well as with improved quality but their capability could be tested in the 

coming years, when they would tackle with insecurity on the eve of exit. There is ethnic fissure 

in Afghan National Army between two major factions Tajiks of North and Pashtun of South and 

this ethnic strife will exacerbate which can be fissiparous to its structure.107 The composition of 

ANSF has remained resentful due to ethnic discrimination as till 2008, approximately seventy 

percent of Afghanistan Kandak commanders were Tajiks at the expense of Pashtuns. In 2012, the 

senior positions of Kandak commanders through generals were Tajiks 29%, Pashtun 42%, 

Hazara 13%, Uzbeks 8% and 8% were others.108 NATO based  training is grappling to appease 

diverse factions over this tussle. Moreover, without the US assistance ANSF is unable to operate 

major weapons and to clamp down Taliban. Kandahar, Jalalabad, Kunar and Badakhshah are 

Taliban’s stronghold.109 As long as Kandahar remained in Taliban’s hold Afghanistan cannot be 

controlled. 

Wheresoever, there is security quagmire which seems so perilous as, for instance Eastern 

Afghanistan is withering but as hobson choice the integral forces have to tackle these 

sensitivities independently. No matter how much the nightmarish situation may arise at present 

or beyond the exit foreign occupation and engagement are most unlikely to the people of 
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Afghanistan. Moreover, the ANSF can be bolstered by Afghanis for their steadfast service, 

which would devoid of partiality and favoritism, which is the only way possible to overshadow 

the Taliban. The composition of ANSF must be all-inclusive in order to overcome ethnic strife. 

ANSF has to strengthen their logistic to cordon roads and to clean bomb without ISAF high 

technology.There should be continuous international check on the performance of Afghan 

National Army and to ask for the eradication of both rising corruption and internal tussle so that 

undue rift can be settled down. 

5.Prevailing security environment in Afghanistan. 

The former Afghan president Hamid Karzai had control only in Kabul and hardly in areas around 

Kabul. The remaining 62 to 70 % of Afghanistan was under the control of Taliban forces and 

tribal warlords. Hence, Afghanistan’s central government had neither control on Southern part 

nor in other areas.110 It is nearly impossible for the US to sustain the recruitment of integral 

Afghan forces for security purpose if such incompetent governance prevails. After one and half 

decade of war in Afghanistan the situation is still turbulent with strong Taliban’s insurgency. The 

US latest report has clarified that in comparison of 2011, there is escalation of insurgency which 

has devastated the security of Afghanistan.111 

Undoubtedly, the General Mccrystal’s devised ‘night raids’ have worked effectively by killing 

thousands of militants and their supporters since the year it has been operating. But due to this 

‘night raid’ there are more reservations because, according to this tactics, innocent persons can 

be killed in doubt. There is no unanimity on one decision which has caused uncertainty and only 

local Shura can settle these sensitive matters.112 

There were two main objectives behind invading Afghanistan, firstly to dismantle Al-Qaeda and 

secondly, nation building but unfortunately after decade of this military engagement, there seems 

no apparent positive omen about security. Albeit Al-Qaeda has been trembled by killing of its 

central command Osama Bin Laden but this organization is firm and has strengthened its roots. 

NATO role has been suspicion in all this violence because in spite of various military operations 
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there is escalated insurgency and majority of Afghan provinces are under ruthless flames of 

terror.113 Basically, Afghanistan is a graveyard of several empires not only due to weak strategies 

of those superpowers but also by intricate nature of Afghanistan, where the people are more 

stubborn and hateful to outsiders and it is quite impossible to get their favor and essence of how 

to rule them. ISAF failure is also due to the lack of unanimous persistent decision on which 

international community could concede. 

As regard Taliban insurgency, its momentum has been receded but it is capable to reinvigorate 

from time to time in South and Eastern part of Afghanistan and has been stretched beyond the 

border to Pakistan. In Afghanistan there is trembled security where Taliban cannot be sidelined 

now. Gradually security threat will be escalated. The Taliban are engrossed in ruthless activities 

at the local level which have endangered lives of locals, however, they are far away to reign 

people’s minds. Moreover, there have been uprising against Taliban in places such as Zhary and 

Panjwa’i, in western Kandahar province, and Andar in Ghazni province between Kabul and 

Kandahar.114 

There is headway in this regard as  Helmand and Kandahar are comparatively calm and stable to 

the great extent due to surge in troops level. Haqqani aboded area of the East which lies in 

proximity to Pakistan is receded with war. The major surge in troops in 2010 and 2011 has been 

succeeded to some extent by curbing Taliban influence in Southern part which has faded their 

vigor. It has destroyed Taliban transit and working system as well as many middle level Taliban 

have gone off. Many areas such as Lashkar Gah and Arghandab are albeit under the shocking 

raids of the US but for them security transition to ANSF is more aghast than these raids. The 

coming again of Taliban regime is most dreadful to them. Thereby they oppose the exit of 

foreign forces.115 

North comprised Balkh is peaceful but perturbed scenario loomed large in Kunduz and Baghlan 

and some other Afghan areas due to ethnic strife.116 Afghan National Security Force (ANSF) has 

been ameliorated but still need enabler for its successful operation which is worthy to be 

pondered over that whether they will grasp the nettle on the eve of US drawdown?  
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It is also difficult to depict about post exit peace and security.  Perhaps another war ground is 

looming large. There is no total exit of US and coalition troops as there will be left behind some 

troops of 9000 to 10000 in addition to 5 to 6000 being contributed by coalition.117 The US would 

be in control of nine bases. Turmoil may lead into worst fighting among warlords. The attrition 

rate will escalate from twenty to forty five percent. All this would play havoc to the 

infrastructure of Afghan security forces constructed by collaboration and arduous efforts of the 

US and German military forces.  

The futility of the US military engagement in Afghanistan is apparent from the remarks of the 

US concerned officials as the war's chief salesman, ex-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, 

reiterated that the U.S. has no territorial designs on a land whose terrain and people sent two 

empires packing in recent centuries. Once the U.S. decapitates Al-Qaeda, the bulk of the 

American military force will pull out of Afghanistan. The US Air Force Colonel expressed his 

frustration that Afghanistan military engagement has caused no apparent good omen and now 

there should be just proper strategy to come out of this quagmire.118 

In Afghanistan situation, it is evident that after the US withdrawal, Taliban will enhance their 

rampage in order to capture more areas and districts as according to one report, 398 districts are 

under Taliban control.119 The Afghanistan National Defence and Security Forces (ANDSF) have 

turned to Afghanistan special forces to be ‘the shock troops’ in operations for having control 

over some areas and special operations. Kandak will be more engaged in 2016. It is also logical 

that with variation in SOP these Afghan special operators will be in line with the US advisors.  

Afghanistan’s peace process has been trembled by recent suicide assault on NATO patrol nearby 

Bagram Airbase. The Helmand province is also on tenterhooks due to Taliban incendiary 

activities as they have captured governor’s office, police HQ as well Intelligence Agency 

building situated in Sangin region. The Helmand situation has resemblance with Kunduz which 

was the greatest achievement by Taliban in fourteen years long war. The Helmand episode will 

be another shock for Afghan forces who have grappled to rule. Taliban have launched ‘Spring 

Offensive’ and seem in ‘Winter Offensive’ also due to enhanced presence of Islamic State (IS) 
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because the latter is nightmarish to the very existence of Taliban. The US President Barak 

Obama had announced in October 2015 that troops will remain in Afghanistan till 2016.120 

In Afghanistan there are three main causes for re-surgency as firstly the Taliban are recently at 

ease due to the exit of most of the foreign forces from Afghanistan. These insurgent groups are 

emboldened now due to distraction of international community from Afghanistan to Syria, 

Ukraine and Iraq. Taliban have control not only over military bases, security checkpoints, district 

centers but also taken weapons, police vehicles and Humvees to be used against Afghan 

government. Secondly the non-state actors have flocked to Afghanistan from Pakistan’s tribal 

areas as a consequence of Zarb-e-Azb operation which has made Taliban domain very bully. 

Thirdly, although Afghan security forces have fought well but they are devoid of some required 

equipment as reconnaissance and air power. Moreover, Taliban have taken advantage of 

preventing political polarization. According to 2015 Afghan’s official report, the number of 

foreign fighters in Afghanistan were 70,000 embodying Middle East, Pakistan and the Central 

Asian militants.121 The coming of Islamic State (IS) to the forefront has caused Taliban and Al-

Qaeda to come closer whereby IS is grappling to weaken them. Ayman Al- Zawahiri the Al-

Qaeda has revived his terms with new Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansoor in August 2015. 

Currently Taliban are fighting against foreign forces, Afghan government and Islamic States 

(IS), High Council of Afghanistan Islamic Emirate and Taliban splinter group. Taliban are 

intolerant towards other groups who challenge their legitimacy as they remain fighting in past 

also against Hizb-i-Islami Gulbadin (HIG).122 Taliban had made headway in 2015 in the form of 

spring offensive for  territorial possession, permanent basis in secure areas having strategic 

significance from where leadership can operate safely by having bargaining position.  

The tussle between Kabul government and Taliban will remain till the success of peace process 

and main parties in this process are the US, the Afghan government, the Taliban and Pakistan. 

There can be no headway without taking the process at exigency.  
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                                                            Ruins of Military Operations 

b. Political Engagement 

Afghanistan is at the world focus since 9/11 with international cooperation towards 

reconstruction and development but it has given birth to chaos and miseries only. There are 

numerous factors responsible for this instability as highly centralized political system, 

demarcation of internal stake holders (most probably warlords) due to controversial background, 

connecting ongoing insurgency and terrorism with ‘Pashtun alienation’ and interest oriented 

usage of this notion by self-seeking politicians, inadequate international aid has exacerbated the 

already worst insecurity.123 

Since 2002, Afghanistan government is keen to convert ‘landlocked’ Afghanistan image to 

‘land-bridge’ among Central Asia, South Asia, Middle East and Far East.124 This will generate 

enormous revenue and would be capable to financially stabilize the country.125 
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1. Formulation of Government 

       a. Representation vis-a-vis ethnic composition of Afghan population. 

Afghanistan as a state came into existence in 1747. It was founded by Ahmad Shah Abdali.  

Afghanistan has population of approximately twenty million, dividing into twenty ethnic groups 

more than fifty in all. People speak mostly two official languages  i.e. Pashto and Dari. There are 

thirty different languages in Afghanistan due to myriad factions.126 

Pashtun are aboded in the East and South of Afghanistan and same ratio of Pashtun are across 

the Durand Line on Pakistan side. There are two subdivisions of Pashtun as Durrani, who live in 

between Herat and Kandahar. Abdali is a sub-tribe of the Durrani tribe which is ethnically 

Pashtun. In its initial days, Afghanistan was structured around the Durrani tribes’ prowess and it 

consisted of territories inhabited by the Durrani tribe or where the influence of Durranis and their 

control prevailed. Ghilzai  are between Kandahar and Ghazni. These tribes live in the south of 

Afghanistan with un-ending confrontation and enmity. The Eastern hills comprise Wazirs, 

Mohmands, Mehsuds, Afridis, Khattaks, and Shinwaris. They are famous for their aggression 

and were known to British Army for skirmishes over north west frontier.127  Tajiks are one fifth 

of population who are concentrated in Badakhshan around Kabul, Herat, Kohistan and Panjshir. 

They have major role in country’s administration.128 So basically it is a tribal state and its 

borders in the Northwest and Southeast are not internationally demarcated as such. 

Uzbek are semi-independent under begs or amirs. They were conquered by Afghan Amir. They 

are mostly farmers, horse breeders and karakul sheeps. Hazaras are of mongol origin and are 

descendants of Genghis Khan as flocks of thousands arrived in the same era. Some people 

opined that they have migrated from the Central Asia. They are mostly sheep breeders.129 

There is representation of all major ethnic groups in Afghanistan’s administration as, for 

instance, president, foreign minister and finance minister are all Pashtun, vice president and 

defense minister are Tajiks, second vice president is of Hazara, minister of mine is an Uzbek 

besides others.130 

In order to understand the ethnic strife in Afghanistan it is better to depict the background which 

stretched to the Treaty of Panjdeh and Treaty of Durand Line due to which Afghanistan was 
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transformed from tribal state to a national state status. In 1887, in the Treaty of Panjdeh, 

Afghanistan and Czarist Russia demarcated Afghanistan’s North Western border with Central 

Asia which by then had fallen under Russian control. In 1893, Ameer Abdul Rehman the ruler of 

Afghanistan under the agreement of Durrand Line demarcated Afghanistan’s border with the 

British India. With internationally demarcated borders Ameer Abdul Rehman initiated an uneasy 

task of transforming Afghanistan from a tribal into a national state.  

More so since under the Treaty of Panjdeh, a significant chunk of Tajik and Uzbek territory had 

become part of Afghanistan. And under the Treaty of the Durrand Line, some major Pashtun 

tribes like Yusufzais, Khattaks, Mehsuds and sizeable portions of Wazirs, Shinwaris, Mehmunds 

and Achakzais had come under the control of British India. Besides, the Hazara tribes in central 

Afghanistan mostly Shiites and of Mongol ethnic origin had also become Afghan nationals. So, 

this process of transforming a Pashtun tribal state into a national state did not succeed much. It 

only papered over the cracks or reality of a multi-ethnic and multi-sectarian polity. However, by 

establishing a delicate balance of intra-Pashtun and inter-ethnic (Pashtuns versus Tajiks, Uzbeks 

and Hazaras) tribes following a policy of strict neutrality which contributed to regional power 

equilibrium, Afghan rulers were able to acquire a degree of stability for their country. 

That intra–Afghan tribal and ethnic balance and regional equilibrium was disturbed by Sardar 

Daud who toppled the monarchy of King Zahir Shah in a military coup in 1973. Sardar  Daud’s 

government in turn was toppled five years later in a military coup by General Abdul Qadir 

Dagarwal and the Afghan Army gave power to two little known leftist parties: Khalaq (mostly 

Pashtun dominated) and Parcham ( mostly Tajik and Uzbek dominated). 

While Sardar Daud had disturbed the delicate tribal balance inside Afghanistan and regional 

equilibrium by adopting a proactive irredentist posture against Pakistan, Soviet intervention in 

Afghanistan (28 December 1979) completely destroyed the balance and equilibrium enjoyed by 

Afghanistan as a non-aligned neutral state.                

In Afghanistan, there are myriad factions besides transitional government. There is ethnic strife 

between Pashtuns mostly Taliban and minority comprised Tajiks and Uzbeks of North of 

Afghanistan which has hampered integration. The trade of Opium has also intensified this ethnic 

dispute. Besides ethnicity, this unity has been muddled by external actors in order to access and 

exploit oil resources. Disintegration is apprehensive not only to the local Afghan population but 
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regional countries and, above all, international community are also at dismay about Taliban 

brutalities of their recent past regime and even the ongoing insurgencies.131 

 

 

                 Sources: Maps website, Institution of strategic Studies United Kingdom books and Journals. 

 

 

The defeat of Taliban has led to the Afghan society’s polarization and most probably it is better 

to state that it get bisected into Taliban and anti-Taliban with two different streams of abiding. 

The Tajik and Uzbek were domineering in comparison of Pashtun. The resistance against foreign 

forces was waged by Taliban and diverse factions and the strain on the US was further 

intensified by warlords.132 

There are various factors which have destabilized the political structure of Afghanistan as ethnic 

strife, poor governance, no viable connections of central government with the people. Moreover, 

there is no impartial political dispensation at the local level. The worst of all, vested interests 

have been with due weightage in quite illegal way. To cap it all, the share of common Afghanis 
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are negated and their desire for peace and stability is also in dire straits by both Taliban and local 

power brokers.133 

By political engagement the US aim was to change people’s mind set so that to deviate them 

from traditional abiding to Taliban and to spread the western influence and culture there. This 

strategy has been working in Afghanistan and Obama is steering his way in an adventurous type 

mode, without consideration of factor that his administration has faced more losses than gains.134 

He does not evaluate tactical retreat until and unless the strategic environs turn to his favor.  

The underlying political objective of America is to impede Russian, China and Pakistan’s entry 

into Afghanistan so that to have control over natural resources of both Afghanistan and CARs 

which comprised of oil and gas.135 The US had established Karzai’s Government as puppet there. 

Now the unity government is running the administration after the elections of 2014. 

 Afghanistan’s main apprehension is ethnic strife which is capable to dismantle the political 

settlement.  Stability cannot be ensured in Afghanistan with increasing the size of Afghan forces 

unless people get secure at local level as well. On the eve of withdrawal both security and 

political stalemate can happen.136After the western exit, the major stack holders in Afghanistan 

will be the Kabul regime, Taliban and Northern Alliance supported by Afghanistan’s 

neighbours.137On the eve of exit the US needs Zalmai Khalilzad like persons to carry out the US 

policy, sponsored by CIA in Afghanistan, where they will not be physically present. Aftab 

Sherpao, the former interior minister, Rustam Shah Mohmand, the former Ambassador to 

Afghanistan, and Hasan Askari Rizvi, Defence Analyst, conceded that After ISAF/US/NATO 

pullout there will be the Kabul government, various groups working as the Afghan Taliban, tribal 

chiefs and local Taliban commanders as main power holders.138 Regional stakeholders will be 

Pakistan, Iran besides Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Turkamanistan, Russia, USA, UK and Saudi 

Arabia.139The level of control of present Afghan Government over the country is moderate and 
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after the US pull out is likely to be minimal. The Afghan Taliban are likely to control large parts 

of the country more so in the South even if Kabul does not fall to them in quick time.140
 

b. Composition and effectiveness/ influences. 

 The US influence is spreading to the whole world in the shape of its economy and culture.  

Transnational politics is at forefront which has reduced distances and the US has to include its 

interests in the realm of its foreign policy. She is grappling to eliminate illegal criminal activities 

as drugs trafficking and terrorism across the border. The US is now to set priorities and to adapt 

feasible options that what it has to perform for strengthening its domestic politics and to maintain 

its image in the outside world as well. For this purpose it will require coalition to part with and 

work for stability of democracy, social values and economic growth. Joseph Nye debated on 

power and divided it into soft and hard power, the former deal with economic and military while 

the latter with cultural and ideological perspective. Both are for coercive and co-optive stances 

respectively. For him soft power fascination is in international trade and institution that work for 

it. Soft power is more powerful and obliging than hard power which is compulsive. It was the 

soft power attractions of hard currency commerce that played a dominant role in bringing down 

the Iron Curtain and shaping the post-Cold War world.141 Both powers are indispensable for each 

other as in the arena of world politics and especially foreign policy is game of intermingling both 

soft and hard powers. The US in order to accomplish her policy options, has spread its tentacles 

to Afghanistan political setup by both soft and hard powers.  According to the British 

ambassador to Afghanistan, Afghanistan is not a failed state as things have changed over the last 

ten years, particularly over the last three years, provincial governance in places like Helmand is 

very effective, every district has district governor, there is prosecutor, schools are opening and 

moreover, Afghan people have stake in governance. 142 

The present Afghanistan government is totally dependent on the US. There are continuous 

desertions from the Afghanistan Army and Police. The Afghanistan President is often referred to 

as the “Mayor of Kabul” The central government has hardly any control over rural 
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Afghanistan.143 Many parts of Afghanistan are not under the effective control of the Kabul 

government at the moment. This control is expected to decline after complete withdrawal when 

the Afghan Taliban will become more assertive.144 

But as stated by an analyst that weak Kabul government has been right from historical point of 

view because all kings and president had control over Kabul and provinces were under command 

of Warlords and chieftains.145 

To sum up, Karzai was committed to handle sleaze with iron hands but the matter has gone 

otherwise.  As it is revealed from one case in which Karzai came to the rescue of person who 

was imprisoned on corruption charges in interrogation into ‘hawala money transfer businesses 

that comprised distortion of billions of dollars from Afghanistan. Karzai dismissed the Deputy 

Attorney General, Fazel Ahmad Faqiryar, who had sanctioned that arrest and taken the 

interrogation process in his control.146 Karzai administration is nefarious for sleaze. After the US 

decade long engagement, Afghanistan has turned the third most corrupt country after Somalia 

and North Korea.147 According to the United Nations report in February, 2012 Afghan locals had 

greased the state official’s palms with approximately $3, 9. Moreover, for taking projects of 

Afghanistan’s rebuilding, Western companies had paid $1 billion to Afghan concerned 

officials.148 According to Center for American Progress (CAP), the US think tank  which has 

closer links with the US government has commented after studies that the main reason for 

Afghanistan bad governance is the overwhelming influence of the US and NATO at the cost of 

Local Afghans views.149 

c). Capabilities- Running the affairs without US assistance? 

Corruption menace has eaten the fabrics of Afghan political system as according to the Head of 

Anti-corruption Office of Afghanistan Azizulla Ludin, there existed main reason of people 
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resentment and reservation against Karzai government which has alienated them. There were 

rampant corruption cases and government was unable to curb these.150 According to New York 

Times report, the biggest source of corruption in Afghanistan is the US. The CIA has poured  

millions of dollars in cash to Karzai, and Karzai had conceded with this report. Karzai has 

confessed that it had been since last decade, this money was given to Afghan warlords in an 

attempt to secure stability before the foreign forces exit.151 According to Glenn Carle, a former 

CIA Deputy National Intelligence Officer, this is not the entirely new story because ghost money 

or likely assistance are behind the scene intelligence diplomatic functions.152 

The Karzai government’s main interest was power politics. As one analyst described in 2010 that 

“the corrupt dysfunctional and nepotism nature of Karzai government is well documented. 

Karzai has instituted a system of governance dominated by patronage, unsavory, strongmen, 

ethnic, entrepreneurs and incompetent policymakers.153 

Due to the US engagement in Afghanistan the situation has turned from bad to worse and the 

political and security set up has become so intricate and it became a nightmare that what could 

be the post withdrawal scenario as the US is not leaving Afghanistan altogether and will keep 

minimum presence. This presence will not let Afghan government to decide according to their 

own will. The US who is staunch advocate of Human Rights, must give a chance to the 

Afghanistan to develop their political set up. No doubt that Afghan history is abound with 

scintillating examples of political chaos but recent turmoil has turned Afghanistan a horrible, 

ethnic strife ridden soil, where Afghanis are tormented by Foreign occupants and has infested 

insecurity in the region as well. The US is pouring money in Afghanistan for securing her own 

purposes in the garb to win people minds but all this political engagement has proved as moth 

eaten for Afghan society.  

2. Political challenges  

The US intervention has caused disparity and discontent due to the undue national and provincial 

power distribution short of public preferences and interests. It has excluded Pashtun from key 

power position for the sake of Tajiks and Uzbeks. There is dominancy of military power and 

weak civilian control in Kabul has trembled security. Karzai had even no control on all Pashtun 
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factions.154 Afghan’s military has no independence from Northern Alliance in accomplishing any 

task and to vanquish militants.155There existed major retaliation from Afghan population by 

excluding Taliban from mainstream.  

Neither Afghan National Army nor Police is capable to have state writ in areas where even the 

US has been succumbed. Taliban should be compelled to negotiation and should be empowered 

on key position by president.156There can be no segregation of non-Pashtun because Tajiks are 

interspersed and have been posted in security sectors.157 There are enormous Tajik officers in 

ANA and non- commission corps.158 

 Afghanistan’s political set up has been infested with so many murky factors as sleaze, grave 

crime, illegal occupation of land and resources, favor to the kith and kin, lawlessness etc. 

Afghanis have been anguished by prevalent criminal mafia system henceforth, they are longing 

for a transparent and accountable system. They hope for a steadfast leadership and security for 

all and sundry.159 

Meanwhile Afghanistan has myriad ethnic groups and rugged geography so it seems arduous to 

establish central government writ firmly. Without flourished on the ethnic reality no army or 

police can control this diverse and armed population.160Regional stake holders will come to the 

forefronts by all means possible to defend their concerned factions as Iran has always sided with 

Shia community,  Russia leverage in the shape of Khalq and Parcham will come into ruling 

echelon as recently Karzai had taken them in ruling ambit. 

3. Engaging Taliban in talks, efforts vs achievements. 

President Obama’s AfPak strategy was based on the recognition that military force alone was not 

a solution to the problems in this region. He had also been saying that military force would not 

end the war in Afghanistan, and that an “exit strategy” with a broader approach involving an 

effective coordination of military, diplomatic and developmental efforts would be needed for 

resolving the conflict in Afghanistan. After prolonging the military conflict at huge cost in lives 
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and dollars, Obama has acknowledged that it is quite impossible for peace to have a chance in 

the land which has been perpetually strewn with wars unless the political set up is stable.  

Unfortunately, in spite of efforts for peace, the talks between US and Taliban are not fruitful as 

the US had never conceded with release of some captives. Taliban have some terms and 

conditions for talks which encompassed evacuation of foreign occupants, flourishing their 

conceived Shariah law, to have power share at provincial and local level, release of Taliban 

captives and to ensure their stakes in civil and police services with transparent appointments. The 

Qatar episode of talks with Taliban had yielded nothing. While the foreign minister of 

Afghanistan, Zalmay Rassoul stated that although Afghan government has not been bypassed in 

this process but is not directly involved. The approach to Qatar government is crucial for two 

reasons, one is to talk about peace process and to place in right contact between two 

governments, second is to work together on other bilateral relations. Afghan government wants 

“Afghan owned and Afghan led” peace process decided on the conditions of peace Jirga, 

including the majority of Afghan (females to be included).161Afghan government conceded with 

the release of not only five prisoners demanded by Taliban but all of Afghan prisoners from 

Guantanamo Bay.162 The US is adamant about their captivity. 

One thing is clear. Had Obama started the talks with the Taliban immediately after his election 

for the first term in 2008, by now there would have been a clearer direction for the peace process 

in Afghanistan. Apparently, the ‘Establishment’ in Washington is too powerful even to let the 

American president pursue his own peace agenda. So the viable solution is that both the US and 

Taliban must concede with peace deals, on some loss and some gain basis in order to settle the 

turmoil. As far as the Afghan standpoint is contemplated according to foreign minister, their 

redlines are very clear encompassing all those who are ready to abide by Afghan constitution, to 

abandon committing crimes against the state and to detach themselves from Al-Qaeda and any 

other terrorist group.163 
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c). Economic Engagements 

The US has boosted the Afghan economy with foreign direct investment and various 

developmental works. 

1. Brief details of Afghan economy. 

People of Afghanistan earn from agriculture, cattle or from crafts of such sorts. Major 

agricultural production consists of food grains principally wheat albeit cotton, fruits and opium 

are the kind of cash crops.164The economy of Afghanistan is basically based on farmers, peasants 

who are connected with these occupations in order to feed their families and forward the 

products to the market as well. Afghan people are mostly inclined towards herding, forestry and 

fishing. 

 

 

                             Cattle Herding by Afghani                      Wooing Carpets as major occupation 
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                                   Camel is used for transporting commodities in Afghanistan 

Albeit before current devastation manufacturing, trade, mining and transportation were occupied 

by Afghanis.165Afghanistan has attempted to cope with successful economic and social models 

but all these efforts remained futile. Prior to 1917, there was adopted the capitalist model as the 

Afghanis were subjugated by the British imperialism. But the Afghan high handedness and 

abhorrence for external rule made them to revolt against the Britain ruthless clutches. The Soviet 

model also came to a failure.166 Afghanistan’s dwindling economy has flourished since 2001 due 

the to donor’s contribution and aids. Foreign agencies and companies have raised developmental 

works that are backed by Pentagon and CIA.167 

America assisted Afghanistan with foreign aid and planning to boost their economy. Per capita 

income has enhanced from $ 147 to 289 during the period between 2002 and 2007. This has been 

due to aid and reconstruction which is approximately 40% of GDP. GDP is directly connected 

with agricultural production as good cereal harvest of nearly 6 million tonnes in 2007 ensured 

production of 13.7 % GDP while poor harvest of 4 million tonnes in 2008 led to 3.6% of GDP in 
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fiscal year 2008/2009. In the same year harvest of 6.8 million tonnes produced 20.9% of GDP.168  

The government revenue has enhanced ten times in eight years from Af 5.9 billion or 3.3 % of 

GDP in 2002/2003 to Af 63.3 billion or 9.4 % of GDP in 2009/10. It increased to 26% in 

2010/11 due to the ameliorated customs and tax collection.169 Most of the economic share come 

from agricultural production and for this purpose myriad canals were operated for irrigation but 

the outcome was of great despair. Afghanistan’s farmers are despise new technologies and are 

headstrong to traditional ways of production.170 

 

Age old irrigation system in Afghanistan  

        Afghan children working in Field 

The disbursement of US aid in Kandahar and Helmand in 2009 has gone for a burton with local 

economies as it had instigated grumbles rather than development.171 However, it is foreboding 

that end of foreign aid on the eve of exit would be detrimental to Afghan economy. Foreign aid 

is boosting Afghan economy since 2002 so post 2014 will instigate fiscal deficit, construction 

and reconstruction will be in doldrums. Transit and security will be adversely affected because 

recently Afghanistan earns multi-billion dollars projects for transporting 6,000-8,000 convoys, 

essential for US forces in Afghanistan.172 
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The NATO/ISAF withdrawal presents economic crunch for Afghanistan due to discontinuation 

of international resource funds. Afghanistan has rich mineral resources at her disposal but their 

exploitation cannot be carried out in unstable and insecure atmosphere. Only stability will 

generate revenue from mineral resources which in turn can be utilized in infrastructure 

amelioration, human capital and for public goods rather to be snatched by the wealthy few. If 

Afghanistan’s Silk Road vision visualizes which is at the junction of Middle East, South and 

Central Asia it will dissolve the region’s major powers disputes and enmities.173 

 It has come to the surface by Washington’s surveyors that there lies mineral resources with $1 

trillion worth deposits in Afghanistan. It has been stated in New York Times “that it is far 

beyond any previously known reserves and enough to fundamentally alter the Afghan economy 

and perhaps the Afghan war itself.” Moreover, Afghanistan is capable to become world Lithium 

market.174 According to official estimates, Afghanistan has substantial reserves as 1,490 million 

tonnes of iron ore.175 Two gigantic mineral reserves are of paramount significance to Afghan 

administration if developed as Aynak copper deposit and Hiajigak iron ore deposits.176 These can 

boost revenue if creation of transport infrastructure, power generation and local mining  are 

made available. There lies various challenges as right direction policy contour, tax, legislation, 

institution and scientific database. 

Gen. David H. Petraeus, commander of the United States Forces depicted that Afghanistan has 

great mineral resources and amazing potentials, albeit there are impediments too but it must be 

exploited. China initiated her projects simultaneously knowing about Pentagon report on these 

potentialities of Afghanistan. It can be a channel to Central Asian Republics therefore the US is 

extending her engagement in Afghanistan in order to reach and exploit natural resources of the 

Caspean Sea. 

The Afghan government is fully aware of the fact that without external financial investment, 

economy will be in tatter once again.177 As long as foreign troops are there, the country will be 

with pertinent and stable economy, after that sustenance seems in doubt. Because for a country 
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with a direct tax revenue of nearly $ 1 billion it will be harder to sustain the economy, 

infrastructure and political set up intact in the post-withdrawal scenario. The substantial foreign 

investment has gone awry due to persistent turmoil and insurgency which has stalemated 

development of economy and infrastructure.  

As Balance of Payment is estimated, in 2010 export was $ 2.63 billion and imports of $ 9.15 

billion leading to current account deficit being covered with accounts transfer of $ 6.17 billion.178 

Foreign aid is in downward spiral from 60% of GDP in 2007/2008 to 50% in 2009/10.179 

2. Infrastructure Development. 

 As Afghanistan is landlocked so all international trade and logistic work is operated through 

roads and air transport. There are road network as Ring Road, international road links, direct 

Kabul-Herat road developed during 1930-70s with the assistance of USAID and Soviet aid in 

cold war.180 There are seven major international road links connecting Ring Road and major 

cities of Mazar-e-Sharif, Qonduz, Herat, Qandahar, Jalalabad to Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, 

Turkamanistan, Pakistan and Iran. In 2002, these roads were in worst shape when Afghanistan 

was launching reconstruction process.181 By 2008, the ring road and all roads connecting it to 

neighboring countries were fully upgraded and maintained.182 

The country aimed to have ‘Open Sky Policy’ to have tremendous pace of growth of air transport 

and to increase aviation field competition. From March 2006 to March 2007, there was  2,200 

KM of roads. Ring road construction initiated in 2003 with the US help. There would be 

enhanced traffic speed from 9-16 hours to 5-6 hours if security situation remained 

stable.183Myriad bridges have been built by USAID and Agha Khan Development Network over 

Amu Darya to connect Badakhshan and Qaonduz with Tajikistan.184 Asphalt and concrete road 
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network built in 1960s and 1970s by Soviet Union and the US have been damaged badly by three 

decades of wars.185 

Afghanistan has tremendous mineral resources which are going to be exploited by foreign 

multinational companies within probable demarcation. The covetous Chinese companies in order 

to surpass India are rapidly undergoing contracts in Afghanistan so as to satisfy their presence 

there albeit they are not initiating practical steps of resources exploitation. Afghan government 

has to focus and invest in infrastructure development if security remains stable for the utilization 

of resources. Chinese are hesitant about investment in Afghanistan due to the prevalent 

corruption and insecurity which might have drastic impacts for investors. 

 

Rebuild Roads with the assistance of Foreign aid 

 

3. Industry and Agriculture Sector. 

The US has flated out to develop agriculture and to prevent poppy cultivation. For this purpose, 

the US has launched ‘civilian-military agriculture development strategy to reinvigorate 

Afghanistan economy with dynamic agriculture with assistance of USAID, US department of 
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agriculture (USDA), and the Army National Guard Agriculture Development Teams. This will 

work in coordination with the Ministry of Agriculture Irrigation and Livestock (MAIL).186 

Afghanistan northern regions are breadbaskets of country leading to 70 % of total production. 

But it is in need of rainfall because no widespread irrigation arrangement is available.187 There is 

dearth of fertilizers, seeds, machines to many farmers. Furthermore, 58 % of villages have no 

approach to town by road in some seasons of the year.188 According to National Risk and 

Vulnerability Assessment (NRVA) 2007/08, 44% of rural population are dependent on 

agriculture for income generation while 54% of these firms for household consumption.189 In 

Northern Afghanistan, cotton, hashish and opium are three major products that are in 

competition at world community.190 

After Soviet withdrawal in 1989, opium became the sole income source of warlords. Afghanistan 

is manifested by enhanced production of 1,570 tonnes in 1990 and 2,335 tonnes in 1995 which 

was increased further in Taliban regime. Taliban later on banned its cultivation as 90% of its 

cultivation was stopped in 2001.191After the collapse of Taliban regime, opium has again 

overwhelmed  world market. In 2007 Afghanistan had 95 % of world’s papaver somniferum, the 

type of poppy from which natural alkaloid morphine is derived.192 Afghanistan provides nine 

tenth of world’s opium and therefore recently heroine.193  Mostly the cultivation of poppy is 

carried out by poverty rather than criminal inclination.194 In 2010 due to fungus and droughts its 

growth was lowered.195 Approximately 41% of opium production was processed into heroine in 

1995 in Afghanistan, in 2008 that ratio was escalated to 70 %. Whereas in 2011, nearly 380-400 

tonnes of heroine was produced in Afghanistan. These are suffice to carry out global demand of 

consumption.196 UNODC had estimated that Afghanistan farmers earned $ 440 million from 

opium in 2009, traffickers were with $ 2.2 billion and the share of Taliban was settled as $ 140 
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million to 170 million in informal taxes.197  In order to control the poppy production, there must 

be less demands from consuming countries like the US and Europe.198 Afghanistan’s main 

source of export and rural earning is opium although it’s not officially declared.199 

 

 

Poppy as main agriculture product in Afghanistan 
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Sources: UNODC Afghanistan Opium Survey 2010 and Winter Rapid Assessment 2011, UNODC’ Addiction and 

Insurgency, BBC, Christine Science Monitor, Duetsce Welle, DPA. 

 

4. Sustainable Economy Without Aid? 

Afghanistan economy is mostly dependent on foreign assistance, without foreign aid it may be 

with downward spiral as in Jinnah institute final report on Afghanistan endgame in Pakistan and 

US perspective, the economic ratio shown for year 2010 is $ 11.4 billion and $ 4.4 billion has 

been credited due to trade, transport and government developmental projects, $ 3.3 billion is by 

agriculture production and just $ 52 million is attributed by mining.200 The IMF predicted that till 

2023, it is quite impossible for Afghanistan to achieve fiscal balancve as previously the timeline 

was settled at 2015.201 
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 Karzai will strive hard to ameliorate economy for securing validity among Afghan population. 

Afghanistan’s can adopt long term economic sustainability if the security prevails Afghanistan 

mining sector can be exploited, where Afghanistan have $1 trillion mineral assets202 and by 

creating a New Silk Road project.  

 

           Sources: Afghan Mines and Industries Ministries, Bloomberg, CNBC, New York Times, Reuters  

According to Zalmay Rassoul, Afghan Foreign Minister there are two things very important for 

post withdrawal, one is civilian part of Afghanistan post 2014, another is security part.  The 

December Bonn Conference about civilian part was successful, where world community has 

been agreed to assist us in coming decade. On security side the process is under consideration, 

long term partnership with Germany, UK, France, Italy, and Australia for military, security and 
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economic assistance.203 Despite great dependence on the US economic aid, Afghanistan cannot 

allow the foreign forces on her soil for long. The Soviet engagement was also stretched to 

military, political and economic front where in 1980 the Afghan economy was termed as 

‘Sovietization’ based204 because by 1984, Soviet-Afghan trade comprised $1.1 billion, which 

was 70-80 % of Afghan trade.  By 1986, USSR had disbursed $1.77 billion. Indeed the Soviet 

had flourished the Afghan military and economy but if there was no Soviet invasion, then 

refugees crisis, the narcotics subculture, Klashinkovization and other miserable regional 

problems could have never happened. The US engagement is the same episode which is not 

devoid of fall out, so the Afghan government would better to explore her own resources.  

According to Afghan’s foreign minister Afghanistan has tremendous economic potentials, 

minerals, oil and gas. What they need is international community investment in their mines and 

infrastructure. By 2014, self-sustaining Afghanistan will not be in need of dollar.205 

e. Likely Engagement after 2014 in above Areas  

There is no satiation in power competition. The US will not exit altogether from Afghanistan but 

will stay foot here in one or another form in order to covertly observe the region from her bases 

in Afghanistan. In Afghanistan the post ISAF security seems out of government control if steps 

are not taken keeping in mind all requirements. The real challenge is political transition rather 

than forces withdrawal. Different regional stakeholders have conflicting interests in Afghanistan 

which would obstruct peace settlement in Afghanistan beyond exit. ANSF could be succumbed 

to insurgency. On the eve of exit security vacuum will be created at South and South-East and 

Taliban can jump into that gap to fill it which may instigate civil war.206 There can be ethnic 

strife as Tajik, Hazara and Uzbek have reservations about special coverage to Pashtun. 207 

Security responsibility has been transferred to integral Afghan forces under NATO and ISAF 

training so now they have to prove their worth. Afghan national army will face the challenge to 

subjugate the unbridled rampage of Taliban. There could be resurrection as well in this regard if 

envisaged the recent past. The security transition should be interlaced with all Afghan factions so 
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that to bereft none and only that could be the viable strategy. Although the security was restored 

to significance but it is reversible and the gains are deteriorated than sustained. Despite the 

troops surge in 2011 and 2012 the country is collapsing to multifaceted civil war because 

ANDSF is not capable to handle the security. No tactical strategy like COIN can ensure stability 

and security as it can yield in temporary control but can never win the war.208 Security situation 

in and beyond 2015 will base on three factors. Firstly, military assistance level which is offered 

by the US and its allies, Secondly, after the exit the strength of insurgency, Thirdly, integration 

and capability of ANSF.209 Economic transition will arduous to be performed beyond 2014 as 

Afghanistan economy has improved significantly since 2001 due to investment in trillion of 

dollars by foreign powers in the shape of various developmental projects.  

Albeit Afghanistan has numerous mineral resources which need extraction and exploration but 

that can be carried out in politically stable environment so again 2014 election is pivotal to 

decide its future course of action.210Afghanistan will be with grave scenario on multi fronts as 

political polarization seems imminent , economic depression due to cutting of military and 

economic aid by USA not only due to exit from Afghanistan  but US is in severe economic 

pressure. Despite mineral resources at Afghanistan’s disposal and silk route establishment, there 

are still apprehension about the country because they are currently dependent on foreign aid in 

all sectors. In spite of efforts to enhance employment revenue, stalemate is likely for the coming 

three years.211 Insecurity and lack of political reconciliation are main impediments to licit 

economic growth. IMF has envisaged external grants as 38% of GDP in 2009/10, lowering to 

24% in 2012/13 and 16%  in 2014/15.212 Besides, current-account deficit before official transfers 

is estimated as 39% in 2012/13 and 31% in 2014/15.213 

The United States will stay foot in Afghanistan in one or another form basically in the garb to 

provide security inside Afghanistan and for viable political set up. Taliban are not in proximity 

with the US but they cannot completely segregate from Al-Qaeda because they are unable to 

feed themselves. Whether Haqqani will join hands with Taliban or Al-Qaeda is matter of coming 
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time but if Taliban come to ruling, they would try to pacify both Salafists and US.   The US 

covert activities in Afghanistan for curbing terrorism need human and bases to collect 

information. It is likely that these spies would hinder the flow of information to other players in 

Afghanistan. If Pakistani nuke falls into the hands of Taliban, the US military bases would be 

beneficial to secure these. Afghanistan instability is detrimental to Pakistan’s stability as 

Pakistan economy, foreign policy and internal security will be on tenterhook due to 

Afghanistan’s turmoil and this is adversely affecting US strategic interests as well.  

Afghanistan is unable to support itself economically without international aid and investment. 

Coalition forces deployed there are also flourishing. Afghanistan’s economic growth hence 

withdraw poses great economic challenges. Politically, major challenges arise from warlords. 

Afghanistan government embodied former warlords who are establishing their political leverage 

at local level. There is contest for state power’s share and fragmented elected government. 

Furthermore, government is having no control over corruption to guarantee public security and to 

gain popular confidence. There is worst security situation in Afghanistan as Taliban have 

resumed control over Northern and Southern Afghanistan since 2006. It is a big challenge to the 

survival of Afghanistan elected government. The security incidents in 2014 are comparatively 

higher since last thirteen years.214 The Istanbul process, established in 2011, is mainly 

contributing for recovery of Afghanistan and its neighbors in political, economic and security 

aspects. It stresses on Afghanistan’s capacity building and training, confidence building 

measures through political negotiation.  

Not only Pakistan but chaos in Afghanistan will infest to regional countries like Central Asia, 

Iran, Russia, India and China. These regional countries have interests inside Afghanistan and are 

covetous to fill the power vacuum on the eve of foreign forces exit which is impossible unless 

stability returns to Afghanistan.215Recently NATO and the US are not converged on their 

policies at the exit. America’s NATO allies are fed up with prevailing situation and want military 
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withdrawal from Afghanistan with minimal physical presence beyond 2014 in nation building.216 

The US is with no consideration for strategic role either now or on the eve of exit.  

In Afghanistan the stress was on establishing strong central government than on ameliorating 

security, governance and services at district and provincial levels through local Afghan chieftains 

and councils. According to Robert Gates the US has underestimated the resistance and resolve of 

their enemies by lack of proper strategy and resources required according to ground realities.The 

US engagement in Afghanistan has yielded nothing as the menace of Taliban is there in the 

region. According to Brig. Mahmood Shah “The only trophy which it can claim is elimination of 

Osama Bin Laden. Otherwise, the terrorism which the American came to overcome has 

enhanced than diminished.217 

The year 2014 was bloodiest due to increased casualties as 3180 civilian were killed, 6430 

injured and 33 % increase in battlefield.  The signed Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) signed 

on September 30, 2014 has legalized the presence of 9800 US troops throughout 2015. Modern 

great game is in Afghanistan and inner Asia whereby major players engaged are US, India, 

China, Russia and Pakistan which is facing trembled security in its tribal areas. Recently, Ashraf 

Ghani who became president in September 2014 has advocated composite dialogue with Afghan 

Taliban in which Pakistan is also to play crucial role because he is pro-Pakistan unlike his 

predecessor.  

In 2014, the casualty rate was 12,5000 Afghan soldiers which enhanced to 16,000 in 2015 and 

cannot be sustained for coming decades.218Afghanistan mass exodus is second highest for taking 

asylum and refuge. The number of displaced Afghanis is approximately one million.219 After 

withdrawal of ISAF, the NATO launched Resolute Support Mission (RSM) initially for a year 

but then it stretched over several years due to Taliban incendiary attack in Kunduz. The UN 

report highlighted that both Taliban and Afghan government are causing collateral damage. The 

Afghan NGO has reported that Afghan people of east, south and southeast are having no other 

option than abiding Taliban for the sake of their survival. The ANSF is incapable to handle the 
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security situation as it was manifested by Kunduz episode so the US defence officials have 

emphasized for foreign forces presence because the mission is at inflection point220and the US 

must not abandon Afghanistan. However, according to diplomats it is not clear how a limited  

US presence in Afghanistan can help stabilize the situation, when this goal has remained elusive 

for more than a decade with the presence of 130,000 American troops? In fact there is a real 

danger that extending the troops stay could drag the US into the third phase of its war and get 

stuck deeper in the Afghan quagmire.221 

The US had announced that its presence in Afghanistan will come to an end by 2016. But now 

with the Taliban attack in Kunduz in Afghanistan and in the area in the middle of Northern 

Alliance US has announced that US troops will remain beyond 2016 and President Obama’s 

dream of having no US troops in the Middle East and Afghanistan once he leaves the White 

House does not seem possible. 222 

The Taliban have control over major areas of Afghanistan than any time since 2001. In January 

2016 according to the long war journal report the Taliban have grip over 40 districts in 

Afghanistan and contest in more 39 whereby in Helmand the control stretched over five districts 

and contest in six others. While the Islamic state has ensured 3,000 fighters in eastern 

Afghanistan since the US combat mission ended in 2014. In Afghanistan, Taliban and Haqqani 

Network are gaining strength since 2014 hence the US military be given authority to unilaterally 

attack on these militants. The US General Campbell has pointed to slow decision making in 

White House which should be speed up.223 Furthermore, he suggested minimum 9,800 troops 

level necessary for assistance and training of ANSF without which the chances of failure are 

maximum in Afghanistan. 

The US plan-A till 2014 was to dismantle Taliban, eliminate the safe haven of Al-Qaeda and 

curbing insurgency through military engagement.224 In post-2014 the plan A transformed to 

political goal as reconciliation was emphasized between Talibans and Afghan government with 
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the US assistance. In the current scenario, perhaps Afghanistan is of immediate importance. The 

Americans want US military presence in Afghanistan to be open-ended. However, at the same 

time they now want to reconcile with the Taliban to push forward the Afghan peace process. 

This would pose difficulties because the Taliban and the Afghan nation, particularly the majority 

Pashtuns, do not want the presence of foreign troops on their soil.225 This has been their 

traditional and historical stance since times immemorial.In july 2015, peace talks were held in 

Pakistan but were jeopardized by the death news of Taliban leader Mullah Omar that he is dead 

for many years.  

Afterwards Pakistan-US-China-Afghanistan, Quadrilateral Coordination Group was formed for 

smoothing ground for the same very sake. However in March 2016 Taliban have announced their 

refusal for peace talks. Hence, the Plan-A has fat chance to be succeeded due to three reasons as 

firstly Taliban are stubborn to surrender arms for peace deal. Taliban are in more strong position 

to bargain. Moreover as far as the Kabul government is contemplated then it can never yield the 

Taliban preconditions of complete withdrawal of foreign troops and their demand of getting 

ministership. Secondly, although Mullah Mansoor is advocating the peace talks but other circles 

of Taliban are opposing him and then fragmentation in Taliban structure will hamper the peace 

process. Thirdly, the dominant role of Pakistan in this process is disliked by various political 

circles of Afghanistan. But the matter of fact is that Pakistan can no more guarantee for bringing 

Taliban to the negotiation table because Pakistan is losing its influence over Taliban that was 

once enjoyed as most of Taliban have shifted back to Afghanistan after North Waziristan 

operation by the Pakistan Army. The success of Plan-B demands strong Afghan economy, to 

control corruption which will curb insurgency.226 

For US and Afghanistan the challenge is reconstruction of the Afghanistan state which has been 

ravaged in more than thirty years war, conflicts and power play. As every war has a diplomacy 

based end hence the same has been concluded by the US for amicable settlement of 

Afghanistan’s turmoil. American expenditure in Afghanistan is roughly $ 1 million per year 

which is managed with tax payers money and capable to yield 60, 000 jobs in the USA.227 Hence 

the American citizen are pressurizing policy makers for the earliest withdrawal due to economic 
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reason. The militant groups as Hikmatyar, Haqqani and Taliban are nightmarish to the US 

security. Furthermore, the eminent defeat of its military is compelling the US for speedy 

withdrawal.228Afghanistan can never be changed to functioning state by military spending of 

worth billion of dollars as the US is spending $ 300 billion on Afghanistan security forces 

training and private security contractors rather than on health and education facilities.229So 

spending on socio-economic infrastructure could better serve to keep stability and peace.  

The apprehension regarding militant group Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is increasing 

due to flourishing Jihadi ideology and struggle for Khilafat and its claim for political and 

theological authority over the entire Muslim of world. ISIS ingress in Afghanistan is enhanced 

whereby it is active in Faryab, Helmand and Nangarhar. ISIS announced formation of Khurasan 

Shura in January 2015 in order to observe its activities in Pakistan and Afghanistan. The 

presence of ISIS in Afghanistan has been acknowledged by the US Commander General John 

Compbell by declaring it as operational rather than nascent. Afghan president Ashraf Ghani 

expressed his worries about ISIS presence in Afghanistan which happened as formidable threat 

by its increasing members in South and West of Afghanistan hence he requested President 

Obama for keeping troops beyond 2016 in Afghanistan.   

President Obama is no more making Afghanistan case as good war rather it in face saving and 

even Americans are disillusioned about stability in Afghanistan and exhausted of one and half 

decade of war. They do not contemplate war as appropriate solution for curbing terrorism. 

Obama prompted the withdrawal of forces from Afghanistan and declared victory with changed 

public opinion but the fact is that world at large is aware that US is leaving Afghanistan to its 

own fate and the regional destructive elements are again becoming nightmarish to American 

security.230 

         The need is to analyse the US invasion in legal background. The US claimed that it was 

‘armed attack’ which demanded the use of force, ensured by the UN resolution of 1368 and 

1373, guaranteed the US to invade Afghanistan. But the 9/11 assaults were not carried out by any 

state Afghanistan was not directly involved in these attacks. The US has taken another mode 
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‘Pre-emptive Self-Defence’.231 International Law has no provision for it, Customary law 

validates it only on following grounds, if a state is targeted and assaulted by another state, the 

targeted state has exhausted all other defensive mechanism, this defensive strategy is in 

proportion to the danger impending, the threat is inevitable.232 So in this background there was 

no such imminent threat and on this basis the two UN reports have refuted this pre-emptive 

action of the US.233 The lesson learnt after decade of 9/11 is that war between Islam and the 

West was not inevitable and even today it is not inevitable.234 

Inside Afghanistan there was no national consensus for this intervention. Second, the U.S/NATO 

strategy in Afghanistan was that while through a high tech war they would topple the 

government of Taliban, the dirty work on the ground would be done by the forces of Northern 

Alliance, mostly Tajiks and Uzbeks. For the same reason, politically only elements belonging to 

the Northern Alliance or strongly opposed to the Taliban were co-opted by the U.S/NATO. The 

neutral Pashtuns who were not opposed to the Taliban but were not pro-Taliban either were side-

lined in the new dispensation. 

         Resultantly four things happened. First, the forces of  Northern Alliance effective in the 

Tajik-Uzbek-Hazarajat areas, turned out to be of no use in Pashtun areas–the hub of the Taliban. 

They simply could not fight with the Taliban on Pashtun ground. Eventually, while the elements 

belonging to Northern Alliance came to fill positions in the new dispensation or get top posts in 

the security services, it mostly fell to the lot of the U.S/NATO forces to do the fighting on the 

ground. Second, the Bonn Accord about the establishment of a new democratic order in 

Afghanistan acquired little ownership among the majority Pashtun ethnic group in Afghanistan. 

As a result, its political support base inside Afghanistan remained very narrow. Third, the 

Taliban who had just melted into the Pashtun areas in the face of a U.S/NATO assault regrouped 

and started giving tough resistance to the U.S/NATO forces in these areas. Fourth, in this 

situation, a legitimate international military intervention sanctioned by the UN came to be seen 

as a purely foreign occupation by a large number of Afghans since mostly it was a war not 

between Afghans but between the Afghans and the U.S/NATO forces. The building of the 
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Afghan National Army to fight the Taliban against this background became extremely difficult. 

That difficulty persists to this day. 

         Accumulatively, the three challenges of reconstruction, reconciliation and restoration of 

peace and stability could not be addressed timely. These challenges remain to haunt Afghanistan 

with no clear signs of solution. 

         Regardless of speculation at the time of US intervention in Afghanistan in the wake of 

9/11, today, Washington’s main interest is that the Bonn political institutions survive and get 

strengthened, there is some stability in the country and Afghanistan is able to deny space to 

extremist militant elements which pose threat of terrorist acts in the West. Within this 

framework, the US supports reconciliation and some accommodation with Afghan Taliban to 

help stability in the country.235 It is likely to maintain residual military presence which is also the 

need of Kabul government given the weaknesses of the Afghan National Army.   

        Offensive realism is the sub-division of neo-realism theory expounded by John J. 

Mearshiemer in the tragedy of great power politics, where he stated that international system is 

anarchic where states always coaxed to maximize their relative powers at the cost of other states. 

This theory is descriptive because it dealt with past events as well as prescriptive as it head on 

future related foreign policy options. In the comity of nations, the maximization of power is the 

only way possible to escape state failure, consequently it is the primary aim of any 

state.Mearsheimer, (2001), believes that becoming global hegemon is near impossible so that 

great power would always wrestle for power. Brandon, (2009), has described the theory as 

below: 

THREE TENETS OF OFFENSIVE REALISM 

1. Goal is to maximize share of world power. 

2. Ultimate aim is to become the  hegemon. 

3. Since global hegemony is impossible, the world is condemned to perpetual great power 

competition. 

         For power maximization states are ready to offense.236 The United States is a regional 

hegemon according to Mearshiemer, she is trying to become global hegemon which is 
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impossible237 so there is perpetual struggle for power. In this pursuit of power struggle and to 

become a global hegemon which cannot be short of offensive mode as war, turmoil, blood 

shedding and civilian casualties. According to Mearshiemer the regional hegemon is not oblivion 

of the aspiring hegemon of other regions and keep watch on them. As buck passing strategy, 

which signifies that regional hegemon remained sidelined and let the local powers to observe the 

aspiring hegemon and when the need arises then militarily invades the region in order to curb the 

peer competitors. There is no satiation in power struggle. 

       This thesis would try to explain the US intervention in Afghanistan in the context of 

Offensive Realism. The US invasion is fulfilling the three major tenets of Offensive Realism: 

The US invasion of Afghanistan gives her: 

1. Power maximization by Military operations in Afghanistan and her rehabilitation later on and 

status of a regional hegemon in South Asian and Central Asian regions. 

2. More share in the World Power cake. 

3. Since global hegemony is impossible, It’s better to be a hegemon in more regions for a leading 

world power 

          The US invaded Afghanistan after 9/11 in order to use pre-emptive power mode, to use 

force before imminent threat happened to the national interests.238 The US is militarily engaged 

in a minor state, Afghanistan. The 9/11 was pre-text for the US to invade Afghanistan, because 

Afghanistan was not directly connected to that incident. The contours of US military engagement 

policy was to defeat, disrupt and dismantle Al-Qaeda. The operational mode of policy remained 

in constant state of flux, encircled not only Al-Qaeda but also Taliban in its ambit. Then Obama 

strategy emphasized on reinvigoration of military engagement but simultaneously came to the 

reconciliation and talks with the Taliban. It seems that the Afghan war is now all about American 

politics. Obama could have certainly made the peace move two years ago. He could have averted 

the violence, bloodshed and displacement in Afghanistan produced by the surge, as well as the 

huge cost involved in the exercise. The strategy of reconciliation has been with no fruitful 

outcome so the US is to exit from Afghanistan, leaving behind nine military bases.239  NATO 

will remain in Herat and Mazar-i-Sharif in order to serve the US underlying objectives, to control 
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Iran and China from those bases. The US is also on alarm from Russia and China as stake 

holders in Afghanistan. As the US has realized this threat and perhaps this can be one of the 

reasons for its draw down from Afghanistan soil and to be shifted towards Asia Pacific to have 

access to Thailand, China, Malaysia and Singapore. If contemplated about the remaining troops, 

then  majority of the troops will be of France and UK who are closest ally of US. Australia and 

Canadian are in lower number now. In Kabul there will be a self-protected system so that in 

emergency they could protect themselves by using air and will have fortress or cottage like 

dwellings.240 

By analyzing the US engagement in Afghanistan’s turmoil, it is stretched to the John 

Meashiemer’s Theory of Offensive Realism from the very nature of offense being inflicted by 

the US in order to maximize her power, to reach the status of global hegemon. The minor state 

Afghanistan has been destabilized in security and political aspects. Afghanistan’s security 

situation, which has been upset by the US military engagement for more than one reason, by 

rising insurgency, weak central control, corruption, poor law and order situation and hatred and 

acrimony against the foreign occupation.  No doubt, Afghanistan as a minor state has no concern 

with hegemon status or to maximize power, the more it seeks is to focus on its Boundary 

defense, refugees issue and how to exploit the natural resources. The US according to 

Mearshiemer is in struggle to become global hegemon and that is impossible because geography 

and water are main obstacles in this regard. The US in the past has remained offshore balancer in 

Europe and North East Asia by deploying troops there and developed logistical infrastructure to 

ensure the US bases there.241  The US is using buck passing and offshore balancer strategies 

against China, Russia, and Iran on Afghanistan ground. The US engagement in the region is not 

only Afghan centric but also focuses on South Asia, Central Asia and East Asia. In fact, after exit 

strategy from Afghanistan, the US pivot will be in East Asia – Pacific to contain China. The US 

also seeks Pakistan – India amity while building up India against China. In Central Asia, the US 

seeks to increase its leverage while blocking Russia and China. 
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2. To Access Natural Resources of Afghanistan, Central Asia and Balochistan 

The US invasion of Afghanistan has been connected with under lying contours also by diplomats 

and defence officials as according to them firstly, the policy was to  have a watch over Pakistan 

nuclear assets, secondly, to contain China, and thirdly to monitor Central Asian Republics. 

242The US presence inside Afghanistan was for monitoring China and nuclear weapons of 

Pakistan.243The US intends to gain a firm foothold in the region for CARs.  It intends to check 

the advancing influence of China in the region.  It aims to build up India in Afghanistan for the 

same objectives.  It intends to keep Pakistan away from Afghanistan being an ally of China.244 to 

have access to the Central Asian Republics (CARs) in order to exploit oil and gas resources of 

Caspian Sea,  to encircle China based on China Containment Policy; to intimidate Iran into 

submission; to retain military bases in Afghanistan from where Pakistan’s nuclear proliferation 

could be observed and checked,245 to involve the regional countries, as Pakistan was involved to 

provide logistic support and assisted US with bases inside Pakistan and to instigate neighboring 

countries to destabilize Pakistan.246 

      Azam Khan, opined that the under lying policy of US engagement and America’s main 

motives were Central Asia-focused oil and gas-led Great Game. The Afghan war was a clear 

manifestation of America’s concern over the growing influence of China in the Central Asian 

Republics. The security of East Asia is shifted, US is still hegemon, is also being gradually 

balanced by the rapid rise of China which is using its phenomenal economic, political and 

military influence as a major factor of regional and global stability.247 

       The major worry for the US currently is the rapid growing resurgence of Islam, particularly 

the militant extremist ideology which they preach. As a leader of the western world, the US 

perceives this as grave threat to the western culture and belief leading to a clash of civilizations. 
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We can see what is happening presently in Iraq, Libya, Egypt, Yemen and Syria etc. The US is 

looking for excuses to attack these countries and bring about a regime change of its liking.248 

By contemplating these contours of the US engagement in Afghanistan, it is clear that under 

lying policy options were catered for access to oil and gas rich region. Recently, global players 

have their national interests and then foreign policy revolve around energy security and strategic 

economic interests. Their focus remains on how to access strategic minerals and energy 

resources. The United States interests in Afghanistan are linked to the same very parameters as to 

secure trade, energy access and dominance from Central Asia to India and allow Indian access to 

the Central Asian energy market. It focuses to prevent the emergence of an Islamic super state 

connecting between Pakistan and Central Asia.249 

The US has core objectives in Central Asia stretched from undermining terrorism and Islamic 

extremism strengthening regional economies, to have access to energy resources. Furthermore, 

the US wants autonomy of the region by preventing Moscow and Beijing to have dominancy 

over the region. The Central Asian Republics abound in natural resources as CARs have grown 

their economies steadily by using returns from their natural resources. Their increasing GDP 

growth rate is an indicator of it. Amongst CARs, Turkmenistan with a GDP growth rate of 9.9 % 

is at number 4 while Tajikistan with a GDP growth of 6 % is at number 46 in world ranking.Oil 

and gas reserves of CARs are 3rd largest in the world. Details of the oil and gas production in 

2011 are as under250:-  
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Source: CIA World Fact Book 2014 

Besides oil and gas, CARs are also enriched with mineral reserves. Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan 

produce 20% of the world’s uranium ore.251 CARs also have large reserves of coal. Kyrgyzstan 

has eight largest goldmines in the world and Tajikistan has large prospect for export of 

aluminum. Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are the largest producers of hydroelectricity. Their 

estimated potential is 40,000 MW and 26,000 MW respectively. CARs are also strong in 

agriculture sector.  Their two chief crops are Wheat and Cotton. Besides these two main crops, 

CARs also produce a variety of foodstuffs which are barley, corn, grapes, potatoes, rice, sugar 

beets, pears, apples, dates and melons etc. 

CARs have an immense import and export potential because of oil, gas, agriculture sector and 

mineral resources. Details of their imports and exports are given below:-  
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Source: CIA World Fact Book 2014 

 

Currently, the very manifestation of regime changing UN resolution and direct, indirect attack on 

those countries having rich deposits of energy and mineral is indication that international players 

can do everything to occupy these reserves. Its best example is Balochistan where USA, China, 

Russia, India and Afghanistan are engrossed to grab its gold, gas and copper. Even the west is 

grappling to penetrate its tentacles to these reserves directly without taking Pakistan as an 

important player in this regard. Balochistan consists of three deep sea ports and capable to 

generate revenue from transit trade, exploration, extraction and untapped resources exploitation. 

In 2007, US $ 100 billion worth reserves of copper and gold were explored in Saindak and 

Recodik in Chaghai district.  

Escobar holds the view that  Washington has its own strategy where it takes Gwadar as the new 

Dubai whereby China will take it as port as well as a base in order to pass gas through long 
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pipeline to China.252 Gwadar and Makran deep seaports are geographically vital linkages 

between South Asia, Central Asia and the Gulf. In this background Iran and India are 

uncomfortable because Gwadar Port would take Indian built Chabahar port to the background. 

Gwadar Port facilitates by providing the cheapest and shortest route for CARs in order to 

channel transit trade. As far as sponsor group in Afghanistan are contemplated, the British 

intelligence is providing secret support to Balochistan separatists, ten British MPs were involved 

in a closed door session Senate Committee on defence for British covert service to Baloch 

separatists in Iran and Southern Afghanistan has been reported.253Afghanistan is creating 

problems inside Pakistan by allegedly supporting Balochistan Liberation Army (BLA) through 

global and regional intelligent agencies. 

The US is deeply interested and indulged in Balochistan in order to establish an independent 

Balochistan for having foothold inside Pakistan and above all in the region so that to have access 

to natural resources, making strategic naval base, to contain Iran, Russia and China. Furthermore, 

to strengthen economy through Gwadar, Chabahar and Makran Ports (if Balochistan-Sistan is 

merged) by diminishing defence expenditure.254 

3.To Contain China 

What determines US foreign policies concerning Asia or South East Asia is China. The US is 

apprehensive about Chinese enhanced leverage in Afghanistan, CARs and Pakistan as well as in 

African and European markets, the Chinese increased terms with Russia. China is an important 

country in the region and could play an important role in the development of Afghanistan. US 

has realized this and in the recent meeting between Afghan Taliban and Afghan Government 

beside Pakistan China and US delegates were also present.255 

The US long term strategic and economic plans are threatened by China’s military and economic 

rise in the region. The main objective of US pivot to South East Asia is containment of China 

which is the rising power in the region and a prospective world power in times to come. The 
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more nightmarish for Pentagon is the Russia-China naval exercise in Yellow Sea between the 

Korean Peninsula and East Coast of China.256 Consequently the US has established a new 

military intelligence agency the Defence Clandestine Service (DCS) for enhancing its leverage in 

the region.257 Furthermore, to enable the prospect of weakening China through destabilising her 

Xinxiang region.258The objective being to counter China by encircling her through local client 

states and attempt to build India as a counter weight.259 The US wants to maintain a stable 

balance of power in Asia in the light of China’s growing power in the region. It is also to 

reassure the US allies that their concerns will be taken into account.260 

It ensures it presence in Afghanistan which serves as a springboard to reach the mineral rich 

Central Asian Republics. It has made India strategic partner because of the influence it has in 

Afghanistan. It does not want India-Pakistan to be friendly due to China factor and intends to 

build up India as an anti-China power. It intends to make use of Afghanistan’s enmity for 

Pakistan. But this US policy is doomed to fail on account of Pakistan’s geo-strategic advantage 

in the region. As the Pak- China Economic Corridor becomes functional Afghanistan will have 

to improve its relations with Pakistan out of sheer necessity.261 The US wants to contain China’s 

expanding influence in Asia. It does not want China to build the “Economic Corridor” through 

Pakistan which will give access to the Chinese to Gwadar Port and hence to the Arabian Sea, the 

Indian Ocean, and the oil rich Gulf States. 

The main aspects of the policy is to build up India both economically and as a military power to 

oppose China and Japan, on the one side and economically contain China in the region. US has 

re-evaluated it’s policy under the environments where Soviet Union is no longer a major threat to 

US but rising power of China in South East Asia could challenge US interests. Although this 

situation is changing with President Putin’s pro-active policy in the Middle East, yet the threat 

from China still exists.262Despite its engagement in the Pacific the US will abandon Afghanistan. 
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However it has to do so under international compulsions and  will encourage India to fill the 

vacuum.263 

Conclusion: 

          The US engagement in Afghanistan is a long war that served no purpose. American media 

is with the feeling that Afghanistan invasion was an irrational decision because in spite of huge 

expenditure to economy there is no apparent omen of victory.  Washington concedes that US 

invasion has just intensified extremism, militancy and Taliban’s momentum in this region. 

America is the ultimate sufferer in the shape of lives, money and civil liberties. It has tarnished 

our (Washington) promise to stand for dignity and grace of human. 

          But was it an honest mistake? Did President Bush and Vice President Cheney declare war 

because they genuinely believed it was the best way to guarantee the safety of American people? 

Or did they do it in a premeditated attempt to seize greater political and economic power? These 

are questions that history will answer. For now, at least, one thing is clear. The US invaded 

Afghanistan on the pretext of 9/11 by waging an unrelated “war on terror” which is now 

generally considered as the ‘wrong war.’ No other nation has done greater damage to its own 

global prestige and credibility than the US because of its misdirected policies and misplaced 

priorities. The offenses of the US have perturbed the security of Afghanistan with uprising in 

insurgency, Taliban and warlords are fighting with their own agendas in order to strengthen their 

power holds. President Obama’s policy of reconciliation is recently on head on with quadrilateral 

coordination group whereby Pakistan and China are also major player.   
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Chapter 3 

                   Pakistan Interests in Afghanistan and Challenges 

Introduction 

         Pakistan and Afghanistan are intertwined, whose sphere of relations is inclusive not only of 

neighborhood but encircling the longest border, same ideology, Pashtun ethnicity. Besides the 

protracted war in Afghanistan, most probably the Jihad against communist forces of Soviet in 

which Pakistan’s soil sorted out freedom fighters to exonerate Afghanistan from ruthless clutches 

of the Soviet. Afghanistan is connected with Pakistan in such a way that stability in Pakistan 

cannot prevail in case of insecurity inside Afghanistan. Peace and stability in Afghanistan is 

paramount for Pakistan national interest. Peaceful Afghanistan is crucial for Pakistan access to 

CARs and friendly strategic and economic relations with China are also possible only then.264 

Furthermore, the bilateral relations can take an important turn by mutual cooperation regarding 

Durand Line settlement, Gwadar sea Port, and Pashtunistan issue. Moreover, this ambit 

encompassed the regional interests and reservations of Pakistan against India while keeping 

balance of power notion in consideration, and is apprehensive about Iran’s for her instigation of 

Shia militia in Baluchistan.265 Friendly and stable Afghanistan provides depth to Pakistan against 

India.266 

a.Interests 

        Pakistan and Afghanistan’s interests are multiple and revolve around following aspects; 

1.Political Interests  

         Pakistan’s stability is pervasively interlaced to Afghanistan because the ongoing turmoil 

across the western border has infested militancy and extremism inside Pakistan. Trans- border 

clientelism is the main obstacle in restoring peace and security in many countries like Pakistan, 

Central Asian Republics, Afghanistan and Iran.267 Ethnic nationalism, ethnic strife and further its 

exploitation by the major powers have been the essence of regional geopolitics. Main reason of 
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Pakistan insecurity is infiltration of militants across Durand Line. Pakistan has long border with 

Afghanistan, which is not well-managed and people sometimes move without visa. Some of that 

movement is healthy while other are unhealthy so the situation in Afghanistan has direct effect 

on Pakistan.268  For example people after Swat operation were flee to Afghanistan and Pakistan 

government of PPP repeatedly asked Afghanistan to handed them over.269 Therefore Pakistan has 

always asked neighboring countries to play their role in this regard by fixing intelligence 

devices, deployment of military check posts on the Afghan side of Durand line so as to curb 

militant’s infiltration.270 

        Pakistan is apprehensive of the US goals in Afghanistan which are not only limited to 

Afghanistan but through Obama ‘Afpak strategy’ has taken Pakistan in its folds as well. One of 

US main aim seems to watch Pakistan nukes and nuclear proliferation which are the only 

survival tools against India.271 Moreover, Pakistan is suspicious about the US motives in 

Afghanistan of building stable government which could ever favorable to Pakistan or at least not 

hostile to Pakistan’s interests. Contemplating historical political set ups in Afghanistan, the 

Taliban government has served Pakistan’s cause to the utmost but now due to intricate 

transformations it can only be damp squib. Furthermore, on the horns of a dilemma Pakistan is to 

comply with any of government coming to the forefront. The US is headstrong about her deep 

politics in Afghanistan and the obvious manifestation in this regard is the presence of troops 

beyond the exit.272 

Pakistan main focus is having friendly relations with Afghanistan but the hurdles occur in 

bilateral relations mainly due to militants crossing over Durand Line into Pakistan which 

destabilize their mutual relations and increase violence and militancy in FATA. The complicated 

security situation is problematic to the country which needs an urgent redress as it has distorted 

Pakistan efforts against terrorism. Pakistan is allged by the US that ISI is patronizing and 

shetering Taliban as according to Ahmad Rashid, Pakistan has helped Taliban with military and 

political aid envisaged that they would concede and legitimize Durand Line as boundary, which 
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is capable of dismantling Pakistani state. Contrary to Pakistan’s expectation Taliban inflamed 

Pashtun nationalism by giving religious tinge to nationalism.273 

        If a realistic look is taken of Pakistan and Afghanistan relations, then it come to the surface 

that Pakistan and Afghanistan terms have been hostile on various grounds and amongst those 

Pashtunistan is one of main reason causing troubles to bilateral relations. As per Afghanistan’s 

standpoint Pakistani pashtun of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are part of Afghanistan and furthermore, 

Balochistan must be integrated with Afghanistan by being a channel of the latter to Indian 

Ocean.  For these factors Afghanistan has always negated the authenticity of 1947 referendum 

and its foreign policy focus till 1980s was mainly revolved around Pashtunistan issue.274 The 

Afghanistan since long had been trying to change the Afghanistan-Pakistan border to greater 

extent. According to Lord Curzon, frontiers are sort of tension for all foreign offices in social and 

civilized world. It is a base on which matter of war and peace or life and death hinged on.275 

There are myriad example of it, like Kashmir between Pakistan and India, tussle on Abkhazia 

between Russia and Georgia, Nagoro Karabagh has endangered terms of Armenia and 

Azerbhaijan, border tussle of China and India, dispute of Combodia and Thailand and most 

critical of all is Durand Line between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Pakistan is averse to the 

Pakistani pashtuns are contemplated and demanded by Afghanistan as their right. 

Claim.276Pakistan has desired of having friendly state in Afghanistan in order to settle the main 

hurdles of Pashtunistan and Durand Line because it is main challenge to the Pakistan integrity on 

the very basis of ethnid divide.277 

         Pakistan and Afghanistan have same culture, traditions, religion but the main issue is 

superpowers interests game in both states which has disturbed the regional balance.  No doubt 

Pakistan’s security situation has been aggravated due to militants and their foreign supporters 

which has triggered sectarianism and violent extremism. Foreign policy of Pakistan is making 

headways against terrorism in order to have peace and stability in region but is struggling to 
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balance the immediate threats and Indian influences in Afghanistan.278  Pakistan’s role in this 

perspective is wanted and needed by the US for curbing the frequencies of militants 

encompassed Al-Qaeda and Taliban.  

Indian Influence 

         India has envisaged Afghanistan pivotal significance in the aftermath of post cold war for 

its foreign policy. Both countries had instigated friendship treaty in 1950 with good pace of 

diplomatic terms. Her enhanced cordial relations with Afghanistan after 9/11 and special turn of 

relations have come to the forefront in October 2011 with signing of strategic partnership 

agreements. Basically, India carves to be most dominant power and player in South Asia and 

within Indian Ocean basin, to serve its crucial interests and to overcome all impediments in this 

aspect.279India is farsightedly investing in Afghanistan in order to foster her nexus with 

Afghanistan, which could make it powerful stake holder at the exit and beyond 2014.280 She is 

Afghanistan fifth largest bilateral donor, who has ventured so many infrastructure related 

construction projects.281 Moreover, she is investing in both military and economic aspects as 

training Afghan forces  and developmental projects in Afghanistan hence almost $ 2 billion have 

been contributed in Afghanistan besides having important agreements with Afghanistan. So 

Afghanistan is in need of Indian role.282 

       There are three reasons for India investment in Afghanistan; firstly India wants to come out 

of Pakistan centric approach and to stretch her sphere beyond Pakistan to Central Asia and South 

East Asia. Afghanistan is channel for India’s trade with Central Asia which will boost Indian 

market. Secondly, India has regional security threats and considerations. There are Militants 

groups such as Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, HUJI who have training camps on Afghanistan soil, are 

detrimental to both Afghanistan and India interests. The basic motive behind India presence in 

Afghanistan is close observance of Pakistan activities, whereby Pakistan as hobson choice has 

flourished close ties with Haqqani Network, Lashkar-e-Tayyiba and other groups in order to 

counter India leverage in Afghanistan.  Thirdly, emerging India domestic security threats are 
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alarming, as extremism in Afghanistan and Pakistan is creating troubles for India as well. These 

Islamic militants groups recruit Indian Muslims,283 with whom they work in cooperation and 

arouse their anti-Indian sentiments which are perilous to domestic security on long run. This lead 

to suppression of Muslim in India.284 Resultantly, propensity to rampage have mutilated internal 

security. 

      Taliban regime was always disliked by India hence she ran along with  Tajikistan,Russia and 

Iran for having supporting Northern Alliance because Taliban are contemplated close supporter 

of Pakistan. Pakistan’s foreign policy is apprehensive of Indian influence in Afghanistan as both 

of neighbourse have been hostile to Pakistan since long. Although South Eastern and Southern 

Afghanistan is contemplated as controlled by Pashtun as there is Pakistan supporting majority 

but existence of Indian consulates on border areas manifest the upperhand of India with freedom 

of action to serve its purposes. The motive of India seems to have cooperative diplomacy and 

having Indian supporting lobbies there in which she has been successful in achieving strategic 

dominancy in significant areas and enhancing its influence over there by relegating Pakistan into 

background.285 

      Seemingly, the US has its own policy parameters in the region for containing the assertive 

China agenda and the Central Asia focused great game in aftermath of 9/11 in order to have 

dominancy in political and economic power contest. It has contracted military agreement in 

2005, of billion dollars with India to have its strength to its military domain. Besides nuclear deal 

has been signed with India which is causing strategic imbalance to Pakistan in the region. India 

is desired and focused the ,most on access to natural resources market of CARs in order to have 

more transportation and infrastructure and trade with Afghanistan. China is apprehensive for the 

US hence the dominancy of India in CARs will diminish the influence of Moscow and Beijing in 

CARs and in South Asian region.286 

        In 2012 Leon Panetta eulogized India role in Afghanistan economic and commercial sectors 

and Delhi assistance in training of integral Afghanistan armed forces. India pivotal role in 
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Afghanistan’s security could sideline Pakistan role in war on terror. Furthermore, Afghanistan 

agreements with Russia and Central Asia for logistical support would relegate Pakistan to 

background. General Mccrystal in 2009 expressed his apprehension about India hegemonic role 

that it could ignite Pakistan and as an aftermath violence would be escalated inside Afghanistan 

and India by Pakistan.287 

          Pakistan was on tenterhooks by Karzai visit to India in2011 for contracting strategic ties 

because it will enhance Indian influence in Afghanistan. It is doubted that in order to balance the 

power of region,  in retaliation of India covert activities in Afghanistan and Pakistan province 

Baluchistan, hence Pakistan will come to grips by allowing Jehadi and Taliban groups Lashkar-e 

Tayyiba, Jammat-ud Dawa, and Tahrik-e-Taliban-e-Pakistan for instigating instability in both 

India and Afghanistan.288 

         Indian leverage in Afghanistan is adding strategic imbalance to Pakistan in the 

region.289India had operated its embassy in Kabul soon after the collapse of Taliban regime. It 

has also started four consulate offices in  Mazar-e-Sharif, Jalalabad, Qandahar, and Herat while 

before that there was no any consular offices. 

There are various reservation that Pakistan is misusing the US aid and has emboldened Taliban. 

As Pakistan is alleged on the ground of cutting-off the US aid to Afghanistan and supported 

attack on US forces by militants. Moreover, that Pakistan has applied US military aid on eastern 

border instead to curb militants in North West.290 To cap it all, that Islamabad has tempered with 

peace process of Taliban and the US by capitulating those persons who were willing to 

participate in it because it can gone for a burton to her own interests.291 

        Pakistan has doubted Indian consulates at Qandahar and Jalalabad that these are not for 

commercial purposes but are used by Indian intelligence agency, Research and Analytical Wing 

(RAW) for covert activities inside Pakistan. India has established its consulates on multi ethnic 

basis as two consulates in Pashtun region (Jalalabad, Quetta) and two in non-Pashtun (Mazar-e-

sharif and Herat). Her reconstruction projects in Pashtun belt are pertinent to erase the label of 
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anti-Pashtun from her. India has same position and standpoint as that of Afghanistan on all 

violent activities and treatment of militants. Both are high handed about Pakistan and set her 

responsible for all these insurgency rather than to contemplate the real root cause.292There is 

mistrust between Pakistan and India and both are accusing each other.  

         Pakistan alleged Indian complicity in flourishing militants networks in Afghanistan various 

areas especially near Gereshk, in southern Helmand province; at army basis of Qushila Jadid, in 

the Panjshir Valley north of Kabul; northeast of Kabul; and at Kahak and Hassan Killies in 

western Nimruz province.293 Mushahid Hussain, Former Chairman of the Senate Standing 

Committee on Foreign Affairs stated in July 2006 that RAW had been involved in 600 Balochi 

training inside Afghanistan and is igniting radicalism in Baluchistan. Moreover he emphasized 

on Afghanistan covert agency inter-linkage with RAW.294 India is said to be providing funding 

to Baloch dissident groups for exerting pressure on Pakistan.295 India through its consulates in 

Jalalabad and Kandahar, is attempting to cause anti-Pakistan uprising in FATA and Balochistan 

which is so alarming to the integrity of Pakistan as instigating fissiparous trents in balochistan.296 

In Afghanistan’s Mazar-e-Sharif according to a military personnel information with this writer 

there is MOSSAD, CIA and RAW, center which had been played actively in Swat operation. 

This alliance is still playing in North and South Waziristan. It has been revealed from weapons 

recovered during the stated operation being labeled as Banaras made.297Pakistan military 

considered India role in Baluchistan’s turmoil which needs to be taken at exigency.298On the 

other hand there are reservations from India side that Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (LeT) is working in 

Kahmir in order to counter India there and considered it insidious.299 There have been resentment 

that militant groups are sided with Pakistan military as expert on military affairs Ayesha Siddiqas 

has depicted that Jaish-e-Muhammad(JeM) has linkages with Pakistan army which is working 

against India. JeM is aboded in Karachi, where they have relaxed living. Mullah Abdul Baradar 
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was captured from Karachi in 2010.300 So if these grounds are to be contemplated than it is 

evident that militants are easing military cause, however, there is no concrete justification in this 

regard.  

Pakistan is reinforcing the statements of security personnel that Pakistan is under strategic 

challenges by foreign powers who have conspired to decay Pakistan. Afghanistan is on cordial 

terms with India and is tying agreements, the decision for it has been taken in October 2011, and 

the ensuing May 2012 U.S.-Afghanistan tie-up, is apprehensive for Pakistan. Indian presence in 

Afghanistan is contributing towards internal situation of Pakistan. Pakistan cannot beat India in 

Afghanistan, it can just raise the costs of India active role in Afghanistan due to its geo-strategic 

location. Denial of ground transit to India is one step in this regard.301 

As Afghanistan is landlocked and India has no direct transit route to Afghanistan, the more she 

has at her disposal in this regard comprised three airlines Indian Airline, Ariana Airlines, the 

Kam Air. 302So what Pakistan can do is to block the transit route in order to impede the trade. 

Pakistan, by blocking two way India-Afghan trade has allowed the commodities of Afghanistan 

through her territory to south while refuted the same facility to India to access north.303 No 

doubt, Pakistan wants bilateral favorable trade relations with India for which MFN status has 

been granted to India but blocking the transit trade to her is only due to reason that Indian 

enhanced influence in Afghanistan is despicable to Pakistan’s national interests.304 Pakistan main 

focus should be for having stable relations with Afghanistan and pro-Pakistan set up in order to 

be able to counter Indian leverage over there.305Undoubtedly, Indian presence and lobbies inside 

Afghanistan can do no good to Pakistan because if she is hostile in Kashmir case then how can 

be cordial on Afghanistan front? 

However, the grounds to be followed up by Pakistan are to lessen Indian leverage in Afghanstan. 

For most she can diminish Afghanistan trade and exports to India passing through Pakistan, can 

impede construction of pipelines among India, Afghanistan and Turkmanistan, to strengthen 
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bilateral pipeline project with Iran, further to strengthen trade, infrastructure and military 

cooperation with China and to give tough time to the US transit.306Pakistan can be coercive over 

the presence of Indian lobbies there and hence media coverage can be done to highlight the 

offensive role of India in Afghanistan.Pakistan must prepare security options for tackling the 

Indian military options from Afghanistan soil.307
 

          For any regional approach, India-Pakistan equation must be kept straight. The US must not 

ignore Pakistan’s legitimate concerns about India’s role in the region especially its overbearing 

strategic ascendency in the region and its unprecedented leverage in Afghanistan with serious 

nuisance potential against Pakistan’s security interests. It is already involved in fueling 

subversion and instability in our tribal areas and Balochistan.   

         Any policies that create strategic imbalances in the region and fuel an arms race between 

the two nuclear-capable neighbors with an escalatory effect on their military budgets and 

arsenals are no service to the peoples of the region. The Indian-Pakistan proxy war through 

Afghanistan will have uncoverable consequences for the whole region hence the options of great 

powers be fully directed to overcome the imminent threats looming on the horizon.308 

          However there can be positive side of the picture as well. According to some of military 

officers and diplomats, Indian presence in Afghanistan poses no challenge to Pakistan’s foreign 

policy. In case of any ill will against India, Pakistan should submit reservations along evidences 

to the United Nations and to the India so that can be justified.309Afghanistan is known as a grave 

yard for super powers. India is too small a fly if it engages itself in Afghanistan. It shouldn’t 

make any difference to Pakistan.310India is assisting in reconstruction of Afghanistan and has 

contributed to Afghanistan’s development more than Pakistan.311 India is biggest donor to 

Afghanistan which have civilization linkages and relations with Afghanistan. Afghanistan is a 

sovereign country so it can better decide about its interests. Pakistan can only ask that 

Afghanistan soil should not be used against any regional stake-holder.312 
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In the current Afghan scenario the US is supporting Indian presence in Afghanistan to keep 

Pakistan under pressure, at the same time, however, the US is nudging India to improve its 

relations with Pakistan just because of serving its own interests by having cooperation of 

Pakistan in war against terror.313 Indian presence in Afghanistan will continue partly because it 

wants to encircle Pakistan to achieve its goals and partly because the US would like to keep 

Pakistan under check and pressure. It will, however, not create serious problems for Pakistan.314 

India and Pakistan need to talk about the future of Afghanistan and the region and to make sure 

that the region is embedded in a shared economic framework. The Pakistani military will have to 

cease viewing Afghanistan only through security lense and accept that India will have some role 

in Afghanistan’s future. 315 

The quest of knowing Pakistan’s aims inside Afghanistan begins with ISI/Pakistan Army. India 

is grappling for countering Pakistan’s influence in Afghanistan through antagonist Afghan 

leadership, rival ethnic groups in Afghanistan, hindering Pakistan’s access to Afghanistan and 

CARs and above all providing plate forum in Afghanistan for India from where fissiparous 

trends and movements inside Pakistan be supported. Pakistan is having reservation about Indian 

complicity in supporting separatists groups in Balochistan comprised Balochistan Liberation 

Army (BLA) and Baloch Resistant Army (BRA).316Pakistan’s army/ISI interests inside 

Afghanistan is also connected with supply of regional energy.317 

China factor 

Pakistan was backdoor to China during its year of isolation, a linkage for Mao and Nixon and 

during cold war it worked a frontline state in Chinese struggle with Soviet Union. Sino-Pak axis 

stretched back to 1950s when Pakistan conferred official recognition to isolated communist 

China during this time Pakistan wholeheartedly welcomed China. Pakistan-China trade was 

approximately US $ 83.8 million in 1952 double than that of Pak-India. Bandung conference 
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(1955) laid proper base of Sino-Pak relations.318 Sino-Pak axis is directed mainly by China’s 

wish   to connect India to South Asia and having friendship of Muslim neighbor and tumultuous 

Xinjiang region which in turn make Pakistan pivotal.319 The debacle of Pakistan led China and 

Pakistan to become apprehensive of Indian supremacy and security consideration rendered to the 

establishment of defense relation.  

          Recently Pakistan is a gateway for Beijing to become global power from regional one 

because the envisaged ports, roads, railways and pipelines which channel gas fields and oil of 

Middle East to East Asia are situated in Pakistan. Pakistani coastline is of strategic significance 

to Chinese take off as a naval power stretching from Indian Ocean to Medittranean Sea and 

Persian Gulf. 

          China presence in Afghanistan is to serve her national interests, which encompassed 

mining contracts in Afghanistan, economic activities and to deter from strategic relations such as 

weapons supply.320China sought narrow than broader interests in Afghanistan and Pakistan 

because of rising extremism and terrorism in both countries. Due to these narrow interests, 

Chinese workers have security threats in both Pakistan and Afghanistan, wherein both minor 

states are grappling with the US egregious designs and cannot secure Chinese interests at the 

costs of the US.321 

         It is the utmost preference of China to take  Pakistan and Afghanistan peace and stability 

head on  in order to restore peaceful atmosphere in her Northwest province, where Chinese 

minority, the Uighur are of prime concern to Beijing. Because in that province, besides supply of 

weapons, militants and drugs, Pan ideological Pan-Islamic Jihadi groups are also exacerbating 

the security of Xianjiang and has activated pro-independence. China is with firm conviction that 

militants trained in FATA and Afghanistan East and Southern part are aasaulting china.322These 

militants are associated with across the border Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, Turkamenistan 

Islamic party (TIP) East Turkamenistan Islamic Movement (ETIM) which are striving for an 
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Islamic state in East Turkamenistan in Xianjiang.323 Keeping these threats in consideration, 

China is trying to develop economic relations with Afghanistan as in Afghanistan China 

metallurgical construction groups have contributed $3.2 billion Aynak Copper Mine investment 

in Eastern province of Logar, holding as much as third of China Coal Reserves.324China has 

supplied substantial aid to Afghanistan as $150 million in 2002325 and $75 million from 

2009326Gwadar energy transshipment route if once get connected to expanded Karakuram 

Highway (KKH) then it can be utilized for naval purpose. China has started projects in 

Afghanistan, it has Ainak project and project on Amu Darya from where gas is to be 

exploited.327China is covetous for access to Central Asian Republics and especially Kazakistan 

where china have 22% oil reserves.328 

        The Chinese influence in Afghanistan and consequent investmwnt in form of civilian 

capacity, assistance for  Northern distribution network for NATO-Led ISAF are mostly liked by 

the US as it contributing to the very interests of the US. It is also pondered over that China can 

cause Pakistan active role in counteing violent extremism and terrorism and the very efforts 

directed towards these goals than focusing on eastern and western borders only. But Chinese role 

in these perspective has been proved fultile for the US. However China will utilize its influence 

over Pakistan in curbing terrorism which is equally threatening to Xinjiang and FATA hence 

consequently both will devote more attention tin this regard.  

By taking comparison of the US and China foreign policies it is evident that China has different 

strategy than that of the US. She  know better that Pakistan and Afghanistan’s trained groups are 

hitting China and pose threat to China security but the latter individually consult Pakistan 

military and other Islamic parties to curb these elements. Historically, China have contracted 

agreements with Taliban before 9/11 to deter militants and Uighur training on Afghanistan soil. 

China contemplated that the US objective in invading Afghanistan is not counterterrorism but is 

geopolitical because the US sought energy and mineral resources of the region and furthermore 
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to counter China.329 As regarding the role of the US in Pakistan, China is desperately envisaging 

her curtailing leverage in trade aspects because the US and India would impede China’s way 

either by weakening Baluchistan stronghold in Indian Ocean or by capturing Pakistan’s nukes. In 

order to undermine India influence in South Asia, China is working on nuclear related programs 

with Pakistan, as Chashma III and IV plants are to be realized in coming time.330China is so 

cautious about her interests as when  militancy in Swat and Buner was alarming, China was 

apprehensive that may it not stretch to the Karakuran Highway (KKH), due to this fear China 

disbursed economic and military aid to Pakistan military to conclude this Operation successfully.  

        China utmost desire is to have access to natural resources and certainly Pakistan can 

cooperate with China because Pakistan is also deeming China significant in utilization of natural 

resources.  Accordingly, Pakistan will assist transit for China and establishing related 

industries.331China has economic interests in Afghanistan for which she has heavy investment in 

Afghanistan in order to be availed fully of these resources as Chirtian Le Miere, Jane’s 

Intelligence Review editor mentioned Chinese interest in access to natural resources of the 

region as investment of $3.5 billion has been done in  the project of Aynak copper mine located 

in Logar province. 

Glen Howard and Russell stated in January, 2012, The China Brief of institute of Jamestown that 

china is actively engaged in Wakhan strip which have so much strategic significance, in 2009 

some infrastructure mobilization in that area has been undertaken. This infrastructure comprised 

75 kilometers road which stretched up to 10 kilometer from Afghanistan-China border. Chinese 

ministry of defense has constructed this road which is so crucial for carrying military concerned 

equipment to frontiers guards of China. Moreover a depot has been built by China in order to 

ameliorate quality of food items for police.332 

China is aware of the Sole Super power led world realities and is having her own interests and 

concerns in the regional paradigm. Accordingly Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) was 
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established in order to balance the US ascendency in the region.333 China assertive economy is 

apprehensive to the dwindling economy of the US.  

Sino-Pak relations are devoid of any collision of interests and issues. There is no any trend of 

overriding hence exists negligible chance of mutual doubts where suspicion cause hurdles as 

happened in China relations with India and its Pacific neighbors. Although China has reproached 

relations with India but ensured comparatively higher and better plans in relations with Pakistan. 

However these relaxed relations with China should not be taken as complacent which can 

hampered establishing of cooperation and inter-state relationships. China has supported 

Pakistan’s observer position in SCO while Pakistan has assisted China for having observer status 

in South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC).  

         China is deemed very significant to Pakistan in the backdrop of west withdrawal from 

Afghanistan. Sino-Pak relations have witnessed various low and high as Beijing transition from 

Maoism to market economy, shifting cross currents of these two countries terms with India 

enhanced Islamic militancy in the region. India’s increasing economic development and 

strengthened terms with Washington has caused Beijing closer ties with Pakistan and the back up 

the latter against rising India. In case of instability in China north-western province of Xinjiang 

led her to rely on Pakistan forces rather to yield in tense relationship.       

US containment of China policy, Indian aspirations to emerge as regional power coupled with 

economic benefits of GKEC increases the Geo strategic importance of Pakistan manifold. 

China’s major energy need is presently met through coal energy, which is not an environment 

friendly source. There is pressing demand from the western world that China’s energy 

consumption should shift to more environment friendly energy resources. To access oil resources 

of Gulf and African Countries, China needs to develop a shorter link to these countries. The 

shortest route available is through Pakistan. 

China’s Sea Lines of Communication are vulnerable to presence of western and especially 

American Naval fleets and naval bases in Indian as well as Pacific Ocean.  Here, America has 

developed close ties with many pacific region states allowing her to dominate these SLOCs. In 

case of any future conflict between China and western countries, this vulnerability may cost 
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China heavily. There exists a deep concern among the Chinese think tanks to address this issue. 

Development of Gawadar–Kashghar Economic Corridor may offer China solution to her 

concerns.  

China will have entry to warm waters of Indian Ocean through Pakistan as opposed to utilizing 

long SLOCs of East China Sea with impedance from India. For import and export with the 

Middle East countries,  Chine is dependent on its maritime  route connected its eastern part with 

the Middle East region passing through Indian ocean which is 10, 000 kilometer long and has a  

direct threat from India. This corridor will provide shortest and safe route and will reduce the 

distance from 10,000 kilometers to 2500 kilometers only. The KGEC will provide China with the 

shortest route of 2500 km to gulf states, whereas the ports in Eastern China provide a route of 

4500 km and additional distance of 10,000 km from the energy corridor of Strait of Hormuz.334 

The China look west policy is headway in Asian future settlement. China is having access to sea 

from eastern side which is developed while all the rest of three sides are landlocked hence 

western part is underdeveloped. Consequently, Chinese then Premier Zhu Rongi projected the 

idea of developing western part in order to impart trade and tourism and investment.335 So the 

CPEC will bring regional peace and prosperity and also providing access to the trade and energy 

prospects of CARs.  

Presently, 60 % of China energy come from share of coal which is environment hazardous hence 

this corridor is actually pivotal in channeling China to the import of oil from Middle East 

countries.  

Chinese leaders are reviving their trade and economic pland with world with reinvigorating of 

New Silk Route which is guaranteeing their market world wide.336 CPEC will connect China 

with Persian Gulf which is providing its sixty percent of energy requirements.  Chinese president 

Xi Jinping has announce $ 46 billion for CPEC , it was contemplated as ‘game changer for the 

region’. There are three main hurdles as firstly provincial resentment in Pakistan as there is lack 

of domestic unanimity as PML-N supported it and KP and Balochistan reservation were as they 
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considered this route as indispensable for economic benefits of deprived provinces as KP, 

Balochistan and Gilgit Baltistan. The status of Gilgit Baltistan is also a hurdle as Pakistan claim 

that it has semi-autonomous control over (Azad) Kashmir is no convincing for Chinese 

authorities. Islamabad is thinking over giving GB as constitutional status of Pakistan’s fifth 

province. There are security vulnerabilities as well as Pakistan’s trembled security is hindrance 

for CPEC.337 

2.Economic interests 

Economic relations are contemplated paramount to flourish amicable bilateral relations. As 

regard Pakistan’s economic relations with Afghanistan, then Pakistan is successful in keeping 

bilateral trade ties with Afghanistan and is currently key trade partner of Kabul. Pakistan is main 

export and second import partner of Afghanistan.338 

        The bilateral trade of Pakistan Afghanistan was enhanced in 2000-01 from $ 169.9 million 

to $ 1.24 billion in 2007-08 and further to almost $ 1.75 billion precently.339 

 In 2006 reconstruction of Jalalabad-Torkhum road was completed with Pakistan help. 

Afghanistan has consulted Pakistan, Iran, Uzbekistan, Kazakistan for building railroad that 

would connect Central Asia, South Asia and Afghanistan border cities to neighbouring Pakistan 

and Iran countries. Pakistan is interested in building railway from border town of Chaman to 

Qandahar and another from Torkham to Jalalabad.340Afghanistan is coveted to act as transit 

gateway for hydrocarbon resources export from Turkmanistan to Pakistan and India project 

Trans-Afghan Pipeline (TAPI) first concluded in tripartite agreement between Taliban, Pakistan 

and Turkamanistan in April 1999. If this agreements successfully operated then it would run 

across Herat and Qandahar to connect Daulatabad and Qandahar  gas fields to the port of 

Karachi.341There are other projects awaiting to transfer electric power from Tajikistan and 

Kyrgyzstan to Pakistan via North Eastern Afghanistan provinces.342 In 2006 October, a MoU 
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was signed between Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Pakistan for transit of 1,000 

MW/PA electricity from Tajikistan and Kyrghyzstan to Pakistan.343 

         Pakistan firm control on northern trade routes would lessen the significance of Iran 

Chabahar port and Indian constructed Zaranj-Delaram road (which connect to the Kurshka-

Herat-Kandahar highway) therefore would undermine India’s struggle for extension of its 

economic ties with Afghanistan and Central Asia.344 By 2016 Pakistan is expected to import 48% 

of its natural gas (which makes up nearly half of its energy consumption).345 

The project comprised Turkmanistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India (TAPI) Pipeline 1,000 

mile with cost of $7.6 billion would carry 33 billion cubic meters per year of Turkmenistan gas 

generating $1.4 billion per year in transit fee for Afghanistan.346 India and Pakistan would 

receive 14 bcm/y each 1.5 % of India total annual energy consumption and Pakistan 15%. It 

required stability in Afghanistan as pipeline would certainly passed through Afghanistan. So 

both Pakistan and India should work to ensure stable Afghanistan.347 Pakistan is grappling for 

energy projects due to power deficit.  

The US has strongly supported TAPI since 90s for regional energy development through supply 

routes and resultantly to firm its hold in Afghanistan. Further the US has realized the worth of 

energy resources of CARs. Moreover US wants to use TAPI in its policy of Iran’s containment, 

linking South and Central Asia and to curb energy export by diminishing the IPI. Pakistan’s 

electricity demand will be triple in 2050 hence if resources are not be allocated appropriately 

then energy crisis will enhance and accordingly TAPI pipeline can diminish Pakistan’s energy 

dearth and to yield an opportunity for Pakistan for exporting gas from across the Gwadar port 

which will boost the economy. Furthermore, it will ameliorate Pakistan’s relations with CARs as 

the project pose security challenge as it passes through sensitive areas hence it must be handled 

cautiously by contemplating cross border and intra-border issues. 
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Afghanistan’s turmoil is exacerbating the concerns regarding TAPI project and the Taliban 

offensive is also making hurdles as portion of pipeline pass through Afghanistan. Another 

obstacle is Indo-Pak rivalry which is aggravated with Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) coming into 

power. However there happened few positive developments as exchanges of security advisors 

and external affairs minister Sushma  Sawaraj’s visited Islamabad.348 TAPI is very significant for 

India due to immense homegrown energy requirement. India has great influence in Afghanistan 

hence passing of gas through Afghanistan will not be a political challenge. TAPI guarantee 

economic integration for the whole region whereas India and Pakistan will work collectively for 

peace and stability in Afghanistan.  

Pakistan Army/ISI interests inside Afghanistan are related to safeguard regional energy 

supplies349 as Pakistan and Afghanistan are between energy rising and energy hungry economic 

powers of India and China and main energy hub in Middle East, Caucasus and CARs.350 

Although the economic, security and political aspects of energy supply are emergent but behind 

the scene the contest of states are obvious as the course between India, China and Pakistan is 

shaped accordingly. Recently the debated issues are energy routes which are probably excluding 

or including Pakistan. The stable Afghanistan where India have greater leverage will trigger 

energy channel by excluding Pakistan in way of energy supply from Caucasus Central Asian 

states or Middle East and through Afghanistan and Iran. Indian Ocean water channels from 

Iranian ports and Gulf. Furthermore stable Afghanistan is providing channel for India-Pakistan-

Afghanistan for energy coordination routes, which lead an opportunity for regional conflicts 

resolution and mutual interests. However it gives emergence to dependency whereby both India 

and Pakistan strategic communities doubt each route giving birth to dependency. An unstable 

Afghanistan can empower Pakistan for having an energy conduit in multiple cases as CARs, 

Pak-China, Iran-Pak-China, Iran-Pak-India351 is rendering Pakistan as pivotal energy transit state 

where India will depend on it. As China has conflicts with India hence assisting Pakistan in 

build-up of roads and pipelines across China and Pakistan by its dominancy of Gwadar.352Further 
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Sino-Pak relations also led to Pakistan agreements of energy connectedness with Iran and 

consequent construction of oil refinery at Gwadar. 

        Pakistan has spent $300 million in assisting Afghanistan which are mostly for roads and 

railway construction to connect Pakistan with energy corridor of Central Asia. Islamabad and 

Kabul signed Afghan-Pakistan transit trade agreement (APTTA) in which Afghanistan would 

allow Pakistan commodities to transit en route to Central Asia on way to Indian market.353 

         Afghanistan’s internal security situation will deter foreign investment. However, Pakistan 

already has strong economic relations with Afghanistan, bilateral trade, smuggling, transit trade 

and linkages between the tribal and other people in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and the Afghan 

refugees in Pakistan.  These linkages will keep these two countries close to each other despite the 

periodic complaints they will have against each other from time to time.  Despite some strains 

and periodic problems their bilateral trade will expand.354 

        Pakistan economic interests are not fully realized as the first reason is Afghanistan’s turmoil 

and second reason is anti-Pakistan lobby which is to impede such developmental grounds. 

However in the mentioned era 2008-13 the PPP government had economic cooperation with 

Afghanistan. According to former foreign minister Hina Rabbani Khar APTTA Transit Trade 

agreement was revised in their government due to huge requirements.355 

Pak-Afghan trade has been enhanced from 40 million dollar to 1 billion dollar in ten year time 

which has significant effect for both states development.356 

3.Defence interests 

       Pakistan and Afghanistan relations have remained boisterous most of the time, nonetheless 

that both are immediate neighbors with 2240 km long border known as Durand Line. 

Inadvertently, Pakistan has been suffered and is still bearing the brunt from this western border. 

Trans-border infiltration has mutilated Pakistan security from the last decade due to which 

military operations are continued in FATA agencies. In order to end these across border 

movements, Pakistan interior ministry has put forward border fencing option in 2006 but that 

was not acceptable to the Afghan counterparts.  
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       Pakistan was with pro-Taliban policy in Afghanistan when in 1994 Taliban government 

emerged in Afghanistan. Before Taliban there was civil war and perturbed situation loomed large 

due to Mujahedeen ruthless activities which have agonized and traumatized the Afghanis, so they 

sighed of relief on coming of Taliban to the scene. Pakistan favored Taliban rule as before that 

all rulers as Babrak Karmal and Amanullah were anti-Pakistani. Pakistan envisaged Afghanistan 

as client state for the sake of her national interests because Taliban were Pashtun and mostly 

educated in Pakistan religious Madaris. Benazir government proved mainstay for Taliban by 

assisting them militarily and economically by both overt and covert ways. Taliban not only 

captured Kabul in 1996 but killed Najibullah and carried ruthless activities throughout their 

regime. 

        Pakistan in order to compete India, desired “Strategic Depth” in Afghanistan at the time of 

military ruler, General Zia’s regime, who ambitiously sided the US during the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan with Mujahideen training camps inside Pakistan and played the role of conduit in 

this regard. Recently, Afghanistan administration has mistrust for Pakistan and accused her for 

infiltration from Pakistan’s tribal areas which according to Karzai leads to insurgency.  

According to report on 9/11 Pakistan desires to have peaceful Western border by ‘strategic 

depth’ against its troubled eastern border.357 ‘Its main motive is that in case of India attack, we 

can go into Afghanistan and fight back’.358Albeit Pakistan has concept of ‘Strategic Depth’ in 

Afghanistan vis-à-vis India but according to some defence analyst it is not feasible because 

contemporary world is nuclear and there exist nuclear retaliation. Strategic Depth is an outdated 

concept now. Pakistan establishment is not considering it feasible. Afghanistan is sovereign 

brotherly country.359‘Strategic Depth’ is not relevant to Pakistan now.360 

        The US has alleged Pakistan for supporting Haqqani network and doubted Pakistan military 

that she is working to undermine the US role and influence in Afghanistan. The US is repeatedly 

asking Pakistan to control Haqqani network, according to US this network having stronghold in 

Quetta and Waziristan. But the reality is that this network cannot be located due to their covert 

mobile nature. According to Pakistan intelligence sources in Pakistan here is no Haqqani 
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network, he is close ally of CIA and they know well about this network.361 A stern Foreign 

Minister Khar said that, with such allegations, the United States could “lose an ally” and “can’t 

afford to alienate the Pakistani people. In April 2011, Prime Minister Yousaf  Raza Gilani, Army 

Chief Ashfaq  Kayani, and ISI Director Pasha all traveled to Kabul as part of an effort to upgrade 

the Afghanistan-Pakistan Joint Commission established in January and so accelerate the peace 

process. American observers were disturbed by reports that Gilani had used the meetings as an 

opportunity to wean Kabul away from its strategic partnership with the United States and instead 

move closer to Islamabad and seek greater support from China. According to the reports, Gilani 

criticized America’s “imperial designs” and contended that ending the Afghan war required 

Kabul and Islamabad to take “ownership” of the peace process.362 Both countries also agreed on 

23 points “Islamabad Declaration”. 

        Pakistan’s defence interests in Afghanistan are not fulfilled. In fact security threats emerged 

in the mentioned era as military operations in swat, Waziristan and Angoor Adda are the product 

of infiltration from Afghanistan. Pakistan’s defence interests can be served only when Pakistan 

defence industry would be operating in Afghanistan and military training would be ensured. 

Furthermore, the Turmoil in Afghanistan has negative effects for Pakistan internal security.363 

       Pakistan’s security policy for Afghanistan is handled by Inter Service Intelligence (ISI) and 

Pakistan army.364 ISI comprised majority of Pashtun, who have deep affiliation across the 

Durand Line since Soviet war time (1979-89) even afterwards365 having greater knowledge of 

tribal structure and ethnicity of Pashtun community by which Pakistan had maintained influence 

inside Afghanistan in past.366 It is capable to exercise leverage across the Pashtun community 

across the Durand Line. The tussle between Pakistan and India over the influence in Afghanistan 

is debated in the Rawalpindi Army GHQ and at Islamabad HQ.367 
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4. Access to CARs. 

        Central Asia emerged on the global scene in 70s decade when Soviet Union intervened in 

Afghanistan and resultantly Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan played pivotal role by 

providing bases in that turmoil.368The demise of Soviet Union has given birth to Central Asian 

Republics (CARs). This was the entry of new strategic dimensions with resulting orientation of 

policies and objectives of great powers. No doubt, at initial stages myriad demographic, 

strategic, economic and political challenges were confronted by CARs. How much these states 

could be strong by other aspects but militarily they are weak. 

Pakistan close and cooperative relations with CARs based on shared bonds of history, culture 

and traditions. Since their independence in 1992, Pakistan  maintained close contact with CARs 

and have established resident diplomatic missions in all the six former Soviet Republics of 

Central Asia and Caucasus, namely, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Also, we have exchanged frequent high-level visits with these 

countries and are pursuing collaboration with them bilaterally as well as within the framework of 

ECO in the fields of transit routes, credit facilities, banking, and training and technical assistance 

programs.  

         Russia has paramount influence and dominancy in this region to the extent that hitherto 

these independent states are firmly tied to the Russia. The US being a regional hegemon by 

Mearshiemer is longing for local great powers in order to curtail the aspirant hegemony of 

Russia by any strategy possible.369 The US has not been succeeded because there is effective 

inter-regional cooperation in the form of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (Originally 

Shanghai five of China, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, Russia and Kazakhistan) but later on 

Uzbekistan joined this organization. This organization is with motive to settle boundary line 

conflicts and to trample Islamic terrorism and fanaticism.370 Moreover, this organization is a 

great pressure on the US due to China and Russia cooperation. 

     CARs are desired the most by regional countries to have market with. Pakistan is having bond 

of history, religion, culture and tradition with CARs.  CARs are having abundant natural 
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resources and Pakistan is in great need of natural gas and oil hence trade agreements with these 

states will enable imports of these resources especially gas, oil and electricity for recovery of  

related shortage.371 In return Pakistan can ensure an outlet to these states towards world market 

and to the Arabian sea where these states can be benifited to greater extent. Throughout history 

Pakistan has tried for friendly economic, political and social terms with these states on grounds 

of mutual respect for territorial integrity, sovereignty and non-interference.372 

       India and CARs are closely connected in ties especially after 9/11 because both want to 

counter terrorism across the border and to flourish trade. India has put forwards proposal for 

energy supply line from Russia across Central Asia and China. Another gas pipeline of vital 

importance in this regard is that, which will connect India to Turkmenistan through Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. All this depend on Afghanistan better security and undoubtedly on Pakistan and 

India relations which have been remained uncertain for most of the time. India as strategic ally of 

Tajikistan has established military base at Farkhor. This has alarmed Pakistan regarding her 

strategic concerns in Central Asia.373 

       Various impediments in Pakistan acees to CARs  are instable industrial infrastructure, low 

literacy and backwardness in technology. The regional competitors as Turkey, Iran and India are 

attempting to have lead on each others. Above all the Indian leverage is causing Pakistan in this 

aspect also by having dominancy in CARs whereas Pakistan is having no road linkage with 

CARs. Moreover, the instability of Afghanistan has dwindled Pakistan economic pacts with 

CARs and achieving friendly relations with CARs are in need of peaceful and stable 

Afghanistan.374 

       Our relations with CARs are not good due to many Uzbek and Tajik training inside Pakistan 

who are involved in terrorist activities. Even China is not happy over their training in North 

Waziristan.375 

        Pakistan is passage to the sea and Afghanistan is pass to the CARs so both are 

complimentary. Trade is not flowing, air travel is costly, commerce and trade is not happening 
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because logistics are awful. Unless and until Afghanistan is not calm we cannot have trade with 

these countries. For instance Tajikistan is rich in electricity but we cannot import electricity 

because transmission lines cannot pass through Afghanistan with prevalent turmoil.376 With 

Afghanistan still in turmoil and India-Pakistan peace as elusive as ever, there is no prospect of an 

early breakthrough towards meaningful economic integration in this part of Asia.  Peace in 

Afghanistan remains crucial for the success of our relations with CARs.  One must also admit 

that on regional level, SCO and ECO, like SAARC, will also remain captive to the globally-

driven geopolitics in our part of the world.377 

       One must acknowledge, however, that our opening to Central Asia is hindered by the 

continuing Afghan crisis. Unfortunately, Pakistan relations with CARs are away from friendly 

terms mainly due to differences of standpoints of Pakistan and Afghanistan on Taliban regime 

and over deviated views. Hence the leadership visits yielded in nothing for establishing 

economic and other perspective.  

b.Challenges. 

       Pakistan interests in Afghanistan have been converted to challenge for Pakistan foreign 

policy due to turmoil in Afghanistan.  Pakistan security has been deteriorated from the last three 

and half decades. During Soviet invasion in Afghanistan Pakistan role was applauded for curbing 

communism by freedom fighters (Mujahedeen). Besides, Pakistan was in great fear that this 

imbroglio and Soviet military forces might stretched to Pakistan province Balochistan and 

further to warm water of Arabian Sea, which has been proved only as paranoid only by 

Politburo. Pakistan President General Zia availed this juncture as an opportunity to secure his 

goals in the garb of Islamization and established Mujahedeen training camps on the soil of 

Pakistan. This pave the way to not only Afghan refugees, drug trafficking, Klashinkov but to 

sectarianism which led to numerous evils in society. The matter did not stop here, after Soviet 

exit from Afghanistan, there arise various challenges for Pakistan foreign policy as Pakistan 
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embassy was set on fire by forces of Ahmad Shah Masoud, who deemed that Pakistan has 

backed Taliban in capturing Herat.378 

        In all this background Pakistan’s foreign policy has become subservient to the US. We are 

not only dependent with regard to our defense requirements but are also at the mercy of the US 

financially. Due to dependence, Pakistan’s foreign policy is also dictated by that country.379 The 

Afghan war and terrorism spill-over has ruined Pakistan’s economy and internal security.380 

Almost every day there are acts of terrorism in most parts of country. Cases of kidnapping for 

ransom are on the rise. Added to that there is a total destruction of government institutions 

leading to maladministration, inefficiency and corruption. Governance is at the lowest ebb. The 

plight of the common man is utterly miserable. Extremism is also on the rise – there is no 

religious tolerance which has led to serious sectarian conflicts.381 Much of this has happened 

because of our involvement in the Afghanistan conflict. We are in a difficult, complicated and 

despicable situation from which it is hard to escape. 

         In Pakistan militancy and extremism have been originated in the past military regimes of 

General Zia-ul-Haq and General Pervez Musharraf as both envisaged Afghanistan’s turmoil as 

an opportunity to facilitate themselves with the US assistance in multiple sectors. The menace of 

military dictatorship of these two mentioned dictators have dumped Pakistan with extremism and 

sectarianism. Resultantly Pakistan is suffering from multitude of miseries as weak economy, 

distortion of national image, undermined national sovereignty and to cap it all Pakistan is near to 

be an isolationist state.  During Soviet invasion Pakistan had taken that insurgency quite normal 

which could not be followed by fall out for Pakistan. After Soviet exit from Afghanistan, the US 

had abandoned Pakistan in the midstream, no post war cautionary measures, pacification and 

adjustment facilities were provided to the hardened fighters so that they might accustomed to the 

society.382 

The end of Afghan Jihad was start of Pakistani extremism. The first phase of extremism was 

started with Indian conspiracy in the shape of various bomb blasts in different areas of Pakistan. 

There were two important reasons behind, as India was to revenge Pakistan for its supporting 
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Kashmiri insurgents in Indian held Kashmir, secondly, Pakistan backing of Sikh’s Khalistan 

movement of East Punjab in India. Pakistan had alleged India for these blasts.383 Second phase 

was started in late 1980s with collusion of three extremist organizations namely, Sipah-e-Sahaba 

Pakistan (SSP), Sipah e Muhammad Pakistan (SMP), Lashkar-e-Jhangvi. These organizations 

had ruthlessly killed so many professionals, civil servants, clerics and carried their callous 

ventures until severely punished by Government as result of which some these extremists moved 

to FATA. Meanwhile, ethnic strife was alarming in Karachi, where Mahajar Quomi Movement 

(MQM) was troubling other factions in Sindh. At last resort Operation ‘clean up’ was launched 

in Benazir era to curb these uprising.384 Third phase was started in 2001, where Afghan Taliban 

infiltrated to Pakistan tribal area and gradually this area was turned to Al-Qaeda and Taliban’s 

hub.  

         On Afghan soil we have faced challenges and costs as we could an alternative transit path 

for Central Asia trade to the globe for transfer of fossil fuel to the South Asia so as to counter 

Russia dominancy.385Afghanistan turmoil will keep Pakistan with myriad security threats in 

shape of restive FATA, illegal infiltration, consequently refugees deluge, spike in drugs 

trafficking, uprising in Pashtun nationalism which will ignite Afghanistan imbroglio and both 

Pakistan and India will try to steal the march on each other.386  Pakistan policy elites conceded 

with US allegation about Haqqani network and ‘Quetta Shura’ presence inside Pakistan but 

refuted about their dominant influence.387 

          Militants in FATA are settled due to porous border between Afghanistan and Pakistan388 

and Pashtunwali (Pashtun code of life) of inhabitants of FATA and KP.389Pakistan is accused for 

the presence of Al-Qaeda and Afghan Taliban who attacked coalition forces in Afghanistan. Al-

Qaeda was originally the organization with norm and tradition of Arab countries especially Saudi 

Arabia and Egypt. Now Al-Qaeda has its cell in approximately forty countries. As far as Al-

Qaeda is concerned then is clear that it became an organization against US forces occupation of 
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different Muslim territories and it had fought against Soviet invasion in Afghanistan. In the garb 

of terrorism it wants to get rid of foreign occupation and to work for renaissance of the real soul 

of Islam. For them 9/11 was turning point to military and political joint venture for realisation of 

this goal and to prepare world as field for Jihad.390 

         Al-Qaeda was arch rival of the US with no resentment against Pakistan, but when Pakistan 

launched military operation in FATA as per Musharraf’s order, since Al-Qaeda has been turned 

against military dictator without any grudges for the state.391 The motive behind Al-Qaeda arrival 

to FATA was to flourish its agenda of Jihad and to give tough time to the US, and for the same 

very sake another frontline organization was needed in order to escape from Pakistan state and 

army focus. This space was filled by Tehrik e Taliban Pakistan which remained active in Swat, 

FATA and so many other parts of Pakistan.392 

         Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan(Pakistani Taliban) comprised many Islamic militant groups in 

FATA adjacent Afghan border. In December of 2013 under command of Baitullah Mehsud 

formed the Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan. Themain objectives of Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan's are 

giving tough time to state of Pakistan, having their conceived version of Shariah, and to be 

integrated against NATO-led forces in Afghanistan hence TTP started suicidal attacks.393 The 

callous attacks of TTP are attempted to be justified by them as conducted in reaction of the US 

occupation of Afghanistan with presence of foreign forces and consequent assistance of Pakistan 

in that regard.394Militants or Taliban have firm belief in Muslim Theologian Ibn Tamiyyah 

doctrine, to launch offense against Non-Muslim and who do not concede to Islamic fundamental 

mode of interpretation.395 There existed Takfir ideology, which deem non-believers as Kafir. 

Ayman Al-Zawahiri of Al-Qaeda is with the same Takfir doctrine.396 To sum up, the justification 

of aggression in the garb of Islam is contrary to the spirit of Islam. The two concepts ‘fitnah’ 

(sedition) and ‘fasad’ (corruption) are acrimonious political crimes perpetrated against Islamic 
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political community (the Ummah). To label a Muslim as non-Muslim is the taking of Allah’s 

jugdement in own hand which is committing of ‘shirk’ or most probably ‘kufr’.397Al-Qaeda and 

Tehrik Taliban Pakistan (TTP) are interconnected and according to Aamir Rana an expert on 

terrorism, terrorist commander Ilyas Kashmiri, leader of HUJI is new commander of Al-Qaeda 

Pakistani wing.398 

         In order to ponder over the root causes of terrorism there have been different views. Those 

people, who have been bereft of socio-economic provisions, unable to keep body and soul 

together, illiterate having no judgment of right and wrong and to cap it all living in areas where 

exists no state writ are flourishing grounds to instill extremism and terrorism in minds. 

According to Ayesha Siddiqa the basic reasons behind militancy can be poverty as South Punjab 

and Upper Sindh are areas which are deprived of socio-economic provisions. There is lower 

Human Development indices of World Bank and Asian Development Bank. Lower education is 

also main cause.399There are Madrassas where minds of youth are groomed for militancy and 

terrorism.400 

         There are three types of forces among Taliban as, various category is good Taliban, who 

are friendly and are aboded in North Waziristan Swat and the rest of Pakistan as TTP, LeT, JuD, 

JeM. They are longing for establishing political order conceived by them and deemed Mullah 

Omar as their leader. They get inspirations from him but operate on their own lines. Both 

Pakistan and Afghanistan Taliban are concerned about their respective states and are supporting 

each other.401 During the Taliban regime a number of religious groups of middle-east origin rose 

to prominence. The most prominent among them was Al Qaida led by Osama Bin Laden from 

Saudi Arabia.  The Wahabi Ideology was propagated and spread not only in Afghanistan but also 

in the Tribal Areas and KP in Pakistan which created many conflicts in our society. The 

modusoperandi was to kill the Tribal Maliks so as to render the tribes leaderless and then 

forcibly impose their ideology on them. In this process more than 2000 Maliks were eliminated 

in FATA.402 
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There is contrast in the activities of Al-Qaeda, the TTP, and Afghan Taliban. Albeit they have 

common enemy as West especially the US to fight against her, but Al-Qaeda is fighting against 

the US and her coalition allies, Afghan Taliban are fighting against foreign forces who have 

invaded Afghanistan since 9/11 and TTP is active against Pakistani state and against security 

personnel.403Mehmood Shah, a former security official in Pakistan’s tribal areas, said “there is no 

doubt that a link between the Haqqani network and the Pakistani Taliban exists” The insurgency 

and consequently military operation in FATA had been stretched to the US intervention in 

Afghanistan. The Al-Qaeda and its associates infiltration to Pakistan was triggered by the US 

military attack on ‘Tora Bora’ by taking it as safe haven for the former. This  attack was carried 

out at the time when the US was not sure about Al-Qaeda’s presence, resultantly, there are 

divergent comments even among the US defence officials, as CENTCOM commander General 

Tommy Frank commented, “We don’t know to this day whether Mr Bin Laden was at Tora Bora 

in 2001.” Therefore he never favored and deployed more troops there and adopted ‘light 

footprint’ doctrine.404 Kerry contradicted Frank statement and emphasized that due to no more 

troops and to rely on Afghan forces has caused Osama to flee away from Tora Bora.405 Al-Qaeda 

was divided into two groups, as one infiltrated into Pakistan’s tribal areas Parachinar,  harboured 

by tribes men of Ghilzai for which they were facilitated with satisfactory money and weapons.406 

This operation was conducted at critical area on Paki-Afghan border and Pakistan was kept in 

oblivion about it. Later on, when the militants spread to far flung tribal areas of Pakistan, only 

then Pakistan was assigned the task to trace them out. Consequently, Pakistan military was 

deployed to Miranshah and Wana with Frontier Constabulary and after an arduous search 

approximately 250 Al-Qaeda/ Taliban infiltrators were captured from Tirah valley.407 

This lead to consistent military deployment in tribal areas in order to curb militancy in FATA as 

in 2005 nearly 80,000 Pakistani troops were in Waziristan. Local residents of FATA sided with 

these militants by deeming military presence as an infringement on their sovereignty. The other 

reason of their favor can be the aggression of militants, who cannot bear the resistance from 
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these tribes. They have their own norms and traditions without any other consideration. 

Gradually, not only wazirs and mehsud but foreign non-state actors as Uzbek and Chechen had 

joined this rampage against the state of Pakistan and military with all possible aerial power 

which have turned it a war. Militancy get infested to all the seven agencies of FATA under 

myriad militant groups and strengthened the roots. 

        TTP is paid sumptuously for its service and in return has been enabled to maintain militia 

with this money. It is like a mercenary force and has provided base to Al-Qaeda.408Afghan 

Taliban have linkages with their counterparts in North and South Waziristan and they have been 

infested into Punjab, Baluchistan and Sindh which have deteriorated Pakistan security. Tehrik 

Taliban Pakistan (TTP) under Hakimullah Mehsud and some other similar groups have links 

with Al-Qaeda who had not deterred even from assaulting on Pakistan Military Headquarter 

(GHQ) and intelligence organization, the Directorate for Inter Service Intelligence (ISI) they 

have sanctuaries in FATA.409 

         Pakistani military have four level of approach ‘clear, hold, develop and disintegrate’ which 

have been used in Swat in 2007 and in South Waziristan in 2009.410 Clear and Hold is an attempt 

to integrate these agencies into Pakistan which were apart from Pakistan legal and political 

system in past. Furthermore, the US is highhanded in asking Pakistan to launch military 

operation in north Waziristan but Pakistan has refuted because some Taliban groups in North 

Waziristan have ties with military on terms and conditions that they will never assault on 

Pakistani state until they would not be attacked. Besides Pakistan cannot afford war on all fronts. 

Operations at the same time on diverse fronts would undermine military capacities. Wherein, 

Positive public opinion is also indispensable for successful military operation as was in case of 

Swat and Waziristan operations. Keeping these reasons in consideration Pakistan military would 

prefer to held talks with Taliban. Rustam Shah Mohmad also deemed that military Operation in 

North Waziristan would be very expensive for Pakistan military.411 

        In late December 2008 and early January 2009 Mullah Omar sent a delegation, led by 

former Guantanamo Bay detainee Mullah Abdullah Zakir, to persuade leading members of the 
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TTP to put aside differences and aid the Afghan Taliban in combating the American presence in 

Afghanistan. Baitullah Mehsud, Hafiz Gul Bahadur, and Maulavi Nazir agreed in February and 

formed the Shura Ittehadul Mujahideen (SIM), also transliterated as Shura Ittehad-ul-

Mujahideen and translated into English as the Council of United Mujahedeen. In a written 

statement circulated in a one-page Urdu-language pamphlet, the three affirmed that they would 

put aside differences to fight American-led forces and reasserted their allegiance to Mullah Omar 

and Osama bin Laden. However, the SIM did not last very long and collapsed shortly after its 

announcement. In a May 2010 interview, U.S. Gen. David Petraeus described the TTP's 

relationship with other militant groups as difficult to decipher:  

       "There is clearly a symbiotic relationship between all of these different organizations: al-Qaeda, the 

PakistaniTaliban, the Afghan Taliban, TNSM [Tehreek-e-Nafaz-e-Shariat-e-Mohammadi]. And it's very difficult to 

parse and to try to distinguish between them. They support each other, they coordinate with each other, sometimes 

they compete with each other, [and] sometimes they even fight each other. But at the end of the day, there is quite a 

relationship between them." 

Pakistan civilian government and security personnel are on the same page on the issue to curb 

militancy. Pakistan military has found involvement of external hand in assisting Pakistan 

Taliban.412 

         Militancy in FATA has been enhanced by the counterinsurgency (COIN) plan of military 

General McCrystal, where active stance was carried in Southern and Eastern areas of 

Afghanistan. These areas are adjacent to Pakistan tribal areas so resultantly militants infiltrated 

to Pakistan tribal areas and trembled security inside Pakistan. Pakistan military and civilian 

government were on different terms with different Taliban groups along the border. Afghan 

Taliban aboded at North Eastern part of Afghanistan in Kunar and Nuristan provinces have 

affiliation with non-state actors TTP and TNSM who have created battle fields in Swat and 

Bajaur. These Afghan provinces lies adjacent to Khyber and Mohmand agencies in FATA which 

were under intense military operations.413Afghan Taliban associated with Haqqani Network 

active in North and South Waziristan and with so called “Quetta Shura” confining forces in 

South as in Mccrystal means to pressurize Afghan Taliban based in North and South Waziristan 

and in Balochistan border.  
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        Meanwhile the US was apprehensive of Al-Qaeda and Taliban activities in FATA on four 

grounds, firstly, FATA is in process to perpetrate another attack on the US from Pakistan, 

secondly, these local connections and associations are detrimental to both the US and Pakistan 

security which can make Pakistan a failed state, thirdly, if any assault launched on the US by 

these militants then Pakistan would be accused for it. Fourthly, these militants are disrupting the 

US coalition efforts in Afghanistan.414 

         There is major defect in Pakistan counterterrorism policy, that it is solely dependent on 

military and strategic goals. It goes towards strategic operation rather than to sort out root causes 

of terrorism and extremism. By contemplating the performance of Pakistan military its certain 

that it cannot be overridden by militants because it is stable and strongest institution. It has 

performed well in military operations in tribal areas since 2007 to subdue militancy. 

        Pakistan has availed services of the Army, the Frontier Constabulary, the Frontier Corps 

and Frontier Police in major operations against militants.415Pakistan Army has round about 

550,000 Active duty organizational strength and 500,000 reservaties. It has nine Corps 

Headquarters in addition to the Army Strategic Force Command, and is called ‘Tenth Corps’ 

which is in command of all land based strategic assets of the country.416 The Frontier Corps is 

Federal Paramilitary that belongs to ministry of Interior but it is under operational control of the 

military. It consists of two separate forces, FC N.W.F.P (KPK), all are Pashtun and FC 

Baluchistan, who are not altogether Baluch.417The Frontier Constabulary is a policing 

organization which is established to provide law and order in the settled areas outside FATA and 

cordoned the Afghanistan and Pakistan border. It has performed security duty in Swat and is 

currently performing in Islamabad and Punjab.418 

       Pakistan Army is confronting two main challenges; one is to curb insurgency in all the seven 

agencies of FATA and second is to tackle overwhelming extremism in Pakistan.419 Albeit 
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Pakistan Army is to defend the frontier against external threat but in case of inside insecurity and 

militancy Pakistan civil government can ask the Army to launch counterinsurgency operations. 

Military operation is lawful according to constitutional provision, as “To defend Pakistan against 

external aggression or threat of war, and, subject to law, to act in aid of the civil power when 

called upon to do so.”420So military operation being launched in Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto era in 

Baluchistan in 1973 was lawful within context of ‘civil power.421 The same civil power is used to 

curb militancy in FATA by military operations as last resort. Pakistani military has launched 

following major operation in order to curb militancy.  

 

Sources: Consulted Books, Journals, Wikipedia about Operations timeline.Counterinsurgency Books and Journals. 
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Sources:IISI, ISAF, Long War Journal, Smmall War Journal, Washington Times.  

Rah-e-Haq operation: 

          Swat is Switzerland of Pakistan with its natural marvelous beauty and fecund soil. The 

names found in ancient sources for Swat are Udyana and Suvastu because of the scenic beauty of 

the valley and name of the river respectively. Muslims occupied this valley in 10th century, and 

afterwards Afghans known as Swati Pakhtun came and settled here as an independent power. 

Yousafzai conquered Swat in 16th century and lived as tribal fashion headed by tribal chiefs 

called Khans and Maliks. In Swat khans and then chief arise with status of king type ruling. 

There were dictatorial rulers with austere ruling.422On 28 July, 1969, the state was merged with 

Pakistan by the Pakistan that time president  whereby he was to abandon his power in 1969 in the 

month of August. Although Swat as state was ended in 1969 but is special status has been the 

same. Under interim constitution of 1972, Article 260 (retained in 1973 Constitution), the 

Provincially Administered Tribal Areas (PATA) were established; and the Districts of Swat, Dir 

and Chitral beside other areas were made part of it with requirements of special procedures for 
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the extention of the laws and acts passed by the central and provincial legislatures. The people of 

Swat nostalgically remembered the Swat state era, when judicial system at their disposal was 

quick and easily accessible. 

        Shariah was imposed in Swat under a religious Group Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-

Muhammadi (TNSM) led by cleric Sufi Muhammad in 1994. Government’s agreement for 

established Shariah courts in Malakand under Nifaz-e-Nizame-Shariah Regulation, 1994 and 

Shari-Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, 1999 resulted in subsidence of the problem for the time being. 

However, the regulations were mainly procedural in nature and the grievances of the population 

remained unaddressed, which were further exploited by TNSM and other radical factions, who 

strengthened their roots there. Political leadership in the city failed to nip militancy in the bud. 

The matter came out of police control also. After 9/11 Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Muhammadi 

(TNSM) come to government focus when it crossed border to assist Taliban in Afghanistan but 

mostly remain unsuccessful and on return to Pakistan, were arrested by Pakistani authorities. 

After Sufi Muhammad’s arrest his son in law Fazle Hayat under the nom de guerre of Fazal 

Ullah took over command of TNSM and started broadcasting from an illegal FM radio at Imam 

Dheri, in the Matta Tehsil. 

First serious signs of trouble came, when polio vaccination teams were attacked in Swat and 

MMA government surrendered its own writ by taking ‘permission’ from TNSM for kids polio 

drops. Police was targeted all over the area and there were large scale desertions. Eventually, 

TNSM / TTPS took physical control of police stations besides Saidu Sharif Airport. Frontier 

Constabulary (FC) also surrendered in a large number.  

        Some Afghan and foreign militants, who earlier had crossed over into FATA, now found 

another battle ground and joined hands with TNSM and JM. For further strategy  Fazal Ullah 

labelled his group as Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan Swat (TTPS) in Jan 2008 which facilitated a 

nexus with TTP to ensure that they are integral part of Hakeemullah Mehsud led TTP of 

Waziristan.423These Taliban have played havoc with whole infrastructure and have disrupted 

time long practiced Malik system with killing of Maliks, and destroyed private property in order 

to establish their own writ in these areas.424Fazlullah and his associates were involved in 
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detonating bombs, demolishing schools and turning these schools as their operational bases, to 

cap it all they captured security personnels.425 In spring 2009 when Fazlullah admonitory asked 

Police to leave their jobs or be ready for punishment then resultantly 700 of 1,700 officers 

deserted Police jobs.426TNSM with incendiary propensities were creating state within state by 

renouncing democracy as un-Islamic. They summoned that any one deviated from their 

conceived and established Shariah law would ultimately be killed.427 In Swat the TNSM had 

initiated ruthless killing of people by wildly segregating their bodily organs and even throwing 

corpses on roads to be viewed by other people.428 

        These callous and unbridled terrorist activities could only succumbed by military 

operations. At last resort Federal government deployed Pakistan Army for Operation Rah-e-Haq, 

in order to wrestle the control of Swat valley back from TNSM. Rah e Haq operation was 

launched by Pakistan’s army on October 25, 2007 against Taliban forces and this operation was 

with three phases. Pakistan army get victorious. Chief of army Gen Kayani instructed throughout 

operation that collateral damage be shunned. Triumphant of operation depends on conduct of 

strategies, minimizing collateral damage and managing Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)’. 

The first phase of Operation Rah-e-Haq was started in November 2007 with the collaboration of 

local police in order to clear Swat Valley, but the militants were gradually infested into key 

cities. . The operation continued for almost half a year and Pakistan Army partially managed to 

take the control of Swat back. 

         The second phase of operation began in July 2008 and continued throughout the year. The 

military operation was carried out in the Swat valley at the request of the provincial government, 

resulted in the death of 36 security personals, nine civilians and 615 activists. In order to fulfil 

promises made during the 2008 elections, the newly formed government of ANP in KPK, 

brokered a peace deal with TNSM by announcing the enforcement of Nizam-e-Adal Regulation 

and release of all prisoners. The matter of fact is that these Terrorist were not honest about 

Nizam-e-Adl regulation but were using it as garb for own interests to be secured.429 
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A 15 points resolution calling for eviction of Terrorists from the valley, agreed in All Political 

Parties Conference and passed by the Parliament, was aimed at developing national 

reconciliation in war against terrorism. National consensus against Terrorists was developed 

through media campaigns by exposing the true intentions of Taliban after they refused to abide 

by peace terms and enforcement of Shariah. Massive media campaign was launched to rally 

support for military operation and for projection of Army’s image.  

In January 2009, the Operation Rah-e-Haq, third phase was started by Pakistan’s army enforcing 

“shoot-on-sight” curfews in major cities of Swat. Consequently, reacted in demolishing schools 

in great amount and having assaults on security forces of state. The Malakand accord agreed by 

government and the TNSM ended the battle. There are myriad of militants groups  who are lords 

of their respective areas as Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (Taliban Movement of Pakistan, TTP), 

established  in December 2007 by senior leaders of myriad of militants groups round about forty 

in number and all of them have unanimity. Led by South Waziristan based main commander 

Baitullah Mehsud, who got his fatal end in one of drone strike on 5 August 2009  and now by 

one of his aide Hakimullah Mehsud, the TTP is fimly connected to jihadi groups from Punjab 

including the Lashkar-e-Tayyaba and the Jaish-e-Mohammed. 

         A peace deal was made by ANP and TNSM in Swat which was signed on 16th February, 

2009. The same fate was faced by it like the previous agreements and more or less the reason for 

its failure is attributed to the government’s inability to learn from experience that the Taliban 

know nothing of tribal traditions and ethos, where once entered in pact, a person will strictly 

abide by it. These militants were still with same propensities of rampage and were away from 

rationality. Moreover, Sufi Muhammad a hardliner was mediating between TTP leader Fazlullah 

and N.W.F.P government.430 

In spite of peace agreements and imposition of Nizam e Adl regulation the brutal activities of 

Fazlullal and Baitullah Mehsud were not halted.  By late April 2009, however, the militants had 

occupied shops and government buildings in Mingora, the capital city of Swat, and started 

moving forward into the neighboring districts of Shangla and Buner. They also attacked police 

stations, frontier constabulary personnel, NGO offices, schools and set up their own checkpoints 

along the roads. 
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         The US was pressing Pakistan to launch military operation and at last resort Pakistan 

military launched Rah-e-Rast (the virtous path) operation on 26th April, 2009 against TTP of 

Swat and other associates of them.431 Army campaign was launched with 20,000 troops, air 

power by Army Aviation attack aircraft. The Army Chief General Kayani stated, “We are 

conducting this operation to bring misguided people back on the right path,” (ref 2 s.q) 

The Swat operation was successful and stretched to the Lower Dir, Malakand, Buner to eradicate 

the militant’s safe havens. For Army there were challenges, as they have to restore government’s 

writ, to carry out rehabilitation of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and to enlist former 

soldiers in the police and have 25,000 police in the area.432 

Bajaur Agency:  

       Bajaur is Northernmost Agency lying close to Afghanistan’s Kunar province. This Agency 

was hub of foreign militants with round about 2,000 militants including locals. In Bajaur Harkat-

ul-Jehadi Islami (Movement of Islamic Jihad) led by Qari Saifullah Akhtar, Islamic Jihad Union, 

Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, Jaish-e-Islami led by Waliur Rehman, Karwan-e-Naimatullah  

(Carvan of Naimatullah now defunct) led by Haji Naimatullah, Qari Zia group. These militants 

had caused rampage to this agency and terrorized people there. There occurred many ambushes 

on convoy of military and intelligence Agencies. Consequently, on September 9, 2008 Operation 

‘Sher Dil’ (Lion Heart) was launched. Main aims of this operation were, to eradicate militants 

from Bajaur, to clear and hold Bajaur population and to secure Lines Of Communication (LOC). 

Faqir Muhaamad was main militant leader. This Operation was grandiose with airpower, 

bulldozers and tanks. In Loe Sam, nearly all tunnels consisting houses were blazed by the 

security forces.  By December 1000 militants and 63 security personnel were killed.433 Pakistani 

forces came to know about the underground tunnel complex which were used for weapons 

storage, bomb making, ammunition and training to militants.434During this operation, exodus of 

millions of people from this Agency occurred. After conquest, the military contracted peace deal 
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with militants in 2009, which soon shattered and came to end by militants, led to uprising again 

among miscreants, army and militia that is Tribal Lashkar.435 

       Besides the Tehrik Taliban Pakistan, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hizb-e-Islami, who is behind 

both the Taliban of Afghanistan and international terrorism caused networks as al-Qaeda, have 

safe haven in Bajaur, with covert assistance from Pakistan military.436 Recently, curfew in Bajaur 

Agency was lifted after four years of regular imposition. This Agency was stroked by drone 

attacks which killed 69 people, while the buildings attacked had been militants training camps.437 

       In operation Sher Dil, Pakistan security personnel cleared Loe Sam from militants. It was an 

ample manifestation of cooperation not only of the Army and the Frontier Corps but also of the 

US and Pakistan.438 Due to the successful operation, 28-point Agreement was signed, according 

to which the militants would surrender, lay down weapons and stop training camps in Bajaur.439 

After Sher Dil operation, the military and the Frontier Corps moved to Mohmand Agency in 

order to tackle and curb militants there.  

Mohmand Agency: 

In Mohmand Agency, the main militant groups are Ahle Hadith (now defunct) led by Shah 

Khalid, Muqami Taliban (Local Taliban) led by Omar Khalid. Operation Brekhna (Thunder) was 

launched in the Mohmand Agency on April 6, 2011. Violence had escalated in the Agency 

followed by the  Lakaro in 2007,440  triggered a series of peace deals between army and tribal 

elders. However these agreements yielded in nothing as Mohmand agency gave shelters to those 

escaped from Bajaur operations which caused another operation by military.441 The local leader 

of TTP Omar Khalid’s network conspired with that of Afghan Taliban leader of TTP in 

launching assault on military.442 

        Pakistan military got upperhand in 2009 against Mohmand militants, albeit skirmishes 

continued. Children in Mohmand Agency are crippling as polio vaccination has been turned un-
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Islamic by clerics there. Some militants have been killed in operation but others are creating 

troubles to the security.  

Orakzai Agency: 

         Orakzai Agency is of paramount value for militants because from here they launch assaults 

on military in Waziristan and Afghanistan. Here, minority of Shia is residing due to which 

perpetual rift existed between Shia and Sunni. Moreover, an ongoing tussle exists as SSP and 

LeT are in confrontation with TTP and Lashkar-e-Islam. There occurred several incidents which 

led to enhanced sectarianism as in October 2006, skirmishes happened between the two sects 

after Sunni hardliners tried to prevent Shias from visiting a centuries-old shrine, which is sacred 

for both communities. The Sunni leaders through a summon, abstained Shia from usage of roads 

in Shia dominated areas as well as from construction of new roads in the Agency, essentially 

splitting the Agency into Sunni/Shia groups. To cap it all, the militants attacked a Jirga convened 

to resolve sectarian conflict.443 The Orakzai-based miscreants were master mind for the 9 June 

2009 bombardment of the Pearl Continental Hotel in Peshawar which caused great terror. The 

Pakistani military has to control miscreants by aerial strikes in Orakzai Agency in 2009.  The 

Orakzai Agency is overwhelmed by miscreants and security personnel are engaged since long 

there to succumb incendiary propensities. Resultantly, military has vanquished militants to 

greater extent by dismantling their safe havens.444 

Khyber Agency: 

           In Khyber Agency, the militant groups comprised Ansar-ul-Islam (Brother of Islam) led 

by Pir Saif-ur-Rehman, Tanzeem Ansar-ul-Islam-Qari Mehboob-ul-Haq, Amr Bil Maruf Wanahi 

Anil Munkir led by Haji Namdar, Lashkar-e-Islami (Army of Islam) led by Mangal Bagh. This 

militancy began in 2003 when a Taliban-styled organization Amr Bil Maruf Wa Nahianilmunkir 

(promotion of virtue and prevention of vice) was set up by Amir Haji Namdar Khan, (killed in 

2008 by missile) who ordered an austere living style and punishment for breach of any provision 

of his settled code ( included head covering for women and beards for men). This was aghast for 

local people who were spending lives according to relaxed religious provisions. He used Tirah 

Valley as a spot from where to assault into Afghanistan on coalition forces. At the end a targeted 
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operation was launched in Malikdinkhel area Bara tehsil in Khyber Agency of FATA on October 

20, 2011 to curb insurgency. 

         The Khyber Agency which is surrounded by Orakzai and Mohmand Agencies is hub of 

militancy. There are three main militant groups operating in Khyber Agency, Lashkar-i-Islam 

(LI) led by Mangal Bagh, who has been disconnected ideologically from Afghan Taliban and is 

operating independently, Ansar Islam (AI) led by Maulana Ghazi Mehboob ul- Haq has its own 

trial and court set up445 and TTP which is headed by Tariq Afridi. There has been contesting 

ground among these three groups. For curbing militancy, special forces (SFs) have launched four 

operations. Pakistan military launched operations in this Agency which afterwards succeeded in 

reconciling two militant groups by contracting agreement with them in July, 2008 but it had 

lasted only for one year due to adamant stance of militants.446 There was unbridled rampage from 

militants for which, in 2008, Sirat-e-Mustaqeem (Righteous Path) operation was launched in 

Bara Tehsil due to mass killing of minorities by LI militants. This operation was followed by 

Darghlam (Here I came again) on September 1, 2009. The most recent operation Khwakh Ba Di 

Shum (I will teach you a lesson) was launched on November 24, 2009. Nonetheless, numerous 

operations have been conducted but in Khyber Agency, the militancy is in upward spiral. Albeit 

militants were vanquished and ousted from this territory but they were reinvigorated with 

receding military operations. 

Kurram Agency: 

           Kurram Agency is spot of sectarian violence, where Shia Turi is fighting the Sunni 

Bangash tribe. Punjabi Taliban are troubling Shia communities by hindering their access to 

essential goods. This confrontation was escalated since April 2007 with an assault on Shia 

procession taking lives of fifty people and caused standstill in this Agency. Approximately 

eighty percent of local population is Shia, who are affiliated with TTP Punjab based Deobandi 

groups backed by Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) and Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan (SSP).  Stern sectarian 

labeled TTP leader Hakimullah Mehsud and the “scourge of the Shia in Kurram”,447 is dynamic 

figure in Kurram. The Lashkar-e-Islami has also been stretched to Kurram Agency.  
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         Operation Koh-i-Sufaid (White Mountain) was conducted in Kurram Agency between May 

2, 2011 and August 17, 2011.Countless people of both sects were either injured or lost their 

precious lives 

North Waziristan:  

          Graphically, the whole of Waziristan is a single unit. However, for the administrative 

convenience, it was split into two Agencies that are North and South Waziristan. Mir Ali Sub 

division lies in North Waziristan Agency. It is bounded by Kurram Agency and Khost District of 

Afghanistan in the North, Frontier Region Bannu in East, South Waziristan Agency in South, 

Miranshah in the West and Razmak in South West. The total area is 4707 square kilometers. 

The historical analysis of law and order situation is necessary in order to fully understand the 

recent situation. The British never wanted to enter into tribal areas initially because of its 

economic insignificance. Henceforth Russian movement in Central Asia, forced them to 

maintain control of the area.  Initially, the Britian  maintained only a skeleton administration. 

As both the Wazirs and Daurs used to be at logger heads amongst themselves, the Daurs invited 

the British to enter their area in order to establish peace and to give them protection from Wazirs. 

The British, therefore, entered North Waziristan in 1894 and made agreement with the tribes. 

The British introduced a registration system of land record and revenue administration for the 

most fertile part of Tochi Valley. In 1910, North Waziristan was made a full fledged Agency, 

with its headquarters at Miramshah. 

           In 1919 during Third Afghan War, when Wazirs rose in revolt, the British decided to 

buildup regular garrison in Waziristan so as to reduce the possibility of a similar debacle in 

future. The Jirgas in Waziristan decided in favour of joining Pakistan. Quaid-i-Azam decided to 

withdraw army from tribal areas and left the defense of the area to local tribes. Wazirs and 

Mehsuds formed the bulk of Lashkar that moved to Kashmir in 1947 from NWFP. 

           Afghanistan never enjoyed good relations with Pakistan mainly because of “Pakhtunistan” 

issue and had good relations with India. But Afghans never threatened our border during 1965 

and 1971 wars due to the presence of loyal tribes in FATA area. The area remained peaceful 

during Russian invasion of Afghanistan despite bomb blasts in various parts of Pakistan in 1980 

with the involvement of Russian, Afghan and Indian Intelligence Agencies. 

           There was no worth mentioning incident in the area till 9/11. After start of “Operation 

Enduring Freedom”, tribesmen from all tribal areas, in general, and Waziristan, in particular, 
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went to Afghanistan to fight against Americans and Northern Alliance. Similarly, after initial 

success of Americans in Operation Enduring Freedom, there was influx of foreigners in 

Waziristan. 

           Till 2005, situation in Waziristan remained bridled, nonetheless, infiltration to 

Afghanistan for operation against Americans and NATO was impeded, hardly any action was 

taken against army by the locals. It was only after 2005 when military permanently stationed in 

the North Waziristan Agency and South Waziristan Agency, the locals felt betrayed and started 

operation against Pakistan Army. 

           The North Waziristan has been deemed as a safe haven of foreign militants such as 

Uzbeks and Arabs linked to Al-Qaeda’s by the US. Haqqani network is nightmarish for the US 

which has put the US on tenterhooks. Albeit Haqqani network founder Jalaluddin Haqqani and 

his son Sirajuddin Haqqani presence in Waziristan has been uncertain but the US is claiming so. 

The US has been in covert operations in the shape of drone strikes in Waziristan since 2004 

which have caused death of civilians besides high profile militants. As regard the Taliban groups 

in North Waziristan, Pakistani Taliban groups led by Hafiz Gul Bahadur and Maulvi Nazir 

Ahmed are active members. Various peace agreements have been conducted with Bahadur, Nazir 

and other groups in the Agency in 2006 and 2007. These agreements have remained 

unproductive and just provided space to the militants to operate against the coalition forces in 

Afghanistan. The Bahadur led group not only continuously launched attacks against NATO and 

ISAF in Afghanistan but have broken peace deal, in spite Pakistan military still abstained from 

launching operation against militants in North Waziristan while keeping some grounds in 

consideration.448 

The Tehrik Taliban Pakistan (TTP) is engaged in frequent suicide blasts which have cost 

thousands of innocent lives. Their callous propensities have been manifested by attacking 

fourteen years girl Malala Yusafzai of Swat, on the ground that she advocated female education. 

Simultaneous to this tragic incident, Pakistan Interior Ministry was considering military 

operation in North Waziristan.449 

           As contemplate the Pakistan and the US interests in North Waziristan, there is difference, 

as for Pakistan Hafiz Gul Bahadur group is not troubling because they have only tussles with 
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them within North Waziristan’s boundaries. They are enemies to the US because the latter 

deemed them supporting Al-Qaeda and assaulting coalition forces in Afghanistan. Due to this 

diverse interests, both Pakistan and the US would always be at daggers drawn and with different 

strategies and policy options. The more the US demands for military operation in North 

Waziristan, Pakistan is hitherto unwilling for this operation while keeping resources and troops 

in consideration.450 

South Waziristan:  

The South Waziristan is inhibited by major tribes known as Mehsud and the Wazirs. Waziristan 

is a safe haven of religious militancy, as TTP leader Baitullah Mehsud’s planned from this 

Agency till his death in Drone strike. A Peace Agreement was contracted between the Pakistan 

Army and militants of South Waziristan by Maulana Fazlur Rehman’s Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam 

(JUI-F), the Mutahidda Majlis-e Amal (MMA), who lead NWFP government at that time as 

being main party in 2004. This agreement proved flourishing ground for Taliban as they had 

infested to far flung tribal areas and established their austere trial and tribunal system. The TTP, 

are closely allied to another terrorist group in Malakand district Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-

Muhammadi (TNSM). The Al-Qaeda aboded in Waziristan have given tough time to Pakistan’s 

military by kept them engaged in Lal-Masjid (Islamabad), Swat, Bajaur in the north, and Tank 

and D.I.Khan in the south in order to escape  focus from Waziristan.451 Al-Qaeda has realized 

that it cannot launch a successful operation in West therefore it is now in perpetual flux in 

perpetrating terrorism inside Pakistan and Afghanistan. It has flourishing sanctuaries in Pakistan 

for assaulting coalition forces in Afghanistan and escalating extremism in Pakistan. All the AL-

Qaeda, Afghan Taliban and their associated are creating vacuum for their Jihad based 

activities.452 Taliban have strengthened their roots in Waziristan, where they killed more than 

270 prominent figures belonging to different areas besides policemen and soldiers. These 

heinous acts are anguish of frustrated people at ruling class and state. Government writ has 

vanished in those areas which are known as stronghold of Talibans.453 
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          Pakistan military has launched Tri-star one and two operation in South Waziristan to 

eradicate the menace of terrorism from this Agency most probably on the U.S. pressure.454 The 

militants have been succumbed to a greater extent and developmental work by civil 

administration has also been in progress.455 At last resort due to myriad terrorist assaults 

everywhere in country and major militant attack on military Head Quarters in Rawalpindi 

compelled military to launch major ground operation there.456 The people of South Waziristan 

suffered a lot due to exodus and now after completion of one year, these people yearn to return 

but are scared of militants there.457 Pakistan in order to curb Hakimullah Mehsud, strived to take 

Pakistani Taliban Gul Bahadar and Maulvi Nazir in confidence and to secure their support. But 

this arrangement was suspected by civil society for unreliable nature of Taliban, for their 

engagements with Al-Qaeda in inflicting atrocities in tribal areas. Operation Raah-e-Nijaat was 

launched and after three years Sararogha was cleared. How internally displaced people are 

allowed to come back to their homes. Main strategies used by militants are hit and run and to 

assault on security personnel’s.458 According to figures announced by FATA Secretariat, in July 

2009, 550,000 people were displaced from Bajaur and Mohmand; 80,000 from Kurram; 50,000 

from North Waziristan; and 250,000 from South Waziristan, almost majority is from this Agency 

and this figure is escalating with the passage of time due to military operation.459 

          Recent military and paramilitary operations in Khyber Agency in September 2009 have 

troubled and led to an estimated 56,000 to 100,000 IDPs.460 As during the military operations in 

Malakand in the spring of 2009, FATA residents were barely given notice of imminent airstrikes 

or sufficient time to leave before the imposition of curfew, resulting in high civilian casualties. 

Exact figures are not available to calculate because the military denies access to local and 

international humanitarian agencies and the media to the conflict zones. “The curfews in FATA 

are different from curfews in normal cities”, said Mukhtar Bacha, a founder and steering 

committee member of the Aman Tehreek (Peace Movement), a secular NWFP-based grassroots 

coalition that includes labor unions, political parties, professionals and other civil society groups. 
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“There are barriers preventing access to entire areas. The militants can cross them but it affects 

everyone else”.461 

Baitullah Mehsud had escalated violent activities in Pakistan in 2008-09 after the failure of 

Operation Zalzala (Operation Earthquake).462 There were 2,148 insurgent assaults and enhanced 

suicide blasts in 2008 as there were 746 percent increase from 2005.463  The Army Chief (Ashfaq 

Kayani) had made it clear that operation was launched against foreign forces fighting there, who 

are callous militants and not against Mehsud tribe.464 On August 5, Baitullah was killed in drone 

strike.465 

Pakistan was successful in disrupting TTP command, control in Mehsud areas of South 

Waziristan. Pakistan forces transiently secured important Line Of Communications (LOCs) in 

South Waziristan, Sararogha, Makin and Ladda. There were involvement of 15 Brigades in 

Raah-e Nijat operation because it was strategically pivotal to Pakistan and therefore, Brigades of 

Pak troops were shifted from Eastern border to the South Waziristan. 

Pakistan army objectives in Raah-e-Nijat (Way of salvation) operation were to secure line of 

Communication (LOC), to overcome the menace of militancy by destroying their strongholds in 

South Waziristan.466 

In Waziristan operation, air power was used to vanish the abode and sanctuaries of TTP in  

mountain areas.467  According to analyst it was not appropriate approach for such tough militants 

who were veteran guerilla fighters.468 Pakistan government contracted four peace agreements, 

three in South Waziristan (2004 and 2005) and one in North Waziristan (2006) but all were 

subsided by the militants on one or another ground. 469 

Pakistan military has vanquished militants and restored the state’s writ to agreater extent. These 

operations enabled tribesmen to come out of oblivion and work for socio-economic provisions.   

But Pakistan internal security is at dismay and militancy and extremism are giving a tough time 

to the civil government. Due to the war on terror, Pakistan’s economy is in downward spiral as 
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domestic and foreign industries are not investing here and it led to capital flee. Tourism has been 

stopped due to insecure and frighten situation in Swat, which has caused social and economic 

standstill.470 Former foreign minister Shah Mehmud Qureshi stated that Pakistan has faced 

financial brunt of US $34.5 billion since 9/11 there is $5 billion loss in foreign direct investment, 

export has dwindled with loss of $5 billion and $5.5 billion is in privatization, there is no basic 

provision for jobs, IDPs rehabilitation has strained Pakistan’s economy.471 There are direct losses 

due to war on terror in the shape of loss of human lives and injuries, destruction of infrastructure, 

huge expenses on security maintenance. Indirect losses are in the shape of loss of employment 

due to dislocation, capital flee, tourism has halted, there are mega assaults as in suicide blasts the 

assassination of Benazir Bhutto and Merriot hotel blast.472 Total terrorism cost in Pakistan is 

assessed as Rs. 430 billion in 2007-08. Pakistan Minister of State and Economic Affairs Hina 

Rabbani Khar stated that Pakistan has lost $ 35 billion in war on terror since 2007.473In 2007-08 

the US inflow of economic assistance was $1.9 billion while the loss was $ 6 billion.474 

In Waziristan the accumulation of local and foreign militant groups as Islamic Movement of 

Uzebekistan, Al-Qaeda had enhanced which demanded urgent action. As Uzbek militants 

attacked PNS Mehran Base in Karachi in 2011, played role in jail break at Bannu in 2012 where 

100 terrorists freed their 400 associates. Similarly in 2013, Uzbek terrorist group attacked jail in 

Dera Ismail Khan where 170 militants of TTP and Jundullah were freed. Accordingly on June 8, 

2014 another greatest attack happened at Jinnah Terminal Karachi where the operation Zarb-i-

Azb became indispensable to be launched. The Operation Zarb-i-Azb which embodied 180,000 

security forces is a headway for curbing terrorism and is complemented by National Action 

Plan.475 In this regard, Pakistan announced National Internal Security Policy (NISP) on 25th Feb, 

2014 for curbing terrorism. The Army Public School (APS) tragedy on 16th December 2014 was 

a turning point in order to make resolute framework. Consequently, NAP was announced in 

January 2015 whereby military courts were ordered to be formed and vanished moratorium on 

capital punishment. The validity to NAP was provided with 21st amendment passed by the 

parliament. According to the Interior Minister statement on 24 August 2015 the security forces 
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have conducted 62,000 operations according to NAP which yielded in 68,000 arrests.476  NAP 

emphasizes on reconciliation of fissiparous forces and political actors in Baluchistan, FATA 

reforms, repatriation of Afghan refugees and eliminating militancy from Punjab. Pakistan army 

has declared more than 800 km area in Shawal whereby in the last phase of operation Zarb-i-Azb 

heavy casualties were inflicted on militants. The Operation one and two levels have completed in 

Shawal and clearance of explosive items and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) is 

continued.477 

Consequently no major incident took place and according to news report 2,763 militants were 

killed embodying 218 terrorists commanders, 900 intelligence based operations (IBO) 837 

terrorist safe haven were destroyed , 253 tons of explosive were recovered. For counter-militancy 

besides the use of force, the state should also work amalgamating religious scholars and national 

narrative based on national unity against terrorism be developed. Both center and the provinces 

should cooperate in combating terrorism. 

In the wake of US withdrawal, the basic challenge for Pakistan will be to complete elimination 

of Al-Qaeda, Taliban and all other militants from the state. Without Pakistan’s role, no any 

solution of Afghanistan’s problem is possible because security and stability of both countries are 

interconnected.  

In Pakistan, if the refugees are not properly readjusted in Afghanistan by the US after exit then 

this will cause not only security but also economic challenge for Pakistan where the militants in 

the guise of refugees will ravage Pakistan’s security.  

According to a foreign academician, Pakistan should stop fighting with the tribals in the North 

and stop their operations in the region which are destabilising Pakistan and making her own 

people enemies. The operations have less to do with internal policy and more to do with 

protecting US and Northern Alliance losses and their humiliation in Afghanistan. Unite with the 

tribals, retake Kabul and then work out a formula for ruling the country.478 
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          Furthermore, Pakistan patronized Taliban in order to keep India away, who was grappling 

for having control of Indian Ocean, permanent seat in Security Council, dominancy in South 

Asia and littoral states and, above all, to destroy Pakistan’s nuclear program.479 

         The theory of national interests is of prime significance in aspects of foreign policy. The 

“National interests is a concept which could be used to describe, explain and assess the foreign 

policies of nations.”480 National interest is a basis for evaluating the appropriateness of foreign 

policy. “Each state plots the course it thinks will best serve its interests.”481 There are two types 

of national interests, objective national interests are permanent and embody factors such as 

geography, ethnicity, history, neighbours, population size and resources. Subjective national 

interests are transient dealing with preferences of government and policy elites, comprised 

ideology, religion and class identity and get transformed with the change of government.482  

Realists have attributed to the domain of national interests. For Morgenthau, national interests 

are legitimization of foreign policy while for Kenneth Waltz, national interests are survival of 

state in an anarchical world. Anarchy determines the national interests, if not power based but, at 

least, to serve material ends. The states internal preferences run up against challenges of anarchy, 

which reshape national interests.483 Under anarchy, the primary national interest is security, to 

defend territorial integrity, protect citizen militarily, either by having adequate means to launch 

war or by cooperative defence and security arrangements. 

           Pakistan’s foreign policy stands for cordial relations with immediate neighbours, 

especially Afghanistan on the western border, a country which is religiously, culturally and 

strategically connected to Pakistan. Pakistan’s interests in Afghanistan have stretched to political 

interests, where Pakistan not only desires to have a favorable Afghan government but also to 

have peaceful western border, to counter Indian enhanced influence, and to relegate Pashtunistan 

issue to the background. Economically, Pakistan wants to have trade and commercial agreements 

with Afghanistan, whereas Afghanistan is also dependent on Pakistan for transit route to the 

outside world. Through Afghanistan, as channel, Pakistan can access to the Central Asian 
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Republics, which are rich in oil and gas. Afghanistan has strategic significance for Pakistan  in 

terms of defense industries and military training. 

            When Pakistan and Afghanistan relations are contemplated, one finds national interests of 

the two inter-connected because stability of one is the  stability of another. Both are minor states, 

where their main national interests are security, survival and to defend territorial integrity. Their 

foreign policies are to serve the same ideology, religion and culture and to strive against foreign 

threat to their states. As the national interest theorized by neo-realist conceded that international 

order is anarchical and national interests should serve material ends. Considering Pakistan-

Afghanistan terms, it is apparent that despite the host of opportunities, these bilateral relations 

are acrimonious. The US engagement in Afghanistan has instigated a series of mistrust and 

accusations by the two states for the sake of national interests. In this background, across the 

border infiltration has muddled security in Pakistan’s tribal areas and her interests have 

transformed into strategic challenges. The national interests demand that for defense of territory 

and population, a state has to wage war in case of having adequate means, Pakistan had no other 

option but to launch military operation in FATA as the area had turned hubs of militants and 

imminent threat to the state. The use of military force is still continued with ongoing suicide 

blasts and extremism. Moreover, the turmoil in Afghanistan has led to the radicalization of 

Balochistan, where segregation ideology is flourishing with regional and international 

conspiracy. 

The US/NATO exit will provide an opportunity for Pakistan army/ISI to handle domestic 

militancy through its own strategy and peace talks.484 Helping Afghan Taliban to discipline 

Pashtun militants and to carry intelligence and military operations as done in the shape of 

operation Rah-e-Rast in Swat against TNSM and operation Rah-e-Nijat against TTP in 

Waziristan.485 

           According to Pakistan Army/ISI, the exit of US/NATO will constrain the chances for anti-

Pakistan elements as India and the US to trigger instability inside Pakistan will pose challenge to 

regional and international security. The fall out of Pakistan nuclear weapons, welfare of 
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Pakistan’s growing population, diaspora and, above all, terrorist groups in Pakistan are 

apprehensive to the west.  

Pakistan army/ISI is confident over the post-withdrawal assistance by the US because the US 

will curb al-Qaeda and its associates in Afghanistan. Hence the US shifting of assets in the 

region is uncertain. In South Asia/South West Asia states, the US does not have geographical 

contiguity of Pakistan, CARs, China, India, Russia and Iran. Furthermore, Pakistan is aware of 

facts in Afghanistan so it can be pivotal while containing al-Qaeda and making Afghanistan 

stable. 

Conclusion:  

            Pakistan’s stability is interconnected with that of Afghanistan. Afghanistan’s turmoil has 

affected Pakistan’s internal security, economy and foreign policy. Recently, our foreign policy is 

‘Afghan centric’, where fall out from western border has triggered militancy and extremism in 

FATA. There is strategic stalemate and Pakistan interests in Afghanistan have transformed into 

challenges which need to be grappled at exigency. The incomprehensive skepticism has halted 

various developmental aspects. Both minor states of Pakistan and Afghanistan have common 

problem of militancy and insurgency with is a palpable gnaw and can be fissiparous to their state 

structure. 
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Chapter 4 

                                  China’s Strategic Objectives in Afghanistan 

China seeks an independent defense and foreign policy having defensive nature whereby she 

defies any hegemonic design and interference in her own national affairs. China accredits mutual 

benefits, coordination, equality, mutual trust, common and cooperative security.486Chinese 

declared strategy accentuate on establishing peaceful, stable international order in order to 

sustain its economic development. Peaceful development rather than hegemonism is unvarily 

national commitment of China since cold war.487 It focuses on “peaceful rise”488which was 

modified later to “peaceful development” because the term peaceful rise could be nightmarish to 

other regional countries.489 The jolt to US economy caused by the 2008 financial crunch and 

resultant budgetary challenges have shifted power balance in China’s favor which re-enforces the 

assertive stance of China in various dimensions of foreign policy.490 Whereas, its stance has been 

‘hide capacities and bide our time’491 as she hides true aims and ambitions and bide her time till 

accomplishment of goals.  

In economic and energy requirements, with enhanced Chinese dependence on Middle East 

hydrocarbons and overseas investment in natural resources, the safeguard against vulnerability 

for protection of sea lanes of communication in Africa and Asia gets stretched.492 Chinese 

strategists emphasized military usage for unhampered access to maritime resources.493 However 

basically China’s strategic culture is based on Sun Tzu’s formula of ‘win without fight or force’ 
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which is devoid of territorial expansion and offensive mode of force. Its strategic culture is 

peaceful and non-offensive contrary to the western hegemonism.494 

By contemplating Chinese policy in Afghanistan then it seems that she is interested in stability of 

Afghanistan in order to serve her large economic interests there, which run parallel with the 

policy of the US on the subject of the stability of Afghanistan. China has also being co-opted in 

connection with reconciliation between Afghanistan and the Taliban which will not only enhance 

communications between China, Afghanistan and the Taliban but will also benefit China through 

the tightening supply line of the fighters of East Turkistan.  

However according to the realists China grew more powerful when she became expansionist. 

Her strategic interests grew to the extent the resources permitted both on Asian canvas and 

beyond ocean.495 

China’s interests in Afghanistan revolve around the following sectors as she is firstly taking it on 

head on to counter US hegemonic designs, reach to the resources of Afghanistan, Central Asian 

Republics and having foothold in Pakistan especially through strategic designs in Balochistan. 

Further to these objectives China has post-2014 Afghanistan’s policy in this region of geo-

political and geo-economic significance. Following are detailed of China’s policy contour in the 

region; 

Countering US Hegemony in the Region 

During Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, China was United States ally for curbing Soviet in 

Afghanistan and South Asia. Accordingly China helped Mujahedeen with US arms sale for 

defeating Soviet.496 After collapse of Soviet Union, China was no longer a pivot and buffer state 

but only a surviving communist and revisionist power which was incommodious with US sole 

super power status. In 1990s this aspect of China’s foreign policy became imminent in Yichao 
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duoqiang system (one superpower , many great powers).497 During 1990s the US policy makers 

fashioned policies on how to contain China in the emerging scenario. There was great debate on 

engagement versus containment whereby the latter signifies containing China from strengthening 

its power and becoming a regional and international player. The engagement policy sucks China 

into various agreements and regimes to entangle her in intricate network of international norms 

so that China can hardly challenge the existing global status quo. It can be viewed in context of 

‘sticky power’ which brings states into complicated arrangements and organization by pledging 

benefits but once entered they cannot abandon it due to economic and political costs.498 The US 

is apprehensive about China and deems it a challenge but Chinese peaceful rise manifests that 

she is not going to threaten the US-led world order any time soon. 

However, Chinese rise has divided American policy makers and academicians on how Chinese 

power to be handled by the US. The advocates of US-China stable relations consider and 

highlight the enhanced political and economic interconnectedness. Both seek economic 

cooperation in global market, international security issues like fighting terrorism etc which 

constitute common grounds between them.  Since both US and China possess nukes hence any 

confrontation will prove disastrous for them. Resultantly the US will endeavor to integrate China 

in global affairs.  On the contrary those who consider China’s assertive military power threat to 

the US argue that it will challenge US strategic interests in Asia Pacific region. This school of 

thought takes ideological tussle, economic differences, nationalism, American concerns on 

Chinese thriving market muscle into consideration.499Besides their differences on human rights, 

interventions in other states and democratization, China and the US have rivalry over natural 

resources, energy in particular as China is enhancing its purchase of oil and gas supplies. The 

security of United States is targeted by transnational militant groups more than that of China 

because the policy of China is not to lock horns with militants except East Turkistan Islamic 

Movement (ETIM).500 
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China foreign policy stalwarts in China Communist Party (CCP) and People Liberation Army 

(PLA) have reservations with recent US foreign policy and its tendency towards hegemony 

because China foreign policy is itself oriented towards multipolar world order. When 

contemplating the US hegemony, it becomes evident that the US will still remain the largest if 

not super power in coming times as US is armed with the soft as well as hard powers embodied 

as culture, institutionalized diplomacy,  military and economics. Although the US military troops 

are engaged in Afghanistan yet it can bear the cost of high tech warfare. Given the US 

dominance in international arena, China must give priority to America in foreign policy for 

obtaining maximum benefits by deeply integrating the world community.  

While on the other hand the US has concern about China military rise and enhanced military 

budget especially its power projection in naval aspect which poses challenge to the US in the 

Pacific as in shape of security of South China sea, East China sea and Malacca Straits. Economic 

interests of both have another identical dimension of contest for energy between Washington and 

Beijing. As enhanced energy demand has prompted China for seeking supplies in Central Asia, 

Middle East and Africa and the same is by the US.  The enhanced economic interdependence 

between Beijing and Washington will play greater role in future foreign policy also. 

China engagement in Afghanistan is limited to resources exploitation and infrastructure 

development. With its fast growing economy, political stability at home and successful foreign 

policy China is in much better position to play role for stability in the region. Geo-strategically 

China is in position to play decisive role in regional affairs. It has become a solid stabilizing 

power that can materially influence the region501 

The US has strengthened engagement in South Asian countries (like Afghanistan, India, 

Pakistan) after being ousted from Central Asian Republics (CARs) in order to have access to 

CARs which has compelled China to renew relations with Pakistan. The US engagement of 

Pakistan and China in Af-Pak policy has rendered a chance to China for playing a significant 

regional role and partner in development and stability of turmoiled regional environment. If the 

US overcome and end terrorism from Afghanistan then China geopolitical status will be 

increased whereby connection with Pakistan enabled Beijing to pressurize the NATO/US for 

prompt exit. 
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The US pivot towards Asia will probably create vacuum inside Afghanistan but if that happens, 

it’s most likely that China would like to occupy that though the costs are high and it is not clear 

if China is ready to pay those costs.502 

Reach to the Resources 

The geo-political theory of sir Halford Mackinder’s that one who controls the ‘Heartland 

Controls the World’ has shaped new framework applied to Afghanistan and Central Asia. 

Accordingly the US, EU, Iran, Pakistan, China, Japan, South Korea and Turkey have revived 

their historical ties with this region beyond era of Iron curtain. For resource importing states the 

availability of gas and oil is connected with secure energy supplies. Central Asia is pivotal 

strategic region between two large energy consumption market of Asia and Europe. Beijing has 

sensed this enormous potential hence having strong political, economic and strategic ties in post-

Soviet region. China craves for presence in energy rich Central Asian states for access to 

hydrocarbon supplies and to get stability in Uighur autonomous region of Xinjiang. Hence China 

has active participation in development of gas and oil fields, east directed pipeline projects.503 

Central Asia is geo-economically significant as emerging market for Chinese manufactured 

goods, energy supplier and geo-politically for stability of Xinjiang. Central Asia resources are 

geographically closer than African and Middle Eastern petroleum suppliers that ship 80 % of oil 

through Malacca Straits. It is strategic significance of Central Asia which will lead to great 

powers contest over regional influence in center of Eurasia.  

Central Asian reserves are immense as Kazakhstan has more than 30 billion barrel of oil and 1.9 

trillion cubic meters of natural gas, 15 % world’s uranium resources and coal reserves. It is 

largest gas producer with 11.7 % of world natural gas reserves.504Turkmenistan’s gas production 

is mainly from three assets as fields on the left banks of Amu Darya, smaller offshore blocks and 

old onshore fields.505China has limited natural resources deposits as according to one estimate 

People Republic of China has 14.7 billion barrel of oil reserves and 3.1 trillion cubic meters of 
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natural gas.506 Hence oil demand will be approximately 15 million barrel daily in 2035. Chinese 

regional strategy is comprised of purchase of fields and construction of pipelines whereas 

investment is mainly by Chinese state owned energy enterprises as Sinopec and CNPC.507 The 

China-Central Asia gas pipeline extended from over 8,000 km, 200 km within Turkmenistan, 

1,300 km through Kazakhstan, 500 km through Uzbekistan and sealed to China second West-

East gas pipeline start in Xinjiang and end in Hong Kong.  

China has sensed the political instability on its north and northwestern borders due to collapse of 

Soviet with consequent implication for territorial unity hence she adopted good neighborhood 

policy with Central Asia and Russia. Resultantly, China became partner from enemy for 

developing economic and diplomatic collaboration with post-Soviet states.  CARs are sovereign 

states independent of power contesters. Any instability in Central Asia will have adverse impacts 

on regional security as in case of China the fall out will embroil Xinjiang. Since 9/11 Central 

Asia is destabilized due to drug trafficking and finances covert groups having linkages with 

Islamism and criminalization of economy. 

Central Asia is strategically important for China after East Asia and Taiwan. Central Asia-China 

economic terms are joined through network of railways, roads and pipelines for Caspian gas and 

oil. China has energy projects of multibillion dollars comprised oil pipelines to carry crude oil 

from Xinjiang to Kazakhstan. As Central Asia is landlocked hence its oil and gas wealth can be 

approached through China, Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey. Chinese route can be used by India for 

access to gas and oil. China is building pipelines to the region which can be highway of 

economic and strategic importance from Central Asia along western China. 

China’s policy towards Central Asian Republics in post-cold war era is revolving around four 

main grounds as firstly she is grappling for security and stability on its borders, secondly to 

increase economic development of certain internal regions, thirdly enhanced needs for energy 

and fourthly its concerns over its position in post-cold war world.508 China has made several 

military, political and economic agreements with Central Asian Republics for diminishing 

tensions related to border issues, security conflicts and to enhance economic development. China 
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has equal policies for Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakistan but 

practically the  security parameters have been focused on Tajikistan, Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan 

because China has geographical proximity with these countries. China has economic ties with 

Kyrgyzstan and Kazakistan. China’s policy contours in 1980s have been transformed from just 

survival in adverse environment to overcome international instability which is essential for 

flourishing its economy. 509 

For China, Central Asia is very important recently than it has been west of China as an integral 

part of China’s tributary system.510 According to Chinese the very presence of China in the 

region is to secure its growing need of oil and gas in Central Asia to secure its western border 

and peaceful development of Xinjiang.511 

Due to enormous wealth of oil and gas and strategic location Central Asia has been termed as 

China’s Dingwei Lebensraum, the new Great Game as Peter Hopkirk labeled it, the Brezinski’s 

formulation of Grand Chessboard, and clash of civilization by Samuel Huntington.512 

Both China and CARs have always favored trade although currently weapons, oil and 

infrastructure trade has replaced that of silk, jute, tea and rhubarb. Oil and gas are pivotal 

financial factors for connecting China with CARs because these will be primary fuel for Chinese 

industries for longer time in absence of any other alternative energy resources.513 

Chinese current oil resources are inadequate to fulfill its growing rate. China has purchased 

several oil and gas fields in Central Asia as oil fields in Kyrgyzstan for US $ 5 billion by China 

National Petroleum company. China has made agreements with Kyrgyzstan for building 

pipelines for US $9 billion cost.514By Chinese control on Central Asian network of oil pipelines, 

China is with hope to have control over the oil transported from Middle East to Asia which can 

be possible only due to international cooperation.  
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The Chinese investment in Central Asia has been enhanced with improved infrastructure. The 

Xinjiang and Sichuan provinces in China are important trading partners with Central Asian states 

whereas Sichuan province has enhanced trade volume.515 Beijing has used financial means to 

make Central Asian states dependent on China, build on oil and gas along with politico-military 

cooperation. Besides China would improve relation with Central Asian governments in order to 

resolve the Uighur minority conflict in Xinjiang and to curb rebels. 

China’s increasing interests and involvement in Central Asian is driven by its growing energy 

requirements. China has become world’s second largest oil consumer. Hence Chinese policy 

makers have sought to increase their approach to Central Asian energy resources in order to 

supplement Persian Gulf sources which are supplying more than half of China’s oil imports. As 

China has realized that military tussles, terrorism and instability in Middle East could further 

destroy their energy import from Middle East so focus for Central Asian energy resources is 

enhanced. 

According to Owen Lattimore China has controlled Central Asia for 425 years out of 2000.516In 

18th century much of Central Asia was under strong and powerful China which was ended with 

fall of Qing dynasty in 1911. Central Asia loom large in Chinese canvas of energy security as it 

is second only to the Gulf as contemplated oil reserves.517 

China objectives in Central Asia are firstly to safeguard its borders with Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan 

and Kazakhstan by treaties of borders demarcation for curbing breeding ground for Uighur 

independent movement. Secondly, China reservation over the US prolong presence in 

Afghanistan and CARs can diminish the chance of setting disputes of Uighur and Tibetan issue.  

Central Asian region is strategically significant for China for its abundant natural resources,  

ethnic and cultural linkages with Turkic Muslim minority in Chinese western province of 

Xinjiang which keep both connected due to security concerns. Xinjiang’s 60 percent population 

comprised ethnic minorities having affiliation with Turkic population in Central Asia than with 
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Han Chinese.518Chinese leaders have apprehensions that these Turkic forces of Central Asian 

states will cause fissiparous trends in Xinjiang.519 

The perturbed security in Xinjiang which is having majority Muslim of Turkic origin is one of 

main reasons of Chinese excitement for having close ties with CARs.520Xinjiang minority 

population is having strong ties with CARs. Central Asia is taken as major trading area by China 

and accordingly historically important trade centers were in Xinjiang or west of China’s recent 

borders as Jarkand, Samarkand, Urumqi and Kokand. 

However, China’s leverage in the region has been undermined by the US competing influence 

there. In coming times China has realized economic competition in Central Asia whereby 

superpower, the US will lead the quest for oil. Furthermore, China wants an access to global 

market for economic security through US who dominates world economic organization and 

powerful trading nation. China has grappled to enhance energy security interests in Central Asia 

whereas for diminishing political and economic dependence on Russia, Chinese state-owned oil 

companies have benefited from nearest Kazakhistan incentive and has outbid contest for 

controlling larger oilfields in western Kazakhistan. Accordingly Beijing has an agreement with 

Kazakhistan for constructing 1,240 km long oil pipeline in Xinjiang.521 Besides it has oil and gas 

development agreements in Uzbekistan.522China needs the development of northwestern region 

whereby Shenzen Special Economic Zone (SEZ) on east coast is recent initiative for bringing 

wealth to this poor region.523This economic development in north-west will not only pacify 

fissiparous tendencies of Uighur but will secure economic resources as oil which will turn into 

economic modernization. Hence China need political stability in Central Asia which is integral 

part of Asia-Pacific. As in 1997 China sensed the strategic significance of Central Asia for the 

US in world politics as Central Asia connects Asia and Europe through Caucasus hence control 

over Central Asia could signify containment of Europe with impacts on East Asia besides 
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curbing threat of Middle East.524China contemplates on US presence in Central Asia as mainly to 

weak Russian leverage, to curb spread of Islamic fundamentalism and to contain presence of 

China.525 

Central Asia is important to every major Eurasian power: Russia, China and even India. The US 

has found Uzbekistan as an important ally for its anti-Taliban campaign in post 

9/11scenario.526Hence Uzbekistan became an ally of the US in war on terrorism while facilitating 

the former with airspace to the US military personnel. Furthermore, Uzbekistan offered its 

potential for staging combat search and rescue operations and special forces operations from 

nearby Afghanistan border.527 Recently the US facilities in Central Asia have been diminished to 

only Manas (base) Kyrgyzstan- is in doldrums due to internal chaos after Tulip Revolution. 

However if contemplate the US leverage in Central Asia then in aftermath of colored revolutions 

(Rose in Georgia in 2003, Tulip in Kyrgyzstan in 2005, Orange in Ukrain in 2005) the region has 

concluded that US is not reliable partner because democratic dispensation is a challenge to their 

power while the US carve for promulgation of democracy just for its equities with Central Asian 

people rather with its leaders. 

The US has presence in Afghanistan but its influence in Central Asia is of no significance 

because it has no any membership or an observer status to Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

(SCO) whereby it could have influence over China and Russia. Hence only option with US is 

establishing bilateral relations with CARs but that is not capable enough to be adopted by US 

policies. Moreover, this region is isolated and has inadequate cultural or historical ties with the 

US which could place it on the priority in the US foreign policy perspectives. The US is having 

big challenge in Central Asia to be an agent of change without endangering its terms with other 

players. Hence the US should grapple to be reliable for CARs especially for Uzbekistan to have 

greater understanding of the regional political dynamics, cultural and historical norms.  

Both China and India have competition for access to oil, uranium and mineral resources and are 

expected for contest on communication technologies and service sectors. Central Asia will have 
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more implications for India and China where its rich mineral wealth, civilizational ties, 

geographical contiguity make Central Asia attractive to both China and India. This region is 

pivotal for both countries economic growth leverage and power-play.  

Furthermore, China in its economic sphere has amalgamated Central Asia where it connected 

Russia and Iran as major stake holders in the region. China has founded and backed Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (SCO) which is balancing Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and 

NATO.528Relations of CARs with China will be in doldrums by turmoil in Xinjiang, Western 

Asia especially Pakistan and Afghanistan. Moreover the intricate Central Asian governments and 

societies attitudes towards China and atheist ruler will undermine not only bilateral relations with 

China but also SCO role. 

Leaders in Central Asia find Russia and China as more reliable as both have economic and 

political agreements with Central Asia and despise any of the US investment here. Ample 

manifestation of their enhanced leverage in the region is the emergence of Shanghai five in 1996 

and later on its reshaping to SCO as largest Central Asian regional organization. Both China and 

Russia are uneasy about prolong presence of the US in Afghanistan. However, the Central Asian 

leader closer ties with Moscow and Beijing and consequently Russian and Chinese struggle to 

undermine the US leverage cannot hide the fact that yet the US is vital player in region 

especially due to its presence inside Afghanistan. Furthermore, in case of Taliban control in 

Kabul the policies of Moscow and Beijing for containment of US leverage in Central Asia is just 

a luxury because if the US would not present in Afghanistan, Taliban would had proved more 

hostile for the region.  

Establish Foothold in Pakistan (to Counter the US as Naval Base in Gwadar 

and Economic Corridor) 

China has always assisted Pakistan financially. Both countries are closely tied due to various 

reasons but their mutual concerns against India is main reason which has aligned them 

strategically. China has contributed to Pakistan’s economy over the years for development of 

roads and infrastructure through advanced technology. China assists Pakistan in establishment of 
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indigenous military-industrial complex by combine projects comprised tanks, fighters planes, 

ballistic missiles, satellites and guided missile frigates.529 Besides Karakuram Highway (KKH) 

was constructed from 1966 to 1978, which connects China with the Gulf countries.China could 

prod Pakistan to change its approach towards Afghanistan for long-term stability.530 

Due to its peculiar geographic location and geo-strategic significance major regional and extra 

regional powers have special interests in Balochistan. The interests range from political to socio-

economic. 

Linking of China with Gwadar port provides immense financial dividends because Gawadar 

when operational will link CARs to outside world. Gwadar strengthen strategic terms of Pakistan 

and China where it imparts regional leverage and importance to Pakistan and is situated over 
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coastal belt of 600 km long stretch with merely a distance of 624 nautical kilometers from Strait 

of Hormuz, the commercial route,  the busy commercial route of the Strait of Hormuz (which 

carries 13 million barrel oil per day), 460 kilometers from Karachi and 120 kilometers from Iran 

border.531 These grounds are enhancing Pakistan’s supremacy of the Indian Ocean from Persian 

Gulf to Southeast Asia and the Far East. 

China is interested in Pakistan’s Gwadar port for its naval base and in its strategy specified for 

Gulf region and West Asia and how to overcome US and China leverage in this 

region.532Gwadar is crucial in the ‘string of pearls’ strategy which empowers China for 

controlling trade in Indian Ocean and to safeguard supply channel from rival and pirates.533 

Gawadar deep sea port with the initial investment of 248 million US $ was built on the 

unexplored seashores of Pakistan.534 The Chinese Western region to its eastern coast (3500 

kilometers) and Gawadar (1500 kilometers) is approximately 2000 kilometers away. China is 

located in East Asia, having no land access to Middle East whereby Pakistan through Gwadar 

port provides this access.  
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Moreover, Gwadar Kashghar Economic Corridor (GKEC) will shorten distance between China 

and Middle East. Chinese exports will be prompted to Middle East, African and EU markets.  

The CARs, rich in natural resources, are at providence to control and channel their natural 

resources to the rest of the world through this economic corridor. Pakistan CPEC and Gwadar 

being linked with China can also be linked with Afghanistan, Turkmenistan and Central Asia. 

This is win win for all.535 The Chinese view it as a strategic base and the US will take advantage 

of it without spending a penny. With the completion of the Economic Corridor all countries of 

the region including Afghanistan are likely to make union like the European Union. Instead of 

creating any situation the possibility is that all existing problems of the region will be solved.536 

It will be positive but it will depend on how effectively Pakistan is able to manage the security 

challenges it faces. To emerge like Hong Kong, Gwadar needs an external environment that is 
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stable as the one facing in Hong Kong.537 The US is conscious of China’s growing influence in 

the region which is greatly linked with peace and stability in Balochistan. India in collaboration 

with Afghanistan is adamant to destabilize Pakistan and towards this end conditions in 

Balochistan can easily be exploited. Revival of Balochistan Liberation Army (BLA) and 

continued pro nationalist propaganda in Indian media is a case in point.538 Pakistan along with 

China should counter Indian influence in Afghanistan. Coordination with Iran will also prove 

helpful.539 

The US looks to China for assistance in fixing Pakistan and Iran whereby China contemplates 

Iran and Pakistan as integral part in its policy against America.540According to James Fallow the 

China rise will “either the growing power of the Chinese economy will change the rest of the 

international system, effectively making it more Chinese, or the growing prosperity of the 

Chinese people will change their own country’s system, making it more international”.541 

 

4. China’s Post 2014 Afghanistan policy. 

Starr has termed Afghanistan as pivotal in this region as it provides a land bridge between 

Greater Central Asia northern and southern parts and between Middle East and Greater Central 

Asia as well.542 As far US intervention in Afghanistan is considered then it has opened a channel 

for Beijing strategic objectives in Afghanistan.543 China has opposed the NATO presence in 

Afghanistan and strictly refused supply and material to NATO forces through Wakhan, Chinese 

corridor as a substitute of Pakistan northern Pakistan.544 

China’s policy contours in Afghanistan are mainly 1) to safeguard Xinjiang, 2) to foster 

economic terms as investment in natural resources and 3) to counter Indian and US leverage. 

These contours are in consonance with Beijing post-cold war grand strategy of peaceful 

development. China main worry is ETIM and stability of its western province, Xinjiang and that 
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ETIM may not find any safe-haven in Afghanistan.545 China main focus is bringing peace and 

stability in Afghanistan.546China would like stable Afghanistan mainly for security and stability 

of its Xinjiang.547 

China was not interested in Afghanistan until Karzai government’s initiative of energy, raw 

material and mineral for foreign investment. It was in 2007 that China has become fifth trading 

partner of Afghanistan after Pakistan, India, US and EU. China is investing in Afghanistan’s 

infrastructure development comprised telephone networks, irrigation projects public hospitals. 

There were high level visits and exchanges as Wang Yi, in February 2014 had paid visit to Kabul 

whereby he presented Chinese policy for Afghanistan to be ‘a unified, stable, developing and 

friendly’ country. Furthermore, in July, 2014, Chinese special envoy for Afghanistan Sun Yuxi 

played role of mediator in Afghanistan and Pakistan. In October 2014, president Ashraf Ghani 

availed himself of the opportunity of Istanbul process’s fourth Heart of Asia Ministerial 

conference to pay visit to China which was first of its type. Above all in November 2014, 

Chinese public security minister Guo Shengku went to Afghanistan and ensured Chinese 

willingness to collaborate with Afghanistan in law enforcement and security cooperation in 

matters of transnational crime, combating terrorism, curbing East Turkistan Islamic Movement. 

It manifests national security strategy.  

The Beijing declaration was passed on October 31, 2014 during Istanbul process fourth meeting 

whereby parties were conceded over confidence building measures in counter narcotics, 

commerce, counter-terrorism, trade, disaster management and education. This was China’s grand 

effort for recovery of Afghanistan.548 

China has assisted Afghanistan with more than 900 million Yuan (US $ 132million) where major 

projects are Parwan irrigation project and Jamhuri hospital and training to 500 Afghan officers in 

finance, commerce, agriculture, diplomacy and anti-narcotics. Aynak copper mine which is 28 

km is world second largest project and is in Afghanistan Logar province. The Chinese 

Metallurgical Group Corporation (MCC) planned for US $2.9 million investment which is 
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expected to reach US $ 5 billion.549 MCC has conceded with construction of 400MW power 

station which will be utilized both in mine and for residents. MCC is envisaged for excavating 

coal mine resource for energy resource and for construction of a railway line from the Logar 

province to Afghanistan’s border for exporting copper. It will provide employment opportunity 

to 15000 people. Aynak mine comprised 20 million tons of copper. Afghanistan has an 

opportunity to exploit its capacity to be a strategically pivotal ground for regional economic 

cooperation. The Afghanistan compact and the Afghanistan National Development strategy 

manifested regional economic cooperation is Afghanistan preference as it has successfully 

projected itself as significant player in the region despite harsh environment and acute dearth of 

capacities. Afghanistan has been involved  in active energy trans-border trade whereby in 2009 it 

represented 25-30 percent of Afghanistan imported power supply and imports 100 MW of power 

from Uzbekstan Turkmanistan, Iran and Tajikistan.  

China’s economic interests are connected with Afghanistan but threats from Islamic extremism 

has inundated the region which has been infested into Xinjiang province with enhanced drug 

trade. China seeks economic and political engagement in Afghanistan through the SCO and 

strategic cooperation. China has hugely invested in Afghanistan as additional to Aynak deal 

Chinese government along CMGC have approved construction of 400 Megawatt, coal fired 

power plant and railroad, which will link Xinjiang with Pakistan through Afghanistan-

Tajikistan.550China in 2009 has announced US $ 75 million aid for Afghanistan.551Beijing 

through SCO Afghanistan contact group has deemed stability as essential for Afghanistan and to 

curb Taliban‘s incendiary activities. However due to SCO norm of non-interference she cannot 

actively participate to tackle these insurgencies. 

Thus it was not surprising that as soon as Ashraf Ghani became president of Afghanistan his first 

foreign visit was to China, where he was rewarded with new commitments from Beijing, with 

China pledging 2 billion yuan ($ 327 million) in aid during 2017, in addition to the 250 million 

dollars that it has contributed to Afghanistan since 2001. In addition, China has promised to 

provide training for 3,000 Afghan professional staff, as well as assisting in the development of 

the Afghan agriculture, hydropower, and infrastructure. 
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From the above, it is clear that China has a strong commercial interest in developing strong 

relationships with Afghanistan in the near future. However, China cannot exploit its trade 

relations with Afghanistan, unless the country is stable and stability requires a strong government 

in Afghanistan, and the reason why China is keen to support Ghani’s government as much as 

possible. Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, said during his visit to Kabul on 22 of February 

2014 that Afghanistan is crucial because peaceful Afghanistan has implication for safety of  not 

only West China but for the whole region hence China will always support political 

reconciliation in Afghanistan and will facilitate any breakthrough accordingly. This 

reconciliation should be all-inclusive because any fragmented approach will yield in naught.552 

China envisages support for Afghanistan’s reconstruction and to safeguard its sovereignty, 

independence and territorial integrity.553Beijing has promised a grant of 160 million yuan (US $ 

23.4 million) to Afghanistan while Chinese defence minister Liang Guanglia has pledged 

military assistance to Afghanistan in conversation with Afghanistan defence minister Abdul 

Rahim Wardak. China had zero tariffs on 278 items of exports from Afghanistan since 2006.554 

China has longer presence and investment plans in Afghanistan because Afghanistan has huge 

oil and natural gas reserves in northern part. Afghanistan has larger deposits of iron ore in some 

parts as between Herat and Panjshir valley, gold reserves in northern provinces of Badakhshan, 

Ghazni and Takhar and copper fields in Jawkhar Darband and Aynak555 which are more alluring 

to Chinese interests because China has quest for copper and iron ore. Besides China wants an 

access to natural gas supply of Central Asia and Afghanistan. China is interested in stable 

Afghanistan that has military capability to secure its borders. For the same very purpose China 

has forwarded invitation for military training and supply to Afghanistan. Chinese policy in 

Afghanistan is mainly to protest the prolong presence of US engagement there. China 

contemplates Afghan-Pakistan strategy as hitting only Taliban and Al-Qaeda devoided of 

tackling arms smuggle, drugs trafficking and cross border.556 
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The US strategic terms with India and cooperation with Pakistan, deepening links with Central 

Asia is apprehensive and encroachment in its area leverage. China wants none of interference of 

foreign powers in Afghanistan political set up, reverence for territorial integrity and sovereignty 

and above all government by people of Afghanistan.557 

Although according to some analyst Beijing interests converge with that of US as both want 

access to untapped mineral resources and to Central Asia Republics (CARs) but the Xinjiang 

turmoil caused China to oppose assistance to NATO forces in Afghanistan.558 

The US-NATO presence in Afghanistan is condemned by China but the tackling of Taliban by 

the US is contemplated as fruitful for security in Xinjiang. Hence withdrawal of foreign forces 

would trigger instability and extremism of Uighur separatist and would place the investment at 

stake.559 But however China is apprehensive over the US presence in Afghanistan which seems 

more ambitious and to access CARs which have immense strategic significance.  

Chinese strategy in Afghanistan has been transformed to participation rather than non-

interference and reconstruction of Afghanistan. The NATO withdrawal has dragged China for an 

active participation in Afghanistan. Chinese policy parameters for Afghanistan is not to jump 

into filling the vacuum but to be part of multilateral international cooperation.  

In the wake of US withdrawal from Afghanistan, China will play pivotal role for stability and 

reconstruction of Afghanistan in order to safeguard its stakes there. In this backdrop both China 

and Pakistan will have convergence of interests. In recent past former president Hamid Karzai 

paid visit to Beijing in 2010 with establishment of China-Afghan comprehensive collaboration. 

In joint declaration five cooperation grounds were stressed by Chinese president Hu Jintao as 1. 

Economic and trade, 2. Political and diplomatic 3. Security and police affairs 4. Humanitarian 

and 5. Multilateral efforts to build the cooperative partnership of mutual trust and long lasting 

partnership. Both countries emphasized cooperation in security for which three agreements were 

signed comprised collaboration for tariff for Afghan exports and technological training planning. 
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These agreements would enhance already bilateral trade amounted US $ 155 million in 2008.560 

Hu Jintao reiterated for strengthening political relations and more cooperation in mining, hydro-

electric, agriculture, irrigation and infrastructure.  

China’s important role in post-2014 is evident from various developments as inclusion of 

Afghanistan in SCO as an observer where China plays a leading role.561 In SCO summit at 

Beijing a bilateral ‘partnership agreement’ was signed by Hamid Karzai.562 Furthermore, the 

very first politburo-level visit led by Zhou Yongkang , the security chief happened to 

Afghanistan since last forty years.563 A series of bilateral and trilateral exchanges on part of 

China-Russia-India on Afghanistan, China-India on Afghanistan, China-Pakistan on 

Afghanistan, occurred whereby Beijing and US suggested their role in reconciliation with 

Taliban.564 

The post-withdrawal of US/NATO scenario and its fall out on the regional trade and energy 

transportation are yet to be perceived. However, the consumption upsurge of China and India 

with rapacious energy desire renders Pakistan as a short and viable route with the chief energy 

merchants of Gulf and CARs. Contrarily, Pak-Sino ties to incorporate the regions of CARs and 

the oil rich Arab countries remain a pursuant goal in future. On reaching of withdrawal, Beijing 

will envisage its overall relation with Pakistan in Afghanistan perspectives. Beijing is in need of 

both Afghanistan and Pakistan for its strategic goal in Greater Central Asia.  

Maritime silk route 

In parameter of Chinese greater neighborhood policy, Xi Jinping is making headway in transit 

corridor for air, rail and infrastructure. For the same very purpose Chinese president Hu Jintao in 

2012 called for making China a maritime power and to secure maritime rights and interests. This 

idea was furthered by president XI Jinping in order to render China the status of maritime 

economy. Xi suggested in 2013 that China and southeast Asia countries should establish a 
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‘maritime silk road’ for bringing Chinese investment to the region.565 This maritime silk road 

will comprise the Indian Ocean, Persian Gulf, Southeast Asia and Mediterranean. This road will 

impart vitality to global peace, will strengthen new international cooperation and global 

governance.566Maritime silk road was maritime trade and cultural route between Asia, China, 

Europe, East Africa and Middle East in historical perspective. Recent maritime silk road is an 

initiative by Xi to restore old maritime leverage of China. It will cause development from China 

to Europe, will foster trade between Europe and Asia and will attract foreign investment in the 

region of security imbroglio. New silk road is lynchpin which will stabilize China’s strategic 

relations with neighbors and to have contest for leverage with US and Japan.567 This belt, which 

is originated in Chinese eastern coastal region which will assist economic development in central 

and western provinces and will allow regional trade, and state owned enterprises to invest in it. 

This economic belt would sideline the US and only then EU will rebalance between Atlantic and 

Pacific.568 

It is counterpart of silk road economic belt presented in 2012 for linking China with Central Asia 

and then into Europe. It is termed as ‘one belt one road’. These two projects known as ‘one belt 

and one road’ are aimed for bilateral and multilateral partnerships across Asia. It is based on 

regional investment strategy against the US rebalancing. Furthermore its economic dimensions 

are to strengthen economic ties between China and littoral states in Asia. This ‘belt and road’ 

seems Chinese diverse foreign policy in Eurasia which encompasses various overland and 

maritime transport corridor for economic development.569 This economic development is 

envisaged to curb extremism and separatism because the western part of Xinjiang and Tibet is 

infested with separatist elements. Furthermore, it will calm the south China sea 

dispute.570Politically it will grapple to overcome the distorted image of China due to South China 

sea confrontation. Strategically it provides Chinese approach to Sea Lines of Communications 
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(SLOCs) by establishing maritime facilities in the Indian and west Pacific ocean. These 

arrangements are enabling Chinese access to natural resources as recently in January 2015, China 

has financed US $ 2.5 billion deep water port and pipeline project in Kyaukphyuon Myanmar’s 

western coast. Similarly in south Asia, China is developing Gwadar port in Pakistan, which is 

situated on the Arabian sea at the mouth of the Persian Gulf about 400 km away from the straits 

of Hormuz.  

Maritime silk road is infact effective to forward PLAN approach to Asian ports. Since ‘string of 

pearls’ concept in 2005, India is apprehensive of Chinese objectives in Indian Ocean.571Indian 

concerns are based on grounds that China will encircle India, will diminish its leverage in Indian 

Ocean and South Asia although China has denied it.572In this regard India has taken the incident 

of 2014 Chinese submarine and 2 Chinese naval vessels that entered Sri Lanka but did not dock 

at Sri Lanka port authority berth in Colombo but rather docked at Colombo south container 

terminal which was built and run by Chinese company.573 

This belt will have energy infrastructure linkages in Central Asia for gas and oil because China is 

in process of pipelines from Turkmenistan and Kazakakhistan. Recently Chinese pipelines are 

vulnerable due to its passage through Malacca straits in south east Asia but the new passage is 

designed from Middle East and from Central Asia in order to overlook Malacca straits. This set 

up will cause closeness of China and Central Asia. 

Silk road will have infrastructure outside its territory hence it will be outsid its control and 

border. China is stressing for regional security and their silk road is aimed to emhance security. 

As NATO is withdrawing from Afghanistan and Russia is in confrontation with the US over 

Ukraine so these efforts are stronger for curbing extremism. Connected with this is Ashraf 

Ghani’s choice to pay first official visit to Beijing when he was elected in 2014. Furthermore, 

this silk road has caused new development to SCO and to expand its domain beyond security to 

economic development.574 

For Pakistan the ‘belt and road’ has more importance as the US is withdrawing from Afghanistan 

hence the China will play greater role in Afghanistan, Central Asia and southern Asia. As the 

Pak-US relations will slow down then Pak-China trajectory will be upward spiral as recently 
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China has announced $45 billion investment in Pakistan. This ‘belt and road’ is also a strategic 

contest with Japan and the US in the Asia-Pacific. 

In geo-strategic perspective New Silk Road (NSR) is of prime significance as the new Great 

Game specially embodying Central Asia and Pakistan, which is at crossbridge of South, East and 

West is pivotal between a landlocked geopolitical prize575and with rest of the world where every 

player is serving own interests and grappling to overcome others. NSR is a highway to supreme 

geopolitical and economic leverage and to enhance capabilities which gave emergence to 

geostrategic uncertainties competition and complexities among geostrategic players576in whole 

world by creating countervailing coalitions. NSR initiative was coined in 2011and although 

many inroads in the region were made by 2001. However the recent trends to increase inter and 

intra-regional interconnectivity and cooperation with Central Asian states at the heart of it is 

primary focus of NSR. This is mainly for diversification of energy resources for fulfilling energy 

needs, and to deviate dependence from Middle East towards Central Asian region through 

enhanced economic cooperation. NSR is amalgamation of transport structure comprised East-

West and North-South Central Asia regional economic cooperation (CAREC) embodying 10 

countries including Pakistan supported by six multilateral institutions577promotes six CAREC 

roads and rail corridors578expanding over 83,800 km of transport network.579This region is vital 

with plentitude of oil and gas reserves but also hinged upon geo-strategic layout in the midst of 

energy wanting economies and lucrative consumer markets in Russia, India and China. As the 

energy demand of world is expected to enhance by 41 % till 2035580 whereby India competed 

China as number one energy consumer till 2025581while the region capacity to fulfill these 

mounting needs enhance its significance with proven oil and gas reserves approximately 31.246 

billion barrels and 265 trillion cubic feet respectively.582 

Chinese 80 % demand is shipped through Malacca Straits, a strategic chokepoint. Middle Eastern 

through Gwadar via KKH pipeline, Caspian fuel through Central Asian land, Iran-Pakistan-

China pipeline address the Malacca concerns. Recently developmental economic trends as for 
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instance Sino-Arab economic ties, Arab investment in China, flow of .2 million Arab traders to 

Yiwu583inciting Middle Eastern market for Chinese commodities and enhancd oil needs required 

the more trustful link. 

Chinese huge investment in Afghanistan Aiynak copper fields, China’s Eurasian land bridge, 

Turkmenistan-Xinjiang pipeline and Gwadar Kashgar corridor are ample projects gor growing 

regional integration and connectedness.  

Senator Sam Brounback’s bill presented in 1999 and reintroduced in 1999 outlined the US 

strategies in the region for China’s Eurasian land bridge584which pursue rebirth of old silk road 

to connect China with Europe. Anyhow the excluding of Russia, China and Iran to bereft them of 

Central Asian Bonanza by vertical development is in US interests.585 

This NSR is having capacity to impart economic boost to Afghanistan and make it peaceful and 

stable. It is potential enough to end operation Enduring Freedom in an agreed way. It is 

guaranteeing US the status of sacred power, global facilitator, coordinator which is having 

economic gains through US companies participation. 

Pakistan can gain enormous benefits by connectedness of CARs, China and India by enhanced 

economic activity, enormous revenue collection from transit trade, cheaper and uninterrupted 

energy flow, peaceful and stable region and geo-strategic significance are important aspects and 

advantages which can be reaped by including Pakistan in this regional connectivity. Pakistan 

should grapple for neutralizing the hurdles while having cooperation with Afghanistan guarantee 

convergence of interests, effective border management, uninterrupted economic policies, 

collaboration with India, making SAARC as regional significant plateform with new spirit. 

China has quest for commodities through its investment and trade linkages and shares in world 

output. China has stake in global economy recently but its interdependence not guarantee that 

rise of China will peaceful or it could coexist with the United States.586Chinese bases on series of 

islands with its periphery stretched to Indian Ocean will impart opportunity to China for 

establishing naval base in strategic water.587The Chinese objective seems to replace American 
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leverage in East Asia with its own sphere of influence. This military and economic rise pose 

challenges to US for making it to bipolar set up.588 

Conclusion 

China’s foreign policy emphasizes mutual trust, cooperative security and peaceful development 

rather than hegemonism. China strives for peace and stability in Afghanistan for serving her 

economic interests. China does not want foreign interference in Afghanistan in Afghanistan 

political dispensation and the territorial integrity and national sovereignty must be respected. 

Moreover, she wants an access to Central Asian hydrocarbon resources and foot hold in 

Balochistan. China has strategic tilt towards Pakistan and has assisted Pakistan to the most in 

Gwadar Port, Karakuran Highway and recently cooperation in CPEC will prompt her export to 

the Middle East, African and European markets. She grapples for stability in Uighur autonomous 

region of Xinjiang. The US is apprehensive about China and considered it a challenge but the 

latter peaceful rise manifests that it is not threatening to US-led world order.  
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Chapter5 

CONVERGENCES AND DIVERGENCES OF INTEREST OF 

US, CHINA AND PAKISTAN  

5.1. Introduction 

Afghanistan is important geopolitical unit despite various foreign occupation and turmoil, it is 

still a playground for powers in order to contain its rivals or retain their leverage. 

Power shift in international politics is towards Asia which is certainly rising hence every great 

power is interested in having maiximum share in greater consumer market and resources. The 

geo-political dimensions are that the US is dominant militarily till 2030. The emerging and 

aspiring regional powers are making it arduous for the US to capitalize on soft power. The shift 

of global power is imminent by 2040589, from the US and Europe towards Asia which eventually 

will yield in multi-polar world. American fiscal policies are predominantly based on rates of oil 

and gas globally. Therefore, they have not left any stone unturned to achieve ‘energy 

independence’.590These fiscal policy goals are the mainstay of their diplomatic maneuvers all 

over the world.After Soviet disintegration, they have always sought a constant control over a 

substantial portion of the energy resources of CARs.591 Nicholas Spikeman, a policy expert 

believes that the control over Eurasian resources guarantees dominance over future of the 

world.592  Zbigniev Brizinski illustrates the theory in ‘The Grand Chessboard” (1998) that 

regulation of Eurasian resources is vital for worldwide domination, whereas, seizure of Central 

Asia is a benchmark for Eurasian ascendency.593 It is believed that the Americans, quite 

evidently in the light of this presumption, stormed Afghanistan to tap Eurasian resources. 

Although, the regional powers extended momentary backing to the American invasion of 

Afghanistan being anti-Taliban rule.  Later, these powers along with other stakeholder in the 

region resented this war, when US led long-term western coalition strategy in Afghanistan was 
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unearthed. Their grand policy was mainly to challenge the inspiration of regional powers in 

CARs and thwart the development of energy pipelines routes with a view to circumvent Russia, 

China and Iran from these projects.594Resultantly, since Afghan invasion in 2001, western 

powers remained unsuccessful in achieving any headway. The regional states have developed 

regional structuralization for accomplishing their mutual interests. In this backdrop the regional 

alliances and groupings are getting more significance for safeguarding economic and military 

interests of the countries. The likely conflicts among major powers lies in contested regions, 

those having resources, strategic significance and in areas making sphere of influence to overlap 

or touch.  

5.2. Pakistan, US and China Convergences 

a. Fight against violent Extremism 

Terrorism emanating from Afghanistan has the potential of inspiring Islamists and spilling over 

extremism into Pakistan tribal areas and Chinese western province of Xinjiang being linked to 

Afghanistan. Hence achieving long term peace and stability in Afghanistan is utmost important 

for the whole region.  Accordingly, there is a strong realization by US, Pakistan and China to 

work in coordination for combating terrorism. 

China is apprehensive of the threat egresses from the Afghan border with China, known as the 

Wakhan Corridor, which is a narrow strip of land in the northeast of Afghanistan extends from 

China and Tajikistan, located between the Pamir to the north and the Hindu Kush to the south 

and separates Pakistan and Kashmir region in Pakistan. It forms a channel to expedite the 

movement of Uighur Islamic fighters which further internal security problem for China. Taliban 

are harbouring and training militants from “East Turkistan Islamic Movement” of Uighurs in 

Afghanistan and the tribal areas of Pakistan where these Uighurs fight for an independent 

homeland free of Chinese domination. Although Xinjiang is largest producer of oil and gas in the 

region having huge networks in China595 but it is infested with separatist elements as incendiary 

incidents happened in 1992 and 1997596 revived in 2009 which gave Xinjiang an international 

focus.  This has been clearly shown by the Chinese Foreign Minister during his visit to Kabul 
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last year that China wants more cooperation in security, anti-terrorism and to counter the East 

Turkestan Islamic movement. 597 

China supports the continued US presence in Afghanistan beyond 2014 in order to maintain 

regional stability which is manifested by Chinese publically encouragement of Hamid Karzai to 

sign a bilateral security agreement. In September 2013, the spokesman for President Hamid 

Karzai, Aimal Faizi, said that Chinese president provides support for Afghan foreign relations 

with regional and foreign countries specifically with the United States in an attempt to bring 

peace and stability in the region. Moreover, China reinforces the conclusion of a security 

agreement between the Afghanistan and the United States.598 The newspaper further added that 

China has assured its active role for Afghanistan peace process with Taliban. All these statement 

show clear stance of China for peace talks and US presence for regional stability because China 

takes it a war against terrorists like al-Qaeda and Taliban. The US presence could only be 

threatening for China if it extends beyond accomplished goal of countering terrorism and proved 

inimical to China regional economic interests.   

Pakistan is indispensable in China struggle against religious extremist, separatist tendencies, and 

militants forces in order to safeguard Xinjiang.599Pakistan has taken curbing Uighur on exigency 

after 9/11. In 2005 Pakistan-China anti-terror agreement was signed and later ratified in 2006 by 

China is taken as linchpin for having more cooperation.600 

While the US led western world took Pakistan a hub of international terrorism but at the same 

time a key to the solution of Afghanistan issue also.601 According to Vali Nasr the white house 

tolerated Holbrook cooperative approach towards Pakistan but then shifted it to offensive policy 

for its own goal. However it had only widen gulf between the two countries because it could 

yielded nothing than embroiling Pakistan.602However, to safeguard her strategic assets as nuclear 

weapon program and leverage in Afghanistan and Kashmir, Pakistan should not only exhibit her 
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closeness to America but also unflinchingly serve US cause in Afghanistan by fighting Al-Qaeda 

which could keep Pakistan’s image intact and far from isolation. Accordingly, military Operation 

Zarb-e-Azb by Pakistani army has cleared most of the terrorist dens in North Waziristan. The 

center of gravity of terrorism which had been pushed into Pakistan has been pushed back into 

Afghanistan from Pakistan. Pakistan is taking the strategy of countering terrorism head on in 

order to enforce real spirit of National Action Plan, reforms in security and national policy and 

above all governance inclusive of common citizenry.  

b.Improvement of Regional Relations 

Fast growing Asian region has dictated the canvas of regional cooperation not only in security 

but also in economic aspects specially energy policies. These security and economic 

consideration keep regional relations improved due to interconnectedness as growing China and 

India may seek to acquire around 50% share in world’s growth energy demands which includes 

60% of oil and 20% of natural gas.603 These thriving Asian energy demands have intensified the 

competition within as well as outside the region to shelter their resources, control energy 

transportation and transit infrastructure. The quest for increased energy resources affected 

exceptionally across CARs, Middle East and China. It is considerably infused in future 

geopolitical relations among regional states. 

American security paradigm of military overbearing and international enmesh will lead her for 

more convergence than conflicts with China as this trend has been adopted in the adverse 

consequences of Afghanistan. 604 Chinese economic interests with other countries have never 

resulted in security friction with United States. China has conceded for coordination with the US 

in order to diminish trade and investment with Iran for containing its nuclear proliferation.605 

Some theorists argue that American interdependence is basic cause to activate its role for 

keeping constructive relation with China.606 Conflicts get vanished by common interests hence 

win-win situation is the best possible option for the US to overcome its weaken capacity by 
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imparting equal role to China. Recently both the US and China are determined to have 

convergence of interests and escape zero-sum game.607Chinese has more integration into the 

present world order through its corporation pursues investment in world in addition to 

consolidated connections. China has huge investment in the US and Europe amount to $ 1.3 

trillion in the US treasury bonds due to Chinese 40 billion dollars trade with US per year.608 

In geostrategic perspectives Pakistan and China also have convergence of national interests in 

economic and strategic aspects where both have launched several projects as Gwadar port 

developed on the Arabian sea in Pakistan’s Baluchistan province. Pakistan is planning to link 

Gwadar port with Central Asia for energy and gas transportation whereby through bilateral trade 

with Central Asia the European market will be opened. The span of their diplomatic relations is 

stretched over six decades and regional geo-political dynamics have tied both countries as 

geography has provided route which link China with Middle East and Central Asian Republics 

(CARs). 

China as second largest economy wants to utilize its economic leverage in the region due to its 

need of shipping routes which if pass through Straits of Malacca will consume 45 days but trade 

route through Kashgar-Gwadar route will take only 10 days. The China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) linking Kashgar with Gwadar was first announced in May 2013 during Chinese 

prime minister Li Keqiang visit to Pakistan which according to him will join the Silk Road 

Economic Belt and the 21st century Maritime Silk Road as ‘Belt and Road’ initiative. CPEC is 

integral part of silk road vision having length from Gwadar to Kashgar and component of China 

“One Belt, One Road” vision connecting Central Asia with South Asia. China will grapple for 

maritime passage connecting North Africa, South Asia, Northern Mediterranean Sea and 

Southeast Asia hence will provide vital linkage for South Asia with world at large.609 Economic 

collaboration is important for regional peace and CPEC will lead to convergence of interests and 

resolution of regional conflicts on exigency.  

CPEC is destined for bringing prosperity and trade due to local and foreign investment in this 

geo-strategic significant region.  The Kashgar-Gwadar Economic Corridor (KGEC) will revive 
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economic growth in Pakistan and western region of China which can tie not only Pakistan and 

China but the entire region will be facilitated in economic development. Dimensions of 

economic development comprised development of infrastructure, installation of industrial 

production units, reduced distance of transportation route resulting in reduced cost of 

communication, improved time for delivery of goods and reducing inventory cost. This strategic 

plan of KGEC foresees multibillion master plan with timeline of 2030 which will embody many 

areas of cooperation including mutual economic and technical cooperation, construction of road 

and rail links, fiber optic cable projects, development of industrial zones and benefits to regional 

countries will ameliorate relations.610 

The economic corridor can geo-strategically benefit the region to the most when having capacity 

of joining the region through economic corridors. Pakistan being at crossroad is juncture for Gulf 

countries, China and CARs. Whereas the oil reserves of Gulf countries are envisaged to last in 40 

years. Consequently, the exploration of CARs oil reserves is necessity of time which will impart 

new scenario of economic corridors through Pakistan by giving geo-strategic vitality to Pakistan 

in the backdrop of the US containment of China and Indian regional hegemonic designs.  

In 1999, Chinese main policy shift was ‘open up the west’ whereby she wanted to improve 

economic condition of its western region and coastal provinces as unbalanced growth happened 

due to superiority of coastal provinces. Chinese 80 million destitute population was resided in 

western province.611Recently social cohesion and political stability were threatened where 

central government was compelled to come for economic planning of western province by 

technological advancement, industrial shift and to develop an open door policy of investment and 

trade for western provinces. As western provinces were landlocked with logistical problems 

hence this policy provided trade with adjacent geographical economies which proved as 

connecting isolated parts of country to coastal region.612 Resultantly Pakistan was closer to 

China’s western part and was capable to serve as economic corridor to connect west of China 

with South Asian market of raw material, the Middle East and Europe. It is envisaged that trade 
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through Pakistan and Central Asian States could enhance China and Central Asian GDP as 2.3 

%. Xinjiang would have GDP of approximately 2 %.613 

Similarly China and India are also making military hotlines where both want bilateral exchanges 

and collaboration which according to Indian defence minister is called as demarcation of the 

Line of Actual Control (LAC) between India and China.614China visualizes Afghanistan like 

Pakistan to be conduit of roads, rail and energy supply from Indian Ocean and Eurasia. 

In regional geo-economic content Russia and China have also increasing economic cooperation 

as both countries signing a US$ 400 billion 30 years agreement to ship 30 billion cubic meters of 

natural gas from Russian gas fields in Siberia to China.615 Moscow is planning to ensure the 

socio-economic development of Eastern Siberia and the Far East by engaging with China.616 

Accordingly Russia has signed an agreement worth US $ 24 billion of imports with China for 

three years which will reduce her dependence on foreign exchange reserves in dollars. 

Furthermore, an initiative to revive the Silk Road Economic Belt by jointly building a China-

Mongolia-Russia economic corridor is envisaged for sustained economic growth and diversified 

economic development.617 

c. Regional Stability and Peaceful Dispensation in Afghanistan  

The US-Sino-Pak axis was initiated for curbing Soviet in Afghanistan and to support Mujahideen 

in Afghanistan. In 1980s, the CIA bought thousands miles from China being sent to Pakistan 

through Karakuram highway and from there to Afghanistan. Most of weapons used against 

Soviet Union were China made.618 In aftermath of 9/11 Pakistan became a frontline state for both 

the US and China which also revitalized Sino-Pakistan axis in context of Afghanistan and war on 

terror. China pursues more and more engagement in Afghanistan and Pakistan as these countries 

hold greater part in Obama’s Af-Pak strategic parlance. China is imparting larger aid, military 
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assistance in Afghanistan hence China is pivotal for overburdened US in success of Asian 

policies. The US aim is that Afghanistan be peaceful and a neutral country, having no safe-haven 

for any militant group.619 

d. Dialogue with Taliban 

The US military generals advocated military solution for Afghanistan problem but for the 

president advisors military option was having more fall out. According to former envoy 

Holbrooke the preference of military over foreign policy was a mistake because diplomacy rather 

than fighting could be viable solution for stability in Afghanistan.620 

The ‘Heart of Asia’ ministerial conference in Islamabad on December 9, 2015 is milestone for 

peace process between Afghan government and Afghan Taliban being discussed during Ashraf 

Ghani’s visit to Pakistan.621Pakistan guaranteed its role as facilitator for peace in 

Afghanistan.622Accordingly meetings were arranged by the US, China, Afghanistan and Pakistan 

for setting framework of negotiation. The US and China are taking peace talks at exigency but 

The National Directorate of Security (NDS) has concerns regarding Pakistan’s role and accused 

Pakistan for supporting Taliban’s insurgency.623However, president Ashraf Ghani is exponent of  

Pakistan significant role for success of peace process where both countries should have mutual 

trust for curbing terrorism.624The matter of fact is that peace process can be overshadowed by 

presence of foreign forces, leadership struggle, Taliban’s offensive, tussle on the very structure 

of Afghanistan’s constitution. Hence negotiation can be viable only when all Taliban groups are 

taken on board and desist infighting.  

In this backdrop Peace talks between Taliban and Afghan government took place on july 7-8, 

2015 known as Murree talks or 2+1+2 despite incendiary actions of Taliban.625However it was 

spoiled with announcement of Mullah Omar’s death which suspended talks and afterward blame 

game started by both countries on account of violent attack in Karachi and 
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Kabul.626Consequently Pakistan advisor to Prime Minister paid visit to Afghanistan for having 

reconciliation. 

Again Pakistan-US-Afghanistan-China quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) was held on 

january 11, 2016 for renewal of peace talks between Taliban and Afghan government. All four 

countries conceded with related discussions and meetings.627This process aimed accomplishment 

of peace by countering all hardships. The presence of key players as namely US, China and 

Pakistan impart credence to peace talks and further it needs tolerance and forbearance for this 

process to be succeeded. China was interacting with Taliban during Taliban government without 

giving it publicity hence she can better play her significant role in bringing peace in 

Afghanistan.628Pakistan, US and China would continue their role as facilitator and process 

should be inclusive of all Afghanistan factions, Afghanistan led and Afghanistan owned. 

e. Pakistan’s Key role in Afghanistan 

Pakistan has paramount significance in the region due to its geo-strategic location. Pakistan has 

been bordered with Afghanistan, India, Iran and China. The United States covetously chased 

Pakistan for numerous objectives to be fulfilled. The US contemplates Pakistan as an efficient 

ally in war on terror. Pakistan is key transit route to Afghanistan and that is the main reason that 

US had come to Pakistan’s assistance for securing her logistical and intelligence support 

regarding ANACONDA operation inside Afghanistan. Pakistani official since long have 

proposed that the only viable policy for Afghanistan peace can be negotiation with Taliban but 

the US has preferred military option instead of political settlement. The US has always hesitated 

to undergone negotiation with Taliban until 2010 in spite of her European allies efforts to 

convince her about fall out of military option. After 2010 the US has keenly arranged and 

participated in negotiation with Taliban of both Kandahar and Haqqani groups.   Peace process 

between Taliban and US can only be carried out by trilateral efforts of the US, Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. Pakistan can play a pivotal role in bringing the Afghanistan problem to the table 

talk. However, Pakistan has no full control but to some extent she can influence Taliban for 

peace talks.629 Negotiation with Taliban is an intricate issue and needs meticulous planning based 
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on a expert report.630 It is only Pakistan which can bring USA and Kabul government into 

conclusive talks with Taliban. There should be a final settlement for peace in Afghanistan 

including all these parties.631 

Pakistan and Afghanistan’s leaders have arranged myriad summit meetings since 2002 along 

with sidelined discussion on peace process in international conferences and telephonic 

conversation. But all these efforts have been revolved around only on surface issue which 

hampered any feasible solution of the turmoil. The other fact is that US presence is considered 

favorable by Afghanistan because Kabul has no control over militants. All the key power holders 

of Afghan government are in favor of “status quo” because their perks and privileges would be 

vanished away with drawdown.632 The negotiations are troubling to Northerners because of 

acrimonious experience of the recent past Taliban regime of 90s decade which can again avert 

their military and economic powers. Northern would better fought rather than to surrender their 

powers. People are also worried of Taliban due of decade long callous ruling of Taliban, where 

they were bereft of so many basic amenities. These apprehensions were worsen by murder of 

Tajik northerner professor Burhanuddin Rabbani in september 2010 by a person with suicide 

bomb hidden in turbine who succeeded in reaching to him. This tragic incident stalled the peace 

process because Burhanuddin Rabbani was of paramount value in peace process and the efforts 

of High Peace Council came to the naught. Albeit Pakistan was alleged for this incident but that 

was a baseless accusation, the reality is that Taliban are indifferent towards negotiation. It is 

reflection of miscreant’s presence in Afghanistan who do not like any conflict resolution and 

power distribution.633 

The Doha round of talks between the US and Taliban had been proved futile as the US is 

stubborn to entertain Taliban demands regarding Afghan prisoners release and about black list. 

This black list has also been refuted by UNSC.  

        Resultantly, peace talks between Taliban and US in Qatar has been set to the winds as 

before formal start Karzai stated that no negotiation can be carried out unless and until US put 

forward clear cut policy option as mainly US security presence beyond 2014 is matter of tussle 

with the US. According to Karzai the Taliban’s flag and the banner of Islamic Emirate was 
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ample manifestation of the US unclear policy for peace talks. Until the US remains unclear, there 

can be no headway in this regard.634 

      If Pakistan role is contemplated then it is effective on bilateral basis about Pakistan 

Afghanistan peace process. High peace council lead by Salahuddin Rabbani in December, 2012 

had been succeeded in its aims and objectives whereas Pakistan released some of Afghan 

detainee so as to resume peace between Pakistan and Afghanistan, who almost remained 

boisterous towards each other. Hence reconciliation in the guise of Peace council had been 

greeted whereby Mulla Baradar was also set free in order to ensure more cooperation. 

          However, for successful negotiation following four grounds must be fulfilled such as a 

cease fire, if all or most American and allied forces exit, the emergence of coalition government 

or allocation of territories among local Afghan stake holders and most crucial is enforcement 

mechanism. As Afghan power holders, warlords had faced four decades of turmoil, civil war and 

brutal reigns so there is faint chance of their submission to agreement. Taliban will condemn 

cease fire which will lead only to chaos. 

        According to a report published by the Heritage Foundation, “premature talks with the 

Taliban leadership could easily backfire (since) insurgents are more likely to negotiate if they 

fear defeat on the battlefield.”635 

To sum it up, the AfPak region(APR) is an enchanting soil for all local and regional allies. In 

Afghanistan not only all Taliban types as Al-Qaeda, TTP, Afghan Taliban and other associates 

but also regional stakeholders as Pakistan, China, Russia and Iran respectively are striving for 

accomplishment of their own interests. Allies are covetous to fill the power vacuum on the eve of 

drawdown and Taliban are contemplating for Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan as harbinger of 

Universal Khilafat. Peace talks and any sort of negotiation can be fruitful only if it would be 

carried out on unanimity basis by including the US and Taliban of all factions. Both sides should 

concede with conditions because stubborn stance can yield nothing. 

        Pakistan role is paramount in peace talks and the recent government of Nawaz Sharif is 

taking it on head on to resume relations with Afghan Taliban because if Taliban come to 
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negotiation then Kabul will weave friendly relations with Pakistan.636The exit of the US as pre-

requisite for peace talk will be transitory and above all Pakistan can then use own influence 

through veteran warlords/Taliban.637 Pakistan remains the key strategic and security player in the 

region due to its support of the Taliban and its natural Pashtun affiliation which make it reliable 

for the US. In this situation Northern Alliance is too small and India too weak to replace 

Pakistan.638 

The major change in Pakistan’s foreign policy has coincided with the Afghan transition leading 

to the formation of a new Pro-American leadership in Kabul. Washington believes that the US 

military presence in Afghanistan is now acceptable to Pakistan which is the key player among 

the neighboring countries. This has significantly improved its equation with the new leadership 

in Kabul. Pakistan has also adopted a new approach to take American help and crack down on 

terrorist groups threatening its national security from the tribal areas and from Afghan 

sanctuaries. The US – Pakistan relationship has vastly improved and they are able to harmonize 

their core interests- the Americans wanting to involve the Taliban in the peace process and the 

Pakistanis wanting to accommodate them in the power structure in Kabul politically and also 

rolling back India’s influence in Afghanistan.639 

In the US-China relations the significance of Pakistan is connected with historical perspectives 

as firstly Pakistan was matchmaker in Secret diplomacy of 1970s for bringing harmony in 

bilateral relationship of the two. Secondly, in 1980s when triumvirate were allied against Soviet 

Union.640 Afghanistan is significant in maintaining Sino-Pak axis since last thirty years. 

f. Economic prosperity / Well-being of Pakistani people 

        Since 2001, Operation Enduring Freedom, Pakistan is assisted by the US financially by $ 2 

billion per year.641 The security assistance by Coalition Support Fund (CSF) comprised military 

assistance (helicopters, air-assault training), counter narcotics programs. The US aid come 

through CIA, Department of state, Department of justice and other agencies to support counter-
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terrorism, internal security and developmental programs.642 The US has disbursed $16 billion aid 

to Pakistan in order to secure Pakistan support as key ally in subjugating terrorism. In 2013, the 

US Secretary of the State John Kerry on his visit to Islamabad stated that due to Kerry Lugar 

Berman Bill starting in 2009 the US has paid $3.5 billion to Pakistan. Due to US assistance, 1000 

MWs have been added to energy sector.643 

US has granted military and civilian aid of approximately $ 20 billion to Pakistan since 9/11.644 

Pakistan and US cooperation should not be limited to security only but must embody social and 

economic issues also. The trajectory of Pakistan-US relations between 2009-2011 had worked on 

two tracks as firstly CIA and Pentagon stressed more help from Pakistan for curbing Taliban and 

al-Qaeda while secondly, state department was lethargic in restoring US relations with Pakistan. 

CIA and Pentagon used pugilistic tone for Pakistan and consequently ruined relations were never 

taken their responsibility.645 

While contemplating Chinese economic and strategic assistance to Pakistan then strategic and 

political relations between Pakistan and China were substantial sine 1962 Sino-Indian war but 

economic relations have been developed sine 1990s. These economic relations have reflection of 

internal and external policy trends of both countries. Pakistan-China trade was mostly political in 

nature till 1990s. In later half of 1990s the commerce between two countries was with upward 

spiral as it enhanced from US $1 billion in 1998 to US $24 billion in 2002 and then US $7 billion 

in 2007. 

China was a competitor of Pakistani export as importantly of its textile sector, undermined it in 

third countries and distorting the comparative advantage of the country.  Pakistani exporter has 

mental fixation with western markets.646 Karakuram Highway carried no more than 7-8 % of 

Sino-Pakistani trade as few hundred million dollars a year.647Most of Pakistani trade and 

commerce is through Guangdong and Zhejiang provinces on east and south coasts not along 

border adjacent Xinjiang.  
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Chinese arm sales to Pakistan amounted  55 % which has made it fifth largest arm exporter in 

2012648 and various Chinese companies as China Precision Machinary Import Export 

Corporation, the principal Chinese defence production, the Chinese missile exporter, Poly-

Technologies Norinco have longest defence and industrial relations with Pakistan. Moreover, the 

Pakistani hydropower sphere is working on Chinese mega firms as series of projects like China 

Three Gorges Corporation649 Gezhouba Group650and Sino-hydro651. Pakistani mining sector has 

witnessed Chinese Metallurgical Group Corporation652 and China Kingho Group came to exploit 

natural resources existing in Sindh and Balochistan653.   

Chinese investment in Pakistan in 2007 was approximately 20 billion dollars while 25 billion in 

2010654 for projects to be carried out with Chinese assistance as raising Mangla Dam and 

Karakuram highway upgradation, investment in Pakistan private in 2010 was 1.37 billion 

dollar655 comprised Saindak copper reserves by China Metallurgical construction corporation 

(MCC). Pakistan trade in 2010 was 8.7 billion dollar.656 

Furthermore, the Economic corridor will launch series of socio-economic development in 

Pakistan. Economic zones are envisaged in Gilgit Baltistan (GB) through Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Punjab and in Baluchistan to be established. Ultimately, huge investment from international 

investors would happen.Balochistan is pivotal to CPEC which is destined to become an 

economic hub and solve social and economic problems of the province. The CPEC will connect 

trade market from China to Asia, to the Middle East, to Europe and will trigger new economic 

markets of intra and inter regional trade of billion dollars. CPEC four pillars are Gwadar, 

infrastructure, energy and industrial development. Gwadar as coastline link China and Pakistan 

to west Asia, the Middle East and Africa. Gwadar will act as a conduit and central for new 

investment hence it will make Pakistan a regional hub for transportation, trade and economic 

activity. Various exchange of visits have taken place between China ship trading company 
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(CSTC) and Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) in Islamabad due to which China will 

provide six patrol ship to Pakistan Maritime Security Agency for  protection of CPEC.  

CPEC is pivotal project for the region with a $ 46 billion investment whereby Pakistan faces a 

challenge of properly utilizing this investment with consequent revolution in its corporate sector. 

This project will prompt development in infrastructure, energy and industries because its 

objective is to impart 16,500 MW energy sector in coming couple of years. The infrastructure 

related $ 12 billion allocation is specific to state credits in rail network, roads, airports, ports. 

These credit based projects will be carried out by 10 % cost managed by Pakistan and 90 % 

Chinese credit facility.657 

This economic corridor will flourish transit trade with CARS (15%), Afghanistan (40%), and 

Xinjiang (45%). Development of Gawadar Port shall help Pakistan build an exclusive economic 

zone and free trade area to maximize its true economic potential.Inter dependency of regional 

states would create direct stakes in each other’s stability and improved relations. Development of 

this new economic corridor shall facilitate exploitation of Exclusive Economic Zones for 

Pakistan, which has remained neglected. Following shall be the contributory factors:- 

The oil rich Gulf countries located at close proximity of unexplored energy resources in CARs 

would help Pakistan not only to further shorten its SLOCs but also offer alternative as well as 

safer lifeline as compared to existing ports. Special Economic Zone (SEZ) will be expected to 

lure foreign investment.  It will also generate billions of Dollars of transit revenue and create 

thousands of jobs. The economic activity in Baluchistan will bring up peace and stability to the 

restive and backward province of country. China has promised to develop free economic zone on 

the pattern of “Shanghai Free Trade Zone” and also spending 38 % of profit on development of 

Balochistan. This will ultimately help socio-economic uplift of locals.  

Being a future hub of international commercial activities, Pakistan would be able to entice 

substantial revenue production opportunities into its most neglected Balochistan province. These 

investments shall facilitate development of requisite communication infrastructure in coastal 

regions of country, Iran as well as Afghanistan. These opportunities will assist in uplift of socio-

economic development of the people of Balochistan by offering employment opportunities, 
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tourism, exports of locally manufactured goods, fishery, net and boat making encouraging small 

industries and improving the economic conditions of their people.   

The trade items will be produced at a compatible price, helping Pakistan fulfilling its own needs 

and to emerge as a serious competitor in international markets across the globe. Reduction in 

price and ease of access to clean fuel will create environment of reliability and consistency in 

private production sector.658 Besides its commercial dividends, this project would allow joint 

surveillance of the SLOCs by Pakistan and China. It shall provide naval footprints in the hot 

waters and closely monitor Extra Regional Forces (ERFs) as well as check their sole dominance. 

Secondly, the increased threat of piracy in the Indian Ocean has become a constant concern for 

the world. Presence of naval forces will ensure security to the SLOCs carrying 40% of the global 

oil trade. 

Pakistani products like cotton, wheat, sports goods and garments shall be projected in the 

international markets for the ships anchoring at the port. These unloaded ships shall allow 

exports at relatively lesser transportation charges. Development of industrial parks en-route road 

link within the country will generate capital as well as employment opportunities for the people 

of Pakistan in Sind, Balochistan, Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.    

Pakistan is pivotal in Chinese policy of Central Asia.659Pakistan as sea channel provides link 

between Indian Ocean and China660 as a land bridge connect China with Middle East. Pakistan 

has such unique geographical position by linking west Asia and East Asia, connect Indian Ocean 

and hinterland of Asia whereby it provides a new opening to the Chinese enterprise for becoming 

global.661 

Pakistan is vital for Chinese energy security as firstly Pakistan’s coastal areas nearby Persian 

Gulf can serve as naval base for China in order to protect energy supply while on the other hand 

Pakistan serves as an alternate passage to gas and oil flow from Middle East to China in its 

western part. 

                                                           
658Shabir Ahmad Khan.Geo-Economic Imperatives of Gwadar Sea Port and Kashgar Economic Zone for Pakistan 

and China.IPRI Journal XIII.No. 2 (Summer 2013). 
659 Huang Junbao et al. To Look at Deepen China’s Comprehensive Cooperation with Pakistan from Strategic 

Perspective .Asia Pacific Economy. No. 2 (2008) p. 65. 
660 Ni Yunshuo. Corridor of Cooperation.Beijing Review.No. 13. (30 ,March 2006). 
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5.3.Divergences 

5.3.1.Pakistan and the US 

a. Manifestation of CPEC 

Back in 1973 Pakistan wanted to develop Gawadar Port and seek US help which was flatly 

refused by US. Since then the geo-political canvas has been changed manifolds and now the US 

realizes the significance of Gawadar port especially its very linkage with GKEC. Because USA’s 

policy in the region centers on isolation of Iran, containment of China and enhancing her 

foothold in CARs with a view of weaning them away from Russian influence. US would thus 

like to retain control over Gwadar mainly for developing a straight and shorter route to 

Afghanistan for maintenance of its forces beyond 2014. The US would also prefer use of this 

route by CARs for reaching Arabian Sea as it is consistent with new silk route initiative which 

aims to bypass both China & Iran. Gwadar run by Chinese thus affords China an alternate route 

and is thus contrary to US policy of ‘containment of China’. US’s policy to contain China in this 

region cannot be materialized till the time it has influence over Gawadar port. Evidences have 

been found where US has tried to create hurdles in establishment of GKEC to contain China.  

Development of Gwadar by Chinese will thereby be disliked by USA. USA and its allies would 

also not liked to be blackmailed by Iranians over Strait of Hormuz, developing alternate ports 

like Muscat/Fujairah besides strengthening GCC would be thus favored by her for uninterrupted 

oil supplies of her Asian allies. Gwadar thus figs out prominently in US policy towards 

Afghanistan and CARs in the long term (New Silk Route Initiative) and it’s delayed 

implementation  has the potential to harm long term US interests in the region. 

Gwadar Kashgar Corridor then becomes a game changer as besides meeting more than 40% of 

Chinese requirement it also binds Central Asia, China and Pakistan into a regional economic 

corridor, which in the post 2014 timeframe has the potential to transform into a security bloc by 

incorporating Russia. This prospective potential is considered detrimental to US/ Western global 

and regional interests. While on the other handIndia has reservation about CPEC that it passes 

through Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. Basically India is concerned about the 

economic progress of Pakistan which is expected by this mega-project. Furthermore, Chinese 

presence in Gwadar and CPEC will impart geo-strategic strength to Pakistan which is 
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challenging to India.CPEC while linking South East Asia with central Asia and eventually 

Europe will not only reap economic benefits for both countries but will also help to position 

China on the mouth of the Arabian Gulf. 

b. Preferential treatment of India 

the US has its own policy parameters in the region for containing the assertive China agenda and 

the Central Asia focused great game in aftermath of 9/11 in order to have dominancy in political 

and economic power contest. It has contracted military agreement in 2005, of billion dollars with 

India to have its strength to its military domain. Besides nuclear deal has been signed with India 

which is causing strategic imbalance to Pakistan in the region. India is desired and focused the 

,most on access to natural resources market of CARs in order to have more transportation and 

infrastructure and trade with Afghanistan. China is apprehensive for the US hence the dominancy 

of India in CARs will diminish the influence of Moscow and Beijing in CARs and in South 

Asian region.662 

The US policy towards India has always been in its favor, particularly, in comparison to 

Pakistan. The major reasons are the size of the country and its huge population (over one billion) 

which provides a major economic attraction to the American market. Secondly the US hopes to 

build up India against China to protect its interests in the region, particularly, the Indian Ocean 

and the Straits of Hormus leading to the Gulf States.663 

In respect to Afghanistan US is carving a role for India and is working to strengthen relations 

between the two countries so as not to remain in need of Pakistan for promoting stability. Hence, 

the first president Modi met at his inauguration was Karzai of Afghanistan. The US seems to 

trust India when the Government is close to it; more than it trusts Pakistan. Although the 

government in Pakistan has shown incredible loyalty to the US, it is afraid that the country 

remains unstable, so it is unsafe for the US in the long run. There is a deep mistrust and 

antagonism against the West and the US in particular and therefore it has worked hard to build 

its influence through the pillars of the political and military establishment.  As a result, the US is 

not content with relying on the regime in Pakistan to solve things out in Afghanistan after the 
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withdrawal of US soldiers from the country.  Instead, she wants to push India to play an active 

role in Afghanistan, in making situations amicable through promoting security cooperation 

between India and Afghanistan and a dependence on India in terms of security after the 

withdrawal of US and Western force.  

The Christian Science Monitor published on 1st June 2014, a report on India-Afghanistan 

relations commented that with attending inauguration ceremony Indian prime minister Narendra 

Modi, the Afghan president Hamid Karzai put forward wish list comprised  battle tanks, field 

guns, trucks and military helicopters. The newspaper added that Karzai's requests were in line  

with an enhanced  discussion within the Indian government and military circles whether New 

Delhi would ramp up its military aid to Kabul or not. The paper further commented that India 

shares traditional close terms with Afghanistan. After avoiding Afghanistan during the Taliban 

regime, India became a friend and a strategic partner. Consequently, it is expected during 

government of pro-US Narendra Modi that India will actively serve the US interests in 

Afghanistan. 

The Russian current overtures towards Pakistan after seeing a US bias in Indian foreign policy is 

also an attempt to gain alternative space and enhance influence in South Asia. This is by-product 

of the ‘Great Game’ alignment/realignment. The Russia is seeking a common ground on issue 

which have intricacy for whole Eurasian region and Pakistan is contemplated as key player dueto 

geographical significance664who can bring stability to the region. Recently the convergence 

ofinterests between Pakistan and Russian has been happened due to strategic alignment 

betweenthe US and India and similar stand point of Russia and Pakistan on stability of 

Afghanistan. 

Bilateral relations between Russia and Pakistan, presently is likely to get a fillip primarily 

because of Indian strategic alignment with US and promotion as regional power and 

secondlybecause of convergence of interest over stability in Afghanistan.  

Russian interests in Pakistan are mainly in the backdrop to challenge the US hegemony by 

havingsphere of political influence. Due to US tilt towards India is making Russia uneasy hence 

leverage over India demand overture with Pakistan. There exists tremendous uncertainty after 
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withdrawal of US and NATO troops. Apprehensions about the current capabilities of Afghan 

armed forces in tackling militancy, crime, opium production and drug trafficking is a matter of 

grave concern for both countries.665As the US is going to withdraw forces from Afghanistan 

hence Russia wants to re-assert there and to control military signature stretching toCARs. 

Similarly growing Indo-US defence co-operation and need for new and open ended markets 

forarm exports also demands a paradigm shift in Russian policy towards Pakistan. Lifting of 

allrestrictions for weapons sales to Pakistan, against strong Indian apprehensions is a 

manifestationof Russian eagerness to have strong bilateral military relations with Pakistan. The 

ongoingdevelopment in defenceco-operation is indicative of this growing realization. 

Diversifyingweapon procurement options thereby bridging the conventional gap with India and 

reducingdependency on west. 

c. Growing role of India in Afghanistan 

India has envisaged Afghanistan pivotal significance in its foreign policy after 1990s at the 

demise of bipolar world structure. Both countries had instigated friendship treaty in 1950 with 

good pace of diplomatic terms. Her enhanced cordial relations with Afghanistan after 9/11 and 

special turn of relations have come to the forefront in October 2011 with signing of strategic 

partnership agreements. Basically, India carves to be most dominant power and player in South 

Asia and within Indian Ocean basin, to cater for its strategic interests and to grapple with all 

hurdles in this regard.666India is farsightedly investing in Afghanistan in order to foster her nexus 

with Afghanistan, which could make it powerful stake holder at the exit and beyond 2014.667 She 

is Afghanistan fifth largest bilateral donor, who has ventured so many infrastructure related 

construction projects.668 

As far as India role in Afghanistan is concerned it can pose challenge to Pakistan’s foreign policy 

because both India and Afghanistan are boisterous to Pakistan throughout the history.  Southern 

and South Eastern Afghanistan is known to the Pashtun dominating areas, these appear to be a 

majority of Pro-Pakistan population, whereas presence of considerable number of Indian 

                                                           
665  As per the statement of The head of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, Viktor Ivanov over one million people across 

the globe have died of Afghan heroin since the start of NATO’s Operation Enduring Freedom, while drug production in the 

country has grown 40 times since then (Itar-Tass, April 3, 2013,http://www.itar-tass.com/en/c154/694906.html) 
666Christine Fair. Under the Shrinking US Security Umbrella: India’s End Game in Afghanistan. The Washington 

Quarterly, Taylor and Francis. 22 March, 2011. p. 180. 
667Interview of Writer of the Thesis with Director (Retd) ISI, Ghazanfar.Op.cit. 
668Ibid. 
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counsulates on Af-Pak border indicates a certain degree of Indian interests  with availability of 

some liberty of action.  India sought proactive statecraft and pro-Indian lobbies in Afghanistan 

and has been succeeded to the great extent in this regard. It has flourished diplomatic missions in 

strategically significant areas which are maximizing Indian influence at the expense of 

Pakistan.669 

Indian hegemonic status in Afghanistan is strategic defeat to Pakistan.670  India reopened 

embassy in Kabul soon after Taliban was toppled. It has also opened four consulate offices in 

major Afghan cities of Qandahar, Mazar-e-Sharif, Herat and Jalalabad. Prior to that there were 

no consular offices. 

d. Chinese ingress in the area; Challenge to US hegemonic designs 

The US grand strategy in the Asian region is devoid of Russia, China and Iran in future course of 

events. However, in regional configurationRussia, China, Iran and Pakistan will have vital stakes 

in exploration and channeling of energy resources. In backdrop of the US pull out China and 

Russia will have regional hegemony in future energy transfer projects. 

In Washington there is consideration for enhanced US collaboration with China for political, 

economic and military aspects. Indeed China’s assertiveness is driving force for US military 

actions in East Asia. Secondly new rising power of India is not apprehensive to the US hence US 

policy for India is less mature than China. 

The discourse on the evolving geo-political environment of the region reveals that Pakistan 

emerges prominently in this game.  In case of US desire to enhance its coercive potential against 

China, the Chinese attempts to diversify its imports through sea and land have to be checked.  

For instance, oil pipelines of China from CARs and Myanmar (when completed) cater for 

approximately 25-30% of its imports, which will correspondingly reduce its reliance on sea.   

Chinese economy is anticipated to grow at double rate of the US ones over next 15 years. 

According to RAND, Beijing is 40% of the US which is envisaged as half of that till 2025. 

China’s 2.5 % of GDP is specified to defence expenditures. Chinese defence spending by 2025 
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will probably reach more than US due to its focus on Western Pacific whereby the handful of US 

will there.671 

In aftermath of Afghanistan’s episode end, Soviet collapse and Tiananmen Square protest the 

cordial relations of US-Pakistan and Sino-US suffered impasse. For the US the role of China 

seemed rival both economically and militarily while yet Pakistan and China were cooperative in 

military-military exchange but faced arms supplies sanctions from US.672Again in 1990s decade 

Pakistan came to limelight in US-China bilateral relations in background of nuclear proliferation 

whereby Chinese supply of M-11 missiles to the 5,000 ring magnets for facilitations of weapons 

at Kahuta were nightmarish to the US.673 Now Chinese arm sales and security cooperation with 

Pakistan was in need of safeguard from US pressure rather as trilateral cooperation. This bilateral 

military cooperation of China-Pakistan was retaliated by the US in form of F-16 sales to Taiwan 

in 1992.674The development of 1998 nuclear tests and Kargil crisis of 1999 were taken as matter 

of concern for China-US as omen of regional war and 9/11 had done the makeshift where the US 

enhanced military assistance to Pakistan was took as what the China wanted in order to 

strengthen her capabilities against India. 

China wants to keep Pakistan stable both politically and economically. Secondly due to closeness 

of Pakistani littoral to the straits of Hormuz and Persian, it can serve as strategic outlet. 

Furthermore, it will allow this smooth flow in order to circumvent the US and Indian leverage in 

Indian Ocean and the US hegemony in South China sea hence to secure China’s energy demand 

and lessen its dependence on ocean. Thirdly, by economic relations with Pakistan China has 

ameliorated its relations with India with least doubts on part of Pakistan. Resultantly she checks 

and balances Indian economy and regional hegemonic designs. Fourthly, Pakistan is vital in 

Chinese frame of economic relations as well as its policy of countering India and where so many 

issues like border confrontations, Beijing misconception towards Dalai Lama presence on Indian 

territory fuelled this notion. 
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5.3.2. PAKISTAN AND CHINA Irritants 

a. Security of CPEC 

Currently fragile security situation in the country is immense hurdle in materializing such 

projects like CPEC. Arranging security measures for transportation requires appropriate planning 

and availability of substantial capitals by Pakistani government. Foreign investments are only 

possible in any country once the security situation is stable. 

There are various security threats to CPEC as Uighur militants from the Xinjiang province under 

ETIM has targeted Chinese engineers and workers while in Pakistan side TTP is attacking 

Pakistan’s population. Security scenario in Pakistan, namely Balochistan and areas of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa with China pose a direct threat to progress of corridor. Further impediments 

include argumentative and delicate relations with India, increased India influence on Iran and 

Afghanistan, Post 2014 situation of Afghanistan after partial withdrawal of ISAF and all regional 

rivalries. On part of Pakistan government funds, security, U.S influence and short sighted foreign 

policy remains the imperils in development of KGEC. Secondly Baloch elements are also 

security threats to the corridor who deemed the project of no benefit to the province.  

Hence the power game among feudal lords of the province should be diminished for building 

consensus among political forces in order to make CPEC as win-win project. The success of 

transit trade through this corridor is a challenge while considering the relations between regional 

countries. 

b.Resurgence of ETIM 

The Chinese western part, Xinjiang is ethnically restive whereas ETIM as a fissiparous group has 

established base in post-Soviet Afghanistan and is also infiltrated to Pakistan’s tribal areas after 

9/11. Besides supply of weapons, militants and drugs, Pan ideological and Pan-Islamic Jihadi 

groups are also exacerbating the security of Xianjiang and has activated pro-independence. 

China is with firm conviction that militants trained in FATA and Afghanistan East and Southern 

part are attacking China.675These militants are associated with across the border Islamic 

Movement of Uzbekistan, Turkamenistan Islamic party (TIP) East Turkamenistan Islamic 

Movement (ETIM) which are striving for an Islamic state in East Turkamenistan in 
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Xianjiang.676This situation has been tried to be exploited by Indian and western media and 

academician in order to give misperception a chance in cordial Sino-Pak relations. Similarly the 

2011 chaos in Kashghar has been connected with Pakistan by China’s media that Pakistan is 

providing this training.  (Riaz Muhammad khan Pak-CHINA paper p. 16). Although it is a matter 

of fact that Pakistan is taking Chinese security on head on and grappled to neutralize ETIM and 

consequently captured and handed over several leaders of ETIM to China.  

5.3.3. CHINA And USDivergences 

“The future of politics will be decided in Asia, not Afghanistan or Iraq, and the 

United States will be right at the center of the action”. 

Hillary Clinton 

The US advocates open international economic system having free trade and open exchange of 

services, goods and money while Chinese interests are to establish its sphere of influence in 

many regions.677According to Vali Nasr, senior advisor to ambassador Holbrook, the US 

conflates with China not only in economic issues comprised investment, trade and Chinese 

surpluses paying US debts but also in security issues stretching from Libya to Pakistan and Iran 

however when global affairs are contemplated then both countries interests get separated. In 

power play China is striving as rising power whereby the US as established power does not 

provide any space for China.678 

The US is a Pacific power since last century at the start of Spanish American war of 1898 and 

secretary of state John Hay’s “Open Door Notes” of 1899-1900. The US has enhanced strategic 

prioritization by imparting more resources to diplomacy, commerce and security in Asia-Pacific 

region. The Obama administration is the first one which has kept the Asia-Pacific as basic 

primary regional strategic goal. Even during cold war the US in spite of containment of China 
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and at the peak of Vietnam war was giving priority to the western front in order to do with the 

Soviet Union and Europe.679 

The US strategic priority was Middle East and after 2001, it shifted to Southwest Asia during 

war on terror. A century earlier the sailing of the clipper ship Empress China in 1784 from New 

York to Guang Zhou, the US flourished itself as dominant commercial power in the region. In 

19th century the US cultural diplomatic and religious presence was established in East Asia 

which led to more Asian immigration to the US.  

Asia has exceeded trade with the US than does Europe in 1977 as trade partner. The US is 

recently with double trade with Asia as in 2012 it was approximately $14.2 trillion.680In 2010 the 

Asian merchandise trade with Asia was 32.2 %, export was $457.2 billion in 2012.681Recently 

Japan and China are second and third largest trade partners for US. The US top 20 national 

export markets are in Asia and 1/3rd of the US overseas sales shifted to Asia. 

Main objective of US pivot towards Asia or South East Asia is rising China and changing global 

balance. US wants to maintain lead in Asia which is difficult in future.682The US policy contours 

in Asia revolves around protection of US allies and partners from state hostilities, to flourish US 

leverage in key regions, curtailing military contests and arm races, protection of American from 

terrorist attacks, to impede the flow of illegal trade and proliferation of risky materials, surety 

about unrestrained flow of commerce and key resources and tackling of humanitarian 

emergencies and regional clashes. To maintain security and stability required four dimensions; to 

curb the aspiring regional hegemons who are acrimonious to the US interests, inhibit tussle of 

major power and regional polarization, to restrain the spillover of internal political socio-

economic clashes across the borders which trigger regional instability; to build up cooperative 

relations with others in order to tackle transnational nontraditional security challenges. 

The US maintains “hub and spoke” security settlement in the region which has five tiers of 

security; firstly, a unilateral military presence, forward deployed 325,000 military and civilian 

persons in the Asia-Pacific region. These forces are deployed in Guam, the Mariana Islands, 

South Korea, Hawaii, Australia and Kyrgyzstan. The US 60 percent naval assets will be shifted 
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to Asia as per Leon Panetta statement, to have five long lasting bilateral alliances in Korea, 

Japan, Australia and Thailand, and non-allied ‘security partnerships with New Zealand.683 

India and Singapore, to participate in multilateral security arrangements multinational exercises, 

professional military education and intelligence sharing and lastly Bilateral military and security 

exchanges with countries which are not allies and strategic partners of China. 

‘Rebalance policy’ is based on five pillars. Firstly, collaboration with five US treaty allies (South 

Korea, Australia, Thailand, Philippines, Japan), secondly, close cooperation and building of 

capacity with emerging powers as India, Vietnam, Indonesia and Myanmar, Thirdly, establishing 

‘constructive engagement’ with China, fourthly, close linkage with regional multilateral 

institutions as Association of South East Asian nations (ASEAN) and East Asian Summit (EAS), 

fifthly, dialogues and negotiations on trade  and investment initiatives especially on Trans Pacific 

partnership (TPP) agreement.  

Since 2009 the US has started work on this policy as relations with Japan were took on track by 

arranging ‘two plus two’ dialogues, collaboration in form of foreign and defense ministers 

mutual visits and exchange, conceding to revise framework of the US–Japan defense 

cooperation, furthermore, shift on the Japan controlled Senkaku Island that is under the domain 

of both countries defense agreement. The US has taken hardware developmental aspects with 

Japan in 2012 as MV-22 Osprey tilt-Rotor aircraft instead of US Marine corps Helicopters, 

decision in 2013 to add AN/TPY-2 X-band radar site in Southern Japan, deployment of US Navy 

anti-submarine and anti-surface ship patrol reconnaissance, P-8A. Both the US and Japan have 

planned to deploy two additional Aegis-equipped besides deployment of Global Hawk UAVs in 

May 2014. 

In case of Australia, besides the high profile visits in 2011 and 2014, an agreement was 

contracted for deployment of 2500 US marines annually to Darwin. The Obama presidency got 

stretched rotational approach to Philippines military facilities. Furthermore, military agreements 

were ameliorated with New Zealand by overcoming restraints to formal defense contacts.  

The US has officially declared to expand arm sales and technology transfer to India and to have 

defense industrial collaboration acceptance framework, welcomed premier visits of India 

whether of Ex-PM Manmohan Singh or current Modi. Moreover, Obama has also visited India 
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on their Republican day celebration. In case of Vietnam, the US initiated defense agreements 

encompassing logistical arrangement repair at Cam Ranh Bay for the supply of the US ships, 

ended its embargo on sales and defense related stock.  

Through this shifting policy the US is stretching contacts with China in order to have greater say 

in the region. Accordingly Strategic and Economic Dialogue 2010 for tackling cyber, nuclear 

security and space matters, educational exchange programs were also started comprised 100,000 

strong initiatives. In spite of Taiwan tension, military to military contacts were strengthened. 

Consequently, Chinese leader Xi Jinping meeting ‘shirtsleeves’ in June 2013 to the Sunnyland 

Ranch was welcomed whereby Obama also visited 2014 summit in Beijing.  

The US ensured participation in regional multilateral institutions where Obama signed the 

ASEAN Treaty of Amity and cooperation and a permanent ambassador to it was appointed. The 

US full joining of East Asian Summit was announced in 2011.  

The US has applied low-end and high-end capabilities across Asia-Pacific, built operational 

concepts such as Air Sea Battle to ameliorate responses for tackling regional military threats. 

Economically the pivot policy led the TPP, which is free-trade zone connecting economies 

forming 40 percent of global GDP. Obama administration caused the joining TPP by Japan in 

2013. Furthermore ratification of the Korea-US Free Trade Agreement (KORUS. FTA) in 2011 

became possible by the US. 

America is searching ‘level playing’ grounds for its companies and products684 for liberalization 

of Asian economies instead of existing mercantilist strategies of developmental state.685 Japan 

and other major trading partners of the US in the region has sought developmental strategy 

dependent on export to the  West and the US and providing protection to infant industry to the 

selected natural champion supported by soft government directed credit. 

The Obama administration military posture in Asia Pacific is manifestation of ‘absolute 

superiority’. The US is making headway to re-build a naval presence in Subic bay in Philippines 

and in the Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam, which were cold war pivotal US naval basis.686 

Pentagon posture of Indo-Pacific construct with air sea battle planning, US readjustment and 

military and strategic deployment in this region is in consonance with the US ‘pivot’ to 
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Asia.687This strategy aims to inhibit peer competitor in region and unification of region to 

exclusive and inward looking.688Second aim as comprehended by Brezinski is imperial geo-

strategy as he suggested for inhibiting any confrontation and having security dependence among 

vassals, to keep tributaries pliant and protected and above all keeping the barbarians from 

coming together.689 

US Modus Operandi  

US Modus Operandi for enhancing her influence in the region can be analysed by the measures 

being taken by US as under:- 

a. US is adamant to gear up her activities in the region to create a space and fill it for 

gaining foot holds in various countries in order to increase numbers of allies. 

b. US create situations in the area and then render supports to overcome the 

situations and influence governments. 

c. To overcome disaster, exploit weakness through increase intelligence and military 

assistance. 

d. Introducing new dimensions in the field of trade and economics, which is evident 

from US exports of goods and jobs opportunity (in 2012, &555 billion and 2.8 

million jobs). US is the only one bigger investor in the region which can help her 

rebalancing Strategy in the region. 

e. Democracy is being used as a cover for her increased political presence and 

activities in the region. 

f. Beside economic development and strengthening regional institutions, US is also 

using regional security as a tool by exploiting the existing rivalries among various 
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lobbies. The US intentions are very much evident from the increased trips of US 

Secretary of Defnece Mr. Chuck Hagel.     

The US rebalancing policy in the region is also obvious from her activities and policy guide line 

expressed by various diplomats and officials that US has clear and sustained ties with her allies 

and emerging partnerships in the region. US revealed that her military presence and strategic 

partnerships have overted conflicts and is providing security to her allies for decades. She will 

continue to support economic growth and political development in the region. 

America has no basic design on Asian land and according to China it should be natural ally 

because it has always intruded to oppose the Russian and Japanese expansionist trends towards 

China.690Japan has been arch rival of China since long while Russia remained skeptical in 

Chinese perspective whereas India too is an enemy. Hence India being neighbor of China is an 

ally of the US. Japan is an ally of the US in Asia-Pacific. The US could assist Japan in bearing 

the historical brunt, to boost the economy and above all to gain primacy on global level. Japan 

has become global leader due to US backing but it is also fact that America has not let Japan to 

have self-reliance in security aspect.  

US impedes China’s way of becoming superior worldwide and especially regional hegemon. 

Although Asia is hub of economic development but not of political development as it is devoid 

of cooperative multilateral structures, basic feature of European political horizons where ethnic, 

national and territorial disputes get vanishes. 

There are some flashpoints on which regional political confrontations prevail as China is 

uncomfortable over Taiwan’s separate status, China and south east Asian states have clashes 

over the Paracel and Spartly islands in the south China sea for having approach to potential 

seabed energy resources. China takes South China sea as its integral part. Furthermore, the 

Senkaku islands are confronted by Japan and China for regional dominancy. Moreover territorial 

and ethnic strife as for instance of China-Veitnam, Russo-China, Japan-Korea, ethnic strife in 

Xinjiang had perturbed the region since long.  
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There is irregular power distribution in Asian region where China is supreme due to assertive 

military and nuclear arsenal. Chinese navy has unfolded strategic notion of ‘offshore active 

defence’ and is grappling for sea control in coming decade.  

Similarly Japan military potential is also surpassing the regional powers, which is taken as 

extension of the US military presence in the region. Asian region, which is infested with violent 

nationalism, enhanced economic development, more struggles for power has major tectonic 

shifts, as the Chinese rise and assertiveness, resultantly the US security and strategic role is 

dependent on Japan and consequently Japan is striving for dominant political part. 

According to Brezinski, Chinese rise is nightmarish for the US but the US should restrain from 

encouraging Japan for acquiring huge military potentials in the Asia-Pacific because it will not 

only isolate Japan but will also muddle Japan and Chinese stability in relations. As China is far 

away from becoming global hegemon hence any containment policy is not appropriate strategy. 

Rather China should be treated as pivotal global player. China should be included in annual 

summit of G7.  

In early 2014 there was apprehension in the US and East Asia that president Xi’s stance is more 

assertive towards regional security and tensions between Japan and China specifically over 

Senkaku/Diaoyu islands, conflicts over Chinese coastal water’s drilling with Vietnam, tussles 

between China and the US military vessels and Chinese construction of airbases on land of South 

China sea were grounds of tensions. President Xi standpoint came to the front that “Asia’s 

problems ultimately must be resolved and security must be protected by Asians which was 

negation of the earliest assurance to the US for its presence in Western Pacific.691 

Chinese sea lanes security and safety which are very significant for China economic 

development of exports and access to energy and raw material have been guaranteed by 

American security order. Consequently, China is free rider on the US navy. Furthermore, China 

has other positive aspects of international order as veto-wielding membership on the security 

council and its nuclear power status.692 
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Grounds of conflict in East Asian perspective are many but in territorial aspects it is Taiwan, 

which has generated confrontations in US-China relations since last sixty years whereby Taiwan 

mainstreaming with China is politically pivotal for Communist party of China. Chinese ruling 

echelon has time and again insisted the US to lessen the arms sale to Taiwan. There are other 

uneasiness in military sphere also as the US military operations in air and water nearby China 

particularly in Chinese claimed exclusive economic zones and sensitive yellow sea. Air-Sea 

Battle concept has been announced by the US military which is a way forward for the US 

military to the China. The US direct political engagement over South China sea is uncomfortable 

for China which is actually contemplated as indirectly siding with Chinese rival by the US. 

Another ground of uneasiness is the US claim that US-Japan security treaty embodies the issue 

of East China Sea conflict and Senkaku Islands administered by Tokyo but mutually claimed by 

China and Japan.  The US objectives in Asia-Pacific revolves around ‘Rebalancing China’, 

access to natural resources of Asia-Pacific and economic collaboration.693 

a. China’s Role in CPEC 

China is already emerged as a regional power and has aspirations for becoming global power 

both militarily and economically. To materialize the aspirations China require multiple exists to 

export her products and also access to warm waters for having military influence. GKEC ideally 

meets the requirements of Chinese aspirations. China is ready to share major financial 

requirements for establishment of GKEC. This wouldn’t be exaggerated if we say China is able 

to achieve what Russian military might and US maneuvering failed to achieve694.  

GKEC may not look like to be the most favorite route to eastern China, where most of the 

populace reside, Xinjiang itself is a big area comprising 22 million people, and a $104 billion 

economy.695It is an oil producing region but no benefits of it to its own locality have caused 

unrest in this region. China is grappling to address the long unheard demands of this region and 

the way out is to construct GKEC. It will not only uplift the economic conditions but will also 

address the Uighur unrest.Xinjiang region is near to CARs which is largest business partner of 

China with whom having more trade than Russia can have. On the same lines China wants to 

develop Kashghar bordering Gilgit Baltistan into a regional logistic hub to join CARs-Xinjiang-
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Gawadar port. China is providing many incentives to the region like tax exemptions, free 

electricity, free transport and low interest loans.  

Chinese are striving to uplift the Kashgar and bring it on the same lines of main stream China. 

China is doing so to accelerate the production of goods and further to export them via GKEC to 

African and European markets.India also has aspirations to emerge as a regional power both 

militarily and economically. In pursuance of her aspirations she needs to control all regional 

countries but the China-Pakistan nexus is the greatest hurdle in fulfillment of her aspirations. 

GKEC will further strengthen Pakistan–China friendship which will never be accepted to India. 

Development of GKEC will break Indian link to CARs and in effect with South West Asia, a 

prospect which would enhance significance of Pakistan while undermining that of India. India is 

likely to go the extra mile to sabotage the process. 

b. Chinese Military presence in Persian Gulf 

Geopolitics has always pivotal role in US policy implementations where sometimes it enforces 

Monroe doctrine for exclusion of European powers from USA or the recent imagination of 

hegemonic design in Pacific and Asia. The US is grappling for hegemony in Western 

Hemisphere by not allowing dominancy of any other peer competitor in northeast Asia and 

Europe.696 The US deemed Chinese assertiveness and growing military as nightmarish especially 

in south China sea and Indian Ocean.697 

In this background China with wide land mass and extreme economy is contemplated as capable 

to have preponderance in Asia by excluding the US primacy. China will certainly seek regional 

hegemony as did the US own Monroe doctrine.698 Washington is concerned about China’s anti-

access/area denial, which is a prism in Washington investigation the rise of Chinese sea 

power.699 The Chinese military has been with impressive development as the deployment of 

‘anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) forces which has challenged the US future deployment to 

Western Pacific with dwindling economy it would unable US to keep feet longer in East Asia. 

Beijing assertiveness to control Island, water resources, to manifest power and related 
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admonitory statements are indications that China wants its place as responsible stakeholder in 

international order. 

In the post-cold war arena, the assertive power penetration and persistent economic growth of 

China has compelled the US for shifting its strategic assets from Euro Atlantic sphere and 

rebalancing its forces in the Indo-Pacific by amalgamating Indian and Pacific Oceans.  

The “Pivot to Asia” doctrine marks a decisive shift in the US foreign policy-thinking in recent 

times. In terms of scope, purpose and resources mobilized for policy action, it is potentially more 

powerful than the previous “War on Terror” policy that defined American strategy since the 

beginning of this millennium. First articulated by Hillary Clinton in 2011, who incidentally is 

contending for the next US presidential elections, the Pivot to Asia strategy has gained 

considerable traction and seeks to reaffirm US pre-eminence in international affairs in the wake 

of Chinese economic and military ascendance.  

In international politics the Asian century has been regarded as geo-strategic focus or center of 

gravity for having simultaneous rise of China and India whereas China is authoritarian and India 

is with democratic political dispensation. These two countries were with competing economic 

growth and development. The US pivot or balancing strategy embodied North East Asia, South 

Asia and South East Asia comprised maritime zones. 

Four interests have formed the US grand strategy towards Asia since 1945. Firstly, the US grand 

strategy since the ww-II has been formed by its policy to contain rival ‘peer competitor’ who can 

be capable to control Eurasian hub of economic and military powers.700 This strategy was 

practiced during cold war against Soviet and China by deploying troops in Asia after 1945.701 

Since mid-1970s the US realized to keep check on China’s global political endeavor due to its 

Authoritarian political set up and closeness of China with countries which are of global concern. 

Since 1990s first Clinton presidency had striven to coalesce China in international politics and 

enmeshing her in Asia Pacific regional configuration for having global and regional stability and 

peace. This contour of policy was preceded by Bush who kept constant eye on China.  
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The Obama administration since 2009 has termed the US policy of shifting as ‘Pivot’ or 

‘rebalancing’. The US secretary of state Hilary Clinton made arguments regarding the need of 

the US to pivot to new global realities.702 Obama on 17th November 2011 in Australian 

Parliament termed that the US has been and will be a ‘Pacific nation’ emphasized their shift and 

ensured their efforts for peace, security, stability and dignity for all in this region.703He ordered 

the US national security team for making presence in Asia Pacific a priority.704 

The Obama administration argued that deployment in Iraq and Afghanistan had unbalanced 

American policy hence they want to penetrate their sphere of approach to the seismic 

geopolitical dynamics happening in Asia. Rebalance is referring to Asia-Pacific region but India 

and the rest of South Asia is also seen in that canvas. Admiral Samuel Locklear, head of the US 

Pacific Command (PACOM) termed the rebalance include ‘Indo-Asia-Pacific’.705 

While contemplating the strategic geography of the US, the retired US Navy Rear Admiral 

Michael McDevitt termed the strategy as referring to Indo-Pacific strategy whereas Rary 

Medcalf, director of the international security programme at the Lowy Institute described the US 

shift to Asia embodying Indo-Pacific, the Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific rather than East 

Asia or Asia Pacific.706Indo-Pacific was a term used by Karl Haushofer in 1920s but this came 

into focus in later half of 2000s which connected it with geopolitical posture and recently Indian 

strategist C. Raja Mohan stretched the term encompassing the seas of the western Pacific and 

Indian Ocean forming a union geopolitical domain which is called Indo-Pacific.707Secretary of 

the State for USA Hillary Clinton called ‘Indo-Pacific’ as new ‘Asia Pacific’. The Indo-Pacific 

originates is the US geopolitical imagination about China’s rise. This stretching of strategic 

geography to Indo-Pacific is risky and extravagant which cannot be controlled and continued in 

situation of fiscal crisis. Asia Pacific connected with Indo-Pacific emerged in the 1970s mainly 
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came to the forefront due to assertive economic linkages of East Asia and North America and 

enhancing American Security engagement in East Asia.708 

According to Tom Donilion, National Security Advisor of Obama administration the rebalance 

strategy aimed to balance the American strategic environment in some areas and to sort out 

underinvestment in other spheres. Asia Pacific be fully granted due focus. It was all inclusive 

strategy embodying not only military aspect but also political trade and investment development.  

The strategic significance of Asia revolves around key grounds whereby the very first scene is 

simultaneous rise of China and India as two giants who have unresolved disputes with far 

reaching ramification for regional security. Indian got sustained growth after 1991 economic 

liberalization and her ‘look east’ foreign policy which led to stretched strategic importance.709 

There is enhanced strategic significance of Sea Lines of Communication (SLOCs) which connect 

the Asian economies with the Indian Ocean attached resource hubs. Indo-Pacific SLOCs have 

achieved vital importance as according to analysis between half and two third of the world’s oil 

shipments in which half consists containers cargo and 1/3rd bulk goods shipments cross the 

Indian Ocean where most of these heading towards east of the Malacca Straits.710 

The intra-Asian growing trade and cognateness have weaven ‘horizontal Asia’ a spreading spider 

web of highways, ports and railways which is connecting Eurasia into the ambit of economic 

interdependence.711These assertive economic linkages between East Asia and Pacific Rim have 

caused North Atlantic and Asia Pacific to come closer and has given shape to strategic 

geography.712 

The US interests in Asia are multiple comprised security, economy as well as normative. For this 

sake an international system and order has been established by the US after world war two to 

promote mutual security and open markets. This system embodied various international 

institutions as UN, NATO, IMF, WB and WTO. Besides there are bilateral and multilateral 
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commitments to forward the aforementioned tasks. After world war two most of security 

commitments in Asia have been done due to apprehension about Chinese possible threats to the 

US interests in free market and security. However, the post Mao China has tendency to profit 

rather than challenge international system.  

The US is focused on engagement in Asian region where wealth and power will determine US 

economic and security interests throughout 21st century. The US grapple for leadership role in 

the region and to have long lasting preponderance in it.  In post-cold war world, the emerging 

economies of India, China, South Korea and Indonesia would render it the status of world’s 

leading economies whereby the US access to Asian consumer market will be pivotal to the 

economic prosperity of US. In this regard the country which would keep the US economic 

interests and power at stake will be great setback to US objectives.  

China is surrounded by countries having capable militaries which can repress Chinese 

preponderance in Asia. The US has great powers as Japan, India, regional partners as South 

Korea and Australia as well as emerging powers like Vietnam and Indonesia on its side for their 

autonomy and to oppose Chinese attempts on security.  

The Chinese rise has caused closeness of regional allies with the US due to possible threats. 

Consequently Beijing should weaken the linkages of the US with regional allies. Chinese efforts 

in this regard revolves around projection of  its leverage in the neighborhood by expansionist 

design in east and south China sea while on the other hand US is hugely investing to counter the 

Claims of China and to guarantee security to regional allies against China. 

The conflicts between dominant US and peer competitor like China is based on geography in 

east and southeast Asia where the very claim by Beijing turned adverse to US regional allies and 

resultantly hawkish policy to be adopted by both countries. However same factors hamper their 

direct conflicts as interdependence of both economies where China is substantially holding US 

treasury bonds. Hence any conflict will bankrupt China with dwindling of its financial market. 

Because in China where even external outside conflict had instigated internal revolution and 

violence then the US will be capable enough to doom the communist regime. Moreover, if 

political reforms enacted in actual sense then democratic China would be agreed by Taiwan for 

integration with, which in turn will dissolve cross straits contests.  
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According to Beijing, Washington’s Asian strategy has features of overwhelming military 

posture, effective deterrence, an ideological standpoint for delegitimizing China, restoring 

regional diplomatic bloc and regional military bilateral alliances. Unlike the cold war where the 

US strategy in Asia sustained longer and the Soviet Union could never have thought of 

enmeshing US economically, today’s super power is super indebted where power and the 

strategic rival in Asia (China) is its biggest external creditor hence how can the US encircle her 

own banker militarily? 

China and US bilateral contest seems as regionalism rivalry,713which is somewhat dominated by 

China like the past as in response of George W. Bush ‘shock and awe’ unilateralism, charm 

offensive of Beijing in South East Asia was alluring to many countries which convinced the 

emergence of Sino-centric East Asia order.714 

In the decade of war on terror Francis Fukuyama emphasized the US that China’s rise is greater 

geopolitical achievement which must be fresh in US memory. Although the rise of China is 

nightmarish for the USA but however she expects strategic reassurance with China.  

The US pivot to Asia Pacific was confined to Western Pacific for safeguards of SLOCs essential 

to the US economy. So far Indian Ocean and Western Pacific are closely connected hence the 

passing of ships through Pacific would have way through Indian Ocean which necessitates 

Indian Ocean integration with ‘pivot’ strategy. The US military is now part of regional geo-

politics due to its dynamic role in Indian Ocean.715 In the arena of power shift from west to east 

and energy politics, Indian Ocean which is connected with western Pacific would be strategic 

center.716 

The Obama administration sought to maintain pivot policy as defense strategic guidance 2012 

focused on rebalance to the Asia Pacific in order to curb the regional incendiary grudges and to 
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spread power in spite of anti-access area denial challenges.717 China and North Korea have 

objected on the pivot as over-militarized which will enhance regional tussles and tensions.718 

a .  It is believed that under the current Obama administration, the “pendulum in the US policy 

towards China has swung from attempting to cooperate with China to pushing back against Chinese 

assertiveness and challenges to international laws and norms. Getting tougher with Beijing was 

necessary, but it has also created unintentional consequences that have to be dealt with in the 

times to come”. 

b. Clearly, under current circumstances,  associations and countries  of the Southeast 

Asian region, particularly ASEAN as a group, would go for the ‘hedging strategy’, and may not 

like to antagonize China at the cost of the US, or vice-versa. China’s growing power and 

assertiveness have provided an important stimulus for renewed American activism in the 

region. Nevertheless, Southeast Asian states may take advantage of renewed American interest 

to hedge against China’s rise, most of them will keep their strategic options open. 

Alfred Thayer Mahan, a naval strategist has said, “whoever controls the Indian Ocean dominates 

Asia. This ocean is the key to seven seas in the 21st century, the destiny of the world will be 

decided in these waters”. Basically Mahan’s statement is unfolding security dynamics in Asia. 

Chinese rise is connected with sea trade for energy imports as 80 % of hydro-carbons are 

transported by this mean.719In Indian Ocean maritime traffic is limited to the points of straits of 

Hormuz in Persian Gulf and Malacca Strait. China has Malacca strait dilemma whereby Indian 

hawks Bharat Karned former member of Indian national security advisory board stated that in 

case of tussle with China, India will adopt strategy of naval blockades by blocking oil and trade 

lanes of China in Indian Ocean.720 

‘First Island Chain’ is also apprehensive to Chinese maritime thinking comprised a close arc 

connecting South Korea through Japan and Philippine to Malaysia and Indonesia. Basically, it is 

configuration of the US and its allies impeding Chinese nautical activities721 which is 

contemplated as containment of China by the US.722Accordingly the Andaman and Nicobar 
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islands of India would serve India to ‘seal of Malacca’ and to inhibit China in Indian Ocean by 

having hold of Malacca straits.723Meanwhile India built command bases of Nicobar and 

Andaman in port Blair for serving its interests in Malacca straits, southeast Asia for deploying its 

military in the region.724For countering Malacca dilemma, China is constructing ports in littoral 

states as Gwadar in Pakstan, Sittwe in Burma, Hambantota in Sri Lanka and Chittagong in 

Bangladesh which served as corridor for oil and trade of China. As Middle Eastern oil from 

Gwadar could be transported through 2000 km road and rail link to Kashgar in Chinese Xinjiang 

province by overlooking Indian Ocean sea route.725This strategy of constructing ports in Indian 

Ocean by China is labeled as string of Pearls which is nightmarish for India by taking it as base 

for PLA military deployed in future. Hence India takes it its encirclement. But there is no 

indication of China for making it as naval base.726As China has sternly rejected the Pakistani 

offer of naval base in Indian Ocean in order to avoid any confrontation with US and India.727 

Basically Chinese naval power capability is for establishing harmonious sea through 

international cooperation.728 

In the initial months of 2009 China grappled to make a headway for Placing Pakistan and 

Afghanistan in parlance of China-US convergence. Washington’s statements about Pakistan as 

‘failing’ state caused alarms in Beijing rather than could the diversion of nuclear weapons.729 (In 

the aftermath of Osama Bin Laden’s death inside Pakistan there were reports about China’s 

prompt delivery of JF-17 fighters jet and building naval base at Gwadar.730However there 

happened official denial about build-up of naval base at Gwadar.731 It was moment of concern 

for china whereby it was apprehensive over conflicting terms of US-Pakistan and probable aid 

cut off.  
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The US rebalance policy towards Asia, Containment of China and the enhanced crisis in Eastern 

Europe has been yielded in China cooperation with Russia especially in security and economic 

aspect. The Russian increasing influence in Asia-Pacific732 with the primary aim of expanding 

Russia’s presence in the economically thriving Asia. This will not only result in development of 

Eastern Siberia and the Far East through co-operation of Northeast Asian countries but will also 

expand the overall Asia-Pacific economic space.  

The combination of Russia and China poses problems for USA. USA is facing Russia in Ukraine 

and China in Pacific region. It cannot win against both. 733Sino-Russian relations have further 

strengthened under the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).  Quite evidently, this was 

aimed to pursue its regional interests and pitch it against China. Similarly, the Cold War failed to 

terminate the qualms and bitterness among western allies and Russia. In this backdrop, US-

Russian refreshed Cold War period enmity in the shape of first Georgian and recently Ukrainian 

crises coupled with the issues of energy pipelines. 

China and Russia are pressing forward to further their assertiveness to sustain regional 

domination through projection of a ‘soft power’ image. These states, in turn, are more contented 

to pursue their ties with regional powers as compared to the extra regional ones. Svante E. 

Cornell, a policy expert on the region, is of the opinion that the lingering voids in the US policy 

to establish links in the region has even strengthened Sino-Russian cooperation through SCO, 

which has further minimized the western influence in the region.734 

In Asian region the US requires advanced military potentials to succeed, to perpetuate stability 

and to get preponderance in regional affairs despite dominancy of China. In coming years China 

will be able to enhance its anti-access benefits from current status and to stretch it into the 

Pacific, to Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia. Chinese anti-satellite and cyber potential will able 

to rattle US C4ISR potential hence to debilitate direct defence. 

To ensure direct defence is arduous as it will activate risk-taking for China, US reticence and 

weaken the earnestness of Chinese neighbors and US allies to defy China from resolving 
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disputes on Beijing terms and conditions. These trends are due to technological advances, 

sustainable military spending, reforms in people’s liberation Army and geographical distance 

between the US and China. 

c. Role of India in Future regional Afghan dispensation 

India is alert due to renewal of Sino-Pak axis and is making headway for having bridges with 

Afghanistan and the US. Moreover, India has invested US $ 1.3 billion as humanitarian 

assistance in Afghanistan and ensured its presence in infrastructure building activities for 

actualizing Eurasian vision. India has deployed paramilitary forces in Afghanistan for the 

safeguard of its assets in persons hence Afghanistan is getting pivotal in the strengthening of 

Sino-Pak axis.  

There is an intricate security configuration in Asia whereby the US headway for strengthening 

India against China will trigger bitter repercussions for even Pakistan and India. Resultantly 

Pakistan would enhance nuclear arm race or harboring militants which will be nightmarish not 

only for region but for whole world. China will be more strategically tied to Pakistan. Sino-Pak 

axis in Afghanistan is largely in background of common enmity with India. 

But in the post-cold war world realities have been transformed as for Beijing now India is a 

negotiating partner rather than a rival. China contemplates India as no real threat to Pakistan. 

China’s standpoint on Kashmir is now as ‘bilateral problem of Pakistan and India which is 

advised to be resolved through  peaceful way. After 9/11 Pakistan has become non-NATO ally of 

the US in war against terror and hosted 48,000 US forces on its soil while on the other hand 

Pakistan has received IRBMs and missiles from China and signing defence agreements. Beijing 

prime minister Le Kegiang paid visit to Pakistan on 22nd May 2013 whereby 11 agreements were 

signed which comprised strategic economic development, fiber optics and cooperation in energy 

sector. 

In war on terror the US was not having potential to restrict the Sino-Pak axis in any active way 

but to only discourage it from such actions which can have negative implications for Indian 

national security. Emerging India and rising China are vital enough in energy and natural 

resources exploitation perspectives. Both China and Pakistan also grappled to take Afghanistan 

problem at exigency because it has direct fall out for these neighboring countries. Moreover they 

have to work together to minimize the negative leverage of India. 
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India is apprehensive of Chinese objectives in Indian Ocean.735Indian concerns are based on 

grounds that China will encircle India, will diminish its influence in Indian Ocean and South 

Asia although China has denied it.736In this regard India has taken the incident of 2014 Chinese 

submarine and 2 Chinese naval vessels that entered Sri Lanka but did not dock at Sri Lanka port 

authority berth in Colombo but rather docked at Colombo south container terminal which was 

built and run by Chinese company.737 

In the post-cold war scenario, the US-India realized convergence of strategic interests due to 

common concerns towards China, some democratic values and aspiration. The US engagement 

in the region made India as great advocate of the US policies. Where the Indian role is 

contemplated as an indispensable in the US defense strategy for providing security to all 

countries in the Indo-Pacific region. 

As China is threatening for the US but the US ingress in Indian Ocean for containing China will 

also be challenging because it will not only take her away from North East Asia but will also 

hang in the domain of un-ending rivalry of China and India whereby India will no more be at the 

US beck and call for protecting its hegemony.  

Furthermore, this aspect of grand strategy can lead to extravagance and nothing else. Second 

strategic aspect of decreasing intra-Asian security dilemma also seem unyielding because Indian 

Ocean and East Asia are contrasting. In East Asia the strategic antagonism is due to cold war 

inherited tussles as in the Taiwan Strait, Korean war, territorial conflicts of maritime or 

Archipelogic as Sekaku/Diaoyu Island and South China Sea conflicts. The very efforts of the US 

bilateral alliance system along deployed military assets have not ended these conflicts. 

Undoubtedly the US extended conventional and nuclear deterrence to Japan, Australia, Taiwan 

and Korea have prevented them from seeking deterrence capabilities which have mitigated local 

disputes. 

On the other hand Indian Ocean region restrain US from controlling local security dilemmas. 

The US has no security guarantee in this region of nuclear proliferation and land based disputes 

(Pak-India, China-India). Hence for the very scheme of grand strategy in Asia, the availability of 
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only few local actors and that with required assurance would enmesh the US without any 

strategic premium. 

d. US ingress in Middle East 

During Cold War, the Middle East was a theater of ideological struggle between the two 

superpowers and their allies. Soviet influence diminished after the Cold War. However, the rise 

of China and resurgence of Russia have renewed power politics in the region. As in case of 

Syria, while much of the world has lined up against Syria, the country is not entirely friendless. 

In the words of Syrian Deputy Prime Minister Kadri Jamil, “Russia, China and Iran, are helping 

Syria politically, militarily and also economically". Since 2011, China has vetoed three UN 

Security Council resolutions condemning Assad regime.738More recently, the US warming up to 

Iran on nuclear program, the US rebalancing policy and rise of the IS are redefining 

collaboration between world powers and the Middle Eastern countries. It is worth exploring what 

shape the events take place in near future and how they define the geo-political outlook of the 

Middle East.  

As far as the U.S. policy contours in the broader Middle East are contemplated then it embodied 

the US craving to curb interstate conflicts that can threaten allies (including Israel) and put their 

interests in doldrums. Moreover, the US needs persistence flow of energy resources and 

commerce that is indispensable to the regional, and global economies, insurance of  transit and 

access to facilities to support U.S. military operations, curbing terrorism and nuclear non-

proliferation of weapons and above all to flourish economic growth, democracy, and human 

rights in this war contested region.739 

Furthermore, there are five principal interests of America in the region: ensure uninterrupted 

flow of oil towards west, Disruption/Denial of oil flow towards East, Roll back Russian / 

Chinese influence in the region, defeat of Islamists groups and maintain balance of power in the 

region. 

e. Indo – US Nuclear Deal 

The US-India relations are diplomatically, militarily and politically capable enough to transform 

the power dynamics in Asia and world. Most significant aspect and security ties whereby the 123 
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agreement or US-India civil nuclear agreement signed in 2005 is remarkable. Accordingly not 

only in 2008 the nuclear supply group conceded to award India ‘waiver’ which gives it immunity 

from rules covering civil nuclear deal but also the US moratorium on nuclear trade with India 

was removed. Recently during Narendar Modi visit in 2014 to US, both countries signed 

‘Declaration on defence cooperation’ due to which both countries will be closest ally and US 

will grant sensitive technology to India for co-production in defence. Furthermore, both countries 

signed 10 years defence agenda in june 2015 which impart opportunities for high level strategic 

discussion, mutual armed forces exchange, joint strategic vision for Indian Ocean and Asia 

Pacific region. This arm deal of US with India will trigger arm race in the region which will be a 

hurdle for peace740 as manifested by consequent defence deal between Pakistan and Russia in 

2015. 

Indo-US civil nuclear deal has further signified US tilt towards India in the region.Big power 

interests in India for economic reasons and US desire to prepare India as counter to China places 

India in a better position vis-à-vis Pakistan. US will also like India to play a role in Afghanistan 

to fill in the vacuum which will be left after their departure.741 

Moreover, US strategic partnership with India is apprehensive for China especially in the wake 

of 2008 civilian nuclear deal Chinese concern arise about possibility of the policy of containment 

which affect Chinese relations with India and the US. For China, Indian economy is charmful for 

trade and investment but simultaneously Indian economy is getting as potential military rival. 

India and China have growing trade as Chinese export amounted $29 million in 2009 to India.742 

Hence India is an economic partner as well as source of security apprehension. 

Implications of US-India arm deal are obvious for Pakistan’s security hence Pakistan should 

grapple for maintaining reliability of Pakistan’s conventional and strategic deterrent, heavy 

investment in economic development and having peaceful neighborhood. 

The US seeks Indian power as a partner in its rebalance policy against China. Washington has 

strategic ties with India and sold $ 10 billion of weapons and military system to India, discussed 

arms and technology transfer and has initiated plan of combine military exercises. The US-India 

civilian nuclear deal had shifted the US stance on nuclear proliferation whereby India was 

facilitated with international approach to nuclear fuel and technology. However, the US has not 
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received the expected return from New Delhi in diplomatic, military or technology but similar 

cooperation is desired in future for tackling China in order to distract Beijing attention and 

resources for having stable security in South Asia. For many India-US have divergence on non-

proliferation, rogue regimes and commerce and trade. 

US administration stated that India is vital for US interests because it could assist the US in 

establishing strategically stable Asia.743India was going to be a bulwark against a rising China 

and balance its influence to provide stability to Asia.744 

The US is major supplier of military hardware to India.745Furthermore, the US, Singapore, 

Australia and Japan have joined naval exercise of India called ‘Malabar 07’ in Indian Ocean in 

2007. This is foreboding for China as she deemed it an effort for formation of Asian NATO and 

to encircle and rebalance China.746Furthermore China is apprehensive about US-Indian nuclear 

deal. This deal has kept Pakistan out of its ambit hence both China and Pakistan were resentful of 

this arrangement because it was giving an edge to India in South Asian balance of power and 

triggering a nuclear arms race in South Asia.747Moreover, it exposed double standards and 

paradox of US on the issue of nuclear non-proliferation.748 

In past India has conducted joint military exercises with Pentagon more than any other 

country.749The US presence at Deigo Garcia in Indian Ocean was nightmarish to Indian officials 

but for India China is sworn enemy. In order to balance the Chinese supremacy over Indian sea  

lines of communication, Indian power has been projected into Pacific to reach China’s marching 

in the Indian Ocean.750However, India is cautious on ‘Indo-Pacific’ and most of its interests are 

based on geo-economic grounds. Whereas in 2007 South China sea was termed as maritime area 

of interest for India.751 
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Secretary Clinton emphasized India to come out of ‘look east’ policy as it has strategic autonomy 

hence it should strive to engage and act east also.752Since 1990s India has stretched naval 

exercises with south east Asian countries and military presence in western Pacific by partnership 

with Japan, Australia, US, Singaporean navies. 

         The US Pacific command head Admiral Harry Harris in New Delhi’s speech urged India to 

be strategic ally of the US for curbing China. The US harnessing of India is due to several 

reasons as India is world second largest emerging economies which has been well-equipped 

militarily with facilitation of even blue water navy. Moreover, it is dominant in South Asia and 

can better serve the US projective power in Eurasia, China and energy abounding region of 

Central Asia and Middle East.753 India has greater access into the Indian Ocean. The Indian 

Congress government from 2004-14 has developed strategic terms with Washington whereby it 

grappled to relegate Iran to isolation. Recently Narendar Modi’s government led by Bhartiya 

Janata Party has strongly allied Washington in China’s containment. In this regard it is taking 

China as offensive in South China sea although it is Washington who in guise of navigation 

freedom is patrolling China’s shores and to control Straits of Malacca through naval power.754 

The bourgeoisie India is utilizing military geopolitical and diplomatic power imparted by its 

partnership with Washington for having regional dominancy. 

Sino-Russian relations with Pakistan have heightened in recent past. At the same time, Indo-US 

nexus urged Russia to foresee Pakistan’s significance in the region. Post coalition-forces-

withdrawal scenario from Afghanistan has further influenced the long term policy making of 

both countries.755 Thus Russian interests are re-aligned in favour of Pakistan’s role in peaceful 

future of Afghanistan. This role of Pakistan further signifies the importance of close bilateral ties 

to foster peace in Afghanistan and at the same time assures secure trade and energy transit 

eastward. China surely has a role to play as it seeks to acquire energy through CARs. Russia will 

have a definite role in the influence of any energy transfer project.  
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Game theory describes states choices in their dealing with each others. It simplifies intricate 

relationship by revealing equilibria among players.756 

1. Game theory is based on rational actor assumption.  

2. In game theory Non-Zero or variable sum game dealt with gains and losses which are not to be 

equal where both sides may gain and hence is referred as positive-sum game. 

In Afghanistan problem the role of three states as Pakistan, US and China is mainly focusing on 

regional peace and stability. The rational choice for trilateral relations is to converge on fighting 

against violent extremism, improving of regional relations and above all enhancing regional 

economic cooperation. This convergence of interests will lead to win-win situation for three 

players. Way towards access and exploitation of natural resources can be possible only through 

stable Afghanistan where economic projects like CPEC, TAPI and CASA-1000 will be feasible.  

The US hegemonic designs against China and Pakistan will take away the equillibria in trilateral 

relations because China as big power and Pakistan which is a small power cannot impede the 

former supremacy in the region. Hence the best possible option is having maximum cooperation 

than contest. 

Prisoner dilemma theory is coming under game theory which is based on one-shot decision 

making. In this game two suspects are arrested on suspicion of serious crime and are investigated 

separately whereby both have one choice either to accept police offered bargain deal for 

testifying against the other or refuse the deal and to be remained loyal to their partner. In this 

scenario there is no information of the other suspect’s doing because they cannot communicate 

before making decision. Here both suspects take best possible decision. In order to avoid worst 

outcome resulting from other player’s action.757 

Afghanistan’s turmoil is making the scenario of trust deficit and power play whereby bilateral 

relations of Pak-US, US-China and Pak-China having divergences. Main hurdles in trilateral 

relations are power contest, trust deficit and Indian factor.758 In case of Pak-US the two players 
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have chances of either to cooperate or have conflicts. As in case of US preferential treatment of 

India and giving her enhance role in Afghanistan is mater of trust deficit where Pakistan does not 

know the real intentions of the US and such gap in bilateral relations has imparted strategic 

imbalance in South Asian region. On the other hand the Chinese ingress in the region has causes 

uneasiness to the US because the assertive military and economy is apprehensive to US. The US 

nuclear deal with India is again diverging the span of US relations with both Pakistan and China. 

In this power paradigm the equally cooperation of Pakistan and China becomes ground of 

concern for the US because economic collaboration like CPEC of Pak-China is capable to 

provide an access for China to Arabian Sea and Persian Gulf. However, there are some irritants 

also in Pak-China relations about security of CPEC and resurgence of East Turkistan Islamic 

Movement (ETIM) which creates a situation of either to cooperate or defect. The rational 

decisions of both states will lead to mutual gains.  

5.4 Conclusion 

In Afghanistan perspective, Pakistan along the US and China is grappling for clamping down 

extremism and terrorism because the spill-over of terrorism has deteriorated security of Xinjiang 

and Tribal Areas of Pakistan. The oil and gas rich Xinjiang is infested with fissiparous elements. 

Hence China supports prolong presence of the US inside Afghanistan. Pakistan is of pivotal 

significance in Chinese struggle against militants specially ETIM. Convergence of trilateral 

interests stretched beyond security to economic interests particularly related to energy policies as 

quest for energy resources, the demand of which is enhancing in the region as across CARs, 

China and the Middle East. Divergence of interests is mainly due to power play and to increase 

influence in the region by countering other state leverage. The US inhibits China’s outreach in 

the region where China is having assertive military and nuclear arsenal. China with vast land 

mass and extreme economy is considered capable for supremacy in Asian region. 
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Chapter6 

Areas of Focus and Policy Options 

6.1. Peaceful Afghanistan under Afghan led initiatives. 

             Afghanistan has assumed a paramount leverage on and pivotal position in the Central 

and South Asian region due to its undeniable geo-political uniqueness. Since 9/11, the US has 

military engagement in Afghanistan to defeat, dismantle and disrupt al-Qaeda, Taliban and other 

militant groups. There are scant chances of ending terrorism but appeal to it may fade by 

ensuring all-inclusive governance, self-sustaining economy and lowering unemployment ratio. 

Both political pluralism and economic incentives will dissuade youth from joining terrorist 

groups except those with motives of revenge and ‘martyr’ will continue to be part of terrorist 

phenomenon. If the above mentioned requirements are not met, radicalism, disaffection and 

mounting recruitment of youth to the terrorist groups would continue unabated. 

For resolving Afghanistan conflict the Afghan led initiative is utmost requirement and 

accordingly, the formation of High Peace Council was mile stone. This council had been 

established for peace talks with Taliban and other related groups. As. Brig. Munir, peace in 

Afghanistan can be through Afghan Loya Jirga and regional countries as Pakistan, India and 

othes as US, Saudi Arabia and Turkey must be directed for solution of Afghanistan imbroglio. 

An all inclusive set up can anly ensure peace inside Afghanistan. Three level negotiation will 

work as firsly, intra-Afghan, secondly, Taliban  with and thirdly regional countries efforts in 

negotiation to be succeeded.  

Constitutional clauses be peacefully negotiated and agreed and the role of ANDSF role be 

strengthened in order to make it capable for tackling the security responsibility in the aftermath 

of complete pull out of foreign forces.  

As regards Afghan integral forces, ANSF role must be strengthened, in general, and that of ANA 

in particular, so that it is able to tackle with security without foreign assistance.  

Undoubtedly, the gruesome situation of Afghanistan has horrendous consequences for the 

region. The foremost requirement is the exit of foreign troops, then on national level the 

disruptive, violent and subversive elements should be brought on the same page. The realistic 
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solution of Afghanistan problem is to induce these disparate elements to become part and parcel 

of government within constitutional parameters.  

All Taliban groups such as ‘Quetta Shura’ and Haqqani Network’ must have stakes in 

government in order to avoid conflicts which could be the best possible political settlement. The 

Taliban regime in historical perspective seems gruesome to most of the local and regional stake 

holders. Recently, Afghan Taliban are engaged in Jihad (holy war) and any negotiation not 

resulting into affording them a chance to implement their vision or version of Sharia Law would 

face ultimate failure. After the US withdrawal, the major power wielders will be Taliban 

representing the Pashtun majority, Northern Alliance and Gulbadin Hikmatyar’s faction, to some 

extent. External powers who would like to influence the situation in Afghanistan may be Russia 

with Central Asian Republics, China, India, Pakistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia and possibly Turkey. 

Management and repatriation strategies for Afghan refugees and 

The Role of Pakistan: 

The tripartite commission agreement focuses on the voluntary nature of repatriation and 

regulates repatriation of Afghan refugees; however the protracted nature of the Afghan case 

required a shift in policy to manage the Afghan population in Pakistan and to explore possible 

alternatives for the unique nature of Afghan case load. In this regard, two strategies were 

formulated for Afghan refugees. The formulation of these strategies reflected a sense of realism 

among policy makers that the complexity of Afghan case load required a broader lens to dig out 

alternative solutions and to make feasible grounds for voluntary repatriation as a preferred 

durable solution. Voluntary repatriation is the core component of these two strategies, which are 

as follows; 

 Afghan Management Repatriation Strategy (AMRS) 2010 – 2012 

 Solution Strategy for Afghan Refugees (SSAR) 2013 - 2017 

In order to manage the Afghan refugees and to view their repatriation and reintegration in a 

broader scope, a shift in policy by the Government of Pakistan has been observed in 2008. The 

repatriation strategy for Afghan refugees was approved by the cabinet of Pakistan on May 9th, 
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2007 with consultation of relevant stake holders for the years 2007 - 2009.759 However, the 

relevant stakeholders came up with several reservations. In this context, UNHCR focused on an 

open ended policy and criticize the limited time framework of repatriation strategy. Similarly, 

the Government of Afghanistan also came up with reservations and requested to review the 

targets of repatriation in regards to weak absorptive capacity and unpredictable security situation 

in Afghanistan760. In order to review the strategy and to cover up the reservations, a meeting was 

held between the Prime Minister of Pakistan and UNHCR in August 2008 to review the strategy 

for extension. Afterwards on August 29, 2008 at Islamabad, in the 15th Tripartite Commission 

Meeting, It was decided that the repatriation strategy would go beyond 2009 and would be linked 

with the Afghan National Development Strategy for the years 2009 – 2013.761 

Based on the announcements in the 15th tripartite meeting and in order to regulate repatriation 

and management of Afghan refugees in Pakistan, a revised management and repatriation strategy 

was introduced for the period 2010- 2012.762 The strategy was termed as Afghan Management 

and Repatriation Strategy (AMRS). Inputs from all relevant stake holders were included to cover 

all the issues related to Afghan refugees including repatriation and reintegration. In March 2010, 

after consulting all government’s departments, the cabinet approved AMRS for the period of 

2009 – 2012 which inter alia extended the validity of PoR cards and the Tripartite Commission 

till December 2012.763 It was decided that AMRS would focused on the following areas;764 

 Repatriation to and reintegration of refugees in Afghanistan 

 International Support for refugees and repatriation 

 Host Community Development 

 Development of refugees affected areas 

 Addressing security concerns in Pakistan due to refugees presence 

 Border management/ crossing to control recycling 
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 Constitution of a high powered body to address Afghan refugees issues both in Pakistan 

and Afghanistan for durable solutions  

 Joint bilateral commission 

 Temporary management of Afghan refugees living in Pakistan during the period 2010 - 

2012 

The induction of temporary management of Afghan refugees in Pakistan depicted a shift in 

policy by Government of Pakistan; however, Voluntary repatriation remained the core 

component of management and repatriation strategy. AMRS clarified and reaffirmed the illegal 

status of undocumented Afghan citizens living in Pakistan. The illegal Afghans would be 

deported and treated under law of the land which is 1946 foreigners’ act of Pakistan. AMRS, in 

particular, focused the Afghan students, female headed households and the Afghan investors in 

terms of their legal stay in Pakistan. It was mentioned that those Afghans who had invested 05 

million PKR in a productive business would be issued work permits by Government of 

Pakistan.765 Similarly, groups of Afghans who are interested to bring investments of over 50 

million PKR would be welcomed and encouraged.766 In additions, afghan students would be 

allowed to complete their education and single women who have lost their bread earners would 

be allowed to stay in Pakistan. In context to retain the effect of Afghan refugees over the 

Pakistan’s labor market, it was decided that Government of Pakistan would grant renewable 

visas to 150,000 skilled and unskilled registered Afghan citizens living in Pakistan.767 

For implementation of AMRS, a High Powered Body was established under the authority of 

Minister of SAFRON. The body included Chief Commissioner for Afghan Refugees and 

Secretaries of the Interior, SAFRON, Foreign Affairs, Human Rights, Law, and other concerned 

departments. The High Powered Body established five (05) committees to guide the subjects of 

AMRS in a meeting held on December 2nd, 2010. The committees are as follows;768 

 Repatriation and Reintegration & Bilateral / Trilateral Consultations 

 Visas and Legal Residence Considerations & Regulations  

 Border Management and Exit / Entry Regime 
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 Protection and Third Country Resettlement 

 Security and Legal Channels for Registration 

After formation of committees, in the presence of Home Secretary, Chief Commissioner, Joint 

Secretary SAFRON, UNHCR and other relevant stake holders, it was decided in a meeting to 

constitute provincial based sub committees. In this context, Secretary of SAFRON designated 

provincial Home Secretaries to coordinate provincial level sub committees. While revealing the 

achievement concerning AMRS, three strategic pillars were mentioned in a joint bulletin 

regarding AMRS which was issued by Ministry of SAFRON and UNHCR in March 2011. The 

pillars are as follows;769 

 Socio economic profiling of registered Afghans in Pakistan 

 Legal frame work including accession to the 1951 Convention et al 

 Operational framework to implement solutions envisaged under AMRS 

It was also mentioned by UNHCR that evidenced based data on vulnerability and economic 

status of Afghan families will assist UNHCR in socio economic groupings in context to the 

claim regarding issuance of visas and work permits envisaged under AMRS. The data would be 

also capable to organize voluntary repatriation and assist Government and UNHCR Afghanistan 

in reintegration of Afghan returnees. In this framework, UNHCR Pakistan conducted two 

surveys, which are;770 

 Profile and Verification (PPV) Survey (A pilot project on vulnerability entitled 

population, January – March 2011) 

 Afghan Citizens Contribution to Economy (ACCE) Survey 

AMRS was a first-rate paper work but it remained a draft and proper home work was never done 

by the stakeholders for its implementation. In order to give permits and permission for 

settlements of students and single women required a change and amendments in law which was 

not approached by the executives and stake holders involved in the issue. The policy makers of 

AMRS were well aware of the fact that complex nature of Afghan case needs priority 

consideration by governments of both the countries. It became the reason to link the preferred 

durable solution (repatriation) with ANDS (Afghan National Development Strategy) to create a 
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pull factor in Afghanistan and to practice high level communication between MoRR and 

Ministry of SAFRON. The partakers of AMRS were also agreed upon the fact that “repatriation 

at once” in the case of Afghans is not feasible and it was decided that repatriation figures would 

be planned in-accordance to the absorptive capacity of reintegration in Afghanistan. In this 

regard, stake of the Government of Pakistan was created in ANDS. It was a very vital step to 

understand the inhuman sufferings of returnees in a country where the absorptive capacity is 

below the required level.  

The implementation of AMRS was a huge challenge for both the countries. In this hold, some 

efforts have been made but were not compelling to implement a strategy which covers all the 

issues related to Afghan’s case including repatriation, reintegration and temporary management 

of registered Afghan refugees living in Pakistan. On one hand if government of Afghanistan was 

failed to create pull factors in Afghanistan due to minimal absorptive capacity, lack of 

infrastructural capacity and non conducive environment, on the other hand Government of 

Pakistan was also unsuccessful to bring policy level changes to prioritize the issue of Afghan 

refugees in Pakistan. In addition, unpleasant political relations between two countries played a 

critical role in diverting the attention from this most important regional issue of Afghan refugees. 

This situation was enough to confirm the failure of AMRS.  

The dense intricacy and the solution demanding nature of the Afghan case became the reason to 

revamp AMRS. Due to lack of legislation, deficit political will and indecisive efforts for 

management of Afghan refugees under the umbrella of AMRS in Pakistan diverted the direction 

of policy makers from management of refugees in host country to sustainable reintegration of 

Afghan refugees in Afghanistan. The management and repatriation strategy was replaced by a 

regional solution strategy SSAR (Solution Strategy for Afghan Refugees) in May, 2012.771 The 

strategy was adopted by government of Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan. The inclusion of Islamic 

republic of Iran destined that the Afghan case was viewed as a regional issue. SSAR focused on 

voluntary repatriation, sustainable reintegration and assistance to host communities to decrease 

the refugees fatigue in hosting areas. A Quadripartite Steering Committee was established by the 
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three governments and UNHCR to coordinate, guide and implement the strategy. The three main 

themes of SSAR are as follow;772 

 Creating conditions conducive to voluntary repatriation through community-based 

investments in areas of high return. 

 Building Afghan refugee capital based on livelihood opportunities in Afghanistan in 

order to facilitate return. 

 Preserving asylum space in host countries, including enhanced support for refugee 

hosting communities, alternative temporary stay arrangements for the residual caseload, 

and resettlement in third countries. 

To address these subjects the Quadripartite committee will require a coordinated engagement of 

humanitarian and development actors and Governments concerned, underpinned by a 

commitment to sustained and tangible support by the international community.  SSAR adopted a 

systematic approach by inducing country specific portfolios in its overall policy frame work. 

Five outcomes were drafted in frame work of the strategy to assess the implementation of the 

main subjects of SSAR. The proposed interventions concerning SSAR would be structured 

within the following five areas;773 

 Support to voluntary repatriation  

 Access to shelter and essential social services for refugees, returnees and host 

communities 

 Improved and diversified livelihood opportunities and enhanced food security 

 Social and environmental protection of refugees, returnees, as well as assistance and 

support to host communities. 

 Capacity development of national authorities, associations, organizations and 

communities concerned with refugees, returnees and host communities. 

Initially, SSAR was presented for the period 2012-2015 but a sort of de-facto continuation was 

existed after 2015.  During a Quadripartite meeting held in Iran on May 9, 2015, the concerned 

governments and UNHCR endorsed second phase of SSAR which is from 2015-17 in order for 

unremitting support to the safe, dignified and voluntary return of Afghan refugees.774 SSAR is a 
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well structured regional approach to address the need of conducive environment in Afghanistan 

for reintegration of returnees and investment in refugees hosting areas to reduce refugees hosting 

fatigue. The strategy focuses on support of Afghan refugees and prioritizes the needs of Afghan 

population in each country to address the main pillars of SSAR. In Afghanistan, focus would be 

on reintegration and for this purpose some 49 pilot sites were identified in 19 high return 

provinces to assist with shelter, social services, employment and food security. In this context, 

UNHCR Afghanistan with MoRR successfully coordinated with 12 of the line Ministers in 2012 

to prioritize development of high return zones via National Priority Program.775 In order to 

support sustainable reintegration of returnees, it was decided that Iran would launch programs 

including vocational trainings to add skilled labour force in the Afghan market which will 

ultimately create a pull factor in Afghanistan. In responding to SSAR, Pakistan would emphasise 

on voluntary repatriation and would support refugees hosting communities in order to contribute 

to the third pillar (Assistance to Host Communities) of SSAR.    

The third regional Quadripartite Steering Committee meeting was hosted by Pakistan in 

September 18-19, 2013 at Islamabad.776 All the relevant stakeholders and delegates from three 

countries participated with the aim to strengthen cooperation, joint resource mobilization and to 

establish strong partnership with the international community to end the protracted Afghan 

refugee situation. The partakers reaffirmed that the preferred durable solution for Afghan 

refugees is still voluntary repatriation; however, the sustainability of repatriation is contingent on 

conducive environment in Afghanistan. Furthermore, the participants confirmed unanimously 

that more funds and efforts are needed to achieve the goals of SSAR whereas the education and 

livelihood sector needs more attention and improvement in Afghanistan to create a pull factor for 

returnees. In the said meeting,777 Minister of SAFRON reassured the long lasting commitment of 

Pakistan to the principle of voluntary and dignified return of Afghan refugees and urged the 

international community to invest more in RAHA projects. The focus on investment in refugees 

hosting areas was a new and productive addition.  
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The basic spirit, for the implementation, of SSAR is to invest in human capital in Afghanistan 

via creating livelihood opportunities and to compensate the refugee’s affected hosting areas. In 

2014, to operationalize SSAR, the concerned governments along with their relevant 

humanitarian and development actors developed country specific portfolios of projects. These 

portfolios provided a pragmatic and integrated framework for multilateral cooperation and 

focused particularly on health, education and livelihood sector. However, each portfolio is 

unique and was designed in accordance to the country specific realities. The implementation of 

these projects in country specific framework was structured within the five outcomes of SSAR in 

order to bring coherence and to ensure coordinated efforts. Coordination is imperative at national 

and regional level among concerned authorities not only for implementation of the regional 

solution strategy but also to trace the progress of interventions and to guide the coordinated 

efforts. In this regard, NSCs (National steering committees) were established in respective 

countries to monitor and supervise the pace of interventions under the umbrella of SSAR.778 

NSCs composed of representatives of key government ministries and will guide the 

implementation of SSAR in the national spheres of concerned countries. In addition to it, 

platforms such as UNCT (UN Country Team), HCT (Humanitarian Country Team) and “Friends 

of SSAR” were established in Afghanistan to strengthen joint efforts in context of SSAR.779 

These platforms are used by UNHCR to create awareness regarding returnee’s issues in 

Afghanistan and worked in close coordination with MoRR. “Friends of SSAR” was considered 

as one of the best practice in Afghanistan and a value addition to SSAR. The platform 

recommends policy issues to Government of Afghanistan and UNHCR which includes 

integration of national policy framework, response gaps and resource mobilization for 

reintegration activities. The establishment of such kinds of platforms justified the struggle of 

humanitarian actors for joint efforts to reintegrate returnees in Afghanistan. However, the 

successful and sustainable reintegration of returnees would only be possible if the of 

Government of Afghanistan ensured the conducive environment for return and humanitarian 

space for interventions which is beyond the scope of humanitarian actors including UN agencies.  

Pakistan effectively continues her contribution, by implanting RAHA interventions, to the third 

pillar (Assistance to host communities) of SSAR.  The revision and extension of RAHA program 
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till 2017 in line with SSAR was endorsed in early May 2015.780 RAHA is a Government led 

initiative in Pakistan and a joint program with UNHCR.  The Program is an integral component 

of SSAR and the Government’s management and repatriation strategy for Afghan refugees in 

Pakistan. It remains a primary solidarity platform for maintaining temporary protection space 

and enhanced community acceptance of refugees in Pakistan. Especially as worsening economic 

conditions and limited livelihood opportunities in Pakistan may trigger unprepared returns to 

Afghanistan or provoke irregular movements of Afghan refugees outside of the region in search 

of better prospects. In this context, it is very essential for international donors to invest in RAHA 

to create asylum space in hosting countries and to support developmental interventions inside 

Afghanistan for a planned and sustainable return of refugees. Since its launch, nearly 3,500 

RAHA projects have been implemented across the country, in the sectors of health, 

infrastructure, livelihoods, water and sanitation, education and social protection benefitting over 

10.6 million people.781 RAHA interventions promote communal approaches, mobilize and 

empower communities. In this regards, a total of 3,390 community organizations, 285 village 

organizations and 24 local support organizations are now actively engaged in planning and 

implementing projects related to social services and infrastructure.782 

RAHA interventions particularly focused in primary health, education and capacity building of 

poor and vulnerable individuals through skill development in saleable trades. In this perspective, 

an estimated 50 % of the total 4,935 individuals were trained and engaged in income generating 

trades.783 Primary health care services were provided to nearly 580,000 patients in Afghan 

refugees Villages across the provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan and Punjab through 

Basic Health Units (BHUs). Free primary education was provided to over 71,000 refugee 

children in 54 refugee villages in Pakistan.784 Access to free primary education was ensured 

through 174 conventional schools, 48 satellite classrooms and 13 early child education centers 

with a total of 1,455 teachers.785 In this regard, particular attention was gives to girl’s education 

by focusing on increasing girl’s enrolment and retention. Being a host of 62%786 of registered 
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and thousands of undocumented Afghan refugees in Pakistan, a total of 38 RAHA projects worth 

of 7.43 million USD approximately were implemented in 2015 in the province of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa.787 To implement RAHA interventions, 32.036 million USD approximately were 

spent from 2009 till 2015 in the major hosting province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.788 In this 

regard, the majority of spending was in area of water and sanitation, education and health; 

however, in the year 2015 a shift in budget has been observed from water and sanitation to 

livelihood sector. In 2011 and 2012, highest number of RAHA projects was implemented in 

major hosting districts in Pakistan; however, the number of projects was reduced in 2014 due to 

budget constraints. UNHCR has planned to implement 22 projects in the major refugee hosting 

province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for the year 2016-17 by NGOs and provincial line 

departments.789 In this regard, the federal republic of Germany is contributing 7 million Euros for 

the planned RAHA interventions in the education, health and youth empowerment sectors.790The 

funds would be utilized in districts of Peshawar, Kohat, Swabi and Mansehra of the province 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa of Pakistan. 

Resettlement is an integral component of SSAR and one of the three durable solutions. It is not 

only an appropriate protection tool for those Afghans refugees who are unable to return and 

unable to stay in principle hosting states but also serves as an expression of solidarity on the part 

of international community. Resettlement of Afghan refugees has remained a priority of UNHCR 

in the implementation of SSAR. In this context, resettlement was considered as an important 

subject of the country specific portfolios of Iran and Pakistan. For the year 2015, 2200 places 

were secured for resettlement from Pakistan particularly to United States of America, Canada, 

Australia and New Zealand.791 Against the target, 1242 cases of Afghan refugees were filed by 

the end of August 2015.792 These cases included extremely vulnerable Afghan refugees such as 

chronic medical conditions, survivors of violence and torture and female headed households etc.  
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The required implementation budget of SSAR for 2015 – 16 is 1 billion USD.793 The outcomes 

of SSAR are prioritized by allotting the required budget to each outcome. In this regard, 573 

millions USD are required for access to essential services and shelter, 180 millions for livelihood 

and food security, 112 millions for social and environmental protection and resettlement, 162 

millions for voluntary repatriation, and 21 millions for capacity development.794 

AMRS was more focused on management of Afghan refugees in Pakistan while SSAR focuses 

on voluntary repatriation, reintegration in Afghanistan and development of refugees affected 

areas in Pakistan. However, the effective implementations of these strategies would only be 

possible if issue of Afghan refugees become a priority case of all the three concerned 

governments. The voluntary nature of repatriation remains at the heart of Pakistan’s new 

National Refugee Policy, reflecting a sense of realism among Policymakers and an awareness 

that Afghanistan’s poor law and order situation and shortage of livelihood opportunities 

remained very significant hurdles to repatriation and sustainable reintegration inside 

Afghanistan. 

6.2. Pak-US Cooperation 

a. To Address and Resolve Terrorism 

The US and Pakistan have been very actively involved in Afghanistan for the last thirty years. It 

is therefore understandable that they must have developed linkages and vested interests in that 

country. For Pakistan, it is even more important because we are so closely linked with 

Afghanistan culturally, ethnically as well as historically. Without the involvement of Pakistan 

and the US, it would be difficult rather impossible to resolve the problems in Afghanistan. 

Pakistan will benefit immensely if there is peace and stability in that country. Trade routes will 

open up not only to CARs but also to Europe. For the US as a super power, it is also important 

because it seeks a safe and honorable exit from Afghanistan.  

Having been under tremendous stress and strain for eleven years and with twelve thousand 

casualties of coalition forces in military operations in Afghanistan the US policy options are to 

pull out troops from Afghanistan turmoil which as marshland has, historically, engulfed various 
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empires whose glory faded as soon as they landed in Afghanistan and had faded away their 

glory, throughout history attempts were made from time to time to conquer Afghanistan but they 

invariably failed; “the Persian and Greek empires in antiquity; Arabs, Central Asian Turks and 

Mongols during the Medieval period; the British Empire in the 19th and 20th centuries; the 

Soviet Empire from 1979–1989; and since 7 October 2001” America is still striving in murky 

Afghan environment.795Afghanistan, is rightly known as a “graveyard of empires” because 

Afghanistan has witnessed and repulsed the hordes of the world’s great armies on campaign of 

conquest to and from South and Central Asia. All eventually ran into trouble in their encounters 

with the unruly Afghan tribes.796 

General McCrystal has also described the experience with pessimism,  

“The United States began the war with a frighteningly simplistic view of Afghanistan and even now the 

military lacks sufficient local knowledge to bring the conflict to an end. We did not know 

enough and we still don’t know enough … Most of us, me included, had a very superficial 

understanding of the situation and history, and we had a frighteningly simplistic view of recent 

history, the last 50 years.”797 

In an interview with National Public Radio on 13 August 2009, General Michael Flynn, General 

McChrystal’s Chief of Intelligence, admitted, ‘What we really have not done to the degree that 

we need to do is really, truly understand the population: the tribal dynamics, the tribal network, 

the ethnicity and so on. Such dynamics are different from valley to valley.’ He continued, ‘We 

are not more than fingernail deep in our understanding of the environment’798 

If we compare the causalities of the US soldiers at different occasions we come to the conclusion 

that in October 2001, for example, America suffered a loss of twelve troops while in 2011 the 

number of fatalities of the US led service men was 500 and 360 of them were Americans. So all 

the struggle whether it is against terrorism or corrupt political system or for security stabilization 

is utterly in doldrums.799The turmoil in Afghanistan cannot come to settlement in spite of 

expenditure and troops surge or exit unless and until the Afghan ruling class and the US-led 

coalition grasp the essence of main factors leading to this tussle.  
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In Pakistan and the US strategic dialogues, American interest skewed towards short term and 

medium term goals which are in conflict with Pakistan’s long term objects.The US interests 

entail head on war against terror by clamping down militancy in Afghanistan, while Pakistan is 

longing for economic collaboration and energy deal with the US and for winning American 

support for Kashmir solution. In all the three demands of Pakistan, the U.S. has shown least 

interest. So the discussion on strategic partnership has always been tactical for America and 

strategic for Pakistan. Pakistan must reduce its dependence on U.S because U.S relations with 

Pakistan have been inconsistent and they easily waned whenever the desired goal of U.S was 

achieved in different eras. 

In period of 2010-12, Pak-US relations have been in downward spiral due to various skeptical 

and conflicting dimensions. The US covert Drones strikes are threat to Pakistan security and 

violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty which has kept tribal belt of Pakistan on fire. In the same 

way, the US had kept Pakistan in the dark about Operation code named Neptune Spear which 

was a great blow to the key ally of the US in war against terror. Following the same offensive 

mode, the Salala post incident, a blunt aggression and assault on Pakistan’s territorial integrity, 

took place which was strategic challenge to Pakistan’s foreign policy. The above-mentioned 

tragic incidents have indeed brought a humiliating focus on our state. 

The U.S wants to disrupt, dismantle and defeat Al-Qaeda while for Pakistan only Pakistani 

Taliban, particularly T.T.P(Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan) are horrendous. The U.S blames that 

some elements in Pakistan army and I.S.I. are supporting Taliban particularly Afghan Taliban. 

Hillary Clinton said: 

“Pakistan army is not going all out in cracking down on Al-Qaeda leadership” 

Pakistan demands that Drones should be operated from Pakistan but the US is headstrong in her 

covert predator war on Pakistan’s soil. The US is even against preordained intelligence sharing 

in this regard. There is resentment in Pakistan about the US unilateral raid against militants but 

the US is not taking these concerns seriously in consideration. To cap it all, Pakistan hoping 

against hope felt coaxed about civil nuclear deal on Indian style with the US but this deal is also 

a damp squib. 
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b. Mutual Trust and Respect 

The US-Pakistan relations remained on roller coaster in recent past with perpetual blows dealt to 

them. The US mostly behaved arrogantly in case of major incidents and Pakistan’s sovereignty 

has been infringed upon. Nonetheless, Pakistan is a significant American ally in war on terror but 

an unknown gulf of mistrust exists in bilateral relations.  There is need to overcome trust deficit 

in order to achieve the common goal of curbing militancy. Whether the matter is of US 

allegation about Pakistan military and ISI or the US dictatorial stance on strategic aspect, it 

should be transformed into mutual respect. The US should redefine it’s standpoint of “strategic” 

notion regarding Pakistan so that Pakistan is at ease in keeping regional interests intact. 

Furthermore, negotiations are to be carried out in an atmosphere of mutual respect, negotiators 

must convey respect both at national and personal level to build great national image.800The US 

and Pakistan negotiation depend on their cultural, structure of authority and geopolitical 

position.801 

Politically the US can shift policies of major powers like Europe, Japan and Russia in Pakistan’s 

favor. In case of conundrum with Pakistan, the US can approach Saudi Arabia and China to 

resolve tension. Pakistan needs strong foreign policy as well as national security policy in order 

to fully safeguard its regional and international interests.  

c. Across the Board Action against Taliban 

According to US, there should be no distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ Taliban. Until June 

2014, Pakistan’s policy towards extremist groups in FATA was of appeasement due to the 

consideration that US operation in Afghanistan aimed at denuclearizing Pakistan. It was not 

directed towards beating them militarily but this contour of policy was shifted after APS 

Peshawar tragedy.  After the heinous incident of APS, this policy became more evident 

especially with the launching of National Action Plan. Afghanistan keeps insisting that Pakistan 

cut-off its links with Haqqani Network and Quetta Shura and dismantle sanctuaries of militants 

in Balochistan and FATA. Pakistan subscribes to the idea of not maintaining any distinction 

between good and bad Taliban because the heinous tragedy of Army Public School Peshawar 

was claimed by Maulana Fazlullah, head of TTP from Afghanistan. Consequently both Pakistan 
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and Afghanistan took counter-terrorism head on where the Pakistani foreign ministry 

spokewoman, Tasneem Aslam, contempted Taliban, ‘spike in violence’ in annual spring 

offensive in Afghanistan and emphasized Pakistan’s stance of national reconciliation in 

Afghanistan. Accordingly in May, 2015 during Raheel Sharif and Nawaz Sharif’s visit to 

Afghanistan, Islamabad assured Kabul a full support against Afghan Taliban and declared that 

enemies of Afghanistan can never be Pakistan’s friends.  

Moreover, Pakistan would be pressurized by US, China and other allies of Afghanistan for action 

against all militant groups operating from her territory. Both US and China will cooperate on 

agenda of counter terrorism and China would get tough with Pakistan as was manifested to some 

extent in March 2016 when China signed a military deal of worth $70 million with Afghanistan.  

In this case Pakistan would extend its operations against Afghan Taliban also. The Afghan 

Taliban leadership has formally disavowed linkages with Pakistani Taliban and distanced 

themselves from the latter’s violent activities inside Pakistan. However, all these groups are 

amorphous in character and have informal allegiances and links. Pakistani or “Punjabi” Taliban 

were part of the Taliban forces fighting Northern Alliance in late 1990s. Baitullah Mahsud and 

Fazalullah publicly claimed to accept Mullah Omar as Amir ul Momineen. Recently Pakistan 

security operations are extended to curb urban disorder in Karachi, certain militant groups such 

as TTP and gangs associated with MQM but no strategy against militant groups as Afghan 

Taliban network of Karachi.  Similarly in Punjab the military has launched operations only 

targeting militant groups such as Lashkar-e-Tayba or Punjab Taliban on the grounds that 

Pakistan cannot provoke violence from all militant groups.  

The perception of Pakistan’s influence over Afghan Taliban could be there but in reality Pakistan 

does not seem to have any influence inside Afghanistan or control over the Taliban it once had 

(back in 1992-2001). It is difficult that level of influence can be reasserted either.802Above all, 

when the Taliban will get stronger in Afghanistan they will move out of Pakistan and thus be less 

vulnerable to Pakistani pressure. Beyond the Taliban, Pakistan does not have many friends in 

Afghanistan, suggesting that wider influence would be very difficult to exercise. This is 

particularly the case given that the non-Pashtun groups (and some inside the Taliban) in 
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Afghanistan are supported by external states antipathetic to Pakistan (India and to some extent 

Iran, for example). 

Regarding FATA as safe-haven for militant groups, it is an evident fact that FATA was allowed 

to remain lawless and outside of government control. This was continuation of the British 

colonial policy for which it was a remote corner of an empire spread across the globe. For 

Pakistan it is a substantial part of population and territory, it should never have been allowed to 

become refuge for criminal syndicates and unlawful activity.  FATA should be integrated with 

the rest of the country through prudent but determined constitutional and administrative 

measures.803 

Government has adopted development policy for FATA settlement under which various 

developmental works are in progress. However, government should take numerous measures to 

neutralize forces creating hurdles so that insurgency could be curtailed. Furthermore, people of 

FATA should themselves decide whether they want to become an independent province, or to 

accede to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa or remain with the same status. In FATA civilian governance 

should be strengthened, communal and tribal unity must be ensured and established otherwise 

sense of insecurity will continue to fuel radical elements. Administration of FATA must block 

entry of Jihadi groups and Punjabi Taliban or foreign fighters. Pakistan government must never 

encourage Jihadi or extremist outfits for action in Kashmir and Afghanistan and neither should 

Pakistani territory be allowed to be used as safe-haven for militants nor should the Jihadi 

elements be accommodated in FATA. Law enforcement must be ensured in Pakistan, in general, 

and in FATA, in particular. There can be positive change in FATA when Pakistan, Afghanistan 

and the US are on the same page and India stops her covert activities in FATA and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. 

d. Negotiation 

Since 2001, the US has spent $753 billion and deployed 2357 troops in Afghanistan804but it is 

yet far away from victory. For the US, major interests in Afghanistan should be preservation of 

peace and bringing Taliban to the negotiating table by making them to renounce violence and cut 
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off ties with al-Qaeda and other militant organizations and abide by Afghan Constitution. Only 

this will promote stability in Afghanistan. Furthermore, it will prevent turmoil in Central Asia 

and help in achieving significant progress over there. Some critics of the option of negotiations 

present the alternative of victory of ANSF over Taliban and others think that negotiation will not 

occur till the presence of US. Yet others deem negotiation as morally condemned as it is feared 

to only worsen the lot of women. 

Since 2001, opportunities for negotiation have been wasted either due to political factors as US 

resistance to negotiate with Taliban or because of miscommunications and absence of political 

consensus. Obama’s administration will have less influence in the negotiation process after it’s 

exit hence it should promptly play its vital role in bringing an end to this longest war in 

Afghanistan. The US wants peaceful end of Afghan war as Obama has stated officially that 

Kabul is responsible for its own security. 

There can be no security without negotiation because ANSF is not capable of victory over 

Taliban as is manifested by higher casualty rates and greater gains by Taliban with the passage of 

time.805 According to Lieutenant General Joseph Anderson, Chief of ISAF, Joint Command prior 

to US combat operation ending in 2014, the Afghan security forces killed approximately 8,900 

during 2013-14 as ANSF has taken charge of security806while this casualty has enhanced to 70% 

in first fifteen weeks of 2015.807The US cannot financially support ANSF and afford the cost of 

prolonged turmoil in Afghanistan. ISIS is an emerging threat there although its influence is 

uncertain to this time. However, the ANSF certainly cannot curb Taliban and ISIL hence the 

situation will therefore deteriorate. Eventually, if Taliban emerge victorious, Afghanistan will go 

back to the same situation as prevailed in 1990s. ISIL presence manifests the ease with which 

international militant organizations can expand training bases and can launch attacks on 

Afghanistan from outside. 

It is unclear whether President Ashraf Ghani will resolve the Afghan government –Taliban 

tensions although he has taken it as an urgency. In this regard, Ashraf Ghani has offered to 

Taliban three ministerial posts which is a very bold initiative bringing about change but Taliban 
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have rejected this offer.808However it shows the possibility of Taliban inclination to hold 

legitimate political offices which is pivotal for negotiation to be successful. Taliban have 

forwarded some conditions as withdrawal of foreign forces and Taliban detainees to be 

released.809The US must support all-inclusive negotiation with all Taliban factions and 

Afghanistan government because excluding any group will upset the apple cart. Both US and 

Taliban should consider each other’s vital interests as vital interests of Taliban are the exit of 

foreign forces from Afghanistan, the Taliban have parliamentary and their recognition as 

legitimate political force hence vital interests should be served although no ideal target is to be 

yielded.810Negotiation will segregate moderate Taliban from staunch supporters of Al-Qaeda. 

Pakistan’s policy makers are opposing multiple preconditions for negotiation. The US must shun 

her stubborn attitude and demonstrate flexibility to give peace a chance. Since the political 

solution forms an essential part of US policy on Afghanistan, the strong Taliban groups like 

Haqqani network must be taken on board. According to Autonio Giustozzi, it is a pre-requisite 

for peace talks to accord legitimacy to Taliban and remove their terrorist label. Both parties are 

inclined to make compromises indicated by the release of Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl for five 

Afghanis imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.811Negotiation is the best possible option; 

fighting is no option at all. So far the Taliban have shown resilience and strength to outlast their 

attackers and opponents. So  negotiation is the only way to avert catastrophic circumstances.812 

Afghanistan is host to many problems and threats to security exist as not only Kunduz but the 

Southwestern province of Helmand is also embroiled, with increased fighting between Taliban 

and soldiers of ANA besides inter-tribal animosities. Al-Qaeda is also active in 

Afghanistan.813Taliban have controlled areas in rural south and now dominate important 

highways and cities around Kabul, in strategic provinces of Nangarhar and Kapisa. Furthermore, 

Taliban have cohesiveness and unity in their organization and internal affairs. In Afghanistan, 

there is faint chance for Afghan army and police to win by overcoming insurgency. However, the 
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chance for Taliban to take over Afghanistan through armed insurgency is not evident either. In 

view of greater casualties of ANSF and police, cohesiveness of Taliban leadership, the Taliban 

gaining of new territory and the inability of the US to finance ANSF in the long run, the logical 

conclusion is that peace talks are the only means to settle the conflict.814The US should seek 

negotiation or cease fire as there can be no other way out. 

President Ashraf Ghani is endeavoring for negotiation with Taliban for the sake of which he paid 

official visits to Pakistan, China and Saudi Arabia in order to garner the required support. 

Consequently China has offered its support for peace talks and has hosted Taliban delegates in 

Beijing. The same encouragement was provided by Pakistan also. The idea of negotiation first 

came to the forefront in Summer 2015 as first indirect Track II meeting sponsored by 

International NGO Pugwash, was held in Qatar in 2015 which agreed on constitution related 

discussion also. Further on, Afghan government arranged formal meeting in Urumqi, China in 

May 2015 with Taliban representatives who were delivered by Pakistan’s ISI. This development 

became possible because of Ashraf Ghani’s overture to Pakistan. These negotiations were 

believed to have been made possible by Pakistan ISI.815Once again Ghani paid visit to Pakistan 

in Spring 2016 with consequent Quadrilateral Coordination Group on Afghanistan reconciliation. 

However, the death of Mullah Mansoor in drone strike in Pakistan (Balochistan) again gave 

impression of Pakistan’s refusal to seriously and sternly handle Afghan Taliban. 

The US has justified killing of Mullah Mansoor in drone strikes inside Pakistan on the grounds 

that he was resistant to peace talks816 hence removing him was indispensable for holding new 

talks. However, it will complicate the conflict and will rather slow down the negotiation as it 

happened after the death of mullah Omar. Moreover,  the new Taliban chief Maulvi Haibatullah 

Akhunzada is least inclined towards negotiation. 

e. Neutral Approach towards Pakistan and India. 

In the current Afghan scenario, the US is supporting Indian presence in Afghanistan to keep 

Pakistan under pressure. At the same time, however, the US is nudging India to improve its 
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relations with Pakistan in order to serve her own interests of Pakistan cooperation in curbing 

terrorism.   

         The Indians too have high stakes in Afghanistan. India envisages investment of billions in 

iron mine Hajigak. However, the Indian projects need considerable Indian presence in 

Afghanistan especially in the form of intelligence operatives. India is apprehensive of Pakistan’s 

interests and influence in Afghanistan. Besides creating a base for herself for trade and 

commerce with CARs, the Indians benefit strategically vis a vis Pakistan by keeping the later 

engaged on its western borders necessitating for Pakistan to divert forces from Pakistan’s eastern 

front and thereby to reduce pressure on Kashmir and adjoining areas. The establishment of a 

large number of Indian Consulates in Afghanistan is, otherwise, not accounted for. India has 

important objectives for its own strategic reasons which mostly relate to Pakistan. India is also 

busy in Balochistan where it is fighting a proxy war to separate it from Pakistan. It wants to cut 

Pakistan to size as it did in 1971. In her nefarious design, India is supported by Israel, UK and 

USA. They are of the view that an independent Balochistan could offer these countries 

unhindered access to Afghanistan and simultaneously weaken Pakistan by depriving it of its 

nuclear assets. These countries are also worried that if Taliban return to power in Afghanistan 

after the American withdrawal, this scenario would benefit Pakistan because it will have a 

friendly Government in Afghanistan. They also fear that the extremist Islamic ideology will 

spread north into the Central Asian countries as well as Southwards into India. Intelligence 

agencies of other countries like RAW, MOSAD, CIA all are operating inside Pakistan in order to 

serve their covert interests. Our poor policies have unfortunately provided space for espionage to 

other nations. Supposedly, India is retaliating agianst our actions in Kashmir. 

There is no doubt that Pakistan’s policy in Afghanistan, led by the Army and ISI, is very much 

shaped by India’s (perceived) role in Afghanistan. India was focusing on anti-Pakistan 

indoctrination while training ANSF and security personnel of Afghanistan. Pakistan views India 

as a threat and thus does not wish India to extend its influence in Afghanistan sandwiching 

Pakistan between two hostile entities. It sees India as agitating inside Pakistan through 

Afghanistan in supporting terrorism and in backing secessionist elements such as Balochi rebels. 
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In truth, India cannot match Pakistan’s reach in Afghanistan but it is equally true that Pakistan 

cannot wish away Indian influence from Afghanistan.817 

It would be wise to work together to ensure stability in Afghanistan, to avoid civil war, and to 

recognize each other’s interests and addressed concerns in Afghanistan. It seems very hard that 

the two countries (India and Pakistan) will be able to reach that level of mutual 

understanding.818However, India and Pakistan need to talk about the future of Afghanistan and 

the region and to make sure that the region is embedded in a shared economic framework. The 

Pakistani military will have to cease viewing Afghanistan only through security lens and accept 

that India will have some role in Afghanistan’s future. 

By taking Pakistan’s stakes in Afghanistan into consideration, Pakistan must make greater efforts 

to improve relations with Afghanistan. Kabul has a right to have economic and political relations 

with any country including India. Our only concern should be that these are not at the cost of our 

relations with Kabul.819  

With China’s role as mediator in peace talks with the Taliban, there is left no room for India. 

India’s foremost objective of its foreign policy regarding Afghanistan is to access CARs through 

Afghanistan and the shortest and the cheapest route through Pakistan. However, the rapid 

progress on CPEC has frustrated the Indian endeavour to secure a foothold in Central Asian 

countries through Chabahar. 

Moreover, Imroving relations with India is in interests of Pakistan because remaining hostile 

with her will keep her troubled on both eastern and western fronts besides ushering fissiparous 

trends in Pakistan in order to destabilize her.820Pakistan has to live with this reality and devise a 

policy to effectively deal with adverse moves by India. It will continue to oppose us in 

Afghanistan, it will create problems regarding our plans for the “Economic Corridor” and 

development of Gwadar as an international port. It will work against our role in the India Ocean 

and Gulf Region. Above all, India will continue its cross border attacks in Kashmir across the 

line of control. Pakistan will have to formulate sound and coherent policies to deal with these 
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problems. In this context, the US assistance would be of great importance.  Pakistan also has to 

review its policy of intervention in occupied Kashmir through non-state actors. 

 

f. Cooperation on CPEC 

The US should also safeguard the CPEC because this corridor can better guarantee stable region 

through economic integration and uplift. If CARs are linked through a peaceful Afghan belt, 

Afghanistan will generate huge revenue in the shape of transit fee. This would improve 

economic conditions of the regional states and help them reduce their dependency on foreign aid 

and devise independent policies in their best interests rather than pursuing dictated foreign 

policies. This would, subsequently, bring peace and harmony in this region, in general, and in the 

tribal areas and the rest of Pakistan in particular. Pakistan, should continue to pursue its role in 

the future of Afghanistan because establishment of this corridor will accrue matching benefits for 

Afghanistan as well.  

6.3. Pak-China Cooperation 

a. Rooting out ETIM bases, Regional Peace and Stability 

Pakistan Army has launched operation Zarb-e-Azb in the North Waziristan Agency which was 

the breeding ground for TTP, ETIM, IMU, Al-Qaeda and so many militant groups. This 

operation aims to dismantle all militant groups without any distinction of good or bad. China has 

felt relaxed over this operation because ETIM safe-haven in tribal areas of Pakistan was a matter 

of concern for China too. Currently, ETIM has been beaten and eliminated from Miranshah, 

Mirali, Boya and Degan areas.  However, it is still a threat because most of the militants have 

fled to Afghanistan and are being trained there with the Indian help. China has assisted Pakistan 

with 500 million USD as joint counter-terrorism initiative.821 

Uighur who have cultural ties with Turks targeted Chinese Hans ethnic majority group. China’s 

standpoint regarding why Uighur caused violence in Xinjiang is that it has direct connection with 

Islamic separatists who are struggling to establish East Turkistan as an independent state. China 
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perceives that militants trained in Pakistan’s are responsible for this fissiparous tendency. China 

is firmly convinced that militants in Xinjiang and Pakistan tribal areas have thousand links with 

eachother.   

Pakistan should cooperate with China in the settlement of Xinjiang issue because this 

cooperation will further foster Sino-Pakistan relations and prevent any violent eruption in the 

region which could destabilize both China and Pakistan due to the presence of extremist 

elements on both sides. China is a friendly country of Pakistan because of the latter’s 

convergence of strategic inserts and visions. Pakistan has a convergence of interests in and 

visions of regional and international issues and atmosphere. We need to sign a bilateral security 

and strategic alliance pact. The $46billion Chinese investment in Pakistan promises massive 

economic opportunity and dividends for Pakistan both nationally and regionally and, of course, 

economic opportunities, jobs, etc can indirectly improve the security situation by improving the 

social and economic conditions which contribute to radicalization and terrorism.822 

China’s influence is increasingly critical to the stability and security of Af-Pak region. China will 

not use military force but will seek to exercise economic, political and diplomatic influence to 

pursue its interests. China is likely to use investment to encourage other states to participate in 

regional processes. Western countries particularly US would like to contain China because it is 

an emerging super power. US presence in Afghanistan, strengthening of its position in China-

Japan Sea and building up of India in the region are part of this policy. 

b.To Safeguard CPEC and Collaboration in TAPI, CASA-1000 Projects 

KGEC is future key to success for China. China is providing complete financial and 

infrastructural support for early completion of KGEC. Pakistan has established special security 

division of 12000 special troops for the security of 8000 Chinese workers engaged in CPEC. 

Security of Chinese officials working in Pakistan remains a concern. An elite industrial force 

needs to be put in place for security of investors and the protection of industries. The Islamic 

separatist movement in Xinjiang needs to be handled tactfully to stop it from interfering in the 

project. Development of Balochistan, particularly the human resource development of Balochis, 

should be up scaled to meet the manpower requirements and to create cordial atmosphere. 
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India is much concerned about Chinese strategic objectives in connection with CPEC, Chinese 

supremacy in the Indian Ocean, energy security and policies about routes of energy pipelines and 

oil trade. China and Pakistan should both portray this project as a purely commercial project with 

military deployment only ensuring its security. Indians have to be convinced that by using this 

corridor, they can also bring prosperity to their western region. Basically, China’s rise in the 

Indian Ocean and its foothold in Gwadar are matters of concern to those countries whose oil 

import is channelled through the Straits of Hormuz. 

China launched AIIB (Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) to sustain and balance 

development in Asia. It is, undoubtedly, a tactful step by the Chinese leadership to project itself 

as the most responsible player in region to counter U.S influence in Asia. Pakistan should shift to 

China to reduce her financial dependency on U.S. 

Furthermore, not only China but Pakistan should also engage with Russia in bilateral security 

cooperation to stabilize Afghan situation in order to improve regional security and thereby create 

conditions for implementation of TAPI and CASA-1000 projects. 

The CASA-1000 projects is mainly to expand transmission infrastructure and to prompt the 

export of 1,300 megawatt of electricity from Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan to Afghanistan and 

Pakistan in order to overcome energy dearth of South Asia.823 It will be a source of revenue to 

Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. To boost mutual ties, projects like Central Asia- South Asia (CASA-

1000) must go ahead. CASA-1000 will enable the development of Central Asia South Asia 

regional electricity market, (CASAREM) – a long-term plan for regional energy trade. The Asian 

Development Bank supported a feasibility study to establish the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-

Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline project that aims to construct natural-gas transmission pipeline of 

1,700 kilometers to transport 30 billion cubic meters of gas per year from Turkmenistan’s 

Daulatabad Gas Fields to Afghanistan, Pakistan and to India. (Anwar 2011). The tangible 

benefits from such joint development projects will serve as a basis for improved bilateral 

relations. 
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In reaction to these projects, the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has signed a major 

transport corridor agreement with Afghanistan and Iran under which India will provide 500 

million dollars for developing port in South Iranian city Chabahar.824 Moreover, India has also 

promised $ 16 billion investment for free trade zone surrounding the city. Roads and railroads 

will be extended from Chabahar to Afghanistan with an objective of producing trade channels to 

and from Central Asia and Afghanistan. Iran, in post-sanction position, could become an outlet 

to sea lanes to its south and highly alluring markets to its north. Afghanistan will be home of 

developing northward and southward trade passages.825 India will have, for the first time, direct 

transit land route to Central Asia and Afghanistan in post-independence. 

c.Pak-China Role for Peaceful Afghanistan 

Afghanistan is important to China for two reasons. First, it has deep concern regarding spread of 

religious extremism in Xinjiang. The Chinese were unhappy over the fact that ETIM elements 

had found safe haven in Afghanistan under the Taliban. Secondly, Afghanistan is important in 

the context of Chinese policy of integrating China with Euro-Asian landmass through 

connectivity- roads and trade corridors. Afghanistan is significant, though not critical, for 

southern branches of this mega project. China has also developed economic interests such as in 

Ayank copper deposits.China can help Afghanistan economically and also provide incentives to 

facilitate the reconciliation process. 

India’s growing economic foothold in Afghanistan has stoked Pakistan’s fears. Pakistan’s 

monopoly over Afghanistan’s access to sea was recently challenged with the opening of the 

Iranian port of Chabahar and the linking of it to the ring road in Afghanistan. Pakistan can use 

China’s influence on Afghanistan to gain favor of the current government. China is the biggest 

investor in Afghanistan with her investment amounting to 1 Trillion Dollars in coming years. 

Indian influence in Afghanistan can be balanced with initiatives in collaboration with China.   
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6.4. China-US Cooperation 

a. Improving Regional Relations 

The US presently perceives China to be a potential threat to itself, both economically as well as 

militarily. The US has shown an obvious tilt towards India to thwart Chinese attempts at 

domination of South Asia. At the same time, the growing Chinese economic power has a lot for 

the US think tanks to ponder over. China should improve its diplomatic ties with America. It 

should project its soft power through its exports and not through challenging US domination; it 

should share the economic dividends of exports with US by allowing it some market in Europe, 

South America and to some extent in Asia. 

China and Russia have cemented their ties and diplomatic maneuvers in the backdrop of US 

withdrawal from Afghanistan. China and Russia should continue to play their role to promote 

peace and stability in the region and thus to pave way for the emergence of a prosperous and 

peaceful Afghanistan. 

India’s involvement in Balochistan through Afghanistan has been established by solid evidence. 

This is a major concern for Pakistan as well as for China because both are the stake-holders. To 

this end, Pak- China policy contours can be; they should influence India to join CPEC project by 

linking up through road links with Pakistan. The economic interests of India can be more 

convincing than international pressure through any diplomatic maneuvers against India. 

Chinese exports to India are increasing year by year. Economic engagements of China can play 

as ice breaking factor for the future of this project. This is here that the projection of soft power 

of China can prove effective and achieve its ends. 

b.Political and Economic Cooperation with Afghanistan  

American and Chinese interests hinge on peace and stability in Afghanistan. US, China and 

Afghanistan are engaged in trilateral cooperation because both US and China have stakes in 

Afghanistan. US has provided $ 1.549 billion assistance to Afghanistan in FY 2015, of which 19 

% is for its economic development. China has promised aid of $ 327 million to Afghanistan in 

coming two years 2016-2017. Further, China has offered $73 million to Afghanistan because 
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unstable Afghanistan can have sanctuaries for Uighur militants who could ignite violence in 

Xinjiang and it will be detrimental to Xi’s vision of Silk Road Economic Belt.  

According to David Sidney, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Afghanistan,China is 

competing with the US for success in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is convinced that China’s 

economic and diplomatic backing will assist her in overcoming security and economic 

challenges. China deems reconciliation through dialogue as an inevitable solution for 

Afghanistan’s turmoil and has hosted ‘Heart of Asia Istanbul Conference’ for debating ways to 

promote Afghanistan national reconciliation and reconstruction. China realises that any 

disturbance in Afghanistan after American withdrawal would ignite Uighur separatism and 

fissiparous trends in Xinjiang region. 

The US has welcomed Chinese role in Afghanistan where she is providing training to Afghan 

police and has suggested joint training with Pentagon. China has invested more than 300 million 

dollars providing training to 1,000 government officials, more than 500 scholarships to Afghan 

and for coming three years will train 300 government officials. The second phase of water 

irrigation system in Parwan province, construction of Jamhuriat Hospital, establishing National 

Education Center of Science and Technology have been completed with the help of China. The 

post-withdrawal role of China will be pivotal for Afghanistan’s stability. Ashraf Ghani has 

envisaged China as a significant source of aid and investment.  

Afghanistan is recently having close relations with Beijing and has requested help from SCO in 

curbing Taliban. This assistance in turn can form part of Xi Jinping’s plan of establishing 6,437 

km ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ which will link Chinese western regions with Europe through 

Central Asia.  Moreover, the perceived links of ETIM with militants in Pakistan’s tribal areas 

have made Xi to reassess policy by giving Afghanistan a major role in ensuring its own security. 

The US long term strategic and economic plans are threatened by China’s military and economic 

rise in the region. The objective being to counter China by encircling her through local client 

states and attempt to build India as a counter-weight.826 The US and China have rivalry as far as 

development of China as an emerging power is concerned. However, the project of CPEC will 

definitely enhance China’s influence in the Arabian Sea area. This project demands very delicate 
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handling by Pakistan to keep US as neutral and at the same time planning to maximize benefits 

from the project. 

If US and China cooperate they can resolve major problems, strengthening high level diplomacy. 

China One Belt, One Road initiative, insecurity in Afghanistan and China concern over Uighur 

militants have convergence interests of US and China with the resultant greater chance for Sino-

US cooperation. According to the US administrative officials, China’s OBOR initiative is 

strengthening US initiative to support stability, peace and prosperity through increased economic 

opportunities and linkages.827 

According to Chinese scholar Wang Jisi, China OBOR encompassed ‘westward march’ in 

strategic requirement in consideration of Obama ‘eastward shift’ which can overcome risk of 

military confrontation. In this background Central Asia is geo-politically a ‘safety valve’ for 

extending Chinese leverage in the region in the aftermath of US withdrawal from Afghanistan.828 

The American companies have shown no keen interests in Afghanistan natural resources and 

there can be no clash of interests of US-China in Afghanistan.829China whole concern regarding 

Afghanistan is economic revival and promoting reconciliation.830 

6.4. Trilateral Cooperation 

a. To Counter Terrorism and Restore Peace in Afghanistan 

The US realizes that it cannot secure its interests alone. It needs the help of China, India and 

most importantly Pakistan. The US relative strength with China even in military parlance will 

decline with stringent US influence. However, Americans will be much needed as a regional 

balancer in Asia. America will play a pivotal role in curbing global terrorism. The US 

engagement in Afghanistan till 2024 will be connected with two treaties that are the US-

Afghanistan Strategic Partnership Agreement’ and ‘Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA)’. 

China’s mediating role in Afghanistan manifests its foreign policy shift that could recalibrate 

Central Asia geopolitics and check China in regional leader capacity.  
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At the same time, the US strategic plan for Asia, the core of which is to check the regional 

expansion of China, requires enlisting India. In order to challenge China, India has to be 

dislocated from its only focus on Pakistan. But to do so will require a monumental shift in the 

military mindsets of both India and Pakistan. This issue becomes more complex in relation to 

Afghanistan. Although recognition by the US that an inclusive government which includes the 

Taliban (as the only hope for a stable scenario and protection of interests in Afghanistan) can 

only be achieved through Pakistan due to its alleged influence and patronage of the movement, 

the US is keen to promote Indian influence due to what it sees as an unstable partner in Pakistan. 

The US policy entails greater insecurity in Asia and the likelihood that it can effectively 

withdraw from Afghanistan and maintain proxy control and influence is highly unlikely unless 

the Taliban capitulate on full US withdrawal and Pakistan concedes to it being replaced by India 

as the primary influence in Afghanistan. Whatever the case, Afghanistan remains critical to US 

policy and its military footprint needs to be analyzed within its overall strategy in Asia. This 

military shift is unlikely to last if the US fails in securing Afghan stability and its position in 

Eurasia is threatened. 

The three countries are cooperating on promoting reconciliation, although the process is not 

showing any sign of progress. Kabul blames Pakistan for not applying pressure on the Taliban 

who are seen to be enjoying safe haven inside Pakistan. Unless the current violence in 

Afghanistan starts abating, Pakistan’s policy will remain vitiated by the conflict.831 

Regardless of speculation at the time of US intervention in Afghanistan in the wake of 9/11, 

today, Washington’s main interest is that the Bonn political institutions survive and get 

strengthened, there is some stability in the country and Afghanistan is able to deny space to 

extremist militant elements which pose threat of terrorist acts in the West.832 Within this 

framework, the US supports reconciliation and some accommodation with Afghan Taliban to 

help stability in the country. It is likely to maintain residual military presence which is also the 

need of Kabul government given the weaknesses of the Afghan National Army.  

To counter terrorism, there is need for new constructive efforts and partnership at regional and 

sub-regional level. According to Pakistan recent PM Nawaz Sharif statement at the 70th 
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anniversary of the United Nation, peace can be through dialogue not disengagement.833Similarly, 

Chinese president Xi also emphasized on partnership than alliances. The US is in need of 

partners for countering extremism and terrorism and to ensure regional stability. Pakistan, which 

is victim of extremism, must be enticed by the US for cooperation in having regional order based 

on economic development and peace. 

Killing of Mullah Mansoor in US drone strike in Balochistan provided fuel to roiled Afghanistan 

which could result in internal friction of Taliban. Since transition of security to ANSF, Taliban 

have proved tough and bloodier than ever. In spite of their internal fragmentation, their efforts 

are with undying strength. There is significant insecurity in Afghanistan, enhanced civilian 

casualties, with persistent ANSF retention. Afghanistan’s major areas as provincial capital of 

Kunduz and several districts of Helmand have been in firm grip of Taliban since 2015 onwards. 

Furthermore, IS has also foothold there throughout 2015. Afghanistan political set up is also 

polarized and contentious as unity government of Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah have 

never become attuned as still basic structural problems of government are unearthed. Besides 

Afghan’s elites with self-centered political plans, predilections are nudging the country towards 

chaos and civil war. Above all, regional powers may also exploit the situation for their own 

interests and power play.  

However, the picture is not altogether bleak because neither Afghanistan’s military is fragmented 

ethnically, nor Taliban are capable this much to hold large cities. Moreover, Afghan government 

has succeeded in generating its revenue. Yet there is hope about internal withering of Taliban 

and estrangement of Afghan population from Taliban even in areas where governance is not 

strong. This produces the possibility of negotiation with Taliban on some power sharing grounds. 

Although by 2014, the White House stated about ending the Afghan war834 however, 5,600 the 

US troops will be kept till 2017 for tackling the precarious security situation.  

b.Neutral Policy towards Afghanistan, Iran role should be encouraged 

Afghanistan is a sovereign country hence she can better decide about her foreign relations. All 

the regional countries should stop exploiting the situation inside Afghanistan for having their 
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favorites there. Whether it is India, Pakistan or China, they should have neutral foreign policy 

towards Afghanistan, directed only towards counter-terrorism, extremism and to restore regional 

peace and stability. Only stable Afghanistan can assure regional economic integration and 

feasibility of all regional economic projects passing through Afghanistan. Chaos factors in 

Pakistan, China, India and Iran can only be clamped down. 

In the regional context, Iran is also an important stake-holder in Afghanistan as Iran is dense in 

Herat which was previously her integral part and is supporting it with political and economic 

aids. Tehran has provided $ 50 million anti-narcotics aid and bilateral aid has doubled between 

2012-13 which signifies its crucial role in post-withdrawal scenario.Iran is having secret and 

overt role in Afghanistan which seems to stretch overcoming couple of years. In the wake of IS 

emergence in Afghanistan, Iran’s role will be pivotal to curb this militant group. Iran is devoid of 

adequate resources to revive 1990s proxies in Afghanistan, however, it has great leverage 

there.CARs and the Persian Gulf are alluring to Iran through Afghanistan.  Iran can be side-lined 

either by the US sanctions or by Afghan alternative trade route. Iran and the US have 

convergence of interests regarding peace and stability of Afghanistan as Iran has recently hosted 

Taliban delegates for discussing ways towards peace and stability. Tehran has cooperated the US 

in the past also. Tehran is buffered by ISIS in west and Taliban in east where one factor is drug 

as recent Taliban insurgency is funded by narcotics trafficking and Iran drug crisis met with 

illegal trade. Further instability in Afghanistan will not only channel more unwelcome refugees 

in Iran but will also ignite anti-Shia forces. 

As far as Iran is concerned, the US has softened its attitude towards it. An agreement has been 

reached on Iran’s nuclear program. Of late, Iran has toned down its opposition to the US military 

presence in Afghanistan. Both countries have shown willingness to cooperate in fighting terrorist 

and extremist groups.Iran conflates the US policy contours of having an Afghanistan coalesce 

with Central and South Asia. Iran sought pipeline, rail and trade projects connecting Central 

Asian states.835Moreover, Iran collaborates with India in building Chabahar Port that would 

enhance Indian trade with the Central Asia and Afghanistan which align with US initiative of 
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‘New Silk Road’ for flourishing regional energy markets in the Central and South Asia and 

enhance trans-border trade. 

Basically, Iran has aligned with India to construct its own Chabahar Port in response to Gwadar 

Port. India is investing heavily in the development of this port and signed MoU with Afghanistan 

and Iran for transit and trade. The Chabahar Port can capture access route and energy involving 

trade from Afghanistan and Central Asia due to its close relations with the Central Asian States. 

It also holds warm ties with Afghanistan and offers it low port fees.  

India has invested heavily in the Iranian Chabahar Port. This project is considered to be arch 

rival for this port and Indian ambitions of tapping the resources of landlocked CAR states. 

Setting of Free Economic Zone on both the ports for China- Iran – India and Pakistan or with 

negligible margins of port fees with some subsidization can be mutually agreed upon among the 

stake-holders. Economic integration in a region, after all, is a key to economic prosperity. 

Indian interest in developing ports and communication infrastructure in Iran is both commercial 

and political. Commercially, India desires to take advantage of the resources of both CARs and 

Afghanistan while offering Iran as a suitable outlet and politically she wants to bypass Pakistan. 

Iran shares both interests with India.  

Off late, India intends to invest heavily in developing Chahbahar Port besides constructing road 

and rail links from Chahbahar to Afghanistan. An Indian consortium led by Steel Authority of 

India has recently won an exploration contract in Hajigak Coal Fields (130 km west of Kabul in 

Bamiyan province).  

India has already been granted limited waiver by US in its sanctions against Iran, however future 

of the same remains uncertain. Above notwithstanding, Indians are now realizing uncertainty 

surrounding their investments in Iran and besides exploring other alternatives, have become 

cautious about their further investments in Iran. 

From the Indian point of view, Gwadar offers another line of defence to Pakistan Navy as 

Gawadar may be more difficult to attack in any future war; Indians would thus do all in their 

power to disrupt construction of ports on Makran Coast in the larger context of keeping Pakistan 

economically and militarily weak through a zero sum game. 
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Gwadar thus runs contrary to the Indian designs and hence will not be liked by her, while US 

might initially support Indian communication infrastructure development plans through Iran to 

exert pressure on Pakistan, in the long run. 

In order to bypass Pakistan, India along with Iran and Russia has signed a highly ambitious 

program named International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC). The route aims at 

linking Mumbai in India with Europe through water and land link. But as the project runs 

contrary to US interests in the region, no headway has been made so far. Chahbahar is, in fact, 

critical for the operationalization of INSTC. 

India is increasing its role in Iran to take her on board. This influence will effect relations of Iran 

with Pakistan. India will always try to create hurdles for Pakistan as far as its relations with other 

countries are concerned. Pakistan must establish friendly relations with Iran. Development of 

Gwadar Port is an important aspect which Pakistan should cater for keeping in view the Iranian 

interest but at the same time must cash the importance of port.   

The relations between Pakistan and Iran have witnessed many rise and fall.The incidents back in 

2014 that killed several Iranian guards at the Pakistani border gave quite dissatisfied feelings to 

Iran. The rise of ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Al Sham) and its possible alignment with 

Pakistan Taliban and Sunni jihadists in South Asia have intensified fears of cross border 

violence. Pakistan government must enhance border security measures, address sectarian issues 

and reservations that restrain relations between the two neighbors.  Pakistan should accord 

priority to establish stronger ties with Iran in order to remove impediments that can hinder the 

success of the Kashgar-Gwadar Economic Corridor. Pakistan’s pro Saudi Arabia policies 

increase the concerns of Iran government and can only be removed with a balanced approach 

with Iran and Saudi Arabia.  

Pakistan must realize the ground realities and involve Iran as a partner in KGEC instead of 

enhancing tensions by stirring competition. Indo-Iran relations have seen relative unpleasant 

phase due to US pressure on India and Indian support for US sanctions on Iran. Pakistan can play 

an advantageous role for making ties with Iran stronger.  

In 2014,Pakistan and Iran signed nine MoUs. Pakistan failed to construct 781 km of IP pipeline 

in its territory due to lack of monetary resources and influence of U.S which annoyed Iran. As a 
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result, Iran withdrew $500 million aid package to Pakistan. Pakistan needs to build its portion at 

desired pace to enhance interdependency and trust between the two Muslim neighbours. IP gas 

pipeline can eventually link up with KGEC to attract Iran exports to China through Pakistan. 

Another agreement called Preferential Trade Agreement (PAT) was signed between the two 

countries on 1 September 2006 but it could not achieve its desired results due to U.S sanctions 

against Iran. Recent reduced tensions between U.S and Iran have provided Pakistan an 

opportunity to enhance close ties with Iran.  

Pakistan’s Non-Interference strategy in Kabul and pull out of ISAF from Afghanistan will have 

positive influence on ties between Pakistan and Iran. The cordial economic ties between China 

and Iran can also be used to influence Tehran’s stance about Islamabad. Iran holds the observer 

status in Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) which is mainly dominated by China and 

Russia.  

c.Access to CARs. 

CARs are strategically pivotal to US, China and Pakistan due to immense natural resources there. 

These states are energy rich and both US and China are covetous to access their energy resources 

and to counter each other influence there. However, CARs are affected by the spillover of the 

civil strife in Afghanistan. A number of militants from CARs are working with Afghan and 

Pakistani Taliban. Absence of state writ in North and South Waziristan of FATA has turned it a 

training ground for Uzbek and Tajiks. These militants infiltration into China has given rise to 

Chinese concerns and resentment. This situation has given uneasiness in regional relations. 

Although Afghanistan can be a conduit of oil and gas to the  Central Asia and Iran, yet this 

advantage can be reaped by Pakistan and CARs through a stable Afghanistan only. Pakistan is of 

pivotal value due to deep sea port in Gwadar. If Balochistan remains stable in security terms, 

then it’s an important channel to expansion of economic ties and cooperation with the Central 

Asia and Pakistan would be an energy corridor for the region. Pakistan can then import 

electricity and oil from CARs. 

However, there are impediments in Pakistan’s relations with CARs due to non-state actors as 

Uzbek, Tajik etc are having North Waziristan as their safe-haven and causing violence in 

region.Hence Pakistan’s relations with CARs need to be developed. There is need of turning 
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hurdles into opportunities. Pakistan must welcome official visits of diplomats and think tanks to 

each country so that economic ties could be ensured. All the developmental aspects as of 

infrastructure, professional services and insurance groups must be flourished. We should 

independently have good relations with CARs.The huge Central Asian land mass should be 

linked to Gwadar via Afghanistan. It is essential for peace that when foreign forces exit 

Afghanistan, then Central Asia, Afghanistan trade route will flourish. Secondly the Central Asian 

states can join western China so that trade and transit can take place through Kashgar – Gwadar 

corridor. The future of Central Asia and Pakistan is clearly linked.  

6.5. Conclusion 

The US is not altogether going to withdraw from Afghanistan as there is no apparent victory and 

US interests in South Asia still hang in the balance. The Taliban forcehas been degraded but still 

they are not in mode to comply with the US terms and conditions for negotiations. The US is 

likely for some military engagement beyond 2016. If the US is keen on stabilizing Afghanistan 

then a resolution to the conflict is possible. The US should be seeking, ideally, to achieve these 

objectives: no foreign militants in Afghanistan, no more use of Afghanistan soil against any 

other country, progress towards pluralism, protection of minorities and to ensure human rights. 

The resistance in Afghanistan is prepared to go along with all these conditions. Pakistan should 

play a role in bringing a consensus around these points. Pakistan, rather than being obsessed with 

India’s role should focus on resolving the conflict. 

All the three countries i.e., US, China and Pakistan should cooperate for countering terrorism and 

restore regional peace. The only solution for Afghanistan problem is negotiation, hence, the US 

should come to terms with Afghan Taliban and indeed both parties to peace talks should 

compromise on some conditions in order to give peace a chance.  The Afghan unity government 

must conflate on governance and to clamp down militants through strong and capable ANSF. 

Economic Projects like CPEC, TAPI and CASA-1000 must be cooperated in order to ensure 

regional economic integration.  
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Chapter 7  

Discussion on Primary Data 

7.1. Results 

All the data were analyzed using different  statistical packages including SPSS (Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences), Chi-Square tests. Relationship between other studied variables  

are given by bar graph. 

7.2. Study population and Sampling 

The sample area comprised Pakistan Foreign office, Defence Ministry, ISI,  Various public 

sector universities (Behria University Islamabad, COMSATS Islamabad, Fatima Jinnah Women 

University Rawalpindi, ationalDefence University Islamabad, University of Peshawar, Indian 

Think Tank, Thailand Senior Journalist, Director of UK Statecraft (Table 1, Table 2) 
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Table 1. showing the results of different organizations 

 

Organization 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid  1 4.3 4.3 4.3 

BU 1 4.3 4.3 8.7 

COMSATS 1 4.3 4.3 13.0 

FJWU 7 30.4 30.4 43.5 

India 1 4.3 4.3 47.8 

ISI 1 4.3 4.3 52.2 

NDU 1 4.3 4.3 56.5 

PSU 1 4.3 4.3 60.9 

SPU 1 4.3 4.3 65.2 

TISF 1 4.3 4.3 69.6 

UoP 7 30.4 30.4 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  
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Table 2. showing the number of specialized numbers 

 

Area Specialized 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

6 26.1 26.1 26.1 

14 60.9 60.9 87.0 

1 4.3 4.3 91.3 

1 4.3 4.3 95.7 

1 4.3 4.3 100.0 

23 100.0 100.0  

 

Figure 1 showing the variation between different specialized areas 
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Figure 2. showing the variation between different studied organization 
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Table 3 showing occupation of different professionals 

 

Occupation 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Acadmia 2 8.7 8.7 8.7 

Ambassad 2 8.7 8.7 17.4 

Dean 1 4.3 4.3 21.7 

director 2 8.7 8.7 30.4 

lecturer 3 13.0 13.0 43.5 

Nil 1 4.3 4.3 47.8 

Professor 2 8.7 8.7 56.5 

Research 1 4.3 4.3 60.9 

Secretary 2 8.7 8.7 69.6 

teaching 5 21.7 21.7 91.3 

Teaching 1 4.3 4.3 95.7 

teaching 1 4.3 4.3 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  
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Table 4 showing respondent male and female  

Gender 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Male 14 11.5 2.5 

Female 9 11.5 -2.5 

Total 23   

 

Table 5  and 6 shows political 

affiliation of respondents 

Statistics 

Political Affiliation 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 

Political Affiliation 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 
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Valid Centre 1 4.3 4.3 4.3 

Nil 21 91.3 91.3 95.7 

PML 1 4.3 4.3 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

 

Graph 3 shows variation in political affiliation of different groups 

 

 

 

Graph 4 shows diverse occupation of the respondents 
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Main grounds for investigations were that whether Pak-Afghan region is safe or not? 

What are main problems in the region? Why are these issues a problem? What are 

the important countries in the region? What is the geo-strategic significance of 

Afghanistan, Pakistan, China and the US? 
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 N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Gender 23 1.39 .499 1 2 

Main Problems in Pak-

Afghan Region 
23 2.13 1.424 1 4 

pak afghan region is safe 

or not 
23 2.00 .000 2 2 

Importance of countries 

in the region 
23 1.39 .499 1 2 

 

Table 8 & 9 shows details of Chi-square test 

Test Statistics 

 

Gender 

Main Problems 

in Pak-Afghan 

Region 

Importance of 

countries in the 

region 

Chi-Square 1.087a 7.913b 1.087a 

Df 1 2 1 

Asymp. Sig. .297 .019 .297 

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 11.5. 

b. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 7.7. 

 

Table 9 

Test Statistics 

 

Gender 

Main Problems 

in Pak-Afghan 

Region 

Importance of 

countries in the 

region 

Chi-Square 1.087a 7.913b 1.087a 

Df 1 2 1 

Asymp. Sig. .297 .019 .297 

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 11.5. 
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Test Statistics 

 

Gender 

Main Problems 

in Pak-Afghan 

Region 

Importance of 

countries in the 

region 

Chi-Square 1.087a 7.913b 1.087a 

Df 1 2 1 

Asymp. Sig. .297 .019 .297 

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 11.5. 

b. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 7.7. 

 
Table 10 shows description of main problems in Pak-Afghan region 

Main Problems in Pak-Afghan Region 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Terrorism 13 7.7 5.3 

extremism 2 7.7 -5.7 

insecurity 8 7.7 .3 

Total 23   

 

Table 11 shows respondents view on region to be safe or un-safe 

pak afghan region is safe or not 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Notsafe 23 23.0 .0 

Total 23a   

a. This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test 

cannot be performed. 
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Table 12 shows importance of countries in the region 

Importance of countries in the region 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Usa 14 11.5 2.5 

Pk 9 11.5 -2.5 

Total 23   

 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=occupation area problems safety importance 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV RANGE MODE 

  /BARCHART FREQ 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 
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Frequencies 

Table 13 shows different frequencies 

Notes 

Output Created 01-Aug-2016 13:42:42 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\BOS\Desktop\saima data.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet0 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 23 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases with valid 

data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=occupation 

area problems safety importance 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV RANGE MODE 

  /BARCHART FREQ 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:02.125 

Elapsed Time 00:00:02.180 
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Statistics 

Table 14 shows  statistical detail of various grounds 

  

Occupation Area Specialized 

Main Problems in 

Pak-Afghan Region 

pak afghan region 

is safe or not 

Importance of 

countries in the 

region 

N Valid 23 23 23 23 23 

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 

Mode   1 2 1 

Std. Deviation   1.424 .000 .499 

Range   3 0 1 
 

 

Bar Chart 
 

Frequencies 

[DataSet1] C:\Users\BOS\Desktop\saima data.sav 

Importance of countries in the region 

 

Statistics 

Importance of countries in the region 

Table 15 and table 16 is dealing with statistics 

about importance of countries in region 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 

Mode 1 

Skewness .477 

Std. Error of Skewness .481 

Range 1 
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Importance of countries in the region Table 16 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid usa 14 60.9 60.9 60.9 

pk 9 39.1 39.1 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

The frequency distribution of countries by its importance in the region shows that 69.9 percent  of the 

repsondents revealed that USA is having the top importance in the region where as 39.1 % responded 

that Pakistan is the most important one. 

Table 17 and 18  shows statistics about pak afghan region is safe or not 

 

Statistics 

pak afghan region is safe or not  

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 

Mode 2 

Std. Error of Skewness .481 

Range 0 
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Table 18 pak afghan region is safe or not 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Notsafe 23 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 All of the respondents are of the opinion that Pak Afghan region is not safe. 

 

 

Graph 5 shows main problems in Pak-Afghan region 
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Graph 6 shows importance of countries in the region 
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Frequency Table 

 

Table 19 shows frequencies of main problems in  Pak-Afghan region 

 

Main Problems in Pak-Afghan Region 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Terrorism 13 56.5 56.5 56.5 

extremism 2 8.7 8.7 65.2 

insecurity 8 34.8 34.8 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

56.5 % termed terrorism as main problem in Pak-Afghan region while 34.8 % considered 

insecurity as main issue. 
reasons for these issues as problems 

 

 

 

 

Table 20 and 21 shows statistics for reasons to be problem 

Statistics 

reasons for these issues as 

problems 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 
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Table 21 

reasons for these issues as problems 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid afghan war 2 8.7 8.7 8.7 

Alqaeda 4 17.4 17.4 26.1 

curruption 1 4.3 4.3 30.4 

insecurity 1 4.3 4.3 34.8 

millitancy 13 56.5 56.5 91.3 

Taliban 2 8.7 8.7 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

 

Militancy was considered the main cause of the problems in this region, by majority of the respondents 

i.e. 13 (56.6%). Al-qaeda stands second with 4 respondents (17.4%), Taliban and Afghan War third with 2 

(8.7%) each and Corruption and insecurity is considered as 4th by 1 (4.3%) each. 
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Graph 7 shows frequency of issues to be problems 

 

Table 22  

Statistics 

Main Problems in Pak-Afghan Region 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 

Mode 1 

Skewness .577 

Std. Error of Skewness .481 
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Table 22  

Statistics 

Main Problems in Pak-Afghan Region 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 

Mode 1 

Skewness .577 

Std. Error of Skewness .481 

Range 3 

 

Table 23 shows frequency of various issues in region 

Main Problems in Pak-Afghan Region 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Terrorism 13 56.5 56.5 56.5 

extremism 2 8.7 8.7 65.2 

insecurity 8 34.8 34.8 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

 

Terrorism is the major problems in Pak-Afghan region, suggested by 13 respondents (56.6%) where as 

insecurity is the second popular problem revealed 8 respondents (34.8). 2 of the respondents (8.7%) 

considered extremism as one of the problems in Pak-Afghan region. 
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Graph 8 shows main problems in Pak-Afghan region 

 

 

 

 

Table 24 shows Importance of countries in the region 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid usa 14 60.9 60.9 60.9 

pk 9 39.1 39.1 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

USA is more important country about 60.9 % respondents whereas 39 % termed Pakistan as 

important. 
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geostrgcchina 

 

Statistics 

Geostrategic china 

Table 25 and 26 

relates 

Geostrategic 

significance of 

China 

 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 
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Table 26 

Geostrategicchina 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid CPEC 4 17.4 17.4 17.4 

economy 1 4.3 4.3 21.7 

ECPEC 1 4.3 4.3 26.1 

energy rout 1 4.3 4.3 30.4 

investment 2 8.7 8.7 39.1 

Khunjrab pass 1 4.3 4.3 43.5 

neighbour 6 26.1 26.1 69.6 

radical Islam 1 4.3 4.3 73.9 

sinkiang 1 4.3 4.3 78.3 

terrorism 2 8.7 8.7 87.0 

trade 1 4.3 4.3 91.3 

xinjiang 2 8.7 8.7 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

 

According to 17.4 %  respondents CPEC is of main significance in China Strategic perspectives 

whereas investment come on second number and third is terrorism aspect with Sinkiang on 

fourth. 

Graph 8 shows China geostrategic importance of China in region 
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Geostrategic USA 

 

Statistics 

Geostrgcusa 

Table 27 and 28 

relates to 

Geostrategic 

significance of USA 

 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 
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Table 28 

Geostrategic USA 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Islam 1 4.3 4.3 4.3 

Kabal 1 4.3 4.3 8.7 

land 2 8.7 8.7 17.4 

Land 2 8.7 8.7 26.1 

Nil 1 4.3 4.3 30.4 

powerplayer 3 13.0 13.0 43.5 

russia 1 4.3 4.3 47.8 

taliban 1 4.3 4.3 52.2 

terrorism 10 43.5 43.5 95.7 

waepons 1 4.3 4.3 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

43.5 % respondents are of view that the US main role in Pak-Afghan region is against Terrorism 

whereas 13 % connected it with power play. 

Graph 9 shows Strategic significance of USA in region 
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Geostrategic Significance of Afghanistan 

 

Statistics 

Table 29 and 30  relates with 

Geostrategic Significance of 

Afghanistan 

N Valid 23 

Missing 0 
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Table 30 

Geostrategic Significance of Afghanistan 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid CPEC 1 4.3 4.3 4.3 

drug trade 3 13.0 13.0 17.4 

heighbour 1 4.3 4.3 21.7 

Kashmir 1 4.3 4.3 26.1 

KP 1 4.3 4.3 30.4 

neighbour 10 43.5 43.5 73.9 

terorrism 1 4.3 4.3 78.3 

terrorism 3 13.0 13.0 91.3 

torkham 1 4.3 4.3 95.7 

Torkham 1 4.3 4.3 100.0 

Total 23 100.0 100.0  

According to 13 % respondents main issue of focus in Afghanistan is terrorism but for other 13 

% drug trade is of pivotal nature. 

Graph 10 shows geo-strategic significance of Afghanistan 
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Table 31 shows Chi-Square details 

Test Statistics 

 

gender 

Main Problems 

in Pak-Afghan 

Region 

Importance of 

countries in 

the region 

Chi-Square 1.087a 7.913b 1.087a 

df 1 2 1 

Asymp. Sig. .297 .019 .297 
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The chi square test suggests on the basis of gender and 

importance of countries in the region, data is almost 

equally distributed i.e. it is significantly different only at 

70.03 %. Main problems in Pak-Afghan region are having 

categories that are significantly different with a chi 

square value of 7.913 which is significant at 98.01 %. 

 

Hence the primary data conclude that Afghanistan problem is making the region un-safe. Where 

main issues came in form of militancy, non-state actors (al-Qaeda), corruption and insecurity. In 

this context the US is of pivotal significant now where one half has linked this importance of her 

with combating terrorism but the other half connected it with power play. Hence if defence is the 

motive then power maximization is also having equal chances here. Where the Chinese geo-

strategic parlance is mainly to fulfill economic interests as well as well to defend its Sinkang 

region according the statistics. Afghanistan as a whole is termed as beaten by terrorism and drug 

trade. In all this prevailing situation the countries having stakes in Afghanistan are proved as 

Pakistan, USA and China where the convergences of the three are security, economy and 

political perspectives. 
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Conclusion 

 

Foreign policy of any country can never be fully controlled by herself. There are always certain 

non-tangible factors which directly influence national policies that are geography, demography, 

economy and environment in the region. Regions like ours which happens to be most dense in 

the prevailing environment, additional factors like terrorism, instability in Afghanistan, presence 

of two nuclear powers having history of conflicts further exacerbate the challenges. With 

challenges, come opportunities if played properly we can still accrue benefits to safeguard our 

national interests.  

Peaceful and stable Afghanistan is the prime interest of the whole region. More than a decade of 

the  US occupation has troubled Afghanistan where there is escalating militancy in Af-Pak 

region due to non-state actors in the shape of Al-Qaeda, Taliban myriad groups and ISIS. Now 

that Osama bin Laden is gone, Al Qaeda’s back is militarily broken in Afghanistan and FATA, 

and its rank and file is shifting to the Arab world and East Africa, the links between the Taliban 

and Al Qaeda are no longer that strong. Moreover, the U.S decision to bring about a drawdown 

of its forces from Afghanistan till 2016-17 also implies meeting the demand of the Taliban for a 

full withdrawal of foreign forces half-way. Accumulatively these developments are creating an 

environment in which restoration of peace in Afghanistan through dialogue with the Taliban has 

a chance. But only a chance, the availing of which would require some basic agreement among 

the power contenders and stake holders inside Afghanistan and imaginative diplomacy on the 

part of the U.S/West and neighbours of Afghanistan. Dialogue must be based on democracy, 

pluralism and constitutionalism. For any solution to the Afghan problem becoming viable, 

support of the majority if not consensus of Afghans would be required. Also a clear 

understanding among the international and regional stakeholders on  Afghanistan’s neutral status 

has to be restored. But to make that understanding concrete, Afghans will also have to make sure 

that their territory is not used by regional players against each other. 

Pakistan’s foreign policy should be based on the following guidelines:  non-interference in 

Afghanistan, cooperate and facilitate the US exit, to enhance diplomatic relations with Iran and 

to be on friendly terms with China, India and Russia. Afghanistan situation has affected Pakistan 
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the most, Pakistan should support an Afghan led and Afghan owned solution for this. Pakistan 

should play a major supportive role in stabilizing Afghanistan; it can be in the shape of 

facilitating trade to and, at later stage, from Afghanistan, technical assistance for establishing 

various public and private departments and infrastructure and offering favourable terms of 

bilateral trade.  Scarlet thread in Pak-Afghan relationship is to have a friendly Afghanistan or at 

least, a neutral Afghanistan. It will not only stabilize Pakistan’s internal situation but in future 

enable Pakistan and India work together to improve bilateral relations. This will improve the 

situation on both the eastern and western borders. Pakistan’s interests would be better served by 

diplomatic efforts to improve its relations with India, and calling on the US, EU and others to 

support its efforts in doing so.   

Pakistan’s interests would be best served by adopting policies grounded in the existing realities 

and determining priorities within that realm. Influence can be sustained or built through soft 

power, mutual cooperation and an outlook that would strengthen areas of convergence. 

Diplomacy through media should be minimized. Border management issues have great 

significance. Once Pakistan has physically and politically established its writ over the 

international borders, situation could incrementally tilt in Pakistan’s favour, though, this is, 

presently, a tricky issue. 

The questions related to Taliban and reconciliation process, Afghan refugees, transit trade and 

Pakistan-Afghanistan border have dominated public discourses, narratives and therefore, 

relationship between Pakistan and Afghanistan. All these issues have dimensions in the realm of 

Pakistan’s foreign and security policies, economy and internal stability. These problems are 

interlinked and have therefore, locked the relations in a vicious cycle. At this stage, managing 

these irritants shrewdly and gradually building the kind of mutual trust that would allow empathy 

to develop on both sides would be a good option. 

In addition to that the US exit from Afghanistan is cross to bear for regional countries to direct 

their course of action. Whether we accept or not, the US is now part of this region. It is our 

physical neighbour now. It is physically present in the Gulf countries and is also planning to 

leave behind a sizeable military presence in Afghanistan even after withdrawal. The US end-goal 

is not Afghanistan. It is the oil and gas-rich Central Asia that it will never allow to be dominated 
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by China and Russia. The US wants to maintain a stable balance of power in Asia in light of 

China’s growing power in the region. It is also to reassure the US allies that their concerns will 

be taken into account. 

       China’s policy in Afghanistan is to protect its Xinjiang , to enhance its investment in natural 

resources and important of all is to counter the US and Indian influence. Initially China was not 

interested in Afghanistan but later on natural resources and economic worth of the latter had 

caught Chinese attention. However accomplishment of her economic projects in Afghanistan 

demands peace and stability. China is emerging as the most influential power suggesting a good 

vehicle for regional responses as China is grappling for peace and stability of Afghanistan 

because of having apprehension regarding spread of militancy and extremism in Xinjiang and 

significance of Afghanistan to China’s policy of integrating China with Euro-Asian landmass 

through roads and trade corridor.China-CARs economic linkages are joined through network of 

railways, road and pipelines for Caspian gas and oil. China would improve relations with CARs 

for resolving its Uighur minority in Xinjiang. China wants access to global market for economic 

security through the US.  Pak-China cooperation is must for balancing Indian influence in 

Afghanistan.Pakistan is only viable exit available to China to out maneavour US 

containment.China wants Pakistan stable both politically and economically. Pakistan security is 

impediment in accomplishment of CPEC hence it requires appropriate planning. Moreover, 

handling of Pakistan Taliban and ETIM with iron hands must be taken at exigency.CPEC will 

enhance China’s influence in the Arabian Sea.Pakistan needs cautiously handling of CPEC in 

order to keep US as neutral and also to reap maximum benefits out of this project. 

It goes without saying that internal strength, stability and harmony would make others see 

Pakistan as an important player in regional politics. CPEC needs solidarity among all regions of 

the country and the sooner it is actualized, the better it will be for Pakistan. Inclusion of 

Afghanistan in the CPEC project would be a farfetched idea as long as US/Western interests are 

aimed at limiting China’s growing influence in the region. China’s use of Iranian territory for 

transit of goods to the western destinations could keep China within the evolving scenario. The 

situation is fluid and Pakistan has to keep all its options open. Pakistan must focus on using its 

trade, transit and economic potential for connecting various regions as long as it sees that 

security concerns are not outweighing economic interests.   
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Pakistan and US have divergence of interests specially when Indian factor is contemplated in 

background of the US preferential treatment to her. Indian large size, huge population and 

growing economy is alluring to US market. Moreover, the US hopes to build up India for 

safeguarding its interests against China in Indian Ocean and Straits of Hormuz. The US has 

greatly supported Indian role in Afghanistan which is apprehensive to regional strategic stability. 

Afghanistan is turning into friend to Pakistan but the uncertain situation is there and India 

situation is also fragile. India will attempt more to discredit Pakistan at international level 

however its propaganda will not catch international support. Moreover, if Pakistan border is 

controlled and having good relations with Afghanistan then the Indian factor in not apprehensive 

to Pakistan. Afghanistan must be kept an independent country where she can have good and 

close relation with whoever she wants. 

The US is stubborn to gear up her activities in the region to create a space and fill it for gaining 

foot hold in various countries in order to increase number of allies. The US creates situation in 

the area and then render support to overcome the situations and influence governments. 

To avoid disastrous consequences of its expansionist designs and hegemonic agenda the US 

manipulates weakness of other states through enhanced intelligence sharing and increased 

military assistance and thus seeks to serve its long term strategic interests. For the same very 

sake she introduce new dimension in the field of trade and economic which is evident from US 

exports of goods and job opportunity.      

 In the Afghanistan context, all the three countries US, China and Pakistan have convergence on 

fighting violent extremism, improving regional relations, regional stability and peaceful 

dispensation in Afghanistan, dialogue with Taliban and for the same very sake Pakistan key role 

in Afghanistan, and economic integration in the region. Stability in Afghanistan is one area 

where the interests of Pakistan, US and China converge. Internal problems that are mounting by 

the day need, first of all, a serious introspection among the Afghans themselves. Intra-Afghan 

dialogue is essential. However, at the moment the prospects seem a bit remote. The first 

important step would be to see how the stalled peace process (Quadrilateral project) can be 

restarted for which US and China have to overlook their rivalry elsewhere and agree on sincere 

and non-partisan efforts to revive the process. The killing of Mullah Mansoor in a US drone 
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strike is indicative of US intentions of giving a pause to talks with the Afghan Taliban. The 

options are limited at the moment except to ensure that conditions would not deteriorate to the 

detriment of systemic and domestic levels actors involved. 

Both US-China, through mutual cooperation, can resolve significant problems and strengthen 

high level diplomacy. Moreover, China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ policy is fostering peace, 

stability and prosperity through economic linkages and opportunities. Moreover, the era of 

stability in the South China Sea is over. Both US and China must agree on certain red lines and 

threshold in the Asia Pacific region if a serious breakdown of security in the wider Asian region 

is to be avoided. Common interests can be identified such as trade and commercial relations and 

common approach to the freedom of navigation and avoidance of securitization of the Asia-

Pacific regional countries and militarization/nuclearization of the Indian Ocean.   
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A
l
l
a
h   

(T.C. : the contents of 
this document is 
written in Swahili 
language, started with 
praising Allah) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Jihad continues to 
the day of resurrection

PAGE 4  
In the name of the merciful Allah 

 
Praise Allah, Peace and prayer on the most gracious prophet, 
our master, beloved, leader and idol 
 
 

The computer 
password:  

>>>>>> In Kabul = ALQATO In 
Qandahar = ASY1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Neighbors phone 
#: 73- 01-03 73-03-
01  
Either one of them 

 
Muhammad al-Amen al-Mustafa mercy to the worlds, may Allah bless him and his family and friends: 
My brothers in Allah, peace upon you,  
This is a commandment of Allah from your poor brother Youssef al-Dawseri, it’s a brief commandment 
because the few good words  
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I ask you all, before you the Mujahid Sheikh Abu Abdullah Usama (Osama) Bin Laden and his brother, 
the Sheikh, the faithful, the patience in the crisis; Abu Fa’aas the Commandant and the two brothers  
Aba Khalid (Seif al-‘Adel) and Aba Miriam (Abd al-Qader al-Ziyat) and all Mujahedin to forgive me if I 
offended you whether knowing or not knowing and pray for me that Allah will receive me as a Martyr 
not from the failures.  
 My advice to you and especially those mentioned above; strong patience at the crisis, 

and do not pay attention to the fake world. I swear to Allah, you are the richest people on 
earth at this time, stay in this righteous way so you gain the honor of those blessed from 
Allah…. And remember, the acts are (evaluated) by the end results. Ask Allah for the courage 
and strength and do not be fouled by the propaganda , stay away from the gathering of the 
unpredictable , keep the group prayers (al-Jamaa) and increase the repentance because it’s the 
key to everything and do not forget to revenge for me from the Jews and the Crusaders … 
revenge …revenge…they killed my fathers- my mothers- my brothers- my sisters- my children- 
my uncles in Palestine, Bosnia, Kashmir, Somalia and Kosovo – do not let them sleep or rest. 




 Brothers; my family in the country, tell her that I was killed in the name of Allah, so, 
she rest, she is free, if she wishes to get marry or not, and follow up with her on the long –
run, she wishes to stay in the country but she has a plan to send the children to Jihad sites 
when they are older. 




 We ask allah to pay your debts- your brother is in debt to the Sheikh Abu Abdullah 
Usama (Osama) Bin Laden for $500.00 US Dollars, I borrowed when my mother was sick, from 
(the 
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Page 11  
In the name of the merciful Allah  

Brother/ Abd al-Wakeel Allah keeps him safe 
Peace and mercy from Allah upon you  
Please accept the brother/ Abu ‘Amar into the Explosives Course with the other officers based on the 
request from the brothers in Kandahar. 
I discussed his issue with you before I travelled to Jalal abad. 

 
Your brother 
Abu Muhammed al-Masri 

 
3 Dhu al-Qa’ada 1420 
8 February 2000 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
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Pashto 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan  

Common Leadership of Intelligence  
To  
The Kabul Province Security Commander 
Greetings  
The bearer of this letter Muhammed Yaqoob has a single bore pistol; I will appreciate to issue him the 
permission to carry with himself.  
Greetings 

 

Mullah Abdul Haq 
Assistant Intelligence 
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